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ne of the worst-kept secrets
in audio engineering is that
what we hear does not
always correlate with what we measure."
So wrote the late Richard Heyser 30 years
ago, as quoted in Time Delay Spectrometry, a
1987 anthology of his writings.' What do
we hear? Music heard live consists of a
sound pressure that changes according to
the logical demands of two things that
have no physical reality: the way in which
music is structured in time and pitch, and
how that structure is ordered by the composer/musician. Heyser, one of the most
perceptive audio engineers I've had the
privilege to meet, repeatedly emphasized
in his essays and papers that the reproduction of music is amultidimensional event.
According to Heyser, the real aspects of
the concrete framework that supports the
two abstractions are at least five-dimensional. Sound has a"where," which covers three
dimensions by itself. It has a"tone," which
includes pitch and timbre, themselves independent variables. Its intensity, a "how
much?" that varies with time, represents
dynamics. It has a"when" aspect in that the
listener's instantaneous perception of musical values depends very much on what has
gone before. And which of these aspects is
the most important when assessing quality
will be different for each listener.
By contrast, any typical measurement
is a two-dimensional, or at best threedimensional reduction — as in Stereophile's
loudspeaker waterfall plots, where amplitude is plotted against time and frequency
or direction and frequency. And the
choice of which to plot against what may
not be related at all to sound quality, but to
the practicalities of being able to perform
the specific test. There's the old story of
the drunk looking for his keys under a
street lamp. A passerby joins in the search
and, after a fruitless few minutes, asks
where the drunk has dropped them.
"Over in the bushes," answers the drunk,
"but it's too dark to look there."
To make things worse, every perceived
aspect of acomponent's sound quality is
affected by more than one technical aspect
of its design. If alistener describes aloudspeaker as sounding "bright," for example,
is it because the speaker has atilted-up onaxis frequency response? Or is it because
the speaker may be flat on-axis but its
Stereophile, March 1998

dispersion has some mid-treble peaks? Or
because the power response tilts up? Is it
because the speaker has excessive midband distortion? Is it acombination of all
four, exacerbated by a lean-sounding
woofer tuning? Or does the brightness
have nothing to do with the loudspeaker's
"sound," but is instead due to the partnering amplifier being driven into momentary, music-dependent overload by a
speaker impedance that features apunishing combination of low magnitude and
extreme phase angle? Although any single
measurement will always have some connection with sound quality, that connection can be tenuous.
Despite Mr. Heyser's wise words of
warning, Iannounced almost nine years
ago that Stereophile was introducing a
program of measurements in support of
its subjective equipment reports. 2 "[We]
will routinely measure every component submitted to the magazine for
review," Iwrote, "taking into account
the most up-to-date research.... "Our
goals were threefold: to show up faulty
components before we sent them out to
the selected reviewer; to ensure that
there wasn't some simple reason for a
component to sound the way it did; and
to build up adatabase that would eventually throw up correlations between
what is heard and what is measured.
The measurements in Stereophile reviews
would be used to try to explain the
"why" behind "what" was heard.
As the magazine continued to add standardized measurements to its reviews, I
had to pen various cautionary notes in
response to criticisms from both "objectivists" and "subjectivists": "Those who
place their belief in measurements alone
should remember that it is still the experience itself that matters, not the description
of the experience, no matter how thorough or well-researched that description,"
Iwrote in 1990, adding in 1996 that "The
integration of measurements into Stereo1 Published by and available from the Audio
Engineering Society, Inc., 60 East 42nd Street, Room
2520, New York, NY 10165-0075; 527 for AES
members, $30 for nonmembers. The AES intern« site,
www.aes.org ,offers a secure transaction page for
credit-card orders.
2"As We See It," Vol.12 No.8, p.5.
3"As We See It," Vol.13 No.11, Vol.19 No2.
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phile's equipment reviews is not to describe
or replace the listening experience — that
is, and probably will always be, impossible.
Without listening, there is no way, for
example, of measuring something as universally perceptible as the quality of a
stereo soundstage."3
While we have made considerable progress with the first two of our 1989 objectives, it is fair to say that Stereophile is still a
long way off from achieving the third and
most important goal: using the database to
examine what kind of measured performance good-sounding products have in
common. Some patterns indicating a
causal connection between what is heard
and what is measured have emerged from
the mountain of data, particularly regarding loudspeakers. But with amplifiers and
digital products, the more we find out, the
less we seem to know.
Which is why Iam glad to welcome
the English audio engineer Paul Miller to
our staff as "Test & Measurement Consultant." (Tom Norton's review of the
Kinergetics KBA-280 amplifier in this
issue sees the first measurement taken
with Paul's "Amplifier Profiler.") Paul tells
me that his goal is "to develop test and
measuring equipment to take us into the
next millennium, to try to determine
what is actually going on." Stereophile
intends to be at his side when he does so,
remembering that while good measured
performance is important, this will be
always subsidiary to good sound.
Kathleen Robin Lowry
This issue witnesses the debut of Stereophiles new Art Director, Kathleen Robin
Lowry. Kathleen holds aBA in Fine Arts/
Crafts from California State University at
Northridge. Before joining her illustrator
husband Scott in his own graphic design
firm, she was the Art Director/Graphic
Designer for 10 years at the Mark Taper
Forum, the theater associated with the Los
Angeles County Music Center. At the
Taper, Kathleen produced all the advertising, posters, billboards, programs,
souvenir books, and lobby displays for the
plays that were being put on by the theater. She has also designed promotional
material for a number of well-known
audio companies. Welcome to the extended Stereophile family, Kathleen.
3
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Letters
Stereophile recordings
Editor:
Iwanted to write and thank you for the
many hours of enjoyment Ihave gotten
out of Stereophile's Rhapsody CD....I am
glad to see that your latest recording,
Encore, is once again of chamber music, as
that happens to be apersonal favorite of
my wife and me. With Stereophile's
Serenade and Festival two of our favorite
CDs to listen to, we eagerly await your
new one. My other favorite genre is jazz:
any thoughts on doing a recording of
jazz musicians in asmall, intimate setting?
Thanks again for adding to my listening experiences.
Bruce Platt
bplatt@hittman.com
While our next CD, scheduledfor release at HIFl '98, is again ofchamber music, featuring dassical violinist Ida Levin perfinning in Santa Fe's
historic Loretto Chapel, this summer will see us
making our first cornmercialjazz recordint with
aquintet led by longtime Sonny Rollins sideman, bassist/guitaristJerome Harris.
-IA
Stereophile in Germany
Editor:
Ihave been reading Stereophile for two
years, and Imust say it's great stuff.
There's no competition here in Germany
for Stereophile. Ilove it.
Dorian Mertens
mertens@btlen.de
Stereophile on the Web
Editor:
Your web site — vvww.stereophile.com
— lists back issues available for purchase, but doesn't appear to list which
component has been reviewed in which
issue. Do you have a catalog of past
equipment reports?
Robert Hume
hume@discovernetmet
To access the complete index on the
Stereophile web site, click on the "Search"
button. lint can choose to search either the
database of web articles or the paper magazine
index. Entering the name of acomponent or
mannfircturer you are interested in will give
you the issue(s) in which they were mentioned.
Clicking on one of those issue references will
bring up the complete contents of that issue.
Currently, you will then have to purchase the
relevant back issue (which you can do online),
but ive intend that over time the web site
Stereophile, March 1998

search engine will increasingly bring up links to
reviews and articles.
—JA
Art on the Web
Editor:
As with all things Stereophile does, your
web site is truly apiece of art. Thank
you for your many years of dedication.
Bob Best
Oest@cosapidata.com.pe
DVD on the Web
Editor:
Could you please point me to any
source of hard information on DVD?
MikeJones
mikcj@audvid.co.riz
Check out www.unik.no/-roberahe/dvd/.
—JA

Fried on Haddy
Editor:
I noted with great interest Paul
Messenger's description of the apparent
demise of the Decca Record Company
("Industry Update," December '97,
p.31). However, he failed to mention the
great Arthur Haddy, who invented "
in the 1940s and virtually the entire
image and reputation of the Decca/
London labels!
Iwas fortunate to have worked with
Arthur. The project, in his words, was
"to teach Amer-i-cans how to play
Decca/London discs." In those days,
Decca also had a "Special Products"
division, supervised by Arthur, that
produced the Decca cartridges. (The
engineering was done at the Decca
Letters to the Editor should be sent to
The Editoi Stereophile P.O. Box 5529,
Santa Fe, NM 87502-5529. Fax (505)
983-6327. E-mail: John Atkinson,
Stereophile Eclitor@Compuserve.com
or Letters@stereophile.com. Unless
marked otherwise, all letters are
assumed to be for possible publication. If you have problems with
your subscription, address your
e-mail to Molly Crenshaw at
103230.635@Compuserve.com or
Customerservice@stereophile.com.

Recording Studios in Broadhurst
Gardens —Gerd Nathan worked on the
moving-iron cartridges, and John [later
Jeanne] Walton the ceramics.)
It was from there that Iwas able, at
the New York Hi-Fi Show of 1965, to
present the "IMF-London" Mk.IV cartridge, along with the co-developed
"IMF-Kelly" TLS (Transmission-Line
Speaker). Stan Kelly was then with
Decca Special Products, and Arthur and
his associates had suggested atransmission-line loudspeaker be developed —
the only logical way to reproduce the
expanded frequency and dynamic
ranges of Decca's recordings.
It was this mixture of idealism and
technology that Arthur produced in all
around him. Iremember being sent to
Vienna, where I met John Culshaw
(Ring Resounding), Gordon Parry, and Sir
Georg Solti. All of them were infused
with Arthur Haddy's idealism and
know-how. What athrill it was to attend
recording sessions for the Ring and other
operas in the Sofiensaal, and hear the
special nature of all who worked with
Arthur. In all my years in high fidelity,
never before or after have Iencountered
such an atmosphere of dedication, technology, and pure love of music!
I want to tell two more tales of
Arthur: 1) He always said his bi 14:est
mistake was choosing the Rolling Stones
over the Beatles (Arthur also headed
Decca's "Artists and Repertory" department). 2) On July 4, 1968, Arthur called
me at my home to report that all work
on the dual-capacitance cartridge we had
been developing for several years was
being dropped, for "we would have digital soon," and "it's better, you know."
The legacy of Arthur Haddy and
what he created will go on and on, to
serve as ameasure of what could be
from our industry.
Irving "Bud" Fried
Wynnewood, PA
Distressing language?
Editor:
Ifind it distressing that Stereophile so
often stoops to the lowest language in
the world while reviewing the finest
audio equipment extant. Profanity in a
review or commentary only detracts
from the value and worth of the article.
11

Letters
You may run out of adjectives in describing aparticular sound characteristic, but
the emphasis of profanity does not contribute to the readers' understanding.
Also, while correspondents may be
amused to see the For Sword in print in
their letters, Iam not. Isuggest you edit
out such expletives. That is the editor's
obligation. The profanity adds nothing,
and in my view discredits what would
otherwise be valid points. Bob Bookman
71203.1662@compuserve.com
Inventing language?
Editor:
In his review of the Pass Aleph 12
amplifier in the November '97
Stereophile, Steven Stone used the phrase
"dynamically relaxed." Is that the flip
side of "statically tense"? Will we soon
see components that are "politely rude"?
As Itype this, Ifeel "aggressively
tranquil" thanks to the effects of Stereophile's Zen-master shaping of audio terminology. My thanks to your copy editor, who, on occasion, is "alertly asleep."
Jim Saxon
sonaxj@sotracsa.co.cr
...or, in this case proudly ashamed.
— Copy Ed.
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Confusing dates
Editor:
Just received my January 1998 issue of
Stereophile and the December 1997 issue
of Stereo Review on the same day .... what
does this mean?
LloydJ. Davis
pinklloyd@woriclnet.att.net

Why doesn't Stereophile recommend
systems at different price points, much as
adealer would do with aprospective
customer? Maybe once ayea4 your writers could outline their "Systems2Die4."
Juan C. Pinero
jcpinero@yktO.attnet.orfp

Like many other magazines — but not,
apparently Stereo Review —Stereophile
goes in the mail around the middle of the
month preceding its cover date This ensures
that, the USPS willing, all our subscribers
should receive their issues in areasonably timely manner. The "downside" is that some subscribers will receive their magazine earlier than
they expect.
—JA

How about acar mag?
Editor:
Ilove Wes Phillips' "Car Tunes" column. However, it is time that Stereophile
published a 100% high-end car-audio
magazine. There are many such publications, but none of them addresses
high-end in any substantive way. Twice
ayear would be enough.
Ralph Byrd
rbyrd@bellatlantic.net

How about
"Recommended Systems"?
Editor:
One thing Iwish Icould see more of in
Stereophile is recommended systems.
Most audiophiles will admit that it is no
easy task to put together awell-balanced, good-sounding system. Knowing what components and cables work
well together in asystem is definitely
an art, and something you seldom see
recommended in American high-end
magazines.
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How about DIY & music mags?
Editor:
Stereophile is a great magazine. It's so
clear, honest, and easy to read. Iwonder
if you could publish a magazine for
building audio equipment. Some people
read Stereophile just for the record criticism. Maybe you could have aquarterly
publication just for them —Stereophile
Recordings.
Louis Miller
San Jose, CA
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How about some free advice?
Editor:
Ishould be charging for the following
advice, but if you wish to reward me
with afree subscription, feel free.
Wake up and smell the coffee!
Stereophile is still number one, but you've
never seen such competition, and it will
get stronger. You must be losing market
share. Do some fast strategic business
planning:
Your weaknesses: a) losing popular
staff and features to competitors; b)
copy getting stale, stale, staler, c) expanding, new, serious competition.
Your strengths: a) the only serious
domestic test-bench performance
measurements of components; b) the
best list for now ("Recommended
Components").
The strategy: Play to your strengths.
The best defense is agood...
Your test-result graphics are 10 years
out of date. For amagazine about electronics, this is ajoke. Dump the illegible
black lines and get some modern, color
computer 3-D graphics; check out the
English What Hi-Fi magazine; best them.
Explain how to read the graphics, simply
and regularly. Improve "The List." It's
getting bloated, rambling, monotonous.

Think — Focus, Concentrate, Impact.
Steve Offerman
Ventura, CA
Don't lose the romance
Editor:
In the October '97 issue's "The Final
Word," Larry Archibald wrote about
not being able to hear the difference
between two cables. If there was adifference, he said, it was so minute it was
irrelevant. Then he went on to talk
about the craziness some people
demonstrate trying to find great sound,
and how audiophiles should put together great-sounding systems.
Ithought that was one of the most
mature articles Ihave read in any audio
magazine. Most audio writers are intelligent, experienced, keen, many things,
but rarely mature. Iunderstand this lack
of maturity because Ishare it. It's ironic
that one of the most sophisticated
human impulses, the pursuit of music,
leads audiophiles to such degrees of
immaturity.
It is not surprising that so few
women are audiophiles, because they
generally lack this type of immaturity.
My wife says Iam "out of control," and
Ican't deny it. One day Ilove the

sound coming from my stereo, and the
next day Ibegin to hear things that
weren't there before. These new, unwanted sounds are always costly to get
rid of. When Ihave bought my way
out of the annoyance, anew one invariably creeps up.
Iam no longer sure of my motives.
Iwant the music to sound better —to
sound "right." Yet Iknow that my stereo
will never sound like real music —
even if Icould afford anything the
market has to offer. As audiophiles,
we are all only dealing with degrees
of approximation that, unchecked, can
become obsession.
When Iwas 17 years old, Ihad a$100
Sears Silvertone portable stereo that
sounded as satisfying as anything Ihave
heard since. I have never stopped
upgrading my systems, and the $15,000
Ihave sunk into my present system
rarely satisfies me as much. Clearly, the
human imagination is the key to getting
satisfaction from art (including reproduced music). The conveyance is only
secondary, and totally irrelevant if imagination is lacking.
When Iwas 18 Ibought asmall motorcycle. My college sweetheart and I
used to take wonderful rides through

The magic of Denon Surround Sound componentry is its unique ability to transform
your viewing experience into one so compelling that you actually believe what you are watching is real.
From the no-compromise Dolby Digital/TI-IX 5.1 AVR-5600 to the remarkably affordable AVR-600
Dolby Pro Logic Surround Sound Receiver, Denon delivers new dimensions to home theater.
Experience Denon Surround Sound and you will instantly discover that what you see is what you hear.

DENON

The First Name in Digital Home Theater

symbol are trademarks of Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corporation LUX rs a registered trademark of Lucasfilm Ltd

The horse, the automobile. The typewriter, the computer. The cassette tape,
the Digital Recordable MiniDisc. Record music on your home deck and play it
back anywhere. Just like tape. Digital sound and instant access to any song. Just
like a CD. Record or mix up to 74 minutes from your CDs. All on one 2.5-inch
MiniDisc. Then take it anywhere you go, and play it back on your car deck or
portable player. Now that's progress.
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Letters
the woods, by the ocean, to the park, and
other romantic places. One day Iwas
stopped at ared light and there was a
bigger motorcycle next to me. Suddenly
Ihad an uncontrollable impulse to race
it, and that led to bigger and bigger
motorcycles. My girlfriend grew less content with me and my new motorcycles.
She said, "We were so happy on the
little motorcycle," and she was right —
the motorcycle was not what was
important then.
What Ireally appreciate about Larry
Archibald's comment is that Ifelt that he
had bought the biggest bike around, participated in the madness, and evolved to
apoint in his life where romance was
the important thing again. He was telling us that it is available to everyone.
Stereophile is by no means the worst
magazine around when it comes to
machismo. The writers are often witty
and aware of their own foibles. However, Ithink it behooves us all to be
constantly on the alert for the oneupmanship that runs rampant where
men and their toys are concerned. The
danger is not just that we will spend a
lot of money foolishly, but that we will
lose the romance that impelled us in the
first place.
David Del Boutgo
Woodland Hills, CA
1-10's still got the passion
Editor:
Some time ago in "Letters," aStereophile
reader deplored the return of "Retro" in
music reproduction. As someone who
has recently experienced the sound of
single-ended triode amplification, I
must say that for me there is no going
back to push-pull. While technology
marches on, some things are timeless.
Iwould also like to say that Ienjoy
Jonathan Scull's writing. He is one of
the few reviewers who is passionate
about what he writes.
Anton Daisa
adaisa@LOCAL.mpls.k12.mn.us
More faith needed?
Editor:
Ihave just reached the point in Jonathan
Scull's December '97 article on Harmonix RFS Tuning Feet (p.171) where
he says, "Music played on Harmonix'd
equipment ... always became more
ineffable."
Since "ineffable" is not aword Iuse
in everyday discussions, Ilooked it up. If
the music can be said to be "beyond
expression," as my dictionary defines it,
is that good or bad?
Ihave very briefly corresponded with
Mr. Scull via e-mail and found him very
forthright and apparently true to himStereophite, March 1998

self in his professed and written beliefs.
Although reviewers often seem to have
more in common with salesmen than
with the common purchasers of the
goods they review, Itake Mr. Scull at his
word until proven otherwise.
On the other hand, every day that I
read his writings in Stereophile, Ifeel it is
April Fool's Day with respect to my pragmatic side. Ifind it hard to believe —
maybe more faith is needed? —that only
more expensive equipment can be better
than less expensive equipment. With
respect to my own audiophilic (almost
sounds dirty) fantasy side, he allows me
to ride that magic carpet that suspends
belief and makes all things possible.
Although Iwonder alot about the
audio/stereo publishing world, Ido
appreciate the amount of effort that
goes into Stereophile.
Jeff Tricarico
Address withheld by request
Thanksfor your comments, Mr. Tricarico. You
seem to feel that Iimply that "only more
expensive equipment can be better than less
expensive equipment." Stay with nie in
upcoming footer articles; sonie of the cheaper
supports performed at avery high level indeed,
and I'm not shy about saying so. I'm thinking
ofthe Golden Sound DH Cones and Squares,
as well as anotherfooter made ofan intriguing
composite material. However, as with the
Hamionix footers, you do, on some happy
occasions, get what you payfor.
—j-10
More credibility needed?
Lilitoi:
Ihave been giving some thought lately to
the issue of "tweaks" and the review
process in Stereophile and other magazines. My question is this: How do I, the
reader of reviews, being short of time and
money, separate the jewels from the BS?
How do Idecide if the reviewer is so full
of himself and his golden ears that he
must convince himself that his ears are so
sensitive, so wonderful, that he can hear
any change, no matter how small?
What set me off on this line of thinking is Mr. Scull's review of the YBA
Signature 6 Chassis preamplifier and
the Harmonix footers in the December
'97 Stereophile. The man claims he can
hear the difference between footers
composed of various materials, and
when the footers are oriented in different ways (upside down, right-side up,
three footers or four, etc.). Irecall a
review in which he swapped out chassis
screws in an amplifier and, of course,
heard a difference. But when he
reviews apreamp with piss-poor measurements (considering its $19,000
price tag) that Thomas J. Norton said

should have an audible effect, Mr. Scull
can't hear it.
How do Itell when the reviewer's
ego is getting in the way? When is his
desire for copy overriding reality? For
that matter, what is reality? How much
does he expect us to believe? What if he
aligned the grain in the ebony footers
contained in the footers with the earth's
magnetic field? Tell me, Mt Scull, what
tweak have you performed that made
no difference whatsoever? Or do they
all do something?
Credibility is what Iseek, and Ifind
some of Stereophile's reviewers, well,
incredible.
Glenn Kinyon
Oklahoma City, OK
The return of Shun Mook
Editor:
Ican't help but think that Miles's trumpet would have sounded alittle better
with a couple of Shun Mook discs
Mortited to its bell.
PRoberts
Canyon, CA
proberts@rocketmail.com
Frippery &adornment?
Editor:
Howard Blumenthal tells us in the
December '97 issue that "tweaks were a
waste of time," and that no amount of
blind testing and sleight-of-hand yielded any conclusive sonic improvements
in his quest for fine audio. Iappreciate
that this comment was made in a
particular context. Nevertheless, for it
to appear in your esteemed publication,
where nearly all your reviewers espouse agood deal of tweakery, Ifound
heartening.
Mr. Blumenthal was writing about
equipment of an affordable yet audiophile quality, and, listening-room peculiarities aside, one does wonder at the
sonic improvements claimed for so
many accessories. The benefits of good
support stands, feet, and isolation components are beyond question, while the
polarization of listening-test results for
the many slabs, bricks, and blobs on the
market at exorbitant tariffs suggests they
are perhaps more frippery and adornment than potentially worthwhile sonic
improvements.
Stuart Smith
stoogina@gto.net.om
Knows it when he smells it?
Editor:
Bless the heart of audiofan«!)webtv.net,
who said "The snake oil will min this
business" ("Letters," January '98, p.11). I
could not agree more strongly. Here are
some highlights from the last few years
in high-end audio:
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KEF SOUNDRAVES
Some notable quotes from Edward M. Long
in Audio's September issue:

KEF
RDM one
SPEAKER
As reviewed in

AUDIO

September 1997

"...KEF has gained an enviable
reputation for producing excellent
loudspeakers."
"...clear, precise imaging."
"The RDM one reminds me of the
classic BBC LS3/5a, but with deeper
bass and higher output."
"...the KEF RDM ones are an
excellent value—and very good
looking, too."
Designed by the same engineers as our
legendary Reference Series, the RDM one
features KEF's patented Uni -Q®
technology. Uni -Q places the
tweeter at the exact acoustic
center of the woofer cone to
create asingle point source for
the entire frequency range—the
ideal to which all speakers
aspire—producing aflawless
soundstage over amuch wider
listening area. Whether on a
bookshelf or stand, the RDM one
no longer confines you to sitting
in acentral sweet spot to enjoy
exceptional performance. Audition
them for yourself by contacting us for the
name of the authorized KEF dealer nearest
you. Ask for afull reprint of the RDM one
review when you call.

e 11 Elkins Rd, East Brunswick, NJ 08816 Phone: 732-390-1130 Fax: 732-390-5657

Letters
•Little paper dots with mystical powers
to stick on components
•Magic stones to control resonance
•$800 record clamps
•Multi-kilobudc amplifiers that amount
to 5W tone controls (and not very good
ones)
•A fellow whose name rhymes with
dice repackages what appear to have
been RadioShack clocks as "line conditioners"
•A company whose initials hint at a
famous university disseminates quasiscience to justify hideously expensive
speaker cables that purport to defy the
known laws of physics
•A company with esoteric, Asian product names charges over aquarter of a
million dollars (yes, really) for an amplifier that verges on technical incompetence, while proudly advertising "The
world's most expensive audio system" in
Stereophile.
How long can this nonsense continue? How much will you pay for
shiny little rocks to set on your speakers? Do you really think there is any
speaker cable worth $10,000+? Do
you believe in magic? Voodoo? Why
don't we all just put on purple raincoats, turn out the lights, and dance
around the room three times crying
"Yoohoo, yoohoo, wooga wooga!"
each time we sit down to enjoy
music? (Remember music?) Well, one
reason: You can't charge anyone several thousand dollars to do that.
High-end audio is out of control in a
big way. Floobie dust and superstition
have overtaken what once seemed like a
pretty decent hobby. Bad enough that
components that would have sold for
$1500-$2000 10 years ago now routinely go for $6000-$10,000, and $25,000
speakers are called "bargains." Must we
pay others to insult our intelligence as
well? Iam not an engineer and cannot
justify my opinions on that basis. Then
again, Idon't have to know the molecular composition of horse shit to know it
when Ismell it.
Finally, aword of support for someone who deserves it: Martin Colloms is
abreath of fresh air in the High End. He
combines alistener's approach to subjective evaluation with solid technical
assessment and good old common sense.
And he calls it the way he sees it....
At long last, aprominent figure in the
high-end audio press has had the integrity and intelligence to tell the naked truth
about the emperor's new clothes.
Jerey Teuber, PhD.
Atascadero, CA
jteuber@thegrid.net
Stereophile, March 1998

Getting rid of the black magic?
Editor:
Thank you tor producing amagazine that
takes the black magic out of audio and
finally assigns some credibility to the testing of audiophile products. Rajan Anancl
Gettysburg, PA
Keep up the valuable work
Editor:
Based on John Atkinson's review in
December '96 and the subsequent mention in Stereophiles "Product of the Year"
article in December '97, rve just purchased the Mark Levinson No.333
power amplifier. Idid not realize how
stunning this amplifier makes music
sound. Never before has my listening
room sounded so wonderful, focused,
detailed, and absolutely magnificent.
Please keep up your valuable work.
Thomas THuynh
Electrical &Control Systems Engineer
Parker, CO

Ithink the issue is one of complexity;
it is not obvious that equipment capable
of reproducing small groups (however
loud they are) is also well suited to
reproduction of music where there can
be literally hundreds of musicians and
40-50 separate musical lines. Iparticularly wonder if the current fascination
with single-ended tube amplifiers and
vinyl would be so visible if the reviewers were more interested in music that
requited large forces. Iremember that J.
Gordon Holt, who did include such
music in his reports, seemed to prefer a
different type of amplifier than other
reviewers.
George Gerhold
Bellingham, WA
gerhold@nas.com

Thanks, Martin
Editor:
Many thanks to Martin Colloms for his
most interesting article on negative
feedback and amplifier design in the
January '98 issue (Vo121 No.1, p.87).
Stereophile readers, Iam confident, will
What was that music?
be interested in reading asimilar article
Editor:
A while ago Iread ashort aside (not a by Jan Didden that was published in the
regular music review) that mentioned Six:1997 issue of Audio Electronics (puban ethnic music artist. The text read lished by Audio Amateur Publications).
Ray Segura
something like, "I was listening to some
New Orleans, LA
wild, unidentified music and thought to
Segurar@nctamslantdetnola.navy.mil
myself, 'I'll bet Wes Phillips would
know who this guy is!' "The writer also
mentioned the ability of said artist to Mr. Didden's article mentioned research by the
late Peter Baxandall, which showed that
rock out in odd time signatures.
Despite having gone back methodi- while loop negativefeedback applied to asimcally through astack of Stereophile back ple amplifier circuit reduced the level ofthe secissues, Icannot locate this reference. ond and third harmonics as expected, it actualCan you help me out? Name of artist, ly increased the level of the subjectively
album title?
Neal Williams harmful high-order harmonics compared with
mtyler2@earthlink.net the circuit used withoutfeedback
Feedback &Martin
Editor:
After reading Martin Colloms' article
on amplifiers without feedback in
January, Imust comment.
Without feedback, apower amplifier becomes load sensitive. Stereophiles
own measurements show the frequency response into a simulated load.
These measurements show the audio
expansion/compression that zeroWhy no large-scale music?
feedback amplifiers exhibit — often as
Editor:
The type of music used in the evalua- much as 2dB. This is indeed audible,
tion of equipment has been covered at and while it may enhance perceived
length in the past. The Editor's position performance, it cannot be considered
is that it doesn't matter much, because accurate. There are plenty of products
equipment that accurately reproduces out there to "process" audio — exthe overtone structure of aguitar will do panders, compressors, bass-impact enthe same for aviolin, etc. However, I hancers, spectrum harmonic enhancers,
note the almost complete absence of spatial enhancers, etc. However, an
large orchestral/choral works in Stereo- amplifier should never behave as asignal processor!
phile's test reports.
Imentioned this astonishing CD in my review
of the Mark Levinson No.31.5 Reference CD
transport (October '97), which is why Mr:
Williams found it hard to unearth. It is
Orpheus Ascending, by Ivo Papasov and
his Bulgarian Wedding Band (Hannibal
HNCD 1346). You should be able to find it
in the World Music section at any good record
store
—JA
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Letters
Feedback, used properly, is agood
thing. However, it should never be
relied upon to compensate for poor
power-supply design, nor can it be trusted to control radical nonlinearity, as in
class-B operation. Unfortunately, it is
called upon to do this more often than
not. And that, too, is audible.
There is alot more to this debate than
simply feedback or no feedback. Audio
design is more complicated than that. It
would be a shame to see high-end
designs distilled down to this level.
Kevin A. Barrett
President, KAB Electro-Acoustics
www.KABusa.com
Feedback &Audio Research
Editor:
Martin Colloms' recent article in
Stereophile described the history of negative feedback in amplifier design and
detailed in some length the effect that it
can have on component sound. Intrigued by this, Idid some research of
my own. The Audio Research VT100
was recently auditioned by Stereophile
(March '97), and the reviewer was quite
taken by its sound. The VT130 was also
recently auditioned (November '96),
but the reviewer was not so impressed
by its audio merits.
The VT100, VT130, and VT150
[reviewed in August '94—Ed] share similar tube complements and internal
architectures. One area where they differ is in their use of negative feedback.
The VT100 uses half the negative feedback of the VT150 and one third less
negative feedback than the VT130. The
higher level of negative feedback in the
VT130 would appear to have an effect
on listeners.
Ihope that manufacturers will begin to
take to heart the effect that negative feedback has on their creations' sounds, and
will begin to design components that use
less, or ideally zero, negative feedback.
While the 1980s were an era of less
than notable improvements in the audio
realm, with the hopefully soon-to-beadopted improvements in digital standards and landmark components such as
the Pass Labs two-gain-stage amplifiers,
the '90s will turn out to have been a
great decade.
Dave Brown
dmbrown@bechtetcom
Feedback &measurements
Editor:
Martin Colloms raised the question of
measurements vs sonic performance in
his interesting article on negative-feedback amplifier design in the January
issue. Ikeep reading about this subject,
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and Ibegin to be bothered that the real
issue is not that measurements cannot
reliably predict the sound of apiece of
equipment, but that the wrong measurements cannot do so.
We know that there is no magic
involved — these are all physical devices
whose physical properties can be
known and described, if only we take
the care to first figure out what the
complete set of relevant properties are.
For example, Ihave auditioned various
speakers whose measured high-frequency responses extend out to 20kHz,
26kHz, 35kHz, and 40kHz, yet Ihave
found that one sounds dull at the top of
the spectrum and another sounds
bright, with no correlation between
these observations and the HF specs...
The audiophile community ought to
be devising new and more meaningful
measurements that we could then use
to better predict how gear will sound
and how it will interact with other gear.
It is not enough simply to say that measurements don't always correlate to
sonic results — we need to focus on taking the right measurements. Why doesn't Stereophile solicit suggestions from its
readership, and try some out in the lab
to see if they correlate with the sonic
results?
Agim Perolli
meisrerrrinker@iuno.com
Feedback &transient response
1.,iit, ,I.
Iread with interest Martin Colloms' discussion of negative feedback in the
January Stereophile, and something
occurred to me as Idigested the article.
Iwas wondering if there has been much
thought given to the differences between steady-state vs transient response.
It is relatively easy to think about the
positive effects of negative feedback —
sorry — during steady-state conditions,
such as reproducing asinusoidal waveform. The distortion components are
somewhat static, and can be canceled
out in real time.
However, during transient events
there could be instantaneous conditions
when the distorted feedback is not canceling anything out, but simply building
on itself. If all the measurements are
made with swept sinewaves, then this
phenomenon would be missed in the
measurements — which might account
for the disparity between the subjective
perception and the objective.
Ihave seen plenty of measurements
using squarewave responses. While
these provide a useful evaluation of
overall dynamics, they excite frequencies only at odd harmonics of the fun-

damental, and the measurements do not
give any indication of linearity, just
dynamic response.
This leads me to aquestion: Does the
audio industry ever measure frequencyresponse functions with white-noise
excitation? If so, are partial and multiple
coherence analyses performed to provide direct measures of linearity (and
hence distortion) within and between
channels under more realistic conditions?
Nigel A. Linden
Burnsville MN
NigetLinden@MTS.com
Feedback &IM distortion
Editor:
Ithink Martin Colloms, in his January
article, touched on aneglected subject:
intermodulation distortion. It has long
been recognized that spot frequency
measurements, such as second- or thirdorder harmonic distortion, while indicators of amplifier linearity, are insufficient to explain audible performance.
Similarly, two-tone difference tests for
intermodulation also may fail to correlate with subjective tests.
Iwould like to suggest amore sophisticated intermodulation test that might
go along way toward correlating measured performance with audible effects.
Years ago, when the world was analog,
designers and users of wideband telephone transmission equipment (of the
type Harold Black worked with when he
developed negative feedback) recognized
the failure of single- and two-tone frequency tests to fully characterize their
systems. Eventually atest method was
developed that correlated well with system performance, amethod known as
"white-noise loading." This test, while
simple in concept, takes into account all
orders of intermodulation products that
may be present.
Noise loading may be described in
the following way: The test signal consists of white noise, limited to the
bandwidth under test. The amplitude
is chosen to remain just under hard
clipping. A narrow frequency segment
of the test signal is removed with a
band-stop filter. At the output of the
amplifier, anarrow bandpass filter is
used to measure the signal present
within the stop band of the test signal.
Any energy within this passband is due
to the presence of amixture of idle
noise and intermodulation products.
The IM component can be removed
by removing the test signal. The difference between these two readings is an
indication of the level of intermodulation products.
Stereophile,

march
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have the blues.
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"Roters produtts, at all
pric
re so impressive that
safe to think of Rotel as
agold standard against
which we can confidently
measure the industry's
performance as awhole."
Tom Miller
Audio Adventure Magazine
Vol. 3Issue 9

Raw voices. Steel-edged guitar. Emotion.
Thib
doesn't get any better than this and
Rotel bn
it to you straight up with easy to
operate features
aperformance that's genuine.
How do we do it? Our fan tical engineers custom build
our own transformers, hop thuerld for parts from
premium grade co

ent manufacturers, then

assemble our designs in our own 1S09002 certified
factory. Finally, we listen. If it's not absolutely right,
we go back to work until we can actually
feel the blues.
Higher performance hi-fi
equipment requirr:
commitment to excellence.
We've been doing it for nearly
forty years. Maybe it's time you
heard the blues through us.
Rotel. Real hi-fi.

Rotel's RC995 Remote Preamplifier
and RB991 200watt/Channel Power Amplifier

54 Concord Street
N. Reading. MA 01864-2699
Phone: 978.664.3820
Fax: 978.664.4109
AUDIO ADVENTURE'S MANUFACTURER OF THE YEAR

Future-proof technolo
Will the component you buy today
be able to play the software
you purchase in the future?
It the ability to upgrade over Lune is
important in digital sources, it is
essential in digital surround processors. Existing processors have limited
capabilities, requiring costly hardware
changes when anew format like DVD is
introduced.
The new ProceedeDigital
Unmatched
performance and
Surround Decoder offers the best of
configuration
flexibility.
both worlds. With it, you can continue
to enjoy the superb performance of the ware upgradable, general purpose DSP
PAV while adding the new digital capa- engine that can easily acquire new
bilities required by the next generation capabilities as standards evolve. It will
of software.
support Dolby Digital e (AC-3), DTS
The foundation of the Digital
Coherent SoundeMPEG Audio (Musicame),
Surround Decoder is apowerful, soft- various multichannel modes, and any20

thing else likely to be introduced in the
foreseeable future — including 96 kHz
audio-only DVD:
If you would like to learn more
about how the Digital Surround
Decoder can provide afuture-proof
digital solution for your current and
possible component needs, visit your
Proceed dealer for apersonal demonstration soon.

tim PROCEED
Proceed' grads in deed and 'mewed by Madre Auk) Laboralories.
PO. Boxmi. 111011elown, CT 06457 USA FAX m346-1540
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Letters
Idon't know if the noise-loading technique has ever been implemented for
audio amplifiers, but it seems to me that
it should be. Perhaps this technique could
help explain why some amplifiers sound
poorer than others that measure, by conventional means, as good or better.
Lee Stephens
insttrhen@mack.#66.com
Both the BBC and the late Deane Jensen
have suggested using asignal with acomblike
spectrum to test amplifier peifonnanœ, the idea
being that any component that appears in the
gap between the discrete test tones is due to
intennodulation and noise. Ihave done some
testing using this kind of technique —
Stereophile 's Test CD 3contains some suitable signals—but have come up with enigmatic results.
Snobs or music lovers?
Editor:
After reading Barry Delin's letter ("The
world of economics") in the December
'97 "Letters" (p.13), Iwas shocked at the
picture it revealed of the audiophile
industry. The High End seems to be mn
more by greedy, selfish snobs than by
true "music lovers." Why do Isay this?
Because Ihave been around true music
lovers most of my life, and they do all
they can to get as many people as possible to be able to enjoy music. Ican't
understand why some people think that
the only way they can enjoy apiece of
equipment is if they pay afortune for it.
Why should the rich, foolish few dictate
what the rest of society can buy?
Iam ayoung professional who has a
very sensitive ear for good sound. Yet I
can't seem to be able to afford those
things that can truly do agood recording
justice. You get what you pay for to a
point, true, but that only holds water for
so long.
Iuse as an example the Spica TC-60
mentioned in Mr. Delin's letter. Why
should such aquality product be cast
aside because people can't stoop to the
level of spending $800/pair, but feel
that $1500 is okay? Am Imissing the
point here? That's like going to buy a
house that is being sold for $150,000
and telling the salesperson, "No, that's
too little. Iwon't feel like Igot agood
home unless Igive you $300,000." Does
that sound like something you would
want to do? If you do, then you deserve
to give them all of your money.
Yes, the industry that we love isn't
free. But it shouldn't be able to be
enjoyed by only the elitist few. The attitudes of both industry leaders and some
Stereophile readers need to be changed.
Stereophile, March 1998

Just because someone can afford apair
of Wilson X-1/Grand SLAMMs and I
can afford only apair of PSB Alpha
Minis doesn't make them any more of
an audiophile, or me any less of one. It's
the love of music that matters.
Jonathan Offey
fcoffiyl@maiLidt.net
The law of economics
Editor:
Barry Delin ("Letters," December '97)
couldn't be more right that "some
audiophiles may value a component
more because of its higher price." The
"economic law" that applies to ordinary
commodities (ie, higher quality +lower
price =increased demand) seems oddly
inappropriate when applied to the High
End. Except for heretical fringe-element
bargain-seekers, audiophiles on the
whole aren't looking for value in the
sense of a strong price/performance
ratio:11es not the object of the game.
The high-end twist on the law of
supply and demand is this: as aproduct's price rises, its desirability (or
value) increases — not its value in terms
of any sort of objective performance,
but its perceived or ascribed value. An
audiophile doesn't shop for a loudspeaker the way he shops for ahammer. A loudspeaker has ahigher purpose. It's amusical instrument, and as
such it must embody some rarefied
quality of the music itself. That's what
makes it high-end. Manufacturers go
to extreme measures to endow their
products with this rarefied quality.
Especially in their advertising.
In this sense, the High End resembles
the art world much more than it does the
world of typical consumer goods. The
acquisition of modern art, for example, is
acompetitive sport played by the rich
and the very rich, who vie with each
other to obtain the works of ahandful of
artists who, by luck or good promotion,
have managed to make their works desirable. What makes an artist desirable? His
pedigree — where he studied, which galleries and museums have displayed his
work, which critics have reviewed it, and
in which journals, who has bought his
work, at what price, and (most important) how much his work has appreciated in value. The artist's name — established by an unrelenting PR campaign,
some of which is shameless gossip — is
what gives the art work its value.
Viewed from the outside, much that
takes place inside the closed circle of the
art world looks absolutely crazy. A pile
of rocks assembled by abig-name sculptor (or, more precisely, by ateam of

immigrant laborers under the direction
of the big-name sculptor) can cost acollector $100,000. An identical pile of
rocks assembled by you or me would be
worthless. Yet the pile of rocks (with its
attendant artist's statement) on the collector's property can actually increase in
value. A 3' by 5' canvas painted asolid
blue and signed by arenowned painter
can fetch six figures. Astudent's work in
the same size and color is worth less
than the cost of the canvas and the paint.
Common industrial objects can undergo a miraculous metamorphosis if
used by afamous artist in an "installation
piece." Arusty old drill press or cast-iron
sink, normally worth pennies per pound
at the scrap yard, can suddenly acquire
price tags in the thousands by the simple
magic of having been touched by the
artist. In the middle ages, alchemists
sought and failed to find away to turn
lead into gold. Modern artists and their
marketeering counterparts know the
answer: the transformative process is
called "creating value."
The name is everything. If an artist has
built asufficient cult, aided by alarge
body of densely written, mostly incomprehensible critical analysis, the value of
his or her work can take off like arocket.
"Innate value" is an irrelevant, archaic,
industrial-age concept, something to be
applied to acres of wheat or barrels of oil,
not creations of the human imagination.
It is ayardstick by which we measure
container ships of mass-market Asian
electronics, not the rarefied objects spoken of in reverential tones at gallery
openings and hi-fi shows. To those we
apply adifferent set of economic standards. Exclusivity has its own logic.
Modern art is the ultimate inside
joke, wherein status-seeking buyers of
the work continuously try to outdo one
another, and creators of the work play
an incredibly cynical game of bite-thehand-that-feeds-you. Sometimes, I'm
afraid, the same game is played by makers of the high-end toys we enjoy.
Mr. Delin and John Atkinson
("Letters," October '97) were right, of
course, about the unlikely probability of
a$1000 state-of-the-art DAC. The necessary economic factors aren't there.
That doesn't mean it's impossible.
Identical DACs (in terms of objective
performance), like identical solid-color
paintings, could exist at any price point:
$60,000 or $6000 or $600 — or, for that
matter, $60. The only requirement to
shift that value lower is sufficient numbers of people demanding the product
at alow price. If they want it, eventually someone will give it to them.
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GRANDE UTOPIA
"For me, this is truly
the ultimate
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Letters
And the only requirement to shift it
higher is sufficient numbers of people
bidding it up. "Value" is simply an
expression of an arbitrary belief system.
DACs with names like Krell and Mark
Levinson come with big price tags because they are art objects. The same circuitry in a box labeled "Fisher" or
"Samsung" is alow-value disposable commodity. That's the law of economics.
Batry Willis
San Rafael, CA
Generation Xheard from
Lditor:
I'm writing to take issue with acomment Michael Zeugin of Audio Influx
made in the January "Letters." He
writes, "The next generation —the socalled Xers, asmaller blip in the demographics population fluctuations —
aren't buying high-end hi-fi. In fact, they
don't even know what 'hi-fi' means."
Perhaps we can't buy hi-fi — and
maybe that's because hi-fi has become
so expensive —but we're sure interested. I'm 22 and an avid Stereophile reader.
Believe me, if Icould, I'd have myself a
Krell KAV-300cd CD player and apair
of Mark Levinson No33H monoblocks
driving B&W speakers. But for all this
Xer's interest, I've gotta make do with
what I've got.
I'm stuck listening to some of my
favorites of late —Lisa Gerrard's From the
Mirror Pool, The Hilliard Ensemble's
recording of Josquin Deprez's Motets et
Chansons, and Robert Nighthawk's
Robert Nighthawk and his Flames ofRhythm
—on a5-disc Yamaha CDC-655 player,
a lousy Sony STR-D615 integrated
amplifier, and a pair of anonymous
Clements bookshelf speakers.
Iwould give my right arm to hear
Josquin's "Milles Regretz" or Gerrard's
"Sanvean" on anicer system, and I'd be
more than happy to pay $10,000 to
upgrade my system if I could. Unfortunately, I must live vicariously
through my Stereophile subscription until
I've got my financial footing. While our
parents — upon whom we still rely —
might see the educational value of a
computer and subsidize its purchase,
they're not as excited to do the same
when it comes to astereo system.
Iknow I'm not alone among my
peers in my appreciation of good music
and hi-fi — or even in my preference for
music over computers. While Ican happily salivate over the latest 266MHz
Pentium Notebooks, show me a Pass
Labs Aleph 12 amplifier and you'll have
to fit me with one of those drool cups
they give you at the dentist's.
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With afew years to get our financial
act together, my generation will succumb to the same urges that others
have before us, and we'll steer far clear
of the Best Buys and Circuit Citys as
we go on our hi-fi spending sprees.
Joe Faber
faber@njcc.com
Xencore
Editor:
Ijust wanted to say thanks for putting
together such agreat magazine. I'm 17
years old and Istarted to read Stereophile
when Iwas 15. Ihave learned a lot
about high-end audio. However, Ihave
had many different experiences visiting
high-end stores. Some shops have treated me like I'm abum who walked in
from the street, while others have been
more helpful in helping me learn about
high-end. Ithink high-end has changed
the way Ithink about everything now.
Joseph
San Antonio, IX
Jt1333@aol.com
Wow—vinyl!
Editor:
I'm 22 years old and I've been reading
Stereophile for two years. (I even continued to read through the WebTV bashing!) Ihad always taken the CD-vs-analog debate with agrain of salt. "The difference can't be that great," Ithought,
"CDs are fine for me."
Or so Ithought until this past weekend. Ihad some extra cash, so Idecided
to make up my own mind. Ibought an
NAD 533 turntable and a Parasound
P/PH 100 phono preamp to add to my
ParasouncVRotel/CAL/Snell system.
Iconnected everything and sat my
cynical self down in the sweet spot, not
expecting much. From the very first
note off vinyl, Iwas floored. Icould not
believe the difference! The highs weren't
edgy and the midrange was beautiful.
Even the bottom end was fuller!
I'm now avinyl lover for life.
Erick Swindell
CK662@webtv.tiet
Wow— bi-wiring!
Editor:
Ihave recently bi-wired my speakers
and cannot believe my ears. The low
end is more defined. There's less grain
overall, and the vocals are so much
more transparent. But why? I don't
understand. Can someone please
explain why? Inquiring minds want to
know.
Mike Smith
Bogota, Colombia
Msmithch@aol.com

Whither bi-wiring?
Editor:
Sam Tellig's comment last October
(Vo120 No.10, p.47) — that bi-wiring
allows the amplifier to see each driveunit as aseparate entity — doesn't seem
logical. What the amp "sees" is the end
of the binding post inside the amp case,
and that's at least 1
/"from where the
2
drivers were electronically joined.
Bi-wiring may sound different, but I
can't understand why joining the drivers
I/2 from the amplifier is any different
from joining them 10' away at the
speaker terminals.
yin Gilkey
Lynchburg, VA
JohnGilkty@aol.com
The reason bi-wiring can give an audible
improvement (with some speakers but not all,
Mr. Smith) is that any interaction between
the individual drive-unit currents is minimized because the place where these "see"
each other is at the amplifier's output ground
terminal. This may be 0.5"from the amplifier circuit itself," Mr. Gilkey, but it is held
much more closely to ground potential by the
power-supply capacitance than at the other
end of the speaker wire. With single-wiring
and asuboptimal crossover layout and/or
topology, it is possible for one drive-unies
back-EMF to give rise to audible problems in
another unit.
—JA
Whither solid speakers?
Editor:
Why don't speaker manufacturers use
solid (non-hollow) loudspeaker cabinets (leaving enough room, of course,
for the drivers to move). Iask this
because controlling cabinet resonances
seems to be important to high-end
speaker designers. Making the box of
solid wood (or any other material)
might kill most of any resonances that
might otherwise be present.
Stephen Michael Curling
curling@Oswego.edu
This seems astraightfonvard question, but the
answer is complex. Basically, while this practice is in widespread use for tweeters and
sometimes midrange moving-coil units,
woofer cones either work against the spring
action of the enclosed air volume (sealed-box
designs), or use the resonances of the enclosed
air space and aport (reflex and so-called
transmission-line designs) to achieve their
combination of sensitivity and low-frequency
extension. With asolid cabinet, a woofer
would play very quietly and would also
require aradical redesign of itsfloppy suspension. However, if you mount ahorn in front
ofa woofer mounted in such an enclosure, you
can get the sensitivity back.
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Industry
UNITED STATES
Wes Phillips
Phaze Audio, Inc., the Arizona-based
manufacturer of the Tube Driver hybrid
amplifiers and accessories for car audio
that Iwrote about in the May '97 "Car
Tunes," has acquired amplifier manufacturer Precision Power, arespected
name in the autosound field. Phaze
intends to relocate its management
team to the Precision Power facilities at
4829 South 38th Street, in Phoenix.
UNITED STATES
John Atkinson
Loudspeaker manufacturer Polk Audio
announced on December 31, 1997 that
it had acquired an interest in Genesis
Technologies, manufacturer of both
loudspeakers and digital products. Not
only did Polk invest $500,000 in
Genesis convertible preferred securities, it also obtained a three-year
option to purchase the Colorado-based
high-end audio company, which is led
by three industry veterans: Arnie
Nudell (co-founder of Infinity), Paul
McGowan (co-founder of PS Audio),
and Mark S. Schifter (co-founder of
Audio Alchemy).
Commenting on the deal, Polk CEO
George IClopfer observed (trying hard
not to give too much away): "This investment cements acloser relationship
between Polk and Genesis. Already our
business dealings with Genesis, involv-

ing our cooperation in creating the
Eosone line of products sold through
Best Buy Company, have produced valuable benefits for both companies.
"In the meantime, we note that sales
of Genesis' own line of products have
grown at avery satisfying rate in the last
year or two. Accordingly, we are pleased
to be able to provide this additional
financing to them to enable them to
continue their recent growth."
Both Polk and Genesis have been
financially involved with other audio
companies in the past: formed in 1991,
Genesis was originally partnered by
Canadian loudspeaker conglomerate
Audio Products International (Mirage,
Energy, Sound Dynamics) until Nudell
and McGowan bought API out in 1994;
in the late '80s, Polk had a financial
stake in the company that owned British
speaker manufacturer KEF.
In other speaker-related news, Phil
Jones, the loudspeaker designer who
pioneered the resurgence of metal-cone
woofers with first Acoustic Energy in
the UK, then Boston Acoustics' Lynnfield series, and finally his own company, Platinum Audio, is no longer with
Platinum.
Platinum speakers have been favorably reviewed in Stereophik by both Sam
Tellig and myself, they had gotten an
excellent reputation for producing terrific bass performance from relatively
small enclosures. Phil's plans were

Update
unclear at the time of writing, but he
intends to remain in the loudspeaker
business. He can be contacted by fax at
(603) 437-3986, or at airpulse@msn.com
Phil's humongous "Air Pulse," a
multi-way horn-loaded speaker that
physically and acoustically dominated
Platinum's hotel room at the 1997
Winter Consumer Electronics Show, has
apparently won a 1997 "Golden Sound
Award" in Japan. In the meantime, Platinum launched a range of entry-level
speakers, the Platinum Theater (PT) Series
of loudspeakers, with suggested retail
pricing of $399/pair to $699/pai4 at the
Consumer Electronics Show in January.
UNITED STATES
Jon Iverson
On January 5, Go-Video, Inc. announced that it has reached an agreement to acquire California Audio Labs
LLC, which designs and manufactures
digital audio and video products under
the California Audio Labs and Cinevision brand names. The transaction,
which will be accounted for under the
purchase accounting method, is valued
at $775,000 plus assumption of debt, and
is expected to be completed on January
31, 1998. Under the terms of the agreement, Cal Audio will operate as awhollyowned subsidiary of Go-Video.
Go-Video is atechnology and marketing company that has attracted
industry attention for its Dual-Deck

Calendar
Dealers promoting manufacturer and designer
seminars should fax (do not call) Debbie
Starr the when, where and who at (505)
983-632Z at least eight weeks before the
month of the event— ie, you're putting on
something in May 1998, you should get the
information to Debbie no later than March 1.
Mark thefax cover sheet "For the attention of
Debbie Starr—Dealer Bulletin Board."
Promoters of hi-fi shows and audio societies
promoting manufacturer visits should also fax
Debbie the details as soon as possibk

ARIZONA

• Tuesday, February 24, 7pm: The
Arizona Audiophile Society will hold its
monthly meeting at Ultimate Entertainments, and will feature ademonstration of aVidikron Vision 1projector
with aSnell & Wilcox Interpolator, a
Stewart Filmscreen screen, and a
Meridian surround-sound system. Space
is limited; call (602) 417-0023 to make
reservations.
CALIFORNIA

•Sunday, February 22, 9am—lpm: The
Stereophile, March 1998

Second Annual California Hi-Fi Swap
will be held at the Sequoia Athletic
Club and Conference Center (7530
Orangethorpe Avenue, Buena Park).
The event will feature lots of high-end
and vintage equipment, tube gear, etc.;
tickets entitle holders to adiscount at a
major record/CD show next door.
Proceeds will benefit the National
Multiple Sclerosis Society. Tickets are
$5 at 9am, $3 after 10am. No buyers
before 9am. Dealer and manufacturer
display tables are $35 each, plus $5 per
person, reserved in advance. For more
25
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eknow
.
your type.You've always owned speakers in cabinets. But now they just won't

go with that new designer sofa and loveseat. Here at Parasound we make in -wall speakers
that won't ever force you to sacrifice sound for aesthetics. Speakers like our Parasound
C/ST-280A. With its advanced 8" woofer, titanium dome tweeter, and
precision crossover, it will practically turn your home into a3bedroom,
2.5 bath speaker cabinet. And for those of you who want to enjoy music out
of doors, try our Nomad Ten. With its unique cabinet design and incredibly
accurate 6.5" woofer, it's easily the finest outdoor speaker you'll ever hear.
Which is saying alot, considering how you've arranged your priorities.
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VCR. The company also offers avariety
of closed-circuit TV products for consumer and commercial applications.
"This deal was two years in the making,"
said Roger B. Hackett, Go-Video's chairman and CEO. "Cal Audio's highly
regarded engineering skills, product line,
and brand naine have been attractive to
us for some time. We believe that by
bringing our organizations together, we
will both reap tremendous benefits in
design and engineering, product development, and marketing."
Founded in 1986 — its first product
was aPhilips-based CD player with a
tube output stage —Cal Audio is managed by Dan Donnelly, president and
chief engineer. The company has 14
employees, including a team of engineers and product designers. Cal Audio
recently introduced aDVD player that
combines audiophile audio perfonnance
with top-quality video playback. The
California Audio Labs CL-20, one of the
first DVD players manufactured in the
US, incorporates the latest dual-focus
laser technology to allow playback of
DVD, Video CD, H1)CD, and standard
CD formats. Its low-cost Gamma DIA
processor (manufactured in the Far East)
and its multidisc CL-10 CD player have
been well reviewed in recent issues of
Stereophile.
"We're convinced that this partnership will help Cal Audio grow their
business with the addition of GoVideo's product development and marketing expertise," Hackett stated. "At
the saine time, Cal Audio will play an
integral role in new digital product
development for Go-Video." Hackett
pointed out that Cal Audio's reputation
as aproducer of high-end digital audio
and video products should create synergies between the two companies, espc-

Update

cially in the wake of Go-Video's codevelopment and marketing agreement
with Loewe Opta GmbH, aGerman
manufacturer of high-end digital TVs,
adding that "Cal Audio's distribution
channels for high-end audio products
closely match Go-Video's target dealer
profile for our digital television line."
Go-Video plans to begin marketing its
digital TV line in North America during the second half of 1998.

original DVD consortium companies,
and to music-industry associations
RIAA (Recording Industry Association
of America), RIAJ (Recording Industry
Association of Japan), and IFPI
(International Federation of the
Phonographic Industry).
Details of the standard, two years in
preparation, were sparse, but we find it
significant that the chairman of WG-4,
Bike H. Suzuki, felt it necessary to say
that "The WG-4 recognizes that the
music industry's top priority is copy
UNITED STATES
protection.... For this reason, we
Jon Iverson, Bany Mks, John Atkinson
believe that the final format design must
The Academy Advancing High Perbe capable of accommodating new
formance Audio & Video (formerly the
secure protection technology such as
Academy for the Advancement of High
End Audio) kicked off CES '98 with a watermarking, or embedded data technology." As reported in "As We See It"
pre-Show meeting.' Meridian's Bob
in the February '98 issue of Stereophile, it
Stuart, in charge of the Academy's new
is believed that the record industry will
Technical Subcommittee (which includes Stereophile's John Atkinson),
not allow unencrypted, high-quality
(24-bit/96kHz) linear-PCM data to be
addressed the thorny issue of competing
accessible outside a single-box DVDand (as yet) not fully defined standards
Audio player. Either players will not
for DVD-Audio.
have digital outputs to feed aseparate
Quality audio embodies a wide
dynamic range, afull frequency range,
high-quality D/A processor, DSP-based
room equalization processor, digital
and accurate spatial relations, Stuart said.
recorder, or digital control center, or if
He cautioned that renegade fonnat prothey do have unencrypted digital outposals threaten the potential for wideputs, these might be restricted to CDspread implementation of "fully threestandard (16-bit/44.1kHz) data.
dimensional audio reproduction" —
However, we believe it probable that
something DVD-Audio makes possible
encrypted high-quality digital audio
for consumers for the first time.
data will be allowed to be transmitted
As expected, the DVD WG-4 Audio
between components via aIEEE 1394
Working Group announced at CES that
it has released aconfidential draft of its or "Fire Wire" link. Which is why it is
significant that Meridian announced at
DVD-Audio specification to the 10
CES its intention to license Digital
Harmony's FireWire technology. "DiI Andy Regan of Meridian. Chairman of the
Academy's Music & Filin Seminar Series at HI-Fl '98,
gital Harmony embodies the technolodiscussed the Academy's Ambassador program, which
gy we can implement to produce the
will kick in at that Show. Ile is asking high-end audio
and video companies to help sponsor atraining pronext generation of digital systems for
gram for specialty A/V Nalcs people. The training winhome entertainment," said Meridian's
iiurs will he offered free during the two Trade Days
Bob Stuart.
prior to the Consumer I
bys at the Show.

Calendar
information, contact Kevin Deal, (909)
931-9686; for directions, call the
Sequoia, (714) 739-4141; or via the Web:
www.upscaleaudio.com/hifi/.

new Graham 2.0 tonearm and BenzMicro Ruby 2and Koetsu cartridges, all
through the Aesthetics phono preamplifier. Call John Barnes at (303) 691-3407
for reservations.

enthusiasts and competitors from the US
and Canada, with representatives from
80 of the industry's leading manufacturers and distributors. For more information, call (904) 767-3030.

COLORADO

• Saturday, March 7, 11-5pm: Audio
Unlimited (2343 W. Yale Avenue,
Englewood) is hosting Lucien Pichette
of Avalon Acoustics for ademonstration of their new Arcus and Eidolon
loudspeakers. In addition, Garth Leerer
of Musical Surroundings will demonstrate the Basis 2500 turntable with the
Stereophile, March 1998

FLORIDA

•Friday through Sunday, March 20-22:
The 12th Annual Spring Break Nationals, featuring the IASCA's triplepoint regional competition, will be held
at the Ocean Center in Daytona Beach.
The event, billed as "The World's Most
Famous Soundoff," attracts autosound

GEORGIA

• Sunday, March 22, 2-5:30pm: The
Atlanta Audio Society and Finale Audio
will host aQ&A seminar and listening
session on vacuum-tube and solid-state
electronics, featuring Stephen Bednarski
and Victor Khoinenko of Balanced
Audio Technology. Guests welcome.
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The world's most remarkable
cables start at $120*
.0.00,
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RSC-CD $120/m pair
RSC Prime $149/m pair

RSC Prime 500 Speaker Cable
$139/10 ft. pair

RSC Prime 1000 Bi -Wire Speaker Cable
$199/10 ft. pair

Rectangular Solid CoreTM by TARA Labs
The most reviewer-owned cable brand in the world.
Critically acclaimed by the audiophile press in 17 countries.
The only cables with TARA Labs' exclusive RSC

(Rectangular Solid Core) conductors.

More musically accurate than any other cable technology.
More extended and revealing than any cable using a filter network.
A full line of interconnects and speaker cable all using the same design technology
as the famous RSC Master ", Decade 'and The One.

Increased flux density at the center of around conductor results in non-uniform current distribution
and significant high-frequency roll-off. Current
distribution in an RSC conductor is uniform, with
greater high-frequency extension.

TARA LABS
541/488-6465
www.taralabs.com

'Suggested retail for 1.0m pair RSC.CD Interconnect.
All prices are manufacturer's suggested retail list and are subject to change without notice. Speaker cable prices do not include termination.
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FireWire, a digital interconnecting
and interoperability technique that originated at Apple Computer in the mid1980s, has just recently begun to be
adopted by large numbers of computer
makers. Ease of operation is the philosophical foundation of the 1394 protocol: all electronic devices should be able
to work together in anetwork without
conflicts or configuration problems.
Ideally, FireWire-equipped digital devices will integrate seamlessly with
other such devices.
IEEE 1394 is aset of open specifications, cables, connectors, and integrated
circuits that enable such integration.
Control signals, copyright data, and the
entertainment/information datastream
can all coexist on the same bus, with the
additional advantage of extremely wide
bandwidth.
Seattle's Digital Harmony is one of
the first companies to bring this technology to home entertainment. Consumer electronics fitted with 1394
interfaces will need only asingle cable
to connect to each other, or to source
providers such as cable converter boxes.
Hooking up aFireWire system should
be extremely simple: just link the various devices, power them up, and you're
in business. Digital Harmony will
license its chips — which can be configured for specific applications — and its
logo to manufacturers complying with
its licensing requirements.
The company will license its technology in one of two ways: as OEM-ready
finished ASIC chips, or as specifications
to be incorporated into amanufacturer's
proprietary ICs. Designs for evaluation
should appear in the first half of 1998,
and final products by the end of the
year. According to Mark Bridgewater;
VP of Marketing, Digital Harmony's

Update

"open custom interoperability and control protocol" will be available in April
1998, relieving manufacturers of the
necessity of developing their own
implementation.
Meridian is the first high-end manufacturer to sign on with Digital
Harmony. At apress conference in the
Las Vegas Convention Center, Mer-

protection (the encoded data arc intended to survive D/A conversion, and even
transmission over an AM radio link!),
and pointed out the necessity for cooperation between that industry and hardware manufacturers. He stated that the
three key components necessary to
ensure DVD's success in the marketplace are: 1) video, 2) three-dimensional sound, and 3) the highest possible
fidelity: 24-bit/96kHz.
Three key components
Not all in attendance at the Academy
meeting agreed that amonolithic stannecessary to ensure
dard — from mid-fi commercial discs all
DVD's success in the
the way up to the most exquisitely produced high-end recordings — is needed,
marketplace are video,
or even desirable. Also as reported in
the February issue's "As We See It,"
three-dimensional
CES saw the debut of Classic Records'
"DAD" series of audio-only DVDsound, and the
Videos featuring 24-bit/96kHz digital
data. (Video information is included on
highest possible fidelity.
the disc but represents only atiny fracidian's Bob Stuart stated unequivocally
tion of the data space.) Wes Phillips
that "FireWire is the only contender [in
reports on the sound quality of these
digital interfaces] ...S/PDIF is substandiscs in this issue's "Quarter Notes," but
tially broken, inadequate for multichanit needs to be emphasized that while
nel audio and video." He called the
some players will truncate the 24-bit
agreement with Digital Harmony
data to 20 bits and others will only
"tremendously exciting," and said that at
reproduce 16-bit/48kHz data, these
least two FireWire-equipped Meridian
discs do play on existing DVD players.
products would appear as soon as the end
Classic is establishing abeachhead for
of the year. "We plan the introduction of higher-quality sound in the marketplace.
compliant A/V products as early as 1998,
David Chesky of Chesky Records
and increasing the number of digital
also announced at CES that his compaproducts throughout 1999 and beyond."
ny was moving forward with plans to
In his Academy speech, Stuart was
release 24/96 recordings on convenespecially concerned about breakaway
tional DVD-Video discs even before
high-quality audio formats, such as
standards are agreed upon, just to get
Sony's and Philips' DSD. He embraces a them into the hands of music lovers.
very well-reasoned, industry-wide sinLike Classic, Chesky is working with
gle standard for DVD-Audio, and many
hardware manufacturer Muse on the
Academy members agreed with him.
DVD authoring. "Let the market decide
Stuart also brought to light the recordwhich standard it wants!" Chesky said at
ing industry's need for reliable copy
the Academy CES meeting.
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The meeting will be held at The Hellenic
Center; 2124 Cheshire-Bridge Road NE,
Atlanta. For information, contact Chuck
Bruce: tel. (404) 876-5659; web:
www.mindspring.comi-chucksaudio
• Sunday, May 17, 2-5:30pm: The
Atlanta Audio Society will host aQ&A
seminar and listening session featuring
F. Klaus Bunge of Symphonic Line/
Odyssey Design Group on electronics
and loudspeakers. Guests welcome. The
meeting will be held at The Hellenic
Center, 2124 Cheshire-Bridge Road
NE, Atlanta. For information, contact
Stereophile, March 1998

Chuck Bruce: teL (404) 876-5659, web:
vvww.mindspring.com/-chucksauclio .
NEW JERSEY

• Friday through Sunday, June 19-21:
The Consumer Electronics Manufacturers Association (CEMA) is hosting Fuse '98 in conjunction with
Atlantic City's Beachfest festival. Fuse
will combine "the hottest in car sound
and electronics" with cutting-edge
music, sports, and mobile electronics
training and testing. For more information, call (703) 907-7600.

NEW YORK

•Each month: For information on the
monthly meetings of The Musicalaudiophile Society, The Audiophile
Society, and The Gotham Audio
Society, call David Nemzer at (718) 2371094.
• Saturday, March 7, 1-5pm: The
Analog Shop (57 E. Main Street, Victor)
is hosting arepresentative from Wadia
Digital for an afternoon of questions
and answers, culminating in aseminar
on Wadia products at 4pm. For more
information, call (716) 742-2860.
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Finally, the "no compromise" subwoofer.

o

That's really small and elegant.

o

Now our living room
This little guy has ahigh tech

won't look like the stage at a

3000 watt amp...

Rolling Stones concert.

o

o

-...andVelodyne's patented

Ihope he didn't wear

High Gain Servo system for

those jeans out of the house.

clean, accurate sound.

You won't believe the
incredibly loud & deep bass you
get from this little box.

HGS Series
Bring home aVelodyne HGS subwoofer, whether your focus is its

Velodyne

incredible technology, amazing performance, or the way it fits
your lifestyle.You may not care aboutVelodyne's linear DualTandem driver, patented High Gain Servo circuitry, or 3000 watt
patent pending "Energy Recovery" amplifier. However, audition
these elegant high gloss black subwoofers at your local Authorized
Velodyne Dealer, and you'll understand why Velodyne has been
the # Isubwoofer company in the world since 1983.
Velodyne Acoustic, Inc.
1070 Commercial Street, #10I San Jose CA 95112 •(408) 436-7270 •Fax (408) 436-7276
www.velodyne.com •Literature request: I-800-VELODYNE
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The CD is not yet buried, however.
The same day that WG-4 made its
announcement, Motorola announced
that its new 100MIPS DSP (digital
signal processor) chip, the D5P56362,
will include Pacific Microsonics'
HDCD decoder and digital filter, in
addition to the industry-standard Dolby
Digital (AC-3), DTS, and MPEG2
data-reduced surround-sound formats.
With over 25 million HDCD-encoded
CDs already sold, this chip will bring
better-than-CD resolution and dynamic range to the home-theater receiver and DVD-Video market. And it
is, of course, possible that Motorola
hopes that the inclusion of the HDCD
algorithm will give its DSP chip acommercial edge over the new surroundsound DSP chip being introduced by
Cirrus Logic.
UNITED KINGDOM
Paul Messenger
11w shock news from the UK last
month (see February '98, p23) was that
hi-fi electronics specialist Audiolab had
been taken over by the TAG McLaren
Group — better known for its involvement in F1 Grand Prix auto racing.
The press release didn't give much
away about this unlikely alliance, but
a chance to quiz new head honcho
Dr. Udo Zucker has helped put a
little more flesh on the bones, as well
as tending to confirm our speculative hunches.
The telephone wires proved no
impediment to Dr. Zucker's strong and
self-confident personality. This guy is
going to have amajor impact on the
cozy world of hi-fi, no question. But the
best news of all is surely that he's just as
much aserious hi-fi nut as he is aserious businessman.

The TAG Group certainly intends
to make aprofit out of its acquisition,
but Zucker's heart is also in the right
place. Over the long haul, the most
successful hi-fi companies are those
that combine vision and passion for
sound reproduction with professional
business acumen. In this respect the
new Audiolab would seem to be well
set, while the specialist hi-fi industry is
likely to receive avery welcome shot
in the arm — or kick in the butt.

The TAG Group
certainly intends
to make aprofit out
of its Audiolab
acquisition, but
Zucker's heart is also
in the right place.
Dr. Zucker is clearly besotted with
his Krell system, but confident that the
resources at his disposal, plus the application of considerable hard work, can
put Audiolab on the sanie plane —or,
indeed, on ahigher one, since he fully
intends to become No.1 worldwide in
the market sector. From an outsider's
perspective, high-end audio manufacturing tends to be very much enthusiast- rather than engineering- or valueled, and Zucker believes that the application of TAG's leading-edge capabilities can create an exceptional combination of performance and value.
To quote examples, TAG has avast
specialist software resource at its disposal, and has also developed considerable
expertise in handling complex sensor
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data signals in the very cramped, highvibration, and electronically noisy environment of a racing car. Techniques
developed for the latter are not unlike
those needed to cope with the wide
dynamic range of high-quality audio.
The strategy is being formalized as a
seven-year plan, but the TAG takeover
has certainly hit the ground running.
The press release announcing the takeover was issued in mid-November; just
five weeks later, Hi-Fi Choice's January
issue carried two successive right-hand
pages of color advertising. (The first
was adelightful picture of the 1997 F1
TAG McLaren Mercedes in action,
while the second combined amission
statement with an invitation for job
applications covering every possible
specialization aserious high-end audio
company might need — from advertising, marketing, sales, and administration, through every subspecies of
engineer — except acoustics. Iparticularly liked the mechanical engineers'
job description: "Designing objects of
desire that are functional and costeffective.")
Combine this seriousness of intent
and investment with the high-profile
marketing skills that have already made
the TAG Heuer watches aleading international luxury brand, and you're looking at apotential revolution in high-end
audio. The Audiolab brand is currently
strongest in the UK (50% of its sales)
and has agood presence across Europe,
but is weak in the US. Europe will
therefore logically be the first target for
its immediate expansion, but the TAG
Group is adistributed high-tech multinational in the most modern sense, combining a fierce competitive spirit (fostered fortnightly on worldwide TV) with
atotally global mindset and ambition.

Calendar
•Saturday, March 28: The Analog Shop
(57 E. Main Street, Victor) is hosting
Richard Segal of Synergistic Research
for a demonstration of how to use
Synergistic's system-dependent cable
technology to match cables for your system. For more information, call (716)
742-2860.
• Wednesday, April 1, 7:30pm: The
Western New York Audio Society is
sponsoring a representative from Alternative Audio of Ontario and a
guest from Celeste, who will demonstrate Celeste Moon amplifiers at the
Stereophile,
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1998

Lasalle Yacht Club in Niagara Falls.
CANADA

• Friday and Saturday, March 6and 7:
Les Nouvelles Editions ALCYON is
holding its 11th Festival du son et de
l'image, Canada's largest audio and
home-theater show, at the Hotel Delta
(450 rue Sherbrooke W, Montreal). For
more information, call (514) 384-7082.
• Pianist Robert Silverman will perform all 32 of Beethoven's sonatas in
both Vancouver and Toronto. The Vancouver cycle will continue at the new,

ARTEC-designed Chan Center for the
Performing Arts on April 26, May 10,
September 20, October 18, November
22, and December 8, 1998. In Toronto,
Silverman will perform on July 8, 9, 15,
and 16, with the remaining recitals to be
scheduled in 1999. For more information,
visit his web site, www.slo&cornisilverman .Silvernian's Stereophile recordings
of piano works by Liszt, Brahms,
Schumann, Schubert, Chopin, and Bach
can be obtained by calling (800) 3586274 — see the ad elsewhere in this
issue for details.
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"THE SINGLE M OST I
MPRESSIVE
COMPONENT I'VE HEARD IN
THE LAST DECADE ...

". ..
it blew me away to a
point Ithought Iwas too jaded
to experience."
Frank Doris, The Absolute Sound, Issue 100t

VALVE AMPLIFICATION COMPANY
807 BACON STREET. DURHAM, NORTH CAROLINA 27703 USA

TELEPHONE 919-596-1107 / FAX 919-596-2037
t Quoted uith permission ol the abso!ute sound
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UNITED STATES
Robert E. Greenel
Audio journalist Ann Turner died on
December 13, 1997 after asudden illness.
(She had been diagnosed earlier in the
year as suffering from dear cell carcinoma.) Ann was aprincipal audio reviewer
for The Absolute Sound and was the creator
and editor of TAS's web site. She also
did the web-site work for Widescreen
Review. Ann was universally respected in
the audio industry, and had many dose
friends there. She will be sorely missed.
Ann's distinction as an audio critic
came from an extraordinary combination of listening acuity, questing intelligence, profound dedication to the work,
and, perhaps most important, complete
integrity and impartiality. In the controversies of audio — digital vs analog,
solid-state vs tubes, two-channel vs surround, small manufacturers vs established firms — she pursued no prejudices and took no sides. Rather, she
evaluated each item on its merits, as she
heard it. Her only audio goals were
sonic quality and musical value, wherever she could find them.
Ann's audio reviews, often produced
in partnership with her husband Roman
Zajcew, were models of perceptiveness,
clarity, informativeness, and integrity.
[Her most recent writing for TAS was her
review of the Audio Synthesis Passion line
stage in Issue 111. — Ed.] Her opinions
were held firmly but without self-righteousness. Her praise was convincing in
its sincerity, and whatever negative criticism was called for was delivered without rancor.
In private friendship Ann had the
same integrity and forthrightness, combined with complete humaneness. One
could rely on her for the truth, but truth
expressed with gentle consideration for
the feelings of others.
Ann's other job was as ateachez She
was aremarkable one, and her gift for
bringing out the best in others extended
to everyone around her, not just her
pupils. Without being in the least
demanding in any explicit way, she
called forth one's best efforts by so clearly giving of her own best. Everyone
who worked with her, and all her
friends, found inspiration in her dedication and integrity.
Ann was aperson of wide education
and culture, with degrees in education,
psychology, and English. But she wore
her erudition lightly, and made one feel
that all were on ashared voyage of dis1Robert E. Greene is along-time contributor to The
Absohne Sound.
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covery, even when, in truth, she was
leading the way. However much she
knew, she always looked to learn more,
and never stopped seeing life as an
expanding opportunity. To talk to her
about music was always to have a
chance to find out about something
new and exciting from all directions.
Her listening favorites just before her
final illness ranged from exotic electronic music to an exceptionally elegant
recording of one of Beethoven's sonatas
for violin and piano. In music, as in
audio, her only criterion was excellence.
On the face of it, journalism is an
ephemeral craft. Yesterday's audio
magazine, like yesterday's newspaper,
might seem almost synonymous with
something to be forgotten. But however temporary the utility of specific
information, journalism can reach a
level that expresses things that live on.
For those of us who had the privilege
of knowing her, Ann's spirit will be
always present. For those who knew
her only through her writings, enough
of her spirit shone through that for
them, too, her memory will live on.
We shall all miss her.
UNITED KINGDOM
Paul Messenger
In my January '98 (p.39) "Industry Update" describing how the Pacific Microsonics HDCDe-compatible chip set
was being used by several UK manufacturers in their new CD players, Iinadvertently caused some confusion back at
Pacific Microsonics when Isaid that Linn,
"after carrying out tests... has decided to
stick with its own technology."
Linn has indeed checked out HDCD,
and is actually purchasing PM's DAC
for its new CD player — but is using it
alongside anumber of other DACs in
its own, allegedly unique "jitter-free"
configuration.
Linn is being very cagey about the
technical content of this new player. In
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time-honored fashion, the working
sample was finished off and on the
plane to Las Vegas the day before the
1998 Consumer Electronics Show was
due to start, but both the name and the
price tag show that this is acrucially
important model for Linn. The brand's
very reputation is on the line.
The name says it all. This Sondek
CD12 is clearly intended to ride on the
LP12's reputation as the definitive vinyl
spinner by becoming the definitive CD
equivalent. (Pedants will point out that
"Sondek CD5" would be amore precise
name, but presumably pedants don't
run Linn's marketing department.)
The CD12's other key feature is its
remarkably high price —£12,000 sterling —especially for a"single-box" player. That's nearly four times the cost of
Linn's two-box Karilc/Numerik combo, and right up there with the Krells,
Mark L,evinsons, and Wadias of the US
high end. It's certainly the most expensive
model to have ever come out of the UK.
Linn isn't talking about the CD12's
multi-DAC decoding, or how it manages to substantiate its claim to have
eliminated jitter. Indeed, the company
has decided not to apply for patents on
the technology, to avoid disclosing how
it's done, and intimates that rivals will
struggle to figure it out from reverse
engineering.
There is apatent on the hands-on control surfaces built into the slim drawer
mechanism, and the ergonomic protocols are claimed to be unusually intuitive.
(The only thing the CD12 shares with
Linn's earlier CD players is its remotecontrol codes.) And because it's expected
to find its way into non-Linn high-end
systems, the new player is fitted with a
comprehensive collection of socketry:
balanced and unbalanced audio, and
electrical (but not optical) digital.
Styling is certainly sexier than most of
Linn's recent offerings, and some justification for the price is found in the fact

Linn launched its ultra-expensive Sondek CD12 at the January'98 CES.
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KS3033 -8foot pair -$1,550
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that much of the metalwork — the
mechanism and chassis — is actually
machined from solid for maximum precision and stability, while mains isolation is supplied by a new-generation
implementation of Linn's "Brilliant"
switch-mode power supply.
Not unexpectedly, Linn says the
Sondek C1)12 represents amajor step
forward in CD sound quality, and is
backing that claim by putting its credibility on the line. Now the rest of the hifi world can pass its own judgment. I
must admit, I'm very intrigued to discover whether this radical player can
break through the "dumbing down" barrier that, in my experience, has always
seemed to limit the CD medium.

BGP co-presidents Nicholas Clainos
and Gregg Perloff verified this, saying
they would remain in their positions
while the company expands. BGP operates several concert venues in Northern
California, as well as the Hilton Amphitheater in Reno, Nevada, and the Wiltern Theater in Los Angeles.
The concert business traditionally has
been the domain of independent local
or regional companies. Only recently
have big entertainment conglomerates
like Universal Inc. begun moving into
the industry — asurprisingly late devel-
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rockers U2 did almost as well, pulling in
$79.1 million. Also-rans also ran well:
Fleetwood Mac did $363 million, followed by Metallica at $34.1. Garth
Brooks sold $25 million worth of tickets,
just ahead of Tina Turner at $24.8,
Prince at $24.6, and Jimmy Buffett at
$24.4 million, according to Pollstar, aconcert-industry trade publication. Garth
Brooks's numbers are deceiving, because
he generally keeps his ticket prices under
$20. All told, American music fans spent
$13 billion on concert tickets last year—
the second-highest total ever.

Why is it that small-scale

UNITED STATES
Kalman Rubinson
"ticket scalping" is acrime Last November, Mirage hosted apress
event in New York City to introduce
in many communities,
UNITED STATES
new models in their OM series, and to
explain how their "Omnipolar" loudBarry Willis
but large-scale "ticket
speakers represent an advance in speakConsolidation fever, which swept
er design. (Thomas J. Norton reviewed
through the radio industry last year, is
brokering" is not?
Mirage's omnipolar 0M-6 design in the
now afoot in the concert-promotion
November '97 Stereophile.) Chief Enbusiness. On December 13 and 20,
Aren't the two activities
gineer Ian Paisley reviewed abit of his
1997 San Francisco Chronicle music critic
personal history in speaker design
Joel Selvin reported that SFX Enteressentially identical?
before beginning an analysis of how the
tainment, aWall Street acquisition speradiation patterns of different speakers
cialist, was buying San Francisco's Bill
opment, in light of the fact that concerts
became abig-number business almost affect the dimensions and the placement
Graham Presents (BGP) for $65 milof the re-created soundstage.
lion. The acquisition was the most 30 years ago. The ticketing business, as
Beginning with monopolar radiation
recent in aseries: New York's Delsner/ opposed to the promotion-and-production business, went out of the hands of (achieved, of course, only in the midSlater was sold to SFX last January, as
local operators and into the hands of big range and above) and progressing
was Sunshine Productions of Indianthrough bipolar and dipolar (between
apolis last June. Selvin mentioned that monopolies like TicketMaster long ago.
which, interestingly, he did not distintwo other big concert producers, Pace
(Idle question for legal eagles: Why is
guish), he mapped the soundfields creConcerts of Dallas and Contemporary
it that small-scale "ticket scalping" —
selling legally purchased tickets for a ated by the speakers and the side and
Concerts of St. Louis, were in line for
rear walls of the listening room. Paisley
the auction block.
markup —is acrime in many communicontrasted such restricted soundfields
Bill Graham Productions is such a ties, but large-scale "ticket brokering" —
selling legally purchased tickets with a with those created by live instruments
high-profile local icon that its sale was
"service charge" added — is not? Aren't in the same room. He argued that the
front-page news in San Francisco. The
listener could easily distinguish live
company is mn by agroup of 15 partthe two activities essentially identical?)
In the late 1970s, the heyday of rock
music from sound reproduced from
ners, most of whom were BGP execuconcerts, promoters could book almost narrow- or limited-radiation systems by
tives who bought the operation for $5
the ability to hear the entire frequency
million from Graham's estate in 1995.
any act —provided they were loud and
outrageous — with aguarantee of sellrange anywhere in the room, and by the
(The legendary rock impresario died in
lack of a restrictive "sweet spot" in
ahelicopter crash after taking off from a ing out. That day is gone, but the business is still substantial. Promoters have
which the images snap into focus.
concert site in 1991. The City of San
According to his analysis, aradiation
done quite well by diversifying into ice
Francisco memorialized him by attachshows and other extravaganzas. BGP pattern that is uniform in frequency
ing his name to the Civic Auditorium.)
response throughout the horizontal
bid $7.5 million for the North and South
SFX is owned by financier Bob
plane would create a soundfield that
Sillerman, who is bankrolling his acqui- American tour rights of Irish dance
was both wide (extending beyond the
phenomenon Lord of the Dance. The
sition campaign partly with funds from
popularity of big musical concerts has
speakers) and deep (extending from in
the sale of SFX Broadcasting, which he
front of the speaker plane to avirtual
declined somewhat in recent years —
sold last August for $2.1 billion. (At the
Delsner/Slater put on only one major plane far behind them). In re-creating
time, his 78-station radio empire was
such asoundfield, he stated, the Mirage
show last year, The Three Tenors, as
the seventh largest in the US.) Sillernian
opposed to 16 the year before — but Omnipolar speakers approximate the
announced that he planned to spend an
experience of hearing real instruments.
immediate $500 million buying concert top-ranked acts can still pull some
Indeed, he posited, even as one
mighty big numbers.
companies. His strategy is to buy, hold,
How big? The Rolling Stones' Bridges approaches the listening room and preand promote growth; he claims to have
pares to enter the uniform radiation of
to Babylon tour raked in $89.3 million in
no interest in actually running the comreal instruments and of Omnipolar
1997, representing more than 1.5 million
panies he owns, but is content to enjoy
speakers is similar, and easily distintickets at approximately $60 each. Irish
their earnings.
Stereophile, March 1998
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symmetrical Bipolar RadiationTM

"the most believable, stable,
seamless stereo sound stage
1have experienced in my room."
Julian Hirsch
Stereo Review, May 1997
:Y-

"Timbre! detail, sparkling presence,
asound stage made from the
Grand Canyon and ahigh degree
of sonic realism make these a
must-listen."
Australian Hi-Fi
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4uclisev4"Series
Only Energy could envisage bipolar speakers that create aspacious 360° sound field and still deliver pinpoint sonic imaging.
With front and rear driver output radiating in-phase at different
levels, we achieved something never before accomplished in a
bipolar speaker. It's Asymmetrical Bipolar Radiation -.And only
Energy could do it.
The tweeters, derived from the world famous Ventas

Series,

deliver unparalleled dispersion, low distortion, and fast decay time.
The all new purpose-built woofers have cast Spherex
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stiffness, eliminating the ringing common to cast metal woofers. High
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damping nitril butyl rubber surrounds guarantee better transient response.
The results: vocals that retain their natural character, bass that is absolutely accurate,
an immense sound stage and holographic imaging.
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Listen to the full line of "Audissey Series' speakers at your nearest Energy retailer?
3641 McNicoll Ave., Scarborough, Ontario, Canada
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Tel. (416) 321-1800
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effectively; S/N ratios in 1-bit noiseshaped systems of >100dB are not
uncommon.
However, anoise-shaper isn't simply
an add-on device treating the 1-bit signal: it can function only inside afeedback loop around the 1-bit converter,
and thus forms an integral part of it.
dCS has its roots in
Moreover, in the process of shaping the
military electronics;
noise, new noise energy is inevitably
created. The more noise the noisemore especially in
shaper shapes, the more noise is added.
In practical 1-bit converters, this furadvanced DSP design
ther decreases the S/N ratio to -12dB
(wide-band) in agood design, and more
for radar systems.
in abad one. Meaning: with the noisedard sampling frequency of 44.1kHz), sitshaping in action, the maximum audio
signal that can be handled by a1-bit sysuates itself midway between the highspeed 1-bit chips and the 16/20-bit tem must be at least 12dB lower than
the noise in the loop, or the system will
multibit devices with 4-8fs oversampling.
UNITED KINGDOM
dCS says that in this way they are able to
become overloaded.
avoid the problems in either of the
Try to push beyond the 12dB limit
Peter van INillenswaard
extreme D/A conversion schemes.
and distortion explodes. In other words,
In September 1997, Ireported on two
in a1-bit noise-shaped converter, only
record/replay digital audio systems that
Also unique is the structure chosen
one quarter of the information is audio;
go far beyond the boundaries of stanfor the equipment. The dCS900 AID,
the Elgar, and the bit-rate converter all
the rest is noise. Well now, says dCS, if
dard 16/44 format (16-bit word length
Sony's DSD is 1-bit operating at 64fs,
at 44.1kHz sampling speed): the Sony/ use the same mother board, which carries the extensive DSP and Gate-array
Shannon's Information Theory suggests
Philips 1-bit high-speed DSD proposal,
circuitry. A smaller, specific board is
that DSD is equivalent to 64 bits operand the Samsung/dCS foray into
ating at Ifs. But because of the basic
then added to allow the box to func192kHz sampling territory. dCS had
been instrumental in the technical realtion as an ADC or DAC, but the prolimitation in 1-bit noise-shaped converters, this must be reduced by 12dB.
ization of the latter project, so when
gramming of the DSPs and the Gate
Robert Kelly of dCS asked me to join
arrays controls everything and deterAs this is a factor of 4 in amplitude
mines how the box behaves. If you
terms, those 64-bit words have to be
my Dutch colleague Eelco Grimm in
divided by four, leaving only 16 bits at
his already planned visit to the company, push the 192kHz buttons, new softit didn't take me long to decide that that ware is loaded that reconfigures the
1fs — which, in information terms at
might be interesting.
circuit for the new format. Very innovleast, is no improvement over the existIt was, very. Eelco and Ispent an
ative, and unusual!
ing CD format.
As for very-high-quality digital audio,
entire day talking with managing direcdCS continued to explain that multitor Mike Story, technical director dCS and Sony are competitors, of bit converters, if well designed, do not
course. Nevertheless, it was interesting suffer from such overload problems,
Duncan McLeod, and marketing manager Robert Kelly, and we took part in a to hear where dCS criticizes DSD. In
which is why they chose a5-bit conlistening test.
the 1-bit converter approach, says dCS,
verter to operate within the 64fs noiseall looks simple and well, but there is a shaping loop; in doing so, they realize
dCS has its roots in military electronics; more especially in advanced DSP
snag that is not advertised by the manunear-20-bit resolution at 1Fs.
design for radar systems. About eight facturers of 1-bit converters. This has to
Mike Story confronted us with anothyears ago they decided to apply their
do with the noise-shaping needed to
er interesting thought. Fig.1 (on pgAl) is
knowledge to professional electronics,
make 1-bit converters work for audio. A the familiar impulse response of aDIA
naked 1-bit converter has, at best, a converter. This looks harmless enough,
and so was born the dCS 900 AID converter. It's still around, now in its D ver-8dB signal/noise ratio (the negative
as the ringing is of rapidly vanishing
sion, and has been followed by aDIA
sign means that the noise is stronger
amplitude and takes place at half the
converter and, more recently, by asamthan the signal), which isn't very helpful
sampling frequency (fs/2), which, being
ple-rate converter.
if you want to listen to music, or even
at 22.05kHz, is just outside the audible
Only last year, dCS entered the conspeech. Fortunately, a 1-bit converter
range. Wrong, says Mike — the energy
sumer audio field by introducing the
can be run at very high sampling speeds;
in this ringing influences the entire audio
Elgar DIA converter, based on their the noise then spreads out across the
band, and its magnitude is not negligible.
professional product. It has made its way
entire frequency band, only apart of it
After some discussion, Icame to the
falling into the audio band. This
into high-end hi-fi circles, especially in
following understanding of Mike's idea.
Japan. The Elgar (reviewed by John
improves matters, but only partly; the
Look again at fig.1: The mathematical
Atkinson in Stereophile, July 1997) probresulting S/N ratio in the audio band
function that describes this graph is
ably still is the only consumer stand- will still be only, say, 30dB.
sinx/x. It represents the energy in and
alone DIA converter that will accept
This is where noise-shaping can proaround each sample in atime-discrete
24-bit/96kHz data, and is certainly the
vide salvation, as anoise-shaper can shift signal, as at the output of aDIA cononly one that can (optionally) handle
noise energy from the audio band to verter before integration (in the
24-bit/192kHz. The other unique thing
higher, inaudible frequencies, and very
smoothing or reconstruction filter). The
The paper-pulp cone can be made
quite thick without becoming too
heavy, its fibrous nature providing fine
natural bonding characteristics for the
whole matrix, including the added
Kevlar monofilaments. The latter aren't
as effective abonding agent — one reason why they're just a10% minority of
the mix —but their excellent tensile
strength stiffens the whole structure as
well as supplying some useful damping.
A final resin-dip treatment further stiffens the cone (and presumably avoids
hygroscopy).
The proof of the pudding, of course,
will be when we get to hear the
CDM7SE. Will it transform apretty
but rather ordinary-sounding speaker
into something special?
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is that dCS doesn't use off-the-shelf
ADC or DAC chips from established
companies like Crystal or Analog
Devices, but has developed its own Ring
DAC topology, which, with its 5 bits
operating at 64fs (64 times the CD stan-
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FOR YOUR EARS
The ART Preamplifier is alimited
edition work of strikingly advanced
audio technolgy dedicated to your
passion for music, designed to reveal
subtule nuances hidden in your
treasured recordings.

conrad-jolinson It just sounds right.
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Fig.

Impulse response of aband-limited,
sampled signal. The sinx/x function
represents the energy in and around each
sample in atime-discrete signal (linear
vertical scale).
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Fig.2 Impulse response of aband-limited,
sampled signal with logarithmic vertical
scale. Solid trace is for 44.1kHz-sampled
system; dotted trace is for 48kHz-sampled
system; dashed trace is for 192kHz-sampled
or analog system.

horizontal axis is the time axis. The
large amplitude in the middle fixes the
sample amplitude of the sample we're
looking at, S(0). Previous samples S(-1),
S(-2), etc., as well as following samples
S(+1), S(+2), etc., fortunately coincide
with zero-crossings of S(0)'s sin(x) over
xgraph, as the ringing takes place at half
the sampling rate, meaning the zeros are
1/fs (one sample distance) apart (see
"Zen & the Art of D/A Conversion,"
Stereophile, Vol.9 No.6, September 1986).
So no S(0) energy can leak into previous
or next samples, as has long been established in digital audio theory. But this
holds onlyfor the non-oversampling case.
The situation changes fundamentally
once we introduce oversampling to perform digital filtering. Let's suppose, for the
example, that we use 4fs oversampling.
Although the D/A converter following the oversampling digital filter now
runs at 4fs, the digital filter is designed
to cut off the passband at our original
fs/2 in order to prevent the unwanted
22-88kHz spectral image of the digital
audio signal from reaching the analog
output. So the resulting sinx/x curve still
rings at 22.05kHz, and in fact looks
essentially identical to the one in fig.l.
The difference is not in the curve, but
in where the samples arc. The original
Stereophile, March 1998

samples (as existing before oversampling) will still coincide with the zerocrossings of the sinx/x, but in between
every two original samples we now
have three new samples, which occur at
non-zero moments of the sinx/x function. This way, energy from each original sample is leaking into surrounding
(new) samples —deliberately, by the
way, because that is what makes interpolation in oversampling work. The
problem is that the new samples are not
only filled with energy stemming from
the directly adjacent original samples,
but also from original samples farther
away. And that, says Mike Story, smears
out the originally well-concentrated
energy and causes time smear in the reproduced signal.
Further driving home his point,
Mike warned that looking at the
amplitude of the sinx/x curve on alinear display is misleading. He then produced fig2: the same sinx/x, but with a
logarithmic vertical scale, in dB, which
is always more informative in audio. As
sound travels at about 340m/s, the 3ms
between -1500t.is and +1500kts in the
graph represent an acoustical difference of 1m. At these points the curve is
80dB down, which is reassuring, but at
amoderate -40dB the distance smear
is still a non-negligible ±15cm.
According to Mike, through this mechanism, high-frequency instruments
(which, because of the laws of physics,
tend to be small) take on outsize proportions in the stereo image, which we
perceive as unnatural.
Mike Story believes that this is the
main reason why the recent new highspeed digital recording/reproduction
systems (like dCS' own) sound more
convincing, more natural. If you take
another good look at fig2, you'll sec
that other "skirts" have been drawn.
The one slightly narrower than the standard 44.1kHz curve results with a
48kHz system. The one remaining just
between ±200ps is what happens once
you record and reproduce at 96kHz,
and the remaining very narrow skirts
are with 192kHz sampling and agood
analog recording system, respectively.
This explanation is quite different
from what many believe is the reason
why high-sampling systems sound so
good: it is generally accepted that it has
to do with supersonic information —
instrumental overtones that arc cut off
in 44.1kHz recording. However, we had
some proof that Mike Story might be
right when we took part in the following single-blind listening experiment.
We listened to asystem consisting of

Update

aNagra-D digital tape deck running at
96kHz sampling. The (digital) output
went to adCS 972 sample-rate converter, its output connected to adCS Elgar
D/A converter in 44.1kHz mode. dCS
had programmed four experimental
down-sampling filter curves into the
972 sample-rate converter, each of
which could be selected by pushbutton
switching on the front of the 972.
The four filter curves were, at that
stage, identified only as 1, 2, 3, and 4; we
were asked to make notes and (after the
listening tests) to explain our preferences. Two minutes of music was
played through each of the filters in a
1-2-3-4 sequence while Eelco and I
listened and made notes. The sequence
was then repeated, but neither of us
changed anything of what had been
written down.
Robert Kelly, who conducted the test,
asked me to respond first. Ipreferred 3,
then 1, then either 2 or 4. Eelco's list
proved to be identical; so were our descriptions of the differences in sound
quality. Kelly explained that "3" had a
very mild slope resulting in alot less preringing, and moderately reduced postringing in the impulse response; "1" was
astandard brickwall filter; and "2" and
"4" were somewhere in between. "3"
does two things: it features lower preand post-ringing of the impulse (hence
lower energy spread, or time smear), and
it allows some of the supersonic spectrum (20-30kHz) to pass.
However —and this is the amazing
thing —as the Elgar D/A converter was
still equipped with its own standard brickwall filter (-120dB at 22.05kHz0, we
could never have heard or otherwise
experienced those 20-30kHz! What we
had been commenting on must have
been the differences between impulse
responses, differences in time smear, right
through the Elgar's own time smear!
To get an idea of what digital audio
could be without time smea4 we then
switched the Elgar D/A to 96kHz and
connected it straight to the Nagra. The
improvement was so obvious that both
Eelco and Iburst out laughing.
Fourteen years after the introduction
of "Perfect Sound Forever," we've
reached anew and intriguing horizon.
UNITED STATES
Barry Willis
Rolling Stone is going head-to-head with
MTV. At the end of 1997, Wenner
Media, Inc. announced a partnership
with JamTV to create amusic site on
the Web. Wenner is the parent company of Rolling Stone magazine. JamTV is
41
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an eight-month-old Internet start-up
that broadcasts live concerts.
The idea is to combine JamTV's
technical prowess with Rolling Stones
cachet. The new service, to be called
Rolling Stone Network, will compete
against MTV and several other companies for the attention and dollars of
online music fans.
Technology is rapidly improving for
the distribution of audio and video
over the World Wide Web. On
November 29, Realnetworks, Inc.,
developer of "streaming" audio and
video software, saw the price of its
stock jump almost 50% on the day of
its Initial Public Offering. Jupiter
Communications, which
follows
media trends, estimates that $12 million in advertising will be spent this
year with online music sites, and that
this could grow to $650 million within
five years. However, neither their large
public presence nor their tremendous
advertising power guarantees Rolling
Stone and MTV success in the online
market. "The Web is very fragmented,
and we don't see any one music powerhouse emerging anytime soon," analyst Mark Mooradian told Amy
Harmon of the New York Times.

UNITED STATES
Barry Willis
That irritating low-level noise you hear
may not be coming from your audio
system. You may be among the 36 million Americans who suffer from tinnitus. Tinnitus is an auditory ailment most
often characterized by a persistent
"ringing" in the ears, but it may also be
experienced as humming, popping,
clanging, tinkling, or buzzing noises.
The intensity of the perceived noise
varies from barely perceptible to distracting to painful. The affliction can
come and go unpredictably.
Tumitus is often found in older people, such as retired industrial workers
with long histories of exposure to loud
noise, as well as in younger people who
are fond of loud music. It can be a
symptom of an ear infection, thyroid
problem, allergy, or high blood pressure,
and may vanish when those problems
are treated. It can be brought on by
excessive intake of such common stimulants as caffeine and nicotine, and will
diminish as that intake is reduced. High
doses of aspirin and other medications
can also cause the ailment.
One common and easily treated cause
is the simple obstruction of the ear canal

Update

by wax. Tmnitus is also asymptom of
otosclerosis, afusion of the ossides, or tiny
bones, of the middle eat Otosderosis can
be treated surgically; there are no medications or drugs for tinnitus.
Bouts of tinnitus can be tri 14:ered by
stress or loud sounds. Relaxation techniques (including massage, exercise, gardening, and listening to music) often
help to reduce the intensity and/or
duration of tinnitus. Sometimes focusing on something else, getting your
mind off the noise, is all that's necessary
to make it stop. Some sufferers find that
masking noise made by running water
or whirring fans provides relief'. Background music works for others. For
those with severe tinnitus, there are
masking-noise devices similar to hearing aids. There is no single treatment for
tinnitus; it's as individual as the people
suffering from it. See an otolaryngologist (or ear, nose, and throat doctor) for
an accurate diagnosis.
The address of the American Tmnitus Association is P.O. Box 5, Portland, OR 97207. Tel: (503) 248-9985.
The organization publishes educational
materials and a newsletter, Tinnitus
Today, and can provide information on
masking devices and support groups. EI
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The performance of integrated amplifiers is compromised for
all-in-one convenience. Integrated amplifiers are not equipped
with the heavy-duty, high current, high voltage power supplies
available in the hest separate power and preamplifiers. First of all,
there just isn't enough space. More importantly, there are
technical limitations. In an integrated amplifier, such supplies
would generate unacceptable levels of heat and hum. And the
high signal levels found in the power output stages create asource
of noise, crosstalk, and preamplifier instability. Obviously, heat
and noise-generating elements shouldn't be operating in close
proximity to the preamplifier circuits. However, this is
exactly where such elements, scaled down-to be sure, are found
in integrated amplifiers.
Demonstrably superior quality, along with flexibility, is what
Adcom now offers in two significant new components:
The GFA-5802 power amplifier and GFP-750 preamplifier.
In the GFA-5802 we chose a classically simple circuit
topology. Two high capacity transformers provide superb
isolation between sensitive input stages and high current output
sections. A massive toroid transformer with dual secondary
windings, high current regulators, and enormous quick response
storage capacitors provide all the current necessary for
unparalleled clarity even under the most difficult operating
conditions. MOSFET (Metal Oxide Semiconductor Field Effect
Transistor) devices are widely praised by knowledgeable
audiophiles for their unique combination of solid state
dependability, dynamic capability, and tube-like smoothness. Each
channel uses eight carefully matched pairs to produce 300 watts

per channel into 8ohms and 450 watts per channel into 4ohms.
The GFA-5802 also includes switchable balanced (UR) and
unbalanced (RCA) inputs and dual sets of heavy duty, gold
plated, five way binding posts ideal for hiwiring.
The GFP-750 is a purely passive attenuator/switcher or, at
your option, an active preamplifier. In passive mode, the signal
sees only input switching and the high resolution attenuator. In
typical Adcom fashion, the GFP-750's massive high current power
supply features alarge toroid transformer with multiple secondary
windings for each channel. Specially chosen storage capacitors
insure responsive voltage supply to all active elements. For active
gain functions, it offers true differential balanced audio
signal paths, with MOSFET devices. The GFP-750 features remote
control, balanced (XLR) and single ended (RCA) inputs for Cl) as
well as single ended inputs for four additional line level analog
sources. Independent balanced and single ended outputs allow
easy interface with almost any amplifier.
We've achieved something that you can appreciate even
without a technical background. Value. Adcom components
provide real value by raising the perfmnance level our customers
can expect from their investment. We don't subtract quality for
convenience, we add performance to build value.
Goodbye integrated.
Hello Adcom.

ADCOM

Designed for your ears.
And what's between them.
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ttakes courage to buy an amp like
the Cary CAD-805C —so retro in
its technology and its look.'
"You bought those," my friend Pavel
said, referring to the CAD-805C monoblocks in my listening room. "Wait till
Itell my friends back in Russia. We
couldn't wait to get rid of tubes."
Ha-ha-ha.
Or kcha-kcha-kcha, as they say in
Russia, there being no h in Russian.
It is thus that Handel, Haydn, and
Horowitz are transformed into Gandel,
Gaydn, and Gorowitz. And Dennis
Had, President of Cary Audio Design,
becomes Dennis Kchad.
"Audiophiles in Russia know all
about Dennis Kchad and the Cary
CAD-805C," Iassured Pavel. "In fact,
Audio Magazine in St. Petersburg said
that Cary is real high-end."
As Pavel continued to chuckle, Iinvited him to take aseat. With the amps
well warmed up, Iplayed arecording of
Tchaikovsky's Symphony 4, with Gennady Rozhdestvensky conducting the
London Symphony (IMP Classics PCD
867). Pavel stopped laughing.
"It's amazing," he said. "You're
right there."
This is one of the pleasures of owning
apair of CAD-805Cs: playing them for
Pavel. Or Slava, or Lev, or whomever.
Hearing is believing, at least for some
audiophiles. Audio critics are another
matter —some have even taken to ranting against single-ended triodes.
There are just three tubes in the
CAD-805C: a6SL7 input tube, a300B
driver tube, and an 845 output tube.
The 845 has athoriated tungsten cathode — the tube glows white. A pair of
them will light up aroom enough that
you won't stumble around in the dark.
Now supplied with new Western
Electric 300B driver tubes as standard, a
pair of Cary CAD-805Cs retails for
$8995.2Cary claims the 805C will deliver 50W into 4, 8, or 16 ohms, and there
are separate sets of speaker terminals —
le, output transformer taps —for each.

The tube complement has changed
since the Cary 805C was introduced
at the Las Vegas CES in January 1991,
ayear before the amp actually went
into production. Then the output
tube was the 805, hence the amp's
name. The output tube has changed
but the name hasn't. And the driver
tube was an EL34 instead of a300B.
By the time Dick Olsher caught up
with the amp two years later in
the January 1994 Stereophile (Vol.17
No.1, p.104), the driver tube was still
an EL34 but the output tube was
a 211, as it was until the 805C of
January 1997.

Tellig

Dennis Had, designer of the amp,
describes the power as "pure class-Al"
up to 28W, and "class-A2" up to 50W.
Class-A2 takes over where class-Al
leaves off. The circuit's efficiency is
increased by nearly 50%. Dennis explains:
"With only a capacitor coupling
between the 300B and the 845, the
output would be limited to 21-25W.
The grid of the 845 goes down to alow
impedance and you can't drive it any
further. Unless ... "
"Unless ... ?"
"Unless you use an interstage transformer. This transforms the impedance
of the 300B to drive the grid of the 845

1Cary Audio Design, 111-A Woodwinds Industrial Court,
Cary, NC 27511. Tel: (919) 481-4494. Fax: (919) 460-3828.
2The 845 output tube is Chinese, and the 6SL7 driver
tube is JAN (Joint Army Navy) Philips, made in the US.
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Cary CAD-805C monoblock power amplifier
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The speaker that took
20 years to create

The new THIEL CS2.3
Audio magazine describes Jim Thiel as "clearly the kind of speaker designer who just
never stops improving his products.... Each added refinement has been another step
toward making the musical experience more real." Experience the latest result of this
20 year tradition of excellence by hearing the new CS2.3 at your nearest THIEL dealer.

THIEL

Ultimate Performance Loudspeakers
Call or write for our 36-page full-line brochure and the name of your nearest 1HIEL dealer.
1HIEL •1026 Nandino Boulevard, Lexington, Kentucky, 40511
Telephone: 606-254-9427 •e-mail: mail@thielaudio.com •web: www.thielaudio.com
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output tube. When you play the amp
loud, it will draw positive grid current
driven by the interstage transformer.
The interstage transformer makes the
amplifier circuit very efficient."
In other words, the cathode-based
845 tube draws no grid current in classAl. Drive the amp harder and the 845's
grid goes positive, drawing current via
the interstage transformer that couples
the 300B and the 845. With class-A2,
however, comes increased distortion —
one reason to avoid highly inefficient,
difficult-to-drive speakers with the Cary
CAD-805C. Nevertheless, with the
CAD-805C, you're far less limited than
you are with asingle-ended triode amp
using asingle 300B output tube, where
you're limited to around 10-12W max.
But power ratings can be misleading,
especially with single-ended triode
amps. Compared to a typical 50Wpc
stereo tube amp, for instance, the CAD805C sounds big. Humongous, in fact.
As Pavel heard, you do get your $9k
worth of sound.
No, you don't get the unlimited
dynamics of asolid-state muscle amp.
I'm referring to space — soundstage
depth and width. Holographies. The
hall. Few amps — maybe no amp —
that I've heard does space as well as the
Cary CAD-805C. And it's convincing
space, too — not specious spaciousness.
Every instrumentalist or vocalist is in
his or her place, enveloped in awonderful bloom.
The styling is... well, take alook.
Low-tech wouldn't be the appropriate
term. Old-tech is more like it. This is
what ahigh-end single-ended triode tube
amplifier might have looked like in 1938,
if there had been high-end audio in
1938. Silkscreened lettering atop each
amplifier proclaims it a'Triode Output
Tube Monaural Amplifier." The lettering
looks turn-of-the-century —1900, that is.
But what really catches the eye is the
cat's eye on the faceplate —actually an
electron-ray tube — used to monitor the
power output. The eye pulses and boogies along with the music.
"The tube's fluorescent target indicates
the effects of avoltage change," Dennis
explained. "The target is operated at a
positive voltage and therefore attracts
electrons from the cathode. When the
electrons strike the target, they produce a
glow on the fluorescent coating.
"With the eye completely closed,
you're at afull 50W into 8 ohms. If
you monitor the eye, you'll notice that
deep bass will close the eye in aheartbeat. Or perhaps Ishould say in the
twinkling of an eye."
Stereophile, March 1998

If it takes courage to buy the Cary
CAD-805C — nine grand for apair of
50W amps using tubes originally
designed in the 1930s — it may take
even more courage to review it.
For reviewers, single-ended triodes
arc a pain in the butt. Ask John
Atkinson. They're aglitch in the reviewing process — another month, another
issue, another amp. They don't fit in
with what else areviewer has reviewed
or might review. The problem gets even
worse with lower-powered SET amps,
like the 12W Cary SE300 Signature
monoblock. Hey... 12W? Ihave my
eye on some SET amps using the 2A3
output tube that put out only three watts.

Dealing with
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have opened Pandora's single-ended
Box in the first place.)
Not all single-ended tube triode
amps sound alike. Not by along shot.
To prove it, visit a Cary dealer and
audition the CAD-805C, then switch
to the CAD-300SE Signature monoblocks. With the CAD-805C, you are
there. With the CAD-300SE Signature,
they are here — which, in some ways,
is even more of amagic act. I'll have
more to say about the CAD-300SE
Signatures in afuture column — maybe
next time.
Meanwhile, should Isay that if the
Cary CAD-805C is right, then the Cary
CAD-SE300 Signature is wrong?
Idon't think so.

Why do single-ended triodes
sound so good?
Even JA has been Impressed, at least intercalls for the ability
mittently. Not enough to give up reviewing Krells and Levinsons, though. Not
to believe contradictory
enough to try apair of Cary 805Cs on his
beloved B&W Silver Siggies. (This is said
or conflicting things
to be one of the insanely great amplifierspeaker combinations, by the way.)
at the same time.
In a1996 review of the JMlab Micron
Carat loudspeaker (Vol.19 No.6, p211),
"No watts!" says my friend Val, the
great audiophile from Minsk. We'll JA encountered the integrated Cary
CAD 300SEI. Iquote with some glee:
revisit Val in amoment.
"[T]he bloom! The imaging! The
How do you recommend a12W or
sense of instruments and voices being
even a50W amp as being Class A, or
physically present in the room!... In the
state of the art, when you've just finished
immortal words of Sam Teffig, there
raving about asolid-state muscle amp in
was just more there there. Don't you just
part because of its seemingly litnidess
hate it when that happens?"
power? Having crowed about the kiloGee, John, Idon't hate it.
watt McIntosh MC 1000 monoblock
Itell you what. If you really want to
amplifiers (Vo120 No.8, p.51), Iknow
hear any of JA's Stereophile recordings,
this problem well. All that power just
waiting to be tapped is, indeed, intoxicat- you must hear them with single-ended
triodes. Take Encore, for instance — the
ing. It does wonderful things for the
new recording of chamber music by
sound, dynamically and otherwise.
Mendelssohn and Brahms (Stereophile
Now, after lavishing such praise, am
Igoing to turn around and suggest that STPH011-2). It cries out for triodes.
With chamber music, especially, you
low-powered single-ended tube triwant to indulge yourself in the beauty
odes are the cat's eye — Imean, the
of the notes — the magic of the
cat's whiskers?
moment. This is what the Francuskii hiIf you're Sam Tellig, no trouble at all.
Remember the January 1994 Stereofi critics (and French manufacturers) so
often get right. It's about beauty,
phile with the Cary 805 (earlier version)
dammit. Not just soundstaging„ à la
and the Krell KSA-250 amplifiers on
Americanski critics. Not just PRAT —
the cover? "If either of these amplifiers
pace, rhythm, acceleration, and dining —
is RIGHT ... the other must be
according to the Angliskiis.
WRONG." That was the cover line —
Ah... the palpable presence of the
which JA wrote.
musicians. The exquisite low-level detail.
Well, JA. no.
Dealing with single-ended triodes The perfect timing of the attack and
decay of each note. Above all, the truth of
calls for the ability to believe contradictimbre and the sheer beauty of the music.
tory or conflicting things at the same
Don't you just hate it when that
time — or what TS. Eliot called "cognihappens?
tive dissonance," and what Sam Teffig's
If you don't hate it, you may love sinreaders call inconsistency. (Hell, if I
wanted to be consistent, Inever would gle-ended triodes.

single-ended triodes
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A great musician brings the fire of
inspiration to the flawless execution of
fundamentals.
The VK-D5 CD player brings Balanced Audio
Technology innovation to digital design.
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analog domains. Even the current-to-voltage
converter employs adifferential Flying l-V circuit
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of typical buffered outputs.
A proprietary servo controls the Phillips transport. A
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Digression
One of the great joys of discovering single-ended triodes is that you may start
enjoying certain kinds of music that
you find largely unlistenable with nonSET triode amps. Take chamber music,
for instance.
"Yes, take it," you say. But wait.
If you avoid string-quartet recordings
because they sound sharp and edgy, even
wiry, try asingle-ended triode amp and
think again. You may find you prefer
listening to chamber music more than to
large-scale symphonic works. After all,
chamber music is scaled for reproduction in the home; the Vienna Philharmonic is not. It's no coincidence that
Dennis Had's father was aviolinist and
played professionally in astring quartet.
You may find that vocals are much
more pleasing. That you can even
enjoy opera.
As for the SET amp's measurements, what are you worried about?
Are you going to measure your amp...
or listen to it?
"I could have made the CAD-805C
measure better," acheerful Dennis Had
told me. "But when Itried that, the
magic went out the window."
Maybe one big reason single-ended
triode amps tend to sound as good as
they do is circuit simplicity —no, not
Circuit City, circuit simplicity. The simpler the circuit, the fewer parts you need.
The fewer parts, the purer the sound.
"I have the ultimate single-ended,"
trumpeted Val. "Single-ended no-ode.
Beats even mode."
No-ode is Val's windup gramophone and prized collection of 78rpm
recordings.
"Single-ended, just like in nature," he
said as he wound up the gramophone
between the Russian salad and the
grilled sturgeon. (Val wheels the gramophone over to the dinner table. It makes
for busy meals.)
Nipper did indeed hear His Master's
Voice... and it was single-ended. You
think I'm kidding, but you should listen
to a windup gramophone someday.
There is an immediacy to the sound,
a living presence — oops, that's been
used — that electronics of any kind
appear to compromise.
What is this single-ended
business, anyway?
Basically, single-elided amps —and
these can be solid-state, as with the Pass
Aleph amplifiers — amplify the positive
and negative phases of each waveform
continually, with no phase splitting
between the positive and negative phasStereophile, March 1998

es as there is with apush-pull amp. This
is what "push-pull" means. Push amplifies the upside phase, then pull takes
over on the downside. It's the kind of
thing that appeals to engineers because
it looks so clever.
Some very talented amplifier designers have told me they can devise phase
splitters that have no deleterious effect
on the sound.

Push-pull makes
for more amplifier
efficiency—you use
output tubes in pairs
for more power.
Perhaps. I've heard some very good
push-pull tube amps, some of them
using the 300B triode as an output tube.
Push-pull makes for more amplifier
efficiency — you use output tubes in
pairs for more power. And push-pull
avoids the problem of output-transformer core saturation.
Still, common sense tells you that
something about push-pull appears to
violate nature. It can't possibly help the
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sound. In my opinion, it doesn't. To my
ears, push-pull does something to the
harmonic presentation — to sonic purity, if you will — that you don't notice
until you've become accustomed to
single-ended.
"Why does hi-fi sound so different
from live music?" amember of the "Ask
the Editors" audience at HI-FI '97
wanted to know.
"You wouldn't ask that question
if you owned a single-ended amp,"
Iquipped.
Other Stereophile personnel on hand
were having none of this. It's safe to say
that no hi-fi can sound like live music.
Me? I'm dangerous. I'm saying precisely that single-ended triode gets you so
close to "live" you could swear that
Louis Armstrong, Billie Holiday — hell,
Sviatoslav Richter — have all been
raised from the dead.
Iwasn't around when talking pictures
became all the rage, but my parents
were. Perhaps one of the reasons people
were bowled over by talking pictures —
and early radio —is that the sound was
all single-ended. The engineers hadn't
yet had the opportunity to ruin reproduced sound with push-pull.
All right, maybe I'm going too far.
But I think single-ended triodes
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"0 wonderful music, that can so
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Introducing the intensely exciting new loudspeakers from
Soliloquy.
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superior home audio loudspeaker systems. Speakers that are
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amplifiers...to rock-crushing surround sound video enthusiasts.
Soliloquy speakers are designed to produce ahuge sound stage and an intoxicating
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experience the Soliloquy sound at an authorized Soliloquy dealer.
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be heard from Soliloquy loudspeakers"
High Fidelity Loudspeaker Co.
2613 Discovery Dr. •Bldg. A •Raleigh, NC 27616 •(919) 876-7554 •Fax (919) 876-2590
e-mail: info@solspeak.com

Sam's
may really take off when they're used in
home theater. For this reason, I've been
after Dennis Had to produce arelatively inexpensive, 300B-based mono amp,
to be sold in threes — left, right, and
center—for home theater. You have
not heard great home theater until you
have heard it in single-ended triode.
Iam not joking.
Hear no evil
There's another evil that single-ended
triodes generally avoid: negative feedback. There seems to be agrowing consensus that negative feedback is bad for
sound. Again, common sense should tell
you that it is. Negative feedback adds
distortion. It has to. You're putting signal
back into the signal —creating an endless loop of low-level grunge.
I'm not the only one who's become
distrustful of negative feedback. Here's
Martin Colloms:
"There is a growing suspicion that
some ... aspects —a loss in natural timbre; aduller, less expressive performance;
increased aural fatigue; and missing life
and energy in reproduced sound —may
be consequences of the application of
negative feedback." (Martin Colloms, "A
Future Without Feedback?," Stereophile,
January 1998, Vol21 No.1, p.89.)
Why do designers add negative
feedback?
"The only reason, in my opinion,
for feedback at all is to lower the output impedance," declares Dennis Had.
"Now you're forced to use negative
feedback if you use output tubes in a
pentode or tetrode configuration because that extra element that's put in the
tube, compared to atriode, is generating
odd-order harmonics.
"If you use the tube in the triode
mode, you won't have to clean up the
problem. That's why Iam such abig
proponent of running the KT88s and
the EL34s in triode mode in our pushpull designs. The harmonic garbage is
gone in triode mode. Then Iadd just a
tad of negative feedback to lower the
output impedance.
"With our push-pull amps, you can
stick them on any speaker and you don't
care. With the single-ended triode
amps, using no feedback, you have to be
more cognizant of the kind of loudspeaker you're running it with."
With no feedback dialed in, the output
impedance is slightly less than 2 ohms,
according to Dennis. That's certainly high
enough to bother some measurement
wonlcs.3 And true, you will likely get frequency-response anomalies if your speakers' impedance is all over the place.
Stereophile, March 1998

One rule of thumb with high-output-impedance single-ended designs
is to pick aspeaker whose impedance
curve is relatively flat—in other
words, a speaker whose impedance
stays close to the nominal 4or 8ohms
across the frequency spectrum. If
the impedance varies by more than
20% or so, up or down, you may
have problems. Thus, with anominal
4 ohm speaker, you wouldn't want
the impedance to dip below 3 ohms
or rise above 5ohms. With anominal
8 ohm speaker, you wouldn't want
the impedance to stray beyond 6 to
10 ohms.

Listen to the sound
of the Cary 805C.
You really should.
Even if you aren't in
the market to buy.
With the Cary CAD-805C, you can
dial in up to 10dB of negative feedback
and thereby lower the output impedance. But listen to what it does to the
sound! The harmonic presentation suffers. The extraordinary holographic
soundstaging is compromised. As
Martin Colloms noted, the more feedback you dial out, the more of the
amp's magic you can hear. You can
bring the amp into focus — and "on
song," as the British like to say — simply by twiddling the feedback knob. In
one direction. Down.
Once again, amplifier designers
swear up and down that they can "correctly" apply negative feedback so that
sound quality doesn't suffer — for
instance, by applying alittle local feedback at various stages of the amplifier
circuit rather than agross amount of
global feedback.
Still, my experience with the Cary
805C has made me, like Martin, suspicious of any negative feedback. Like
phase-splitting, negative feedback may
have harmful and not-so-subtle effects
on the timing of the music and the harmonic presentation.

3 Ican't repeat this too often: Music lovers suffer at
the hands of audiophiles, especially those who take
measurements. Remember, they've got to measure
something. That's their job.
4 Perhaps ASA speakers will be imported at last—
the Monitor Pros were playing in the Clayton
Audio room at January's CES. Will someone also
please offer the Offrande loudspeaker from JeanMarie Reynaud?

Space

I'm reminded of turntables 20 years
ago, when quartz-lock mechanisms
were all the rage — to regulate but
not really stabilize the speed. The
quartz-lock mechanism would continually adjust the speed of the motor
so that the speed was always changing,
microsecond by microsecond. This
was likely one reason why an AR,
aLinn, or aRega, all without quartzlock, sounded much better. I think
something like this is going on
with both negative feedback and
phase-splitting.
Listen to the sound of the Cary
805C. You really should. Even if you
aren't in the market to buy, make an
appointment for an audition —just to
have the experience.
It's not just the holographic soundstaging, not just the startling harmonic purity that make this amplifier
sound as real as it does — it's the
amplifier's way with detail. Listen to
the leading edge of transients and the
decay of the notes — the timing of the
notes, if you will. Listen to vocals —
how clean, clear, and crisp every sibilant sounds.
For most of my listening with the
Cary CAD-805C, Iused Ed Meimer's
Museatex Bidat straight into the amps.
(The processor has avolume control.)
My transport was aMaranta CD 63SE
CD player, and I used a Monarchy
Audio DIP to clean up the digital
signal on the way to the Bidat. Speakers
were the Baby Monitor and the
Monitor Pro, both from Atelier de
Synergie Acoustique.4
Even Music Hall's Roy Hall was
impressed by the sound. (He'd come by
my house to pick up the Creek 4330
amplifier and to deliver the Statmat.)
"Listen to this," Isaid. "It's a real
soundstage."
Dig, dig. The Brits are not into
soundstaging —their wives make them
put their speakers up against the wall.
Sure enough, the effect of the Statmat
on soundstaging was readily apparent. I
don't think Roy had ever heard such
hall. Or so much music.
"More hall — huh, Roy?"
Iwill not print his response.
How to sum up the sound of the
Cary CAD-805C?
First, it's a soundstaging champ.
Maybe the soundstaging champ. It does
space. Of course, you can ruin the holographic effect with improper speaker
placement. And you may be able to
improve it with the $120 tweak I
describe later on. Then again, maybe
not. Listen for yourself.
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You can spend more money!
you cannot buy bettor electronics.

For more information please contact your nearest Classé Audio dealer.
Classé Audio, Inc.

5070 François-Cusson, Lachine, Quebec, Canada H8T 1B3
Telephone: (514) 636-6384 • Fax: (514) 636-1428

Go with the flow
Soundstaging isn't all.
With the Cary 805C —and with no
other amp Ihave heard to date, not to
this extent — the music flows. Maybe
it's the absence of pushing and pulling,
or, as some have suggested, the special
magic of the 805 output tube. (The
300B tube is not the only tube with a
magic sound.)
The harmonic presentation is very
pleasing, and the low-level resolution
can be downright astonishing — true
Class A performance in this respect.

Should everyone run out
and buy asingle-ended
triode amp?
Of course not. However,
Ido recommend that
everyone run out and

That will likely mean atrip to aCary
dea1ei as some of the best Japanese SETs
are not yet readily available here —Wavac
and Sun Audio, for instance —and many
of the American SET manufacturers are
mainly into kits. Cary actually gets it all
together in more ways than one.
Quality control, for instance. Ihave
not had the slightest problem with the
CAD-805Cs in my system. They have
worked flawlessly and have proved
absolutely reliable.
The amp sounds its best if you leave
it on standby —this keeps the filaments
of the 6SN7s and the 300B heated.
From standby, the amps sound good
in 10 to 15 minutes, and great after half
an hour. From acold start, they take a
little more than an hour to reach peak
performance.
One more thing.
The break-in time is long. Sorry.
How long? Idon't know. But several
hundred hours. Dealers will want to
keep this in mind, too.

at least hear one.

$1.20 tweak
Here's a$120 tweak from Mr. Richard
Drawbacks?
Karnette of Long Beach, California.
Even with feedback dialed in, the
In January, when reviewing the Elecbass could be better — tighter, tauter.
trocompaniet EC 4.5 and AW-60 preHowever, the bass is frill, rich, and haramp/power-amp combination, Iwrote
monically informative.
that "you may need to spend much
The top end may be atad rolled-off.
more" on electronics to get greater openBut so what? The magic of the music
ness and airiness.
is there.
"Maybe not," sule.ests Mr. !Lunette.
Even so, with all the magic, Ihave to
"With my NAD 304 and NHT Supertell you that the Cary CAD-300SE
Zeroes, [greater openness and airiness] is
Signatures have even more magic in
gotten simply by placing aquarter on the
some respects. Not in terms of soundfront corners and adime at the middle of
stage depth and width, not in terms
the front edge of the speakers. Works
of space, but in terms of immediacy, pallike acharm. With this cheapskate fix,
pable presence, and even greater lowthe SuperZeroes —despite their small
level resolution.
size—do not disappear."
However, with 12Wpc, you're much
For $120, why not give it ago?
more limited in terms of speaker choice.
Using the Cary 805C for amplificaDynamics may be reined in, and I'm not tion, Iput the quarters and dimes atop
sure the music blooms and flows the
my reference Atelier de Synergie Acousway it does with the CAD-805C.
tique Baby Monitors.
A big advantage of the CAD-805C,
Heh-heh.
then, is that it will likely drive the speakThis, of course, is insane. Just exactly
ers you have. If you're looking for new
the kind of thing that makes the measpeakers to go with the CAD-805C, I surement wonks throw up their hands
suggest the B&W Silver Signatures,
over the gullibility of one-time humanalmost any of the ProAc models, and, if ities majors.
they become available here, the Baby
No, I will not tell you what I
Monitors or Monitor Pros from Atelier hear. But you can tell me what you
de Synergie Acoustique.
hear. You can e-mail me directly:
Should everyone run out and buy a samtellig@mindless.com. Or you can
single-ended triode amp?
write me: SAM, clo Stereophi/e, P.O. Box
Of course not. But Idid. Ibought
5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502-5529.
two —four, to be exact: apair of Cary
Oh, yes —heads up, please. George
805Cs and apair of Cary 300SEs. How- Washington should be facing up and
ever, Ido recommend that everyone run
forward.
out and at least hear single-ended triode.
Money back if not fully satisfied. la
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A Breathtaking
performance
that must be
experienced!
WHAT THE EXPERTS SAY:
' Thought the sound was refined and dynamic
not to mention eminently affordable (Stereophile,
Apn7 95 -Wes Maps,
"GA-P 520X Produced asound that was definitely high end. Gershman's Speakers impress
me more every time Ihear them" (Stereophile
December 96 -Roben Deutsch)
Strings, sounded not just very good but
superb
ally sing.

Avant Garde loudspeakers will liter,
The

Inner Ear Report Voll, #2 94)

No coloration, rock solid bass control, and atendency to disappear magically Extraordinary
They bring out countless of treasures from your
records

(UHF Magazine No. 43 1995)

The music sounded so perfect. It must be the
Magic of the Avant Garde
top three best sounding rooms at WCES 96."
Audio Art -Taiwan)
"Best sounding speakers at the WCES"
(Audio Land-Hong Kong)
revelation

sounded superb-

top rooms at the Sahara Bi-level ,The
Audiophile Voice -USA.

,

yvvvvir.gershmanacoustics.corn

Gershman Acoustics
Tel./905)669-5994 Fax(416)250-1830
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II

don't know whether it was Mrs.
Nachman or Mr. Nachman, but
back in the late '80s one of them
took adump on Joe Grado's head, and
it wasn't pretty. But it was expected, for
the Nachmans were my pet birds, and
that's what birds do when they perch on
shiny domes.
The Nachmans have since gone to
that great birdcage in the sky, and Ibet
if I'd asked Joe Grado back then where
he thought the cartridge business would
be in 1998, he'd have said in the same
general neighborhood — along with
Betamax (still better; and Istill use it),
Elcaset, RCA Selectavision, and the rest.
(For more info on Selectavision, aneedlein-the-groove video format, check out
www.teleport.com/ -ceds/cedfaq.html.)
But Ididn't ask Joe Grado about the
future back then because the present
was about his $200 8MZ cartridge,
which I'd reviewed and found to have a
lump in the midbass. Joe came over to
convince me it didn't, and that what I'd
heard was due to my setup. After moving speakers and subwoofers around,
and after Joe had been anointed by one
of the Nachbirds, the lump remained.
We called it a(messy) day.
So here we are in 1998, and Grado is
still in the cartridge business and doing
better than ever with a new line of
wooden-bodied models, the top of the
line being the $1200 Reference —
Grado's most expensive model ever. It
arrived around the same time as the
$1200 van den Hul MC-10 Special (a
recent update of the MC-10) and the
$995 Goldring Excel VX, so Ifigured a
three-way shootout made sense.
Understand: There are many other
worthwhile cartridges in this price
range, and some below it — like the
Lyra Lydian and the Benz Glider—but
it's impossible to listen to them all.
Here's arundown on three very fine
ones: two low-output moving-coils, and
one high-output moving-iron design.
Great expectations
It's fun writing about and listening to
$3000+ cartridges. (Hopefully it's fun
reading about them, because they're
often written about.) But how many
audiophiles can afford them? Not many.
Stereophile, March 1998

Even $1000 for aphono cartridge is a
pretty stiff tariff for most of us, but it's
do-able if you start saving now. At this
price point you're entitled to some of
the positive attributes of "first growth"
cartridges, and none of the gnarlies you
unfortunately get with most "budget"
models. In other words, for agrand, you
can get most of the way there.

Even $1000 for aphono

cartridge is apretty stiff
tariff for most of us, but it's
do-able if you start saving
now. At this price point

you're entitled to some
of the positive attributes
of "first growth" cartridges,
and none of the gnarlies
you get with most
"budget" models. For a
grand, you can get most
of the way there.
Of course, where "there" is is also
subject to dispute. At the very least, you
should be able to get acartridge that is
full bandwidth and free of gross frequency-response aberrations. The sonic
presentation should be almost free of
grain, offer believable instrumental textures —like drum skins instead of cardboard — and present voices and instruments in three dimensions.
So, should you choose to listen to
Belafonte at Carnegie Hall (RCA/Classic
LSO-6006), you should hear the guy
singing from ahead and body, and not
as atwo-dimensional cardboard cutout.
As he walks about the stage, you should
hear him clearly moving fore and aft as
well as side to side. His sibilants shouldn't spit, and the timbre and texture of his
voice should remain consistent throughout its dynamic range. And the audience
should be arrayed behind him (yes, this

Fremer

is one of the "defects and distortions" of
two-channel audio), sul,:esting both the
depth of the floor section and the height
and U-shape of the Carnegie Hall tiers.
The orchestral groupings on the stage
should also be easily "seen" in 3D, and
when the music gets complicated the
sonic organization shouldn't unravel,
nor should the instruments congeal.
Iknow, you can hear all of these
things with your Sumiko Blue Point.
And to a surprisingly fulfilling degree
you can—that's one of the great things
about analog that 16-bit digital can't do
at any price, in my experience. You can —
until you hear them reproduced by
something like the Cardas Heart,
Transfiguration Temper, Benz Ruby,
Koetsu Urushi, Parnassus D.C., or any of
the other Class A models. The illusion
that the event is actually happening
before you is literally dumped into your
lap —you don't have to work to believe.
This is not to say that by spending
more you're guaranteed to get more,
but usually that's the case, even if, above
$1000, the law of diminishing returns
starts to flatten things out. But believe
me, when you're in the presence of the
finest cartridges, your ears will know it!
Madness to the method
Imounted each cartridge to aGraham
ceramic armwand and auditioned it in
the Graham 2.0 tonearm fitted to a
Simon Yorke turntable (currently under
review), which sat on a Vibraplane
active isolation base. The Simon Yorke
comes with its own arm and is meant to
be sold as an arm/table combo, but
Ididn't want to add to the variables.
Plus, you can't beat the quick-change
armwands, so Ihad the Graham mounted on aspare Simon Yorke armboard.
Ihad three phono sections at my disposal: the Audio Research PH3, the Pass
Labs Aleph Ono, and the one built into
the Ayre K-3 preamp (the last two also
under review). Iused all three, and
guess what? Each sounded different. I
could change the sound by slightly
increasing or decreasing stylus pressure
(VTF, or Vertical Tracking Force), or
changing VTA (Vertical Tracking
Angle), or changing the resistive loading
(on MC cartridges). Icould change the
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Analog
sound by changing phono interconnects
or by changing the AC cords on the
phono sections. Or by using different
kinds of support feet.
In the middle of the review process,
the Zoethecus equipment rack showed
up for review. That changed the sound.
Then there's barometric pressure, humidity, and temperature. And, of course,
break-in. Each cartridge was given 40
hours of use before Ilistened seriously.
Then, Iplayed each in succession for a
side of arecord before doing any comparisons. And, of course, the MCs were
demagnetized.
So how do you separate the sound of
the associated components and/or the
setup adjustments from the cartridges
under review? Not easily! When Iread
reviews that purport to describe the
sound of a product in no uncertain
terms, and then on the next page the
same reviewer talks about the "sound"
of anew AC cable, Iget crazy! It may
make for more exciting copy, but the
truth is, statements about a product's
general tendencies and character are far
more accurate than absolutes —unless
you own the reviewer's system. This is
especially true of cartridges.
Despite the many subtle changes Iwas
able to make to each cartridge's sound by
manipulating the variables, each exhibited afundamental character that shone
through. That's what I'm most interested
in communicating to you.
Along with whatever the hell Ifelt
like playing at any given time, Iused the
following LPs during my strict comparative listening sessions: The Kinks'
Arthur (Pye NSPL 18317), the Tchaikovsky Violin Concerto with Heifetz,
Reiner, and the CSO (RCA Living
Stereo LSC-2129), Sinatra's Swingin'
Session!!! (Mobile Fidelity MFSL 1441),
Davey Spillane's Atlantic Bridge (Cooking Vinyl 009), Pictures at an Exhibition
with Reiner/CSO (RCA Living
Stereo/Classic LSC-2201), Art Pepper +
Eleven (Contemporary S7568, and
Analogue Productions' APJ 017 180gm
reissue), The 14.iy Best of Roy Orbison
(Monument SLP 18045), The All-Time
Greatest Hits of Roy Orbison (DCC
Compact Classics LPZ (2) 2024), Belafonte
at Carnegie Hall (RCA
Living
Stereo/Classic LSO-6006), Star Wars/
Close Encounters of the Third Kind with
Mehta/LAPO (Mobile Fidelity MFSL
1-008/King Super Analogue KIJC
9199), Joni Mitchell's Blue (Reprise MS
2038) and court and Spark (DCC
Compact Classics LPZ-2044), Love is the
Thing (DCC Compact Classics LPZ2029), Muddy Waters' Folk Singer
Stereophile, March 1998
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Goldring Excel VX phono cartridge

(Mobile Fidelity MFSL 1-201), and
finally, Mel Tonné and Friends at Marty's
(Finesse W2X37484).

the case of the Excel, its subtly warm
lower midrange proved beneficial in
creating a deep, expansive soundstage
that wasn't afraid to project round,
Goldring Excel VX: $995
three-dimensional images well in front
A moderately high-output low-output of the speakers. On the Art Pepper disc
moving-coil cartridge, the $995 Excel is
(highly recommended!), Pepper's alto
rated at 0.5mV at 5c-m/s into a100 ohm
sax appeared boldly forward, center
load — about double the rating of the
stage, well in front of the supporting
lowest low-output MCs. The UK-made
band. The cartridge's slightly warm
Excel' is athin, tall, attractive-looking demeanor didn't sink Pepper's light,
cartridge with aluminum side body
crisp alto sound (he also plays tenor and
mounts sandwiching acomposite mateclarinet on the album), or slow down
rial that houses the motor assembly. The
his boppy rhythmic thrust.
mass is a medium 8.5gm. Tapped
The Excel's other strongest suit was
flanges make mounting easy, and the
capturing the textures of voices and
clean body design helps make overhang,
instruments, particularly cymbals and
azimuth, and VTA adjustments relativeother percussives: the "crash" got just
ly straightforward. The aluminum-alloy
the right amount of emphasis. Too
cantilever is fitted with a"Vital" hyper- much and cymbals get edgy and grainy,
elliptical (0.008mm by 0.040mm) stytoo little and you get that "airbrake
lus. The coil assembly is silver wire over
shushing" sound you hear on many digasoft iron former.
ital "audiophile" recordings. Ihate that!
I immediately liked the Excel's
It's the aural equivalent of those cutesy
warm, relaxed, yet detailed sound. It did
bug-eyed Keene paintings.
an outstanding job of capturing the
The first record Iplayed with the
acoustic envelope — the spatial context Excel before it was broken in was the
surrounding instruments and voices on
Kinks album (an original British presslive recordings. On the Mel Tormé
ing), which Ihadn't played in years. My
album Igot the sense of the intimate
sonic recollection of it was instantly
club "room" size just behind the vocal.
shattered in one of those jaw-dropping
The same with the Belafonte, in which
epiphanies audiophiles love. What I'd
the larger space was clearly suggested,
remembered as aso-so flat-and-artificial
first by the way the voice affects the
studio job turned into arich recording
large volume of air, and then by the later of a group playing live in a smallish
reverberant cues. On DCC's superb
space with lots of image-enriching
new Court and Spark (beats the Nautilus
microphone leakage, which helps create
half-speed), the cartridge easily captured
an exciting sense of three-dimensionalithe restricted space of an isolation booth
ty and "thereness." The gritty horn secbehind Mitchell's voice — something
tion on the opener, "Victoria," cut
budget cartridges miss.
through as I'd never heard it, and the
texture of Ray Davies' voice, his physical
A cartridge's tonal balance affects
every performance parameter, and in
presence in front of me, took on areality I'd never heard before. Yes, Iwas
hooked on the Excel from the start.
1Goldring Products Ltd., 8Greyfriars Road, Bury St,
Edmunds, Suffolk, England IP 32 71)X, UK. Tel: (44)
When it was all said and done, it did the
0284-701101. US distributor: Music Hall, 108 Station
Kinks album, and rock in general, the
Road, Great Neck, NY 11023. Tel: (516) 487-3663.
Fax: (516) 773-3891.
best of the three cartridges.
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"Bravo, Bryston! A landmark...a reference...a triumph...a steal!"

Stereophile, May 1997
Sam Te/hg

The remarkably compact, Bryston

If your requirements are for sonic

B-60 Integrated Amplifier provides

excellence in aversatile, convenient

60 watts per channel at 8 ohms and

package, without compromises in per-

100 watts per channel at 4 ohms.

B-60 Integrated Amplifier

formance, value and reliability, look

There are provisions for four high level inputs, (CD, Tuner,

no further than the Bryston B-60 Integrated Amplifier.

Video and Aux) in addition to one tape loop and a pre-

Call us today, or visit our web site to receive a free

out/main-in feature. A headphone jack is also provided,

product brochure, 705-742-5325, www.bryston.ca
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It was only after extensive listening,
and by comparison to the other cartridges
in this survey, that Icould find the Excers
one major weakness: aslight overall topto-bottom graininess, but one Icould easily live with given the cartridge's other
attributes. Despite the slight grainy overlay, the Excel's rendering of strings was
reasonably smooth yet well textured. On
the Tchaikovslcy Violin Concerto, the
Excel did an outstanding job of capturing
the instrument's upper register without
harshness or etch, while delivering the
rich woody body whole. When Heifetz
dug in with his bow, Icould feel the
instrument shiver.
A good tracker at 1.7 grams, extremely dynamic, detailed yet rich, harmonically suave, rhythmically competent,
airy and extended on top, taut yet warm
on bottom, the Excel is asuperb performer at any price, and areal bargain at
$995. Best loaded to 100 ohms.
Grado Reference: $1200
Even though Joe Grado invented and

patented the moving-coil cartridge and
thus collects aroyalty on every one made
by anyone, his company doesn't build
them. Instead, over the years Grado has
specialized in moving-magnet cartridges,
in which the coils are fixed between the
magnetic pole pieces and a miniature
generating element moves within the
lines of flux created by the coil/magnet
assembly ("Flux-Bridger Generator
System"). There are four magnetic gaps,
and as the element moves between
opposing pairs, the flux increases in one
while decreasing in the other.
Most cartridges use arubber fulcrum
"see-saw"-type suspension: one end is
the cantilever, the other a thin wire
attached at the back of the motor assembly. The Grado uses avery short, lowmass, self-contained suspension ("Optimized Transmission Line Stylus/
Cantilever"). The entire line of Grado
cartridges features extremely high output: 4.8mV at 5crn/s, claimed frequency
response from 10Hz to 601cHz, and average channel separation of 30dB from
10Hz to 301cHz. Grado claims that the
system's low inductance of 45mH (millihenrys) makes it impervious to capacitive
high-frequency rolloff.
The $1200 Reference is the top of the
wooden-bodied line, which features
specially cured mahogany casings.
According to John Grado (Joe nephew),
who now oversees the company2 and
2 Grado Labs, 4614 Seventh Avenue, Bmoklyn, NY
11220. Tel: (718) 435-5340. Fax: (718) 663-6941. Email: HPSR60@aoLeom.
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who co-designed the new line with
John Chaipis, the Reference series
begins with the magnetic generating
system mounted in the standard Grado
plastic body, 90% of which is then carefully milled away. The rather large coils
are then mounted and potted to the
chassis using three different damping
materials. According to Grado, whereas

The Reference is the finest fixedcoil cartridge I've ever heard, and one
of the finest-sounding cartridges I've
ever heard—especially in the midrange — regardless of design. But it
does have afew frustrating quirks: The
distance between the stylus tip and the
threaded mounting holes is such that
getting the overhang correct in the
Graham arm required me to literally
Even though Joe Grado
force the cartridge to the very back of
the headshell mounting slots. Even
invented and patented
then, the stylus tip was slightly too far
forward for proper overhang. Since
the moving-coil cartridge
the Graham is properly "spec'd," and
since every other cartridge I've used
and thus collects aroyalty
with it fits comfortably somewhere
midway in the slots, the Grado is clearon every one made by
ly "off spec." So make sure it's compatanyone, his company
ible with your arm before buying, or
make sure you can return it if you can't
doesn't build them.
achieve proper overhang.
Another frustration is the pitch
Instead, Grado has
thread of the mounting holes drilled
into the wooden body. While the
specialized in movingrest of the industry seems to have
standardized this, allowing you to use
magnet cartridges.
your choice of cartridge-mounting
in previous designs there were 43 parts
hardware, Grado's nonstandard pitch
having 43 different resonant frequenrequires you to use the supplied slotted
screws. Not a major problem, but a
cies, in the Reference series all parts are
potted (the cantilever assembly is also
minor annoyance. More serious was
bonded into place and is not removthe cartridge's (all Grado's, actually)
able), thus damping the entire cartridge.
susceptibility to induced motor noise.
Finally, the assembled cartridge is glued When the cartridge got close to
into the cured wooden body, which furthe center of arecord — which brings
ther damps and/or tunes the system.
it close to the motor on many turntaThe Reference and the Master ($800)
bles (Regas, VP! 19, etc.) — Iheard
use afive-piece cantilever assembly of hum through the speakers, though this
very low mass and ultra-high-purity,
was well masked by most music. If
long-crystal, oxygen-free copper coil
your motor is outboard, no problem.
wire. The Master model is fitted with a Most Rega owners I've spoken with
nude elliptical diamond; the Reference
who've installed Grados (mostly the
uses atrue ellipsoid tip. All parts used in
$300 Reference Platinum) can live
with the hum.
the Master and Reference models are
finished in-house and polished to an
There's one other problem: The
underdamped, high-compliance suspenextremely high tolerance. Final assembly is by hand.
sion, while making the Reference a

The Grado Reference phono cartridge
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Think of it
as protection and direction all
rolled into one sleek, rack-mountable unit.
The new Max® 1500 Surge Protector and Line
Conditioner from Panamax monitors and organizes
every incoming AC, cable, satellite and phone line
to make sure the signals reaching your system
components are clean and pure.
As the centerpiece of awell-engineered audio/video
and satellite system, the Max 1500 is your most
important component. Its enhanced noise filtration
allows the rest of your components to perform at
their peak. Best of all, your equipment is covered
by lifetime product and connected equipment
warranties that are,
quite simply, the best
available anywhere.

The benefits of owning aMax 1500 include:
•Enhanced EMI/REI noise filtration.
•Sequential turn-on and turn-off.
•Line Voltage LED indicator lights.
•10 AC outlets including delayed turn-on,
switched and unswitched.
•Expansion bay for additional AllPath® Signal
Line Modules "future proofs" your system.
•$5,000,000 Lifetime Product and Connected
Equipment Warranty.
To turn chaos into awell protected, well organized
entertainment system, phone (800) 472-5555 today
for the authorized
Panamax dealer
nearest you.
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Find out more about complete signal line protection -www.panamax.com
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Undercurrents
George

M

ing our own, come from other species via
a process called evolution by natural
selection. This process has four parts:
1) No two members of aspecies are
identical. Variety abounds. Some are
bigger, smaller, weaker, stronger, healthier, sicker, and so on.
2) Life is difficult. Given the facts of
life, populations tend to increase in size
geometrically, thus creating aperpetual
shortage of resources. Competition is

Lr011 MirHAEL LOWRY

ojo Nixon sings, "Elvis is everywhere." My version is "Darwin
is everywhere." Last Thanksgiving, as my extended family was gathered around the dinner table, my 11year-old nephew abruptly reminded us
that Darwin was there, too. Out of the
blue, he broadcast the $64,000 question:
"Did we come from gorillas ...like at
the zoo? Or did we come from Adam
and Eve?"
Uh-oh. Ipretended not to
hear and fished for another
piece of white meat.
"Ask your Uncle George,"
his Mom said. "He'll know."
I glared at my sister.
Was she nuts? But it was too
late. A pair of curious, freethinking eyes were staring at
me and expecting an answer.
They had no inkling that this
line of thought once sent
Western Civilization into
convulsions that still haven't
died down. Imagine how
it could ruin one family's
Thanksgiving dinner. Hardly
anyone is happy about
Darwin's conclusion that
we're distant cousins of modern apes and monkeys. You
might as well talk about
intestinal parasites.
Thinking fast (or trying
to), Ichanged the subject.
"You know, Idon't really want to talk about that,
but Ido want to know if
you've written your letter
to Santa Cl —"
Oops! Don't go there.
With a six-year-old sitting
across the table, these waters
could be mined, too.
"Um, I mean, how's your turkey?
What's better—white meat or dark?"
(Phew!)
Darwin is dangerous. Oddly, Ihappened to be reading just the book for
this occasion — Danvin's Dangerous Idea,
by the philosopher Daniel Dennett
(1995, Simon & Schuster). First the idea,
then the danger, and then my theory:
audiophiles are Darwinists.
Darwin theorized that species, includStereophile, March 1998

the name of the game.
3) Those creatures with small variations that give them an edge over others
in life's competitions are likely to live
longer and leave more offspring than
those without them.
4) If these tiny variations are passed on
from generation to generation, they will
become more and more common in
the population. (A standard illustration:
ancient giraffes that happened to have
slightly longer necks than their neighbors

Reisch

had more leaves to eat, had more kids,
and had more kids with slighdy longer
necks.) As thousands of generations
go by, these variations can "add up" and
lead to entirely new species.
And the danger? Dennett compares
Darwinism to a "universal acid" — a
mythical solvent that eats through everything. It's impossible to contain. If it
existed, only gravity could eventually
capture it all at the center of the earth.
Darwin's theory has nearly
the same power. If it's true (as
most biologists and scientists
believe), it threatens our most
cherished belief about ourselves and the world.
The well-known religious
implications are just hors
d'oeuvres. Natural selection,
Darwin showed, could do all
the species-making work of a
supernatural designer (albeit
in small, slow steps). And if
that's true, Adam and Eve
probably existed only in the
imagination of the early
scribes. And if that's true, then
Providence — humanity's
divine guarantee of future
prosperity —remains only the
capitol of Rhode Island. And
if that's true... the acid continues to drip.
Do we have souls? Do we
have, that is, immaterial and
eternal substances that make
each of us unique and endow
us with free will? Darwin's
theory plants us firmly within the natural world. So,
unless all the birds and
worms and giraffes have
souls too, Darwin's Magic 8Ball says, "OUTLOOK NOT SO GOOD."
Drip, drip, drip.
"Okay," says the optimist, "so what if
Idon't have free will and an eternal,
immaterial soul? Idon't want eternal
life anyway. Look what happened to
Ripley in Alien: Resurrection! I'm just fine
being me, with all my hopes and fears
and plans and goals. Iam still me, right?"
According to some evolutionists,
you're not the you you thought you
were (you got that?). Sure, your per63
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Undercurrents
sonality and hopes and fears are all
there, but they count for little in the
game of life. You are atransportation
vehicle and preservation device for your
genes. Your family, your job, your mind
and body, are simply support props for
evolution's main events: Reproduce!
Get those genes out there and into
future generations!
Drip, drip, drip.
As Iread Dennett's book, Ikept wondering if there are any dogmas about
music or audio that Darwin's universal
acid will dissolve. Of course, most
audiophiles are well versed in evolutionspeak. We all talk about how components evolve through modifications
and updates. But these changes are the
result of intelligent, conscious design (of
William Z. Johnson or Dan D'Agostino,
for example). They don't illustrate
Darwinian natural selection. Nor is
competition in the marketplace Darwinian. Consumer selection is not
natural selection because consumers
don't always select the "fittest" of the
available alternatives: witness VHS's
success over Beta, Windows' rise over
Mac (or Unix or 0S2), or the fact that
8-track tapes ever sold at all. It's not
"survival of the fittest," it's "survival of
the best-marketed." (Yes, my LPs and
turntable asked me to make this point)
In another way, however, Darwin's
ideas do capture the spirit and point of
high-end audio. To see this, we have to
go back to Darwin. Some say his main
insight was not the theory of natural
selection, but rather his new "populational" view of species. Species are simply populations of animals that share an
evolutionary history.
By contrast the dominant definition of
species in Darwin's day was much more
elaborate. Aspecies was not merely apopulation, but apopulation whose members
each possessed acertain essence that united
and defined them. Species, that is, were
metaphysically distinct and different from
each othet God designed them to be
that way. No surprise, then, that many
thought Darwin was an idiot That one
species could evolve out of another
seemed as unlikely as atriangle becoming
asquare, or six becoming seven. Essences
don't change, so they don't evolve.
But Darwin turned things around.
The small, ubiquitous differences among
members of aspecies are not merely
noise on arobust, unchanging signal —
the essence, or the underlying form of
the species. Instead, those differences are
the signal. They are the main stuff of life
and its history. Nature cares not awhit
about essences, only about these variaStereophile, March 1998

dons and deviations. As Darwin metaphorically put it, "Natural selection is
daily and hourly scrutinizing, throughout
the world, the slightest variations; rejecting those that are bad, preserving and
adding up all that are good; silently and
insensibly working, whenever and wherever
opportunity offers, at the improvement
of each organic being in relation to its
organic and inorganic conditions of life."
Mother Nature sounds like an audiophile, doesn't she? Daily and hourly
scrutinizing her audio rig for the slightest variations in performance; rejecting
those interconnects and components
that are bad, preserving those that work
well together... But it's not this obsession with hardware that makes audiophiles Darwinian. Rather, high-end
audio encourages apopulational view of
music much like Darwin's populational
view of species.
Every giraffe is different, if only slightly, and so is every performance of, say,
the Brandenburg Concertos. Ahigh-end
system lets you hear these differences
when low- and mid-fi systems usually
won't In my car, for instance, my neanderthal FM radio gives me just enough
information to identify the music that
WFMT is playing. But Ican never tell
(without the announcer's help) who's
playing, who's conducting, where the
performance took place, how it was
recorded, etc. The radio strips away the
variations among the many, many
recordings out there, leaving me with
only the musical essence that they all
share. In my car, that is, I'm neither an
audiophile nor aDarwinist about music.
But in my living room, Richter's
Brandenburgs sound very different
from Klemperer's, Harnoncourt's, or
any other conductor's. Through my
Krell/Martin-Logan system, distinguishing marks become obvious and —
importantly — they're not just incidental. They're not different window dressings on the same, essential pieces of
music. Some Brandenburgs are wooden
and plodding; others are vivacious and

(for me, at least) sometimes dramatic
and hair-raising. They're all different.
So which Brandenburgs are the real
or essential Brandenburgs? To audiophiles, the question rings hollow. We
celebrate these differences among recordings and prize audio systems for
their ability to detect them. If you agree
that there simply is no real or essential
version of the Brandenbergs (or of any
other piece of music), then you're Darwinian, too. For there is no real or essential version of agiraffe or anteater, either.
What exist are populations of animals
and populations of musical performances. 1Each member of these populations is different in ways that count.
This may be the difference between
audiophiles and those hordes of musiclovers who are happy with mid-fi or lowfi systems. They're not very Darwinian.
Justas! have to listen through the sound of
my car radio (and the rattling of aplastic
speaker grille) to the musical information
inside it, they must tend to listen through
their systems. The trick is to ignore the
bad sound but still hear good music.
Aprofessor of mine once lectured me
about the singular genius of Beethoven.
(I had dared to opine that Bach was more
interesting.) Yet he never once mentioned the sound of Beethoven's music,
or the experience of hearing any particular symphony. He just listed an impressive array of formal musicological innovations that Beethoven had pioneered.
Coincidence or not, the speaker cartons I
spied in his office (where Istood corrected) betrayed his mid-fi leanings. His
speakers at home were big old mid'70s Advents —fine for hearing acontrapuntal hyper-mega-inversion (or whatever —I'm no musicologist), but not so
good for telling the CSO from the LSO,
aTelecaster from aStratocaster, and the
other sorts of sonic variations that reveal
music's populational character.
So Darwin's universal acid night have
something to eat through over at Stereo
Review, but it leaves much of audiophilia
untouched. We're already Darwinian.
Besides, every audiophile knows that
good sound and expensive, exotic equipment are aphrodisiacs. (Born in 1962, I've
always assumed that Iwas aLiving Stereo
baby.) And if the warm glow of 6550s or
afaceplate's satin finish don't always lead
to activities that can modify the genetic
makeup of our planet, they'll at least seduce an audiophile to write acheck.

gi

1This is not to say that we don't have our favorite
recordings and performances, or that all of them are
equally good or bad. The point is that these choices and
evaluations are our own. They arc not intrinsic to any
member of the population.
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THE STARS OF HOME THEATER &
HI-FI '98 IS BACK at our
favorite Los Angeles venue
— same hotel as before,
new name — bigger and
better than ever. All the
stars of home theater and
hi-fi will be part of the
cast. And so will you.
See HDTV — High-Definition
TV. DVD. All the latest in home
theater and specialty hi-fi ...at
the world's greatest home theater
and hi-fi show in one of the
world's most fun-to-visit cities.

Product premieres!
This year, we anticipate MORE product premieres at the Show than
ever before, including (we expect)
HOW See the new technology that
will transform TV and home theater.
See the new generation of DVD
players. Surround-sound decoders.
Projectors — better and more
affordable than ever.

facturers like McIntosh, Meridian,
Krell, Audio Research, ConradJohnson. Exotic European gear
from Graaf, Jadis. Exciting new
speakers from B&W, EgglestonWorks, Thiel, Martin-Logan.

Spend the whole weekend
at the Show—there's plenty to
see and hear and do. Meet manufacturers and designers
your heroes.
Hear the best in hi-fi from Meet the editors of Stereophile and
around the world — solid-state Stereophile Guide to Home Theater
and tube ... state-of-the-art and — your gurus. Shop for CDs, LPs,
big-bang-for-the-buck. See and and accessories at the giant CD
hear hot new products from manu - and record fair on-site.

THE WESTIN LOS ANGELES AIRPORT HOTEL

Order Show tickets now
and we'll include aconcert and
seminar ticket request form when
we mail back your tickets. The
free concerts alone are worth the
price of admission. But hurry —
seating at the concerts is limited!
STAY AT THE SHOW HOTEL!
Phone the Westin Los Angeles
Airport Hotel now at (310) 2165858 to reserve your room at the
special Show rate of just S115 plus
tax per night, single or double
occupancy. Tell them you're part
of HI-FI '98.

FRIDAY, JUNE 12
SATURDAY, JUNE 13
SUNDAY, JUNE 14

HUI ARE COMING TO H141'981
ALL THESE BRANDS ... AND MORE!
Acoustic Researcl ,
Acoustic Sciences
Corporation
Acoustic Sounds
Aesthetic
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Systems
Alpha-Core
Alto Hi-Fi
Ambiophonics
Ambrosia Audio
&Video
Amplifier Technologies
Analogue Productions
API
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Audio AdviseAudio Note
Audio0uest
AudieTruth
Aural Symphonies
B&W
Balanced Audio
Technology
Basis
Benz
Billy Bags
Blue Circle Audio
Cabosse
The Cable Company
Col Quality Electronics
Cordes Audio
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Cello
Channel Classics
Checkpoint 3D
Chesky Records
Vince Christian Ltd.
Cisco Music
Classé
Classic Records
Da Compact Classics
Decal Records
Definition A/V
Denon
Dolby Lobs
Draper Screens
DTS
Dunlovy
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Echo Busters
EgglestonWorks
EMI Testament
Esprit Development
Corporation
Essential Sound
Products
Extreme
Fanfare International
Faroudia
Fi Magazine
Goertz
Graham
Christopher Hansen 2
Hormonia Mundi
High Definition
Surround

Hyperion
Image Entertainment
Immutable Music
Inner Sound
Jadis
Joseph Audio
JVC
Kimber Koble
Koetsu
Kara Electronic Concept
Legacy Audio
Legend Audio Design
Lexicon
Losan/Anexos
Marketing
Madrigal Audio Lob
Maranta

Morgules Audio
Mark Levinson
Martin-Logan
McIntosh laboratory
Medioskope
Meridian
Merlin Music Systems
MIT
Mitsubishi
Mobile Fidelity Sound
Lob
Mondial
Muse
Musical Surroundings
Music Direct
NAD
NHT

Northstor Leading
the Way
Odyssey Design Group
Opus III
Panamas
Paradigm Reference
Plinius
PopeMusic
Proceed
PSB Speakers
Chad
Recoton Home Audio
Reference Cable
Renaissance Audio
Ratel
Jeff Rowland Design
Group

RRL
Rum
Sage Industries
International
Jason Scott Distributing
Shokti
Silicon Arts Design
Silted
Soliloquy Speakers
Sonic Weld
Sound Lob
Stereophile
Stereophde Guide to
Home Theater
Stewart Filmscreen
Straight Wire
Symphonic line

Synergistic Research
Tandberg
Thiel
Thorens of America
Threshold
Twisted Pair Designs
Ultimate Entertainment
Verity Audio
Videolluest
VideoTruth
VIL
Wadia Digitol
Westrex Corporation
Whorfdale International
Widesueen Review
Wilson Audio
Zenith Electronics

MEMBERS OF THE TRADE!
Register now and arrive early for
two days of seminars before exhibits
open to the trade and press!
Get the scoop on new video technologies.
Become more skillful at designing and
installing home theater and high-performance audio systems. Register now for the

EXHIBITORS

Music and Film Seminar Series Ill, sponsored by The Academy Advancing High
Performance Audio &Video. Seminars start
on Tuesday, June 9at 8AM and conclude
on Wednesday, June 10 at noon. Exhibits
are open for the trade and press only on
Wednesday afternoon and all day Thursday.

TO REGISTER FOR TRADE DAYS:
Fax Lynn Taulbee on your company
letterhead: (5051 992-6677

NOTE TO THE TRADE:
Some brands will be represented only by
their dealers. For alist of manufacturers
who will exhibit directly or have representatives present, please fax Lynn Taulbee at
(505) 992-6677.

or write her at:
P.O. Box 5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502-5529
Register online at www.hifishow.com.

RESERVE NOW WHILE EXHIBIT SPACE IS STILL AVAILABLE!

GIVE YOUR NEW PRODUCTS
A"HOLLYWOOD PREMIERE"
AT HI-FI '98!
MORE PRODUCT PREMIERES!
MAIL YOUR

MORE FREE
CONCERTS!

ORDER TO:
HI-FI '98
P.O. Box 5529
Santa Fe, NM

EXHIBITORS: Contact Ken Nelson

VISIT US ON THE WEB

Nelson and Associates, Inc.

AT WWW.HIFISHOW.COM.

62 Wendover Road, Yonkers, NY 10705

Order your tickets, check out the

Phone: (914) 476-3157

seminars and exhibitors, and get the

Fax:

latest Show updates.

(914) 969-2746

ORDER TICKETS NOW, SAVE $101

k nt
FREE CONCERT""
TICKETS

And get first

You receive aconcert-ticket request form along with your advance ticket order!

YES! Send tne

tickets to HI-FI '98 at 525 each. Tickets are good for all 3days.

INSTEAD, send me
one-day tickets to HI-FI '98 at S20 each. Each ticket good
Friday, Saturday, or Sunday.

87502-5529
NAME

Over 20 hours
of Live Music!

Phone your

STATE OR PROVINCE

(505) 992-6600
Fax your
credit-card order
24 hours aday to:

SEE YOU IN LA!

ADDRESS

credit-card order to:

(505) 992-6677

ZIP/POSTAL CODE

COUNTRY

PHONE

FAX

Check enclosed (PAYABLE TO HI-FI '98)
CARD NUMBER

SIGNATURE

Charge my:

VISA

MASTERCARD

AMEX

EXPIRATION DATE
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here was something odd about the clock on Jim 'Thiel's tee
wall. Ididn't get it at first, other than noting that instead of
the minutes being marked off at 12 five-minute intervals,
Jim's clock had 24 markings. That was it: as well as the number
"12" in its usual place at the top of theface, there was another "12"
at the bottom, where the "6" usually is. The dock thatJim built was
typical ofeverything this laconic loudspeaker engineer is involved in:
logical, functional, and deerent from what anyone else in the same
field does. In his cigarette-strained draw4 Jim explained that the
short hand of his dock always points toward the sun: directly up at
noon, directly down at midnight. That's the way aclock should be
dedared Jim, and when you're in his company, it's hard to see how
he could be wrong.
In 1998, Thiel Audio Products, the company thatJim owns with
his long-time business partner Kathy Gornik, celebrates the 20th
anniversary of its first Coherent Sources loudspeaker, the Thiel 03,
designed by Jim. And in January 1998, at the annual Consumer
Electronics Show, Thiel announced its latest Coherent Source loudspeakers: the long-awaited replacement for the CS2 2, the CS23
($3300/pair), and the CS72 — both designed, of course by Jim,
and both manufactured, from soup to nuts, in Thiel's Lexington,
Kentuckyfactoiy, in the heart of horse country.
Tye talked speakers with Jim on many occasions over the past
decade and recently had two opportunities to pin him down on tape:
once in Lexington and once in Stereophile's qifice in Santa Fe.
(Thiel President Kathy Gornik also makes aguest appearance) But
one thing I've never understood is why anyone other than amasochist
would want to get involved in loudspeaker design. The hours are
long, the work dOcult, and the rewards hard to predia.Jim, who got
into audio when he was 12 by repairing radios and audio gear, typically didn't see it that way:
68

Jim Thiel: Iwanted to have my own business and thought
that loudspeakers were something that Iwould enjoy doing.
Ihad been experimenting with loudspeakers for years,
designing loudspeakers for people in rock'n'roll bands and
things like that. Igot tired of
putting more and more effort
into the design stage to get a
speaker just right, only to make
one, two, or three units. If Iwas
going to put alot of work in
designing aproduct, selling thousands of the same unit would be
[more rewarding].
The first loudspeaker system
that we marketed under the
Thiel name was the Model 01, a
small two-way system that used
an electronic equalizer to extend
Jim Thiel
the bass response down to 30
cycles. We started selling that in 1976. The next model, the
02, was asmaller speaker. Used a6S4" driver. And about that
time, Istarted thinking alot more seriously about not just
making agood product, but making aproduct that Ihoped
would be better than any others available.
Istarted giving alot of thought to the inherent limits and
problems of dynamic speakers and identified one area: the
phase and time distortion that's introduced by typical highorder crossover networks, and the fact that the drive-units
are not mounted coincident with each °then Ispent alot of
time trying to eliminate this phase distortion and eventually
decided to bite the bullet and use the first-order crossover
Stereophile, March 1998

system approach. That gives you technically perfect results.
Not only do you end up with no phase distortion, you also
end up with auniform power response and auniform
amplitude response. The downside is that the drivers have to
operate over amuch wider bandwidth.
John Atkinson: But if you have spaced drive-units, aren't there
going to be axes where you get acoustic cancellation between those
drive-units?
Thiel: Yes, this is true. But we must distinguish between the
total power output of the drive-units and that of the speaker
unit. [With afirst-order system,] the total power output over
all radiated angles is constant. So you do not suffer any deficiency in total power reverberant energy in the room at the
crossover region — as you do, say, in the fourth-order system,
where you have a3dB depression of total power output of
the speakers through the crossover frequency range.
It's true that you have "lobúig," where at certain angles you
will get cancellations between two drive-units. How severe
of aproblem this is depends upon the spacing of the drivers
compared to the wavelength at the crossover frequency. So
the closer you can space the drivers on the baffle and the
lower in frequency the crossover point can be, the less of a
problem this is. For that reason, we have never made aspeaker that has an upper crossover frequency higher than 3000
cycles. We don't make systems that have a5000- or 7000- or
10,000-cycle upper crossover limit because the wavelengths
get so small that the driver spacing becomes very, very significant So because we have arelatively low upper-crossover
frequency and we keep the driver spacing —particularly
between the midrange driver and tweeter —very small,
about one wavelength spacing, the lobing problem is relatively minor. But it still does exist. And that is one of the practical limitations of first-order crossover systems.
Atkinson: Something that does not appear to be widely appreciated is that a
first-order crossover does not inherently make aspeaker system time-coherent. You also have to arrangefor the acoustic centers of
all the drive-units to be the same distancefrom the listener
Thiel: That's correct. If the drive-units are not the same distance
from the listene4 you will still hear the sound from the chiveunits separately in time. They have to be physically aligned.
Coincidentally, at about the same time [that Iwas thinking about time coherence], other companies were also starting to think about the problems caused by the differences of
arrival time. We came up with the approach of mounting
the drivers on asloping baffle, which did not introduce the
problems caused by the stepped baffles that were being used
in some other designs. We introduced our Model 03, which
achieved alack of phase distortion, in 1978, and we still use
this approach in all of our products.
Atkinson: How do the Thiel "Coherent Source' speakers deer in
design philosophyfrom the original 03?
Thiel: In terms of the
basics, there are really no
differences. All of the products use asloping baffle to
align the drivers. All of the
products use a first-order
crossover system to achieve
alack of phase distortion,
and all of the products have
vertically aligned drivers so
that, if alistener was offaxis, the relative distance to
each of the drivers did not
Stereophile, March 1998

change appreciably. That
was kind of unusual back
in the '70s.
Idecided to bite
But all of our products
have incorporated increthe bullet and
mental advances in various aspects of their design:
use the firstimprovements in the
order crossover
quality of the crossover
components, improvesystem approach.
ments in the drivers,
improvement in the cabiThat gives you
net construction. The
Model 04, for example,
technically
was the first unit where
we went alittle bit further
perfect results.
to reduce cabinet-edge
diffraction. The Model
03A went even further in that regard, and we started using
higher-quality crossover components. And when the CS
series came out, the CS3 was the first model where we used
acast driver chassis and amuch thicker cabinet baffle. It was
also the first product, Ibelieve, where we used polypropylene
capacitors in the crossover network. When we started development of the CS3 product, we originally referred to it as the
"03B" — it was the third generation of our original Model 03.
Similarly, our current CS3.6 is the sixth generation of that 10",
three-way, floorstanding, phase-coherent, sloping-baffle
design that we first introduced in 1978.
Atkinson: Is a
first-order crossover as simple as just putting aseries
capacitor in the tweeterfeed and aseries inductor in the wooferfeed?
Thiel: Unfortunately, no. If you look in the textbooks, that's
what they may show you as afirst-order crossover system.
And that would be all that was required fthe drivers had
uniform frequency response for octaves beyond the nominal
crossover frequencies. Ifthe drivers had uniform impedance
characteristics for octaves outside their nominal bandpass.
And !f cabinet diffraction effects were not significant. But in
the real world, none of those conditions are true and all of
those factors have to be taken into account So in practice,
the first-order crossover system can actually end up being
more complicated than any other type because we have to
compensate for and correct all the anomalies in amplitude
and phase that exist through amuch wider bandwidth than
if the same driver were to be used in amore normal, highslope crossover system.
Atkinson: Through how many octaves to either side ofits passband
does adrive-unit have to beflat to make it goodfor use in first-order
systems?
Thiel: At least two.
Atkinson: So for awoofer
that you're going to cross over
at 3kHz, that means it would
actually have to be flat to
12kHz
Thiel: Right. And sometimes some compromises
have to be made. Twoway systems are especially
difficult to implement
with first-order crossover
systems. One of the things
that becomes important is
that the woofer-to-tweeter crossover point be as
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low as practical so that you can ease the requirement on the
upper limit of the woofer. You need atweeter that has very
high output capability.
Atkinson: Like all new speaker companies, you were using OEM
drive-units at first. However, you quickly got into partnerships with
your suppliers where you started to specifr exactly what you wanted.
Thiel: Yes. Early on, we started making small but important
changes to off-the-shelf drivers. However, it's very easy for
the driver manufacturer to change the voice-coil, say, or the
stifEness of the suspension so that the speaker can be optimized for use in your system with your cabinet and your basstuning parameters. We started getting more and more into
designing our own diaphragm profiles, tooling our own rubber surround geometries, and making the drivers more and
more specific to our systems.
Atkinson: One ofyour goals appeared to be reduced woofer distortion. You reinvented the idea of using acopper shorted turn on the magnet pole-piece
Thiel: What that does is stabilize the
strength of the magnetic field in the
gap. The ferrite permanent magnets
that almost everyone uses are not perfectly stable under load. And when
you run many amps of current
through the driver's voice-coil, the
magnetic field it generates pushes
against the permanent field of the ferrite magnet and actually demagnetizes
it to some degree. So the magnetic reference point that the voice-coil is
interacting with is constantly changing. This results in power compression
and also in distortion.
By incorporating aheavy ring of
copper around the central pole-piece
of the driver, you can reduce dramatically the changes in the magnetic field
strength that are induced by the current from the power amplifier. You
get amore dynamic, less compressed
result, with lower distortion. So the
bass reproduction is more tonal and
has more impact.
Atkinson: One of the things you've done
to reduce distortion has been to go from a
conventional voice-coil topology, where you
have along coil that overlaps ashort magnetic gap, to the opposite, where you have a
Thiel's new CS2.3
voy short coil operating in along magnetic
gap. What are the advantages of that?
Thiel: The entire coil is in the very uniform magnetic field
within the gap at all times. And since the intensity of the
magnetic field from the front to the back of the gap changes
very, very little, and the entire coil is in that gap even during
long excursions, the distortion is very, very low. You get a
truly dramatic reduction in distortion. The disadvantage is
that since you have amuch longer magnetic gap, you need
amuch larger magnet to power that longer gap, and therefore, everything being equal, it will be amore expensive
driver. But the advantages of the distortion reduction are
really substantial.
Atkinson: Iunderstand you've gotten heavily into modeling the
magnetic circuits ofyour drive-units.
Thiel: Yes. By using finite-element analysis on acompute4
we're able to actually simulate what the magnetic field disStereophile, March 1998

tribution is in ahypothetical magnet system. So instead of
actually having to construct an actual magnet system and do
tedious measurements on it, we can run hundreds of experimental simulations on the computer to develop magnetsystem geometries that have much more uniform and symmetrical magnetic fields and therefore have much lower distortion. Merely by changing the geometry of the center
pole-piece and the magnet system, you can reduce distortion by an order of magnitude, to atenth of what it otherwise would be.
It's really quite exciting, because these changes in the
design of the driver cost virtually no money. You're tooling
this center pole-piece on an automatic lathe anyway, and it
makes very little difference what shape you're turning the
metal into. But it makes adramatic improvement to the
behavior of the driver. The distortion that is introduced by
the magnetic-system nonlinearities is
no longer the determining factor in
the overall driver distortion.
Usually in woofer design at higher
output levels, the magnetic-system
nonlinearities are by far the largest
source of distortion. In our new
woofer designs, this is no longer true.
Distortion is introduced by minor suspension nonlinearities and by inductive effects in the voice-coil and its former, and even resonant behavior in
the diaphragm becomes more significant than the distortion introduced by
the magnetic system. So magnetic-system distortion is virtually eliminated.
Atkinson: But to see your theoretical
ideas worked in practic you were still ending up with aset of specfiications that you
sent to your drive-unit supplierfor them to
make andfor you to then test?
Thiel: Yes. We would send them
dimension drawings, tell them exactly how to make all the parts in the
magnet system. Then they would
build up samples for us and send
them to us for evaluation.
Atkinson: How many iterative loops did
you typically go through with the drive-unit
supplier?
Thiel: In the early '80s it was probably only two or three. By the early
loudspeaker
'90s it was probably a dozen.., it
could take up to ayear to optimize a
driver design. If Iwanted to try adifferent diaphragm profile or adifferent magnet-system geometry, from the time
that Irequested samples from them until Ireceived the samples to test could easily be amonth. So this would severely
limit the number of experiments we could run to try to get
anew product out. Most recently, we've started manufacturing our own drivers so that we can implement designs
that are more exactly what Idesire.
Atkinson: The first drive-units you designed and made in-house
were the passive radiators in the CS2 2and CS3.6.
Thiel: Yes. And that was really very simple — not many
parts involved and not many variables. The woofer for the
CS7 was the first driver that we manufactured completely
in-house.
Atkinson: And now the design loop is voy much more efficient
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because you can model the drive-unit on your computer, your CNC
machine tool produces the molds or whatever from your computer
model, and you can actually go to many more iterations?
Thiel: Very many more. Especially in the development of
the geometries for the diaphragms. At last count, we'd actually made 77 different experimental versions of the CS7's
lower-midrange unit. In most cases the differences involved
diaphragm geometry, but in other cases the voice-coil and
magnet-system geometries were different. We were able to
go through so many iterations that we can end up with a
design that is much closer to what Iwant.
Atkinson: And that's in terms of wide drive-unit bandwidth...
Thiel: Yes.
Atkinson: ...low distortion...
Thiel: Yes.
Atkinson: ... and high excursion?
Thiel: Yes.
Atkinson: And the three-way CS6 is thefirst Thiel speaker where
all the drive-units are manufactured in-house?
Thiel: That's correct. We manufacture the woofer, the
midrange, and the tweeter.
Atkinson: The CS6's midrange/tweeter coaxial unit looks superficially similar to the one you used in the CS7, which was sourced outof-house
Thiel: It is similar to the unit used in the CS7 in that they're
both coaxial midrange/tweeter units that use a1" metaldome tweeter and amidrange unit with an anodized aluminum diaphragm. However, the CS6 tweeter is quite different. It's acompletely new unit with avery long magnetic gap. It incorporates many of the design features that until
this time we've used only in woofers: the use of copper in
the magnet system, the use of rubber rather than plastic for
the tweeter surround, the use of ICapton as the voice-coil
former material, the use of aluminum wire in the voice-coil.
The result is that this new tweeter has substantially lower
distortion and substantially higher output than anything
we've made before.
Atkinson: One of the problems ivith acoaxial unit is that the
tweeter sees asymmetrical environment in terms of dispersion and
reflection, the result being some uneven behavior in the mid-treble
How did you solve problems like this?
Thiel: Sitting back in the throat of the midrange or woofer
cone is not agood environment for atweeter —its energy is
altered and colored quite abit. So we needed to develop a
diaphragm geometry for the midrange driver that did not
compromise the response of the tweeter. We made the flare
angle of the midrange cone much shallower than is normally the case. The tweeter is not mounted in the throat of atypical, rather deep cone, but is in the center of avery-shallowflare diaphragm. The problem then is that acone with that
shallow ageometry does not retain adequate strength and
therefore exhibits undesirable high-frequency resonant
behavior. The fundamental breakup of this diaphragm, even
though it's rather small, is at about 2IcHz.
What we ended up using is asandwich construction: we
have afront aluminum diaphragm with the best shape for
the tweeter's energy to see, and then an aluminum rear cone
with anormal conical shape, which is usefully stiff And
they're connected with an intermediate cast layer of expanded styrene foam. This allows the composite unit to have
equal or greater strength than anormal diaphragm but still
present an optimal shape to the tweeter.
Atkinson: However, you've more than doubled the moving mass.
Thiel: Yes, the sensitivity of the unit would, everything else
being equal, be quite low. We've had to compensate for that
Stereophile, March 1998

by utilizing two very large
magnets to achieve the sensiThe CS6's
tivity we need. For obvious
reasons, the cost is high — the
tweeter is
diaphragm is expensive, and
the large magnet system is
quite different.
quite expensive. But you end
It's a
up with very good results. The
styrofoam both damps the rescompletely
onances [that metal cones can
have] and adds alot of stiffness
new unit with
to the composite system so
that the resonances are moved
avery long
well above the main operating
range of the driver.
magnetic gap,
Atkinson: So even though you're
and uses some
using first-order crossovers with
their low rection of out-of-band
woofer design
art facts, at least near crossover, your
metal cones are well behaved for a
features.
couple of octaves out of band.
Thiel: It's very important that
the diaphragm response is
well controlled to a much higher frequency than the
crossover frequency.
Atkinson: The woofer in the CS6 uses ametal cone— is that ste
ened in any way?
Thiel: No, it's not really needed. First, there's no necessity of making the cone flare shallower than that required
for optimum strength. And second of all, even without
any additional treatment, the internal resonance of that
cone is approximately three octaves above the crossover
frequency of the driver. So we can achieve essentially perfect results from the CS6 woofer with more-or-less conventional technology.
Atkinson: Will the coaxial mid/HF drive-unit appear in other
Thiel designs?
Thiel: We are developing aCS72, which will replace
the CS7. The '72 incorporates some things we've learned
from and developed for the CS6. The drivers have all been
redesigned from scratch, and we will be making them inhouse. The '72 uses the same tweeter moving system that
we developed for the CS6. All CS7s, by the way, will
be retro-upgradeable to the '72 by replacing the drivers
and replacing the crossover network. But there are no
changes in the cabinet or the baffle, and the upgrade can
be done by shipping the speakers back to the factory. The
CS72, however, will be considerably more expensive than
the CS7.
Atkinson: What goals regarding both loudspeaker and drive-unit
design have you still to achieve?
Thiel: One thing that would be ideal is for all the drivers in
the three- or four-way system to be coincident. So you
would have not only acoaxial unit, you would have atriaxial unit, or four drivers that are mounted coaicially. That
would be an improvement, if you could pull off such athing.
There are always improvements to make, with better
diaphragm materials, lower-distortion, higher-quality components, better cabinet construction methods. We just have
to see what new ideas we come up with in the friture.
Atkinson: Something that you obviously take very seriously is measurements. What measurements do you consider relate best to the perceived sound quality ofaspeaker?
Thiel: Ibelieve if you have experience, you can relate most
of the measurements that are taken to one or another aspect
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of the listening experiIview the ear as
ence. Most obviously, the
frequency response relates
ameasurement
to the overall spectral balance of the loudspeaker. It
tool. You can use
also relates, if you know
how to interpret it, to colit to evaluate the
orations that the speaker
may have due to various
differences
resonances. Frequency
between the
response is the most useful tool. But many other
sound of loudmeasurements relate very
well to different aspects of
speaker designs
speaker performance. For
example, cumulative decay
just as usefully as
spectra relate very well as a
tool for objectifying the
you can use a
audible resonant behavior
computer to
of speakers. The dispersion
characteristics of aproduct
evaluate objective
will relate to the imaging
performance of the proddifferences.
uct. Distortion measurements relate to how dean
the product sounds.
But on the other hand, there are some sonic aspects of a
product that we don't really have very good measurements
to interpret. Particularly the ability of aspeaker to resolve
low-level detail. There are some measurements that relate to
it... the cumulative decay spectra will relate to some degree
because, if aspeaker has resonances, they will tend to mask
subtle musical details.
Atkinson: A criticism of high-end audio that's sometimes made is
that using listening as an evaluation tool cannot be taken seriously
because it can't be calibrated, it can't be consistent Yet all successful
high-end audio manufacturers, in my experience do car044 consistent
listening. How do you carry out your critical listening? Say asupplier
comes along with anew component that you are interested in trying,
and there would be asignificant cost saving that you can pass on to
your customer by using it. How do you assess whether using it would
be goodfor you or not?
Thiel: Iview the ear as ameasurement tool. And you can
use it to evaluate the differences between the sound of loudspeaker designs just as usefully as you can use acomputer to
evaluate objective differences. Take the different materials
that can be used for woofer chassis, for example. We use cast
aluminum chassis in all of our woofers. Iknow of no measurement that can tell you that this driver basket will sound
better than that one. But in fact, it's very easily audible. Cast
aluminum sounds much better than stamped steel. Now
maybe it's because aluminum's nonmagnetic and there's less
interaction with the magnet system; maybe it's because its
resonant behavior is different. It doesn't really matter to me
necessarily what the reasons are. The only thing Ihave to do
is to determine for myself if the performance is better and
make adecision, based on performance and cost, whether I
want to incorporate it into my design.
Ihave an advantage over users of loudspeakers, or even
reviewers of loudspeakers, because I've been able to build
up alot of experience that can correlate measurements with
listening. Ican make achange to the crossover circuitry and
measure the effect that has on performance, then go and listen to what effect it has on the subjective performance. And
I've done that tens of thousands of times over the years. You
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can build up quite an understanding of the correlations
between measurements and subjective impressions.
Atkinson: How does it make you feel when you have to deal with
issuesfor which you don't have any engineering tools?
Thiel: Ienjoy it. If Icould do all of the engineering work
with computers and calculations, Iwould not find it as
enjoyable. Ilike that there's also an intuitive aspect, where
you have to incorporate the knowledge that you've gained
from experience in addition to what you objectively know.
Just because you're doing asubjective evaluation does not
mean it's incorrect or different for each person.
My task as aloudspeaker engineer/designer is not to
prove to skeptics that these things matter. Idon't care if they
believe it or not. And I'm not restricted to only using tools
that Ican prove to them are correct. Ionly have to prove to
myself that these differences are important.
Atkinson: And your chenancial officer.
Thiel: And my customers! [laughs]
Atkinson: What are your priorities in sound quality?Are you trying
to get high sensitivity above everything else? Or do you start by trying
to get the best stereo imaging? Or are you going for tonal neutrality?
Which is most important?
Thiel: Ilike to think that there's not one that's most important, that there are four broad performance areas that are all
important: the tonal fidelity, the spatial fidelity, the transient
fidelity, and the dynamic fidelity. There are examples on the
market of speakers that are very good in one or two of these
areas but poor in other areas, and Idon't think that any of
those products are truly good products for most people. If a
product has aserious limitation in even one of those areas, it
makes it very difficult for most people to truly enjoy the
musical performance of the product, Ifeel.
I'd rather have aproduct that was merely "good" in all
respects than one that was great in one respect and poor in
another respect. (Of course, I'd prefer to have aproduct that's
great in every respect.) For example, rm not willing to forgive
tonal-response errors in aproductjust because it images very,
very well. Imaging in itself is not asufficient reason to like a
product. And the same would be true of every other performance aspect. Ithink aspeaker needs to be very good in all
respects, or at least equally good in all respects.
Atkinson: One thing you find with loudspeakers that are overdeveloped in one area but lacking in others is that they start to drastically restrict the types of music that their owner plays.
Thiel: Our goal is the opposite — we want to open the customer up to more musical enjoyment of more types of music.
Atkinson: But as adesigner, you don't have an unlimited budgetfor
any ofyour models, even the most expensive How do you compromise
what you are trying to achieve with the CS6 in order to get amuchmore-affordable speaker like the little CS.5?
Thiel: The first thing we'll sacrifice is quantity rather than
quality The first thing Itrade off is how loudly will the
speaker play, and how big of aroom is it intended to play in.
The next thing Iwill trade off is bass extension. ru be willing to trade off ahalf-octave, or an octave, or one and ahalf
octaves of deep bass. And at this point, Idon't feel that Ihave
yet sacrificed anything in terms of the sound quality You can
go quite far in reducing costs by trading off quantity
Atkinson: Presumably because there's not alinear relation between
bass extension and cost. It's probably more like asquare law. Halve the
low-frequency extension and you reduce the cost by a
factor offour
Thiel: Not only have you reduced costs because of the
reduction in cabinet and woofer size, you very likely have
been able to decrease the speaker from athree-way to atwoway, or afour-way to athree-way, because of the reduced
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requirements in moving air that you need for deep-bass
reproduction. And the fewer number of drivers and the consequent reduction in the complexity of the crossover network all contribute to greatly reducing the costs. Beyond that
point, I'm willing to make aproduct for alower price that
doesn't achieve quite the degree of sonic qualities that the
more expensive products do. But Ithink you can usually
achieve 90% of the performance for 50% of the cost.
Still, at some point we're not willing to make aproduct
that doesn't provide alevel of sonic performance that we
consider very good. This is the reason
that we do not make products under
the Thiel name that sell for $500 per
pair. We have no plans ever to produce aproduct in that price range.
Not because products in that price
range are necessarily not worth having, but because it's not the type of
quality of performance that we're
interested in producing.
Atkinson: With the SCS2, you're now
producing aspeaker that is intendedfor use
in home-theater systems. Are there gerent
requirementsfor aspeaker that will be used
mainly to reproduce movie soundtracks?
Thiel: There are differences. Number one, it has to be magnetically
shielded so that it can be used near a
television without distorting the picture. Also, the physical proportions
have to be such that the speaker is
suitable for mounting on its side for
center-channel applications. Also, we
have to pay alittle more attention to
ensure that the speaker is capable of
playing at the output levels that some
people demand when they're listening
to movies. But other than those factors, which are pretty much external
to the sonic performance, we did not
treat the project any differently than
we would have had we been designing amusic-only product.
The original CS7 used
Atkinson: One of the things that worries
me about retailers selling home theater is
they might tell acustomer who has areally good pair of music loudspeakers that they have to replace them with five "home-theater"
speakers. Whereas it seems to me amuch more sensible strategy to take
the existing INA-quality stereo speakers and build ahome-theater system around them.
Thiel: Absolutely. A speaker is aspeaker. A speaker reproduces its input signal. And if it's agreat speaker, it'll reproduce its input signal very accurately. It does not care if the
input signal comes from amusic CD or alaserdisc. Now it
may be true that some of the subtler points of imaging are
not as important when you're reproducing amovie as they
are in reproducing music. But that doesn't mean that the
speaker cannot work very, very well.
Music speakers and home-theater speakers should not be
thought of as being different types of products any more
than the old argument that there were "rock" loudspeakers
and "classical" loudspeakers. What they used to mean was
that agood rock speaker was aspeaker that had good
dynamics and maybe good bass. And people didn't really
care if its tonal response was accurate or if its imaging charStereophile, March 1998

acteristics were good. Whereas in reproducing classical
music, the imaging and tonal characteristics are much more
important and maybe the dynamic characteristics are not as
important. But agood speaker that has good tonal characteristics and good dynamic characteristics will reproduce
both types of music very well. The same thing is true of this
music versus home-theater situation. If you have aspeaker
that's truly good in all respects, it'll reproduce any input signal very well and work in any application very well.
Atkinson: Thiel is an American company manufacturing in the
United States, increasing your vertical integration to the point where you build everything in-house including your cabinets, your
drive-units, and your complete systems. Yet
the conventional wisdom would be that
that's not feasible How do you swim
against the stream ofpopular opinion? How
do you make your products in America and
stay competitive in price and performance?
Thiel: The answer's complicated.
One thing we always do is take avery
long-term approach to the decisions
we make. We do not necessarily expect any investments that we make to
pay off in the short term. So we're
willing to invest in machinery, equipment, methods, and training that will
achieve economies in the long run,
even though they may not be particularly cheap in the short mn. Also,
the focus of our company has always
involved avery high value placed on
the cost/performance of our product
in the marketplace.
You mentioned in passing that we
manufacture our own cabinets. Well,
this is agood example, because it
would certainly have been easier for
us to set up amanufacturing operation that did not include cabinet manufacturing. But in investigating it in
our early years, we discovered that if
we were to out-source the cabinets,
aThiel-made woofer.
the cost would be much higher in the
long run. There was alot of investment required, but the end result is that, in the long run,
provided that our quantities are fairly high, we can achieve
much lower costs than we could by out-sourcing cabinets.
That would not be true if we made very standard, common,
square, small vinyl-wrapped boxes. We could undoubtedly
buy them much cheaper than we can make them ourselves.
But considering the fact that our cabinets are quite complicated and unusual, we can make them much cheaper than
anyone else can make them.
Atkinson: There seems to be alack of recognition outside of our
small audiophile world that very good hi-fi equipment is made here in
the United States.
Thiel: Ithink American culture does not do avery good job
of appreciating quality. This is one of the advantages highend audio companies have in the Asian market, where quality has alot stronger place in the cultural wisdom. In the
mainstream American culture, things are treated more as
commodities, and our culture is more price-oriented. It's
very noticeable that in Eastern cultures, more people have an
appreciation of differences of quality rather than quantity.
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Siltech Cables re-define the state-of-the-art in musical
signal transmission. Widely accepted among journalists
and audiophiles world-wide as reference quality,
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pure, 24 Karat gold "injected" into
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Basis Series 2000 turntables let your audio system evolve
into the next century Select your Basis turntable with
either the new Basis RB300 or Graham tonearm and the
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Basis 2000 turntable/Basis RB300 tonearm $2500

and budget Upgrading your Series 2000 turntable is as
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Basis 2001 turntable/Basis RI3300 tonearm $3495

Graham Engineering Inc.
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Call: (510) 420-0379 Fax: (510) 420-0392
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Atkinson: Perhaps because quality is arare thing in the East I
remember being shocked, the first time Iwent to Japan, to see cities
where to the people there it must be like living on the set ofBlade
Runner. Yet in the midst of the industrial mayhem and overcrowding, you'llfind atiny but perfect rock garden. As the quality is rarer, it
is appreciated more
Thiel: That may be so. In this country, by comparison, there
is ageneral assumption that acar is aca4 ascrewdriver is a
screwdriver, and so on.
Atkinson: In aseminar Irecently attended, the management guru
Tom Peters said that the one thing every American industry has to
resist is the commoditization of its produa— that fyou remove quality, then all you have left to compete on is price. Then the game is over
Do you think there will always be aplace for acompany like Thiel,
which tries to engineer quality into every one ofits products, in aworld
where the concept of quality seems increasingly less valued?
Thiel: In the US, most audio has always been acommodity. It's bought only on the basis of features and price, without any awareness even that there's ahuge range of difference in the intrinsic quality that cannot be easily identified.
But on the other hand, there is certainly an adequate market
for higher-quality products. [laughs] It's easy to diinic that the
world as awhole values quality less and less. But Idon't
know if that's really the case, or if it's just that we're becoming more and more aware of the segments of the market
that do not particularly value quality.
Ifeel that it's always been true that only arelatively small
part of any market values very high quality and is willing to
pay for it. And that is the segment of the market that we
design products for. We're well aware of the fact that avery
high percentage of the music market or the sound reproduction market will not be interested in aproduct from our
company. 'nut's not aproblem in itself. We're just making
products for the segment of the market that is interested in
very high quality. Idon't know if that segment of the market is decreasing in terms of apercentage. Ialmost feel it
might be the opposite — that over the last 20 years we've
been in business, there's actually more awareness among the
general population that quality levels, differences in quality
levels, do exist, and that high-quality segments of markets do
exist. It's certainly well known in many other fields — automobiles, whatever — that there are very-high-quality segments of the market. So Idon't feel that the segment of the
market that's attuned to very high quality is diminishing in
terms of its percentage of the total market.
Kathy Gornik: My experience has been that if consumers
who would otherwise not be aware become aware of what
the high-end audio industry produces, high-quality music
almost always becomes apriority in their lives. What Ifind
sad is that there are people who Ithink would really enjoy
the experience of high-quality sound in their lives, and would
be willing to spend the money and have the money, but they
do not even know that it exists. And Idon't know the answer
to that. Our goal has always been to try to fmd the best retailers who can create the best sound. Because we know that
Thiel is not ahousehold word and they're not going to come
in asking for it, we have to blow their socks off.
Atkinson: Thiel is probably more of ahousehold word in Taiwan!
Gornik: Yes. Our interface with the consumer is through
the retailer. And that is areal bottleneck. It's like an hourglass
—at the top you have all of these great American companies
manufacturing terrific products, and at the bottom you have
all of these consumers... We're the richest nation in the
world, they have the means, and if they could be exposed,
they would buy. And then the bottleneck in the middle is the
Stereophile, March 1998

distribution channel that we use
to access those customers.
Atkinson: And that's because
that distribution channel has limmaking
ited resources?
Gornik: It
has
limited
products
resources, and there aren't that
for the
many of them. We're all vying
for ahandful of qualifying retail
segment
outlets. I'm very pleased with
the fact that Thiel has avery big
of the
number of those qualified retailers, but Isense that our compamarket that
ny could easily be twice, three,
four times as big as it is without
is interested
compromising anything in
in very
terms of our quality. Yet we
don't have any different way to
high quality.
access the consumer.
Atkinson: The contrast is
between the public perception of
audio manufacturing, which is of large offshore companies producing commodities, and the reality, which is that America is ahotbed
of relatively small, high-technology companies, like niel, making
products with ahuge amount ofquality designed in. How does that
perception get out to the wider America?
Thiel: That's aquestion Ithink no one has been able to
answer, because our industries are not large enough to afford
large advertising budgets. And also because the price ranges
of the products are such that they are not really within the
grasp of most people.
Gornik: Right. But we are more and more aware of the
mass market because the mass market is becoming more
interested in sound reproduction via new and different
mediums. We're all going, "Gee, the world just seems to
have gone to anew low level of mediocrity," but in fact I
think that the opposite is true — that more people are getting into audio, and that acertain percentage of them will
want to improve the quality once they've been exposed to it.
Ifeel very optimistic. Ithink the opportunities are terrific for
companies like ours.
Atkinson: Where is Thiel going to be in 10 years?
Thiel: Ihope we will be continuing to advance the quality
of music reproduction. Ihope we will be producing speakers that sound so good that we will look back on the products that we're producing today and say, "Boy, that really
doesn't sound very good." [laughs]
Atkinson: Will people still be listening to music in 10 years' time?
Or will music just be aminor part of their integrated computer/webcrawler/HDTV/multimedia/home-entertainment experience?
Thiel: Ibelieve they will. People have been listening to
music for many thousands of years, and music is avery
important part of alot of people's lives — young people, old
people. Icertainly do believe that people will be listening to
music in 10 years. And in 100 years. In 10,000 years!
Gornik: There is no way that music is going to go away.
We currently live in asociety where we are inundated with
stimuli. We're like kids in acandy shop —we have to be
aware of it, to own it, to interact with it, to have the latest
and the greatest. This avery shallow and very broad kind of
experience and does not address our humanity. And music
clearly does. So once we tire of the current stimuli, Ithink
that there will definitely be arenewed energy toward experiencing music because it addresses our spirits, it addresses
our souls!
gà
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Audiofile 3.2 Review
Dan Buckley
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bottom. Reports also lets you view
Overall Rating ****1/2
your data on aparticular artist, or
Documentation ****
find out what's on loan.
Ease of Use ****1/2
Along with the ability to grab
Features ****1/2
information from an Internet database, Audiofile's coolest feature is its
Price: $39 ($20 to upgrade
search engine. Hit Search, then enter
from 2.0); Web site: spinsomething in an individual field, or
free.com/audiofile; Snail
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Chicago, IL 60614;
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This Is Not AQuiet Revolution
This is aheart thumping, ear crunching,
blood racing, spine tingling, hair raising, ground
shaking, adrenaline pumping kind of revolution.

"These speakers out-perform everything in their class
and then go on to stomp all over the next league up."
-WHAT HI-FI MAGAZINE, February 1997

This is the Mercury

"Even the best of this bunch was

revolution. This is Tannoy.

made to sound over-aggressive
and clumsy by Tannoy's new large
bookshelf design, the Mercury mi."
-WHAT HI F1, April 1997

The Tannoy pedigree has been
honed for decades in the
majority of the world's best
recording and mastering facilities.
Whether on Broadway or Opryland
USA, you'll find Tannoy center
stage. Now Tannoy has created a
new range of speakers for your
home that will bring you doser to
the music than ever before.

"It's the ml's greater
consistency and wider
bandwidth that help it
outstrip the competition."
-HI-FI NEWS, April 1997
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Harmonic Recovery System is apure Class Aanalogue interface that
Harmonic installs
between your preamp and power amp or after CD/Laser player-direct to
Recovery
CD input or Theater processor. H. R. S. optimizes system performance.
It restores body, uncovers inner detail, lowers noise floor and significantly improves
System
TM

imaging. .. The music will have more power, dimension and meaning.

A Purist Design.

No frills, gimmicks, switches or needless extras.. just superlative
engineering and p
componentu.
iise Hear" it
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See us at
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Dealer inquiries welcome.

Source Components Electronic Inc.
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Kits
Made In USA

Though Heath-kits, Knight-kits and
Eico-kits are gone...
Still the Incredible
Sound of the
50's is back!

Call for your free Catalog now!
Many Models: Amplifiers * Preamplifiers *Phono Preamps
Documentation: Complete easy step-by-step Assembly Manual

ASUSA-Kit

6717 NE 181 g Street, Seattle, WA 98155 USA
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ORIN SPEAKS
America's premiere conductor on Ives,
Ellington, and musical life on the Potomac
Dan Buckley

ii/IA/ hat

am Italking about?" Leonard Slatkin asks
National Symphony Orchestra publicist Patricia
O'Kelly as he hunts through an enormous trunk

for atie.
"No set topic," she says. "You can just take questions."
It's the final leg of the National Symphony Orchestra's
Arizona Residency —Slatkin's first with the orchestra he
officially took over in 1996. About to head onstage at the
University of Arizona's Centennial Hall in Tucson for apreconcert lecture, he is neither prepared nor concerned. He
knows the rap.
He straightens his tie, steps into the hallway, greets congressman Jim Kolbe, then heads out before the crowd. Poised,
confident, and in control, he delivers his lecture in the manner
of an informal chat speckled with wry, understated humor.
One of the works he and the NSO are performing that
evening is Charles Ives's The Unanswered Question. He candidly discusses his mixed feelings about the compose4 who
is revered as agenius.
"There are two schools of thought regarding Charles
Ives," he confides to the crowd. "There are those who think
that he was the most advanced American musician of his
time —essentially the turn of the century. That what he produced was outrageous and outlandish and completely out of
step with his own time. That he was abold and aggressive
pioneer who knew completely what he was doing.
"The opposite school says Ives was essentially atalented
amateur who in some works was lucky. Iactually tend to fall
in the second category."
He drew guffaws when he spoke of the mixed messages
he sends when performing certain Ives works.
"I've had, in the past couple of months, achance to do
the Fourth Symphony, and even though you're supposed
to be 100% committed to every note you conduct, you
can't help wondering sometimes, Did he really know
what he was doing?'
"Part of the challenge, at least in conducting his work, is
to say, 'Yes, he did,' and then leave the stage thinking, 'No,
he didn't.'"
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At 53, Slatkin is a
seasoned, opinionated, and highly influential performer, considered by many to be
the most important
figure in American
AL
music today. In deN Y
mand throughout the
world, he is aprolific
recording artist with
over 100 discs to his
credit, a Grammy
under his belt (for
John Corigliano's Of Rage and Remembrance), and over 50
nominations.
Slatkin plainly enjoys his new post and the flurry of activity it brings. He is busy surveying the direction the National
Symphony will take, presiding over the reconstruction of its
musical home, and making new connections to Washington,
DC and the nation.
"It's been avery exciting time for alot of reasons," he says
backstage before the show. "Getting to know the orchestra,
instilling anew repertoire for them, and for me, getting used
to what they do. Of all the major American orchestras, it's
actually the one Iknew the least, which is part of the reason
Itook the position. Ithought it would be nice to go to a
place that was fresh and new. And also aplace that seemed
ripe for awhole new set of ideas and changes. It's been a
very good start."
While his predecessor, Mstislav Rostropovich, had
strengthened the orchestra's European standard repertoire,
Slatkin is grafting the American branches to that solid trunk.
He feels astrong bond with American fare.
"I've grown up with the tradition, especially of symphonic and chamber music," said this son of conductor/violinist
Felix Slatkin and cellist Eleanor Allei founding members of
the famed Hollywood String Quartet. "When Iwas akid in
the late '40s and early '50s it was heard all the time.

sir\
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Surprisingly, most American music was introduced in this
country not by Americans, but by Europeans —
Koussevitzky, Ormandy, and Stokowski.
"I always knew this music. It was second nature. It surprised
me as the years went on that more people didn't continue to
program American music because they believed in its ultimate
merit and worth. They did
it because it was anovelty.
"I guess part of the
long-range goal is to look
at acore American repertoire for this orchestra so
that they become associatalittle too
ed with it, as well as a
good continuity with the
reliant on
standard repertoire. It's
kind of like arestaurant —
letting
it can have its specials of
the house, but if you want
the public
agood steak, you should
lead us,
have agood steak. That's
where the performance of
as opposed
the standard material
comes in.
to leading
"Now is certainly the
time to want to look
the public."
back and see what the
history is of original
concert music for the
past 100 years, plus peer
into the crystal ball to the future to see what we might
be doing."
So, as we head into the next millennium, which
American composers does the man who likely has done
more to promote American music than any other living
conductor consider to be our best and brightest?
"I think John Adams is there certainly, along with John
Corigliano," Slatkin says. "I think Joe Schwantner continues
to stay in the forefront of what's going on. Chris Rouse is
another one who Ithink we can look at into the next century very comfortably. Probably Stephen Hartke will
emerge, along with Aaron Jay ICernis. A lot of people are
talking about Richard Danielpour as well, as one who is
going to emerge quite strongly.
"They all have their own styles and individual sense of
sound. After aminute, you know who's written it. That is
the important thing, whether you like the pieces or not:
They have their individual identities."
Beyond the contemporary American fare that put him on
the map during his tenure with the St. Louis Symphony,
Slatkin plans to extend his American assaults on both contemporary and historical fronts, examining the music of the
current crop along with that of Carpenter, Chadwick,
MacDowell, Ives, and other American pioneers.
Washington, DC is avery different spot from St. Louis,
where he spent 1968 to 1996, acting as music director from
1979 on.
"First of all, you're in acity where there's competition,"
he notes of DC. "Other orchestras and artists come in on a
regular and frequent basis. We never had that in St. Louis.
Washington is acity which, although the cultural aspects
may not be well known nationally, has ahigh priority for
such offerings. There's an amazing number of museums,
chamber-music series, and benefits that go on—much more
activity than I'm used to."
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Slatkin hopes to tap into that energy, and into some
of the city's cultural treasures, starting with the Library
of Congress.
"The union with the Library of Congress is going to be
really beneficial, because they have one of the world's largest
collections of manuscripts and instruments," he says.
"Our concerts will feature at least one piece
that exists in manuscript
form at the Library. The
manuscripts will be on
display. At some concerts
we'll be projecting them
the way some people do
surtitles. People then can
see what the composer
worked on while we're
playing it."
Slatkin also plans to
make connections with
the city's favorite sons as
well—John Philip Sousa
and Edward K. "Duke"
Ellington.
"We've been trying to
track down the body of
what would constitute
Ellington's works with
orchestra," Slatkin says.
"Since music is probably
35 to 40 percent research, it's nice to have this resource available so readily."
Another big priority has been the renovation of the
NSO's hall in the Kennedy Center.
"It will definitely change the way the orchestra sounds,"
Slatkin predicted before the $14 million, 10-month project
was completed in October.
"There was little bottom to the hall before. The high end
was shrill. It was hard to hear each other or the stage, and a
lot of the sound—because of the high ceiling—was not getting out to the audience. If you sat in one seat and moved
four scats to your right, you heard another concert entirely."
After his first rehearsal in the renovated hall, Slatkin sent
aone-word note to the Kennedy Center's president: "Yes!"
Asked if orchestras around the country are dropping the
ball with contemporary music, Slatkin pauses for amoment
and stares off.
"I don't know if the orchestras have," he says, turning
back. "I think we've become alittle too reliant on letting the
public lead us, as opposed to leading the public. Perhaps it
will turn around as more composers are more accessible to
an audience listening now.
"More music is relying, as it had in past centuries, on the
popular culture of the time. It doesn't mean we're playing
pops concerts. But the rhythms and the language of the
world in general has always entered into the world of music.
But it didn't in, say, the '50s and '60s.
"Now, as we get to the end of the century, we see more
and more of it coming into the concert hall. Some of the
composers have no problem drawing upon popular idioms
and integrating them into their works. So it has a
broader appeal.
"Ies not playing down in any way, but trying to elevate
other elements of music, as Mozart did, as Schubert did, as
Brahms did, as Mahler did. It always takes awhile for the
Stereophile,
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public and marketing to
catch up."
In addition to his
After his first
duties with the NSO.
rehearsal in
Slatkin
last
season
became the chief guest
the National
conductor of the Philharmonia Orchestra.
Symphony
"It has been in the
works for four or five
Orchestra's
years," he says. "We
don't know exactly what
renovated hall,
direction it's going to
Slatkin sent
take at this point. We're
working on many proaone-word
jects. Ihope that some of
them might be dual pronote to the
jects, with the NSO perhaps going to England
Kennedy Center's
and the Philharmonia
coming to Washington.
president:
We'll do American
"Yes!"
music in Europe and
English music in the
United States.
"Philharmonia is just
focusing on thematic concepts, at least for the weeks Iwas
there in the past season. Each one contained amajor work
of Elgar. The year after Iwant to focus on Dvorák's London
and American years. So we're going to be more projectoriented in my times with them."

He says that, while his enthusiasm for new music remains, what
excites him now is returning to the
old scores.
"The new ones, in away, are
easier to deal with because you
don't have agiven set of performing traditions. Iget just as much
satisfaction producing afine performance of aBrahms symphony
as Ido from presenting something
new to an audience."
Asked what he hopes his tenure
with St. Louis will be known for,
Slat/tin focuses on community rather
than personal accomplishment.
"I think that we became a
model for other orchestras in
how we related to our own public," he says. "That we did not
put national and international
exposure over our local exposure. We became areal fixture in
the community. People who didn't ever go to the concerts knew
about the orchestra. We were
kind of like asports team. They knew who the orchestra
was, and they knew the individuals. Our outreach programs were high. Ithink we were able to prove that you
can be noted not just for how you play, but for what
you play.
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THREE TALENTED WOMEN GIVE THE WORLD A REASON
TO WARM TO SCANDANAVIAN MUSIC

Bob Gulla

iiC

olorful" may not be aword that comes to mind when
arranged?' — you'll never sound honest."
Born to amusical family on Norway's western coast, Lien
the subject is Scandinavia and its limited palette of
grew up singing folk music with her parents. At six, she
gray and blue-hued midnight skies; stark, snowy
began fiddling in both classical and folk programs, taking
whiteness; and the icy-aqua tundra of the Arctic cirde. Yet
instruction from her father for the latter. "Playing both styles
during the last few years the nation cluster has indeed seen
at the same time was good for me," she says, "because I
an influx of color — amusical one that goes far beyond the
learned alot of classical technique, which Ibrought with me
monochromatic tints of the horizon. Perhaps to distance
to folk." When she was physically big
themselves from the
enough to hold the imposing hardanger,
fast-spreading AngloLien began playing just folk music, a
American culture, per"It's important to
young girl trying her hand at what had
haps merely to become
have a respect
for centuries been aman's instrument.
more intimate with
By 13 she had turned professional, and
their own roots, many
for the basics,
young Scandinavian
has since been awarded numerous
musicians have begun
prizes in traditional and dance music
and then try to
championships.
to find apromising and
find new sounds,
stunningly original muThe hardanger, an indigenous violin
with aflat fingerboard and acolorfully
sical vision. Just as
an expression
decorated body, was developed in the
there are two disparate
you feel is
cultural standards in
16th century and has found aplace in
Scandinavia —a modNorway as the national instrument. It
interesting to
ern, information-age
differs from the violin in having aset of
aesthetic that goes with
sympathetic steel strings located under
work within"
industrialized living,
the fretboard. 'These vibrate beneath
—Annbjorg Lien
and an isolated, age-old
the bowed strings to give the instrureverence of tradition
ment its full, buzzing tone. A skilled
— the region's folk
player can make ahardanger sound like
musicians combine attitudes of reverence and respect for their
an orchestra of violins, and Lien is the instrument's premier
melancholy, intricately arranged, often all-instrumental music,
up-and-comer. "It's easier to work in harmonies on aguitar
while keeping awatchful eye on the present for cultural
or apiano," she admits, "but if you develop anatural relachanges and technical innovations. It is this melding of past
tionship with the [hardanger], you learn to love it."
and present that provides their new folk music with its starLien moved to Oslo when she was 19 and flourished in her
tling "kaleidoscope of colot"
new, more multicultural environment. "When Imoved out of
my hometown and began traveling, Istarted discovering
Annbjorg Lien
more colors," she says, "and Ibegan finding new sources of
"It's important first to have arespect for the basics," says 26inspiration." Expanding on her traditional roots, Lien began
year-old Norwegian artist Annbjorg Lien, "and then try to
layering her sound with avariety of world-music idioms,
find new sounds, an expression you feel is interesting to
from middle eastern to Celtic, from mandolin to bouzoulci.
work within." Lien is aclassically trained violinist who
Her reverence for folk turned into eye-opening innovation,
turned to the more traditional hardanger fiddle when
and her eclecticism put her at the vanguard of anew, internaNorwegian folk music beckoned. Her new album — called,
tionally noticed wave of Scandinavian folk. Lien's music was
appropriately, Prisme (Shanachie 64082) — is alovely mosaic
featured in this country on both volumes of Henry Kaiser and
of faithful folk and visionary innovation. "Tradition is with
David Lindley's collaborations with Norwegian musicians,
me all the time," she says, "whether I'm playing traditional
The Sweet Sunny North (Shanachie 64057 and 64061), and
music or not. You have to know the plain and naked basics
she has since been issued two sets of her own on Shanachie —
to play anything, and then it's amatter of letting the music
Fegeber: Norwegian Fiddle Magic (64060) and the aforego through your body and your soul and out your fingers. If
mentioned Ptisme — two examples of her unprecedented skill
you worry too much about rules —'Is it traditional? Is it
and vast, hybridized folk-music lexicon.
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"If you're [content] as an artist, you can have your own
language," she says, admitting that her own language is
"colored" by performers as diverse as Patsy Cline, ELP, and
hardanger fiddle forefather Hauk Buen. It's an eclecticism
that has landed her in featured solo slots with Norway's
major symphonies, aprized guest appearance with the
acclaimed Kronos Quartet, and an opportunity
to perform at the closing ceremonies of the
1994 Olympics at Lillehammen "When you're
onstage, it's you and your
heart that are talking to
the audience, not the
rules of an idiom that are
determining what you
do. That's why Ifeel
like what I'm doing is
honest to myself and
honest to my country."
Of course, Lien's rise
has had its critics."I hear
alot of criticism from
purists because Iincorporate new things, for
not being traditional
enough. But Idon't care
so much about what
people say. [The critics]
can go to another gig. It's simple. It's like, Tuck you, I'll show
you.' You can never give up. You just have to fight harden"
Mari Boine

has been fighting to preserve her own musical
culture for as long as she can remember. As anative Sarni, the
arctic Scandinavians formerly known as Lapps, Boine and her
ancestors have fought colonization, Christianity, and industrialization, often unsuccessfully. Today, after an early-'80s
political struggle led to Samiland rights being enshrined in
the Norwegian constitution, Boine and her people lead arelatively peaceful life in which personality, respect for the environment, and humanism, not money, play central roles. "We
are getting more and more civilized," says Boine, sounding
disappointed. "We're forgetting the old ways. But there's still
astrong feeling of family and of caring about people."
Over the years, the Christian missionaries brainwashed
the Sami into thinking their music was "the sound of the
devil." "When Igrew up, my parents and elders were
Christian and they only sang Christian hymns. Because of
that, Iwas not proud of my heritage," admits Boine. "I wanted to be Norwegian, to forget the old traditions and the old
culture. Igrew up with shame."
Today, the Sami determinedly combine important aspects
of their ancient traditions with the contemporary way of life
found in the rest of Scandinavia, most of it still colored by
the work of the missionaries. In school, as Boine began
learning the pre-Christian history of her people, her pride
grew. Searching for away to express that pride, she started
writing music at the age of 24, using as examples artists like
Patti Smith and Buffy St. Marie.
"I started to write music as areaction and as therapy for
my shame," she says of her protest music. "I never planned
to be amusician, but there seemed to be no better way to
make myself heard."
Man Bowe
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In addition to writing her own songs, Boine began to
arrange traditional Sarni song, or joik, in her own intuitive
style, which blends instruments like the ocarina, the melodica, and the dulcimer with the shamanic trances and rhythmic
power of indigenous Sarni music. "I wanted to create new
songs with the old philosophy," she says, "to bring the old way
of thinking into the modern world and challenge
the modern world with this
"I wanted to create
wisdom. There is wisdom
in the culture of apeople
new songs with
close to nature."
Boine, 34, along with
the old philosophy.
fellow Sami Nils-Aslalc
Valkiap, now finds herself
To bring the old
at the center of astartling
return to tradition for her
way of thinking
people. Her most recent
into the modern
disc, Radiant Warmth (Verve
33520) fuses the epigramworld and
matic poetry of the Sami
with electric instruments
challenge the
and Boine's impassioned
voice. In concert, to help
modern world with
the rhythmic mix, Boine
plays a vibrant African
this wisdom'
drum — a slight variation
—Mori Boine
on the traditionally stark
Sami combination of voice
and drum.
"I remember my parents taking me to this Christian
revival when Iwas young," she says. "There were elements
of shamanism, they were singing themselves into this sort of
ecstasy. I'm trying to get into that feeling, with emotion and
motion." One way Boine gets that feeling is through frequent extended stays in her homeland: Fame and the pursuit of her career goals have obviated her living in Sarniland.
"It's important to spend periods of the year there, to speak
the language and be close to nature. If Idon't, then Ilose the
spirit of the culture inside me."
Maria Kalaniemi
The spirit of ancient Finnish musical culture is alive and well
and living inside Helsinki's Maria Kalaniemi, a fiverow/free-bass accordionist who is fast becoming Finland's
marquee folk artist. Thanks in part to Kalaniemi and her
Sibelius Academy folk-music-department compatriots
Muni Pokela and Vrttin, Finland's new folk movement has
been flourishing since the early '80s, and is Scandinavia's
liveliest revival. "I think it's important to develop as amusician," she says from her home in Helsinki, "to search for
new views all the time, and in Finland it seems to be happening alot."
Kalaniemi discovered afascination for Finnish folk when
growing up, but entered the classical music program in
school. Though her classical teachers discouraged her from
continuing to play folk, she sought further training in the
local idiom and even began playing at folk dances. "The traditional music here is very strong," she says. "I was really
torn between it and my classical training."
Instead of choosing between the two, and rather than
compete with the many classical accordionists in her country, Kalaniemi made the decision to blend them — melding
elements of classical, jazz, rock, tango, and worldbeat with
Finnish traditional music. It was arare duality, and one that
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would establish ICalaniemi's reputation as aworld-class folk
musician and maverick innovator.
"I never thought much about mixing the styles," she says.
"The good thing is that I've
played many styles, [including] old dance, Piazzolla,
Parisian, folk, clasical, and so on. As for my new
compositions, well, they are
what they are. It's me."
On her latest recording
and second solo album,
¡ho (Hannibal 1396), Kalaniemi takes off from the
fertile breeding ground of
Finnish folk music and
rarely returns, her accordion embarking on astonishingly flights of fancy.
Few who play accordion
(Astor Piazzolla excepted,
of course) are able to play
with such subtlety and skill,
yet her virtuosity never
upstages the inherent beauty in her songs as she
pumps her squeezebox
with extraordinary passion.
"You have to prove that the accordion is agreat instrument," she says. "Many accordionists wanted to forget the
past and the tradition of the accordion and move to the

future, but there's much to find in the past." One way
Kalaniemi distinguishes herself as an important player on
the instrument is her willingness to use its bellows.
"Many players forget about
the bellows," she says. "In ba"You have to prove
roque, even Bach forgot to
use the bellows, so it began
that the accordion
to sound like an organ or a
cello. When Iplay the accoris a great instrument.
dion, Idon't want to sound
like an organ, Iwant to sound
Many accordionists
like me."
Because Kalaniemi sounds
wanted to forget
so much like herself, she has
the past and the
been very much in demand
at home and abroad. "I've
tradition of the
played in many different
bands and with many differaccordion and move
ent people. It's been great,
but now Iwant to try someto the future, but
thing on my own again. I've
got so many things in my
there's much to
head, I've got to get them
find in the past."
out," she says, perhaps not
realizing the innovative con—Maria Kalaniemi
cepts she's already developed.
Like Lien and Boine, Kalaniemi feels both hemmed
in and inspired by the Scandinavian folk tradition.
"Someday Iwant to do something really different, develop something completely new."
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Report

John

Atkinson

Thiel CS6 loudspeaker

A

reviewer's life is not all fame and
fortune. There are downsides,
too, one of which is that, while
many great-sounding components pass
through your listening room, only a
few get to stay there on anything like a
permanent basis. (And that involves
money changing hands, as in [gaspl
"purchase.") Before Ibought my longterm reference loudspeakers —a pair of
B&W John Bowers Silver Signatures —
back in 1994, the speakers that had spent
the most time in my 290041 listening
room were apair of Thiel CS2 2s. I
reviewed the '2 2 in the January 1993
issue of Stereophile (Vol.16 No.1), and
although it was relatively affordable
($2250/pair at the time of the review), it
did most of what Iwanted aspeaker to
do. Other than alimited dynamic range
in the bottom audio octave and aslightly exaggerated top octave, the CS2 2
sounded effortlessly smooth and free
from coloration throughout the midrange and treble. It was also areal imaging champ.
While Ihave auditioned other Thiel
designs since then, the larger speakers
worked optimally in rooms bigger than
mine, and the smaller speakers didn't
achieve such agood across-the-board
balance. Then, at HI-FI '97 in New
York, Ispent some time auditioning
pre-production samples of the Thiel
CS6 in the Innovative Audio room. Yes,
this speaker was significantly more
expensive than the CS2 2, but it both
promised very much more and offered
the chance to sound well balanced in
smaller rooms like mine. Accordingly,
once the CS6 was in production, Iasked
Thid for apair of review samples.

Description:
Three-way,
floorstanding loudspeaker. Drive-units: 1"
(25mm) aluminum-dome tweeter
with acoaxial 4" (102mm) midrange
unit with an aluminum/Styrofoam
cone; 10" (254mm) aluminum-cone
woofer; 12" (300mm) passive radiator. Crossover frequencies: Not specified. Crossover slopes: Acoustic firstorder, 6dB/octave. Frequency response:
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Thiel CS6 loudspeaker

The CS6
Designer Jim Thiel gives much of the
background to the design of this speaker
in my interview with him elsewhere in
this issue. To summarize, the CS6 is a
reasonably large (50" tall) floorstanding
speaker combining a 10" aluminum-

28Hz-28kHz, ±3dB. Phase response:
minimum phase, ±10°. Sensitivity:
86dB/2.83V/m. Nominal impedance:
4 ohms (2.3 ohms minimum).
Recommended power: 100-400W.
Dimensions: 50" (1270mm) H by
13" (330mm) W by 18.5" (470mm)
D. Weight: 170 lbs (77.3kg) each.
Finishes available: Walnut, black
ash, cherry, and oak veneers; black

cone woofer with a12" passive radiator
and a coaxial midrange/treble unit.
Unlike earlier Thiel designs, all three of
the CS6's drive-units are made inhouse, and much attention has been
paid to reducing drive-unit nonlinearity.
The coaxial unit is particularly notewor-

laminate standard. Optional finishes
available for extra cost.
Serial numbers of units reviewed:
0523/0524.
Price: 87900/pair. Warranty: le years.
Approximate number of dealers: 65.
Manufacturer: Thiel, 1026 Nandino
Boulevard, Lexington, KY 40511-1207.
Tel: (606) 254-9427. Fax: (606) 2540075. Web site: www.thielaudio.com
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thy, as it places a1" aluminum-dome
tweeter on the center pole-piece of the
4" midrange unit. This unit's cone
appears to have avery shallow flare, but
it is actually a composite: a cast
Styrofoam piece sandwiched by
anodized aluminum cones with different profiles. This gives the diaphragm
both an optimal shape for the tweeter to
"see," and the combination of stiffness
and damping it needs to move cone resonances out of harm's way.
As in all Thiel "Coherent Source"
designs, the crossover is acoustic firstorder, and the front baffle, which is cast
from concrete, slopes back to bring the
acoustic centers of the drive-units into
time alignment on the intended listening axis. The speaker can only be singlewired, via apair of terminal posts on the
speaker's base. Also like all Thiel speakers, the CS6 is beautifully finished, with
"book-matched" veneers used on each
pair. (The veneers are from farmed hard-

woods.) A metal frame supports ablack
grillecloth; when this is in position, there
are no acoustic obstructions in the radiation paths of the drive-units. Spikes are
supplied to couple the speaker to the
floor beneath its owner's carpet.

sonics

The speakers Ireviewed were the second
pair of CS6es we received. As is Stenvphilès
policy, we allowed the manufacturer to
visit when we set up the first pair; so that
they could ensure that we were listening to
representative samples. The first pair were
set up first in the Sterrophile listening room,
then in Larry Archibald's room. In both
rooms, designer Jim Thiel felt something
was not right about the sound and asked if
he could submit asecond paic We agreed,
provided—as is also our policy—that the
questionable performance of the first pair
would still be mentioned in the review.
My formal review auditioning exclusively
concerned the second samples.'

My first auditioning of the new
samples took place in the Stereophile
room. The CS6's balance was warm,
smooth, and grain-free, coupled with
excellent low-bass response, pinpoint
imaging, good soundstage depth, and
superb retrieval of recorded detail.
Other than ultimate loudness capability, Ifelt the CS6 to be better balanced
overall than the original version of the
Thiel CS7, which Ihad auditioned in
the same room a couple of years
before.2 These samples did not sound
1Readers who have doubts about this policy should
note dut we arc very concerned that we review samples that are representative of what people can actually
audition at dealers. We are careful not to offer comments on sound quality to visiting manufacturers, but
we do pay attention to what tiny say. If they are comfortable about the way their products sound in the
reviewer's room, then we assume that the product is
sounding the way it is meant to sound.
2Wes Phillips reported on these samples of the CS7 in
January 1996 (Vol.19 No.1), while Toni Norton reviewed
an earlier pair of CS7s in October'9S (Vol.18 No.10).

Measurements
yestimate of the CS6's B-weightM
ed sensitivity was alittle higher
than specified, at 88dB/2.83V/1m. As is

350Hz. The midrange rollout is gentle,
which is why high-amplitude, low-frequency signals resulted in visible
typical of Jim Thiel designs, however, midrange-cone motion.
Measuring the frequency response of
eCS6's impedance is low; fig.1 reveals
that it stays below 4ohms over almost alarge system using afirst-order crossthe entire audio band, and drops to a over without access to alarge anechoic
minimum value of 2.54 ohms at 8kHz. chamber is fraught with difficulty: the
As is also typical of Jim Thiel speakers, drive-units don't really integrate closer
the electrical phase angle is low as well, than 10' or so, yet it is very hard to get
reducing the effect of the CS6's low that far back and take ameaningful
impedance on the partnering amplifier. measurement. Fig.3 shows the CS6's
Like areflex port, the tuning of the pas- response on its tweeter axis, averaged
sive radiator is revealed by the "saddle" across a30° horizontal window. Other
in the magnitude curve at 25Hz, imply- than asuckout in the upper midrange on
ing excellent low-bass extension. Other this axis at this distance and apparent excessthan avery slight wrinkle at 22kHz in es of energy above 91cHz and below
120Hz, the balance is quite neutraL The
the traces (probably not visible at the
scale at which this graph must be pub- bass plateau is at least partly due to the
lished in the magazine) that is associated nearfield measurement technique, and
with the metal-dome tweeter's ultrason- doesn't obscure the fact that the CS6
ic and innocuous "oil-can" mode, fig.1 is offers excellent LF extension: -6dB at a
free from resonance-induced effects. low 26Hz. The shape of the curve in the
This implies rigid, well-braced cabinet
construction.
Fig2 shows the individual responses of
the passive radiator, woofer, and midrange units, measured in the nearfield,
with each unit's level adjusted to compensate for its different radiating diametet The radiator's output can be seen
to peak at alow 28Hz, this almost coincident with the woofer's minimum-motion
point. The woofer basically covers the
decade from 40Hz to 400Hz, with the
Fig.1 Thiel CS6, electrical impedance (solid) and
phase (dashed) (2 ohms/vertical div.).
crossover to the midrange starting around
Sbbehb I
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top octave is prestunably due to the
acoustic loading effect of the midrange
cone on the tweeter's output, but this is
minor. The speaker certainly didn't
sound fizzy or tilted-up.
About that apparent upper-midrange
suckout, which Iimagine correlates
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Fig.2 Thiel CS6, nearfield responses of midrange,
woofer, and passive radiator responses
plotted below t
kHz.
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Fig.3 Thiel CS6, anechoic response on tweeter
axis at 50", averaged across 30° horizontal
window and corrected for microphone
response, with the complex sum of
midrange, woofer, and passive radiator
responses plotted below 300Hz.
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vividly etched in the mid-treble as had
the first pair, yet they offered the same
transparent view into the music.
Encouraged, Itook the CS6es home
to replace the B&Ws in my listening
room. After some setup experimentation, Iput on "Born Under aBad Sign"
from Jimi Hendrix's Blues (MCA
MCAD-11060). "Great bass!" Iscribbled down on my pad. The combination of Billy Cox's Fender bass and
Buddy Miles' kickdrum, while not
reaching that low in frequency, had
excellent definition, coupled with a
tremendous punch and body that Iwas
not used to from the comparatively
polite B&Ws. Iput on the channelphasing tracks from Stereophiles Test CD
2, on which Iplay the "Bad Sign" riff on
my own Fender P-Bass. "Clean, very
clean," Iscrawled, winding the Mark
Levinson preamp's volume control up
more than a few notches. "Who'da
thought Jim Thiel was aheadbangerl"

Was it the speaker's inherent lack of
distortion that was allowing me to play
my music louder than Iwas used to?
Whatever. The CS6's lows were clean
and deep. The Ely Cathedral organ's
bass pipes on the Elgar Gerontius cut on
Test CD 2purred in amost satisfying
way, powerfully underpinning the choir
and orchestra. The 1
/
3-octave low-frequency warble tones on our Test CD 3
were reproduced in full measure, even
the 20Hz band, without any audible
doubling. And as Ihad noted in the
Stereophile room, the CS6es presented a
wealth of recorded detail without
sounding too vivid or spotlit. The spatial
disposition of the twin choirs on the
Gerontius recording, both positioned
behind the orchestra and soloist, was
made abundantly clean Voices were free
from excessive hoot or chest tone at one
end of the spectrum, and from excessive
sibilance at the other.
Though aslight emphasis in the mid-

treble could be heard on pure tones, the
highs didn't sound tipped-up or bright
on music — the speakers neatly stepped
out of the way of the music. All Iwas
aware of was atransparent window into
the recorded soundstage. At Sam Tellig's
urging, Irecently bought the new
recording (EMI CDC 56413) of the
Elgar Violin Concerto performed by
"Kennedy," even though his 1984 reading (EMI CDC 747210 2) has long
been afavorite. (The erstwhile Nigel
explains in the liner notes that he's
dropped his first name because he never
liked it; Ithink it's plain daft!) The differences between the two recorded balances were, Iwant to say, "vividly" clear,
but the presentation was never upfront
or in my face or "ruthlessly revealing" or
any of the other descriptors that reviewers use to disguise the fact that the
speakers have them leaping to turn
down the volume. The earlier performance —which, on early listens at least,

with the reticence Iperceived in my
auditioning: This graph was taken on
the tweeter axis, which is areasonable
37" from the floor when the spikes are
used. Fig.4, which shows the changes in
response to be expected as the microphone is moved above or below the
tweeter axis, reveals that the suckout
fills in below the tweeter but gets very
much worse for standing listeners. It's
possible that the CS6 will not be so
fussy about listening axis in large rooms,
but in small rooms such as mine, sitting
low or tilting the speaker back atouch
definitely improved the sound. In the
horizontal plane (not shown), the CS6
demonstrated relatively even dispersion,

this associated with the stable stereo
imaging Inoted during my auditioning.
Fig.5 shows what happened to this
quasi-anechoic behavior in my room.
This spatially averaged response, centered on the positions of my ears, is flat
overall other than aslight treble rising
trend, alack of energy in the lower
crossover region, and an excess of bass
energy — together, these result in a
slightly swaybacked profile to the curve.
No wonder the speaker had great bass.
In alarger room than mine, the CS6's
bottom end would sound more neutrally balanced.
In the time domain, the speaker's
impulse response on the tweeter axis

(fig.6) appears time-coherent, with only
aminimum amount of post-pulse ringing. However, the step response on this
axis (fig.7) reveals that the woofer
comes in alittle late, meaning that the
speaker is actually time-coherent slightly below the tweeter axis.
Another way of looking at aspeaker's
time coherence is to examine not its
phase response as such, but the phase
10
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Fig.5 Thiel CS6, '4-octave, spatially averaged
response in JA's listening room.
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Fig.6 Thiel CS6, impulse response on tweeter
axis at 50" (5ms time window, 30kHz

bandwidth).
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Iprefer — sounded obviously darker,
but with amore stable violin image. By
contrast, the 1997 recording had better
orchestral image depth and crisper
highs, but "Kennedy" 's violin sounded
more rosiny, and had an image that
wandered between the speakers —were
the main mikes spaced omnis, Iwonder? Both recordings, of course, presented the orchestra as peeping over and
around the soloist's shoulders. (When
has it ever been otherwise with recordings of violin concertos?) Differences
between CD players and preamplifiers
were similarly audible via the 'Thiels,
particularly when the speakers were driven by the Mark Levinson No.33H
monoblocks.
The Thiel's dynamics were startlingly
natural. On "Eden," Corey Greenberg's
Hendrix tribute on Test CD 2, the various guitar entrances had an excellent
"jump factor" — and again, the CS6's

forceful and clean deep-bass presentation gave the music apowerful foundation. And Icould play well-recorded
drums as loud as Icould stand without
feeling that the speaker was running out
of headroom.
So far I've been digging deep into my
box of superlatives. Did the CS6 have
an Achilles' heel? It did, in that the
midrange didn't offer quite the same
degree of ultimate clarity or cleanness
that so distinguished the bass or treble
octaves. There was afeeling of reticence
in this region, described by one visitor as
a"hooded" quality, that Icouldn't eliminate no matter how much Ifooled
around with placement. Tilting back the
speaker by placing Black Diamond
Racing cones under just the front did
help, however, as adistinct change in
timbre could be heard on the sitdown/stand-up test. But for me, at least,
this was aminor problem, offset by the

many things the Thiel did right.
As Ikey in these words, I'm listening
to Titne Out of Mind, the new Dylan
album (Columbia CK 68556). Sorry,
Zimmerman fans, Ican't accept the
sound of Bob's voice, which sounds as
though it was fed through aPignose
amplifier with acheap dynamic mike in
front of its speaker. But Daniel Lanois'
typically spacious sounding, complex
mix is reproduced by the Thiels without
ahint of the extra mud you so often
hear from lesser speakers.

phase response will leave what is called
the "excess phase"; ie, the speaker's
departure from atrue minimum-phase
system. The CS6's excess phase on the
tweeter axis is shown as the top curve in
fig.8 — other than the slight negative
error above 20kHz, which is due, I
believe, to the measuring microphone's
own phase error, the CS6's excess phase
is better than ±10° from 200Hz to
20kHz, which is excellent. To put this
into context, the bottom curve in fig.8 is
the excess phase response of the B&W
Silver Signature, which is typical for a
speaker with nonaligned drive-units
and ahigh-order crossover.
The CS6's cumulative spectral-decay
plot on the tweeter axis (fig.9) confirms
the existence of the interference-related
suckout on this axis, but is otherwise
very clean through the low and mid-tre-

ble. There appears to be some hash present in the high treble, but this might
actually be due to early reflections of the
tweeter's output from the edges of the
midrange cone. Inoticed no HF graininess or grittiness during my auditioning.
Finally, Icommented earlier that the
CS6's cabinet seemed rigidly constructed.
This was confirmed by looking at the output of asimple plastic-tape accelerometer
attached to the various surfaces. The only
modes present are at high frequencies —
535Hz and 750Hz — considering the
size of the panels involved, and although I
could hear them with astethoscope, their
subjective effect was minimal. Interestingly, the concrete baffle produced
quite alarge impulse response with this
test, but its frequency content was balanced, with no resonant modes apparent
except at very low levels. —John Atkinson

Conclusion
It may cost $7900/pair, but the Thiel
CS6 offers high perceived value. It is
beautifully constructed, well balanced,
and, once set up optimally, with agutsy
amplifier and high-quality sources,
sounds simply superb. The CS6 gets an
enthusiastic
recommendation — it's
going to stay in my system awhile!

Measurements
deviation left over when that due to the
speaker's departure from aflat amplitude response is removed. In aminimum-phase system —one that has just
the right amount of phase deviation for
its frequency response — the phase and
amplitude responses are related mathematically by the Hilbert Transform.
Subtracting the Hilbert-transformed
amplitude response from the measured

'Warm
Fig.7 Thiel CS6, step response on tweeter axis at
50" (5ms time window, 30kHz bandwidth).
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System and Setup

T

he big Thiels were auditioned
both in my dedicated listening
room and in the Stereophile Listening
room. In my room, the speakers
ended up about 36" from the rear
wall (which is faced with books and
LPs) and approximately 60" from the
side walls (which also have bookshelves covering some of their surfaces). The speakers were toed-in
slightly, but not all the way to the listening position. In my room, the digital source was either aMark Levinson
No.30.5 HDCD® D/A processor
driven by aMark Levinson No31.5
transport via an Illuminati AES/
EBU cable, or Wadia 850 and Rega
Planet CD players. In the Stereophile
room, the digital source was adCS
Elgar D/A processor driven by a
Meridian 500 transport. In both
moms, LP playback was from either a
Sutherland PH-2000 or a Linn
Linnto, both used to amplify LP signals from a Linn Sondelc/Cirkus/

LII

emake

AC

Trampolin/Lingo/Ekos/Arkiv setup
on an ArchiDee table.
Line preamplifier in both rooms
was the Mark Levinson No.380S
(with the Mark Levinson, dCS, Rega,
and Linn gear), or none with the
Wadia. Power amplifiers included a
Krell KSA-250 or apair of Mark
Levinson
No20.6
monoblocks
(Stereophile room), and a Mark
Levinson No333 or apair of No33H
monoblodcs (my room).
Other than for the phono preamp
connection, for which Iused singleended AudioTruth Diamond, the
interconnects used were all balanced:
Madrigal's CZ Gel-1. Speaker cable
was initially AudioTruth Sterling,
then MIT CV-770 (with short extenders to make up for the fact that MIT
spades are incompatible with
Levinson binding posts). All source
components and preamps used in my
listening room were plugged into a
Power Wedge 116 Mk.II, itself

THE

cords

plugged into adedicated AC circuit
and fitted with the Power Enhancer
option. No line conditioning was
used in the Stereophile room.
The speakers were broken-in by being
placed face to face and driven out of
phase with the "Special Burn-In
Noise" track on Stereophilès Test CD 3. 1
The measurements2 were performed
using aDRA Labs MLSSA system
used with a calibrated B&K 4006
microphone, an Audio Precision
System One, and an AudioControl
Industrial SA3050A spectrum analyzer.
—John Atkinson
1$9.95 plus $3.50 S&H. Credit-card orders: (800)
358-6274 or www.stereophile.com
2For full details of how Imeasure loudspeakers for
Stereophile reviews, see "Loudspeakers: What
Measurements Can Tell Us — And What They
Can't Tell Us!" AES Preprint 4608, presented at the
103rd Audio Engineering Society Convention, New
York, September 1997. The preprint is available
from the AES, 60 East 42nd Street, Room 2520,
New York, NY 10165-0075. The AES interner site
(www.aes.org) offers asecure transaction page for
credit-card orders.
—JA
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Phillips

ProAc Response One SC loudspeaker

ProAc Response One SC loudspeaker

T

he ProAc Response One S was
one of the very first products I
reviewed for Stereophile back in
1994 (Vol.17 No.9). That review was
such an over-the-top rave that John
Atkinson felt obliged to audition the
speakers himself before running my report. Iassume he liked 'em too — after
all, my review did see the light of day.
But Ihad second, even third thoughts
when assigning to myself an Equipment
Report on the Response One SC. In
the years since that first review, I've
been exposed to some awfully rarefied
speaker designs — wouldn't it be
embarrassing if Ino longer found the
Response One special?
All features great and small
ProAc calls the Response One SC a
"radical refinement" of the Response
One S. It has anew woofer, featuring a
copper magnet assembly and stationary
100

"phase plug," as well as a crossover
modification. 1 (An upgrade kit is available for $500, dealer-installed.) If this
description sounds sketchy, blame
ProAc —Stewart Tyler has never been

Description: Two-way, reflex loaded,
stand-mounted minimonitor. Driveunits: 0.75" cloth-dome tweeter with
honeycomb-wound voice-coil and
ferrofluid-cooled coil assembly; 5"
polypropylene-cone woofer with
high-temperature voice-coil. Crossover frequency: 5kHz. Frequency
response: 38Hz-25kHz, ±3dB. Impedance: 8 ohms nominal. Sensitivity: 86dB/W/m. Recommended
amplification: 20-100W.
Dimensions: 12" Hby 7" W by 9.25"
D. Weight: 36 lbs/pair.
Finishes: standard: teak, oak, wal-

terribly forthcoming about the details of
his designs, not deigning to specify
crossover points, or even crossover types.
In one sense, Ifind this refreshing; the
man is definitely not trying to baille us
with technical BS. On the other hand, I
want to know more!
The speaker is asmall two-way: 12" H
by 7" W by 925" D, and that is really
small. (In fact, ProAes literature refers to
it as a"miniature" loudspeaker.) The
speaker barely covered the 6" by 9" topplate of my Foundation stands. The
tweeters are mirror-imaged, and the
speakers should (in most cases) be set up
with the tweeters on the inside edges of
the cabinets. The One SCs come with
grilles, but Ichose not to use them —they
noticeably dulled the sound. Speaker connections are made by way of two pairs of
five-way binding posts. The posts are
solid rhodium, including the knurled
tightening nuts. Rhodium jumpers allow
asingle pair of cables to drive the speakers, but Irecommend bi-wiring them.
They sound much better that way.
As with all ProAc loudspeakers, the
Response One SC's fien'finish is exemplary. My review pair came dressed in
yew veneer, acustom finish that made
for the handsomest pair of small monitors Ihave ever beheld. Yummy! ("Oh,
it's yew," punned my wife.)
1The easy way to tell if aResponse One is the SC version is to check the color of the phase plug: if it ain't
copper/bronze, it ain't an SC.

nut, cherry, red mahogany, black
ash; others available.
Serial numbers of units reviewed:
0139 L/R.
Price: S2000/pair. Approximate
number of dealers: 35.
Manufacturer: ProAc, Highpoint
House, Riding Road, Buckingham
Road Industrial Estate, Brackley, Northamptonshire NN13 7BE, England, UK.
Tel: (44) 1280 700147. Fax: (44) 1280700148. US distributor: Modem Audio
Consultants, 112 Swannhill Court,
Baltimore, MD 21208. Tel: (410) 4865975. Fax: (410) 560-6901.
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ProAc
Like most speakers, the Response
One SCs sounded better after Itightened
the drivers firmly to the baffles. This free
tweak can improve the sound of almost
any speaker, but be adult about it Don't
strip the threads by over-tightening, or let
your screw- or nut-driver get dragged
through awoofer by its magnet.
Placement makes all the difference in
the world with this loudspeaker —put it
on the most rigid stand you can afford. I
had them on 24" Foundation stands
filled with lead and concrete, and they
rewarded me with solid imaging and
deep bass. Iwouldn't put 'em on stands
over 28" tall — you lose bass and they
get shouty — but don't mount them too
low either.
The Response One SCs must be
placed pretty far out into the room. In
my 28' by 17' by 14' listening room, I
pulled the One SCs 4' off the front wall;
Imay have lost some bass reinforcement, but the gains in openness and
freedom from boundary coloration
made the decision ano-brahier.

Many people make the assumption
that small speakers are at their best in
small rooms, and there's some truth to
this. However, like every generalization, this one is too simplistic. You can
easily buy too much speaker for a

Like most speakers,
the Response One SCs

Response

One

Sc

I'm as guilty of this mindset as anyone,
but recently I've listened to abrace of
small monitors that have driven my
room better than many large speakers
I've brought into my system. The BerW
Silver Signature so beloved by John
Atkinson was areal eye-opener in this
respect. As was the ProAc Response One
SC —at about aquarter of the price.

To compare great things with small
$2100 is not an insubstantial sum. You
can buy alot of speaker for that kind of
Itightened the drivers
money — or, considering the ProAc's
petite stature, perhaps Ishould say you
firmly to the baffles.
can buy ahelluva speaker for that kind of
money. David Hendrick, Stereophiles
given room, even alarge one, and thus
shipping manager, put it well when he
overload the space with too much bass.
heard the One SCs. "Once you've heard
That way, you'll never get balanced,
them, you're not surprised they cost two
realistic sound. Matching aspeaker to a grand," he said. "But on aper-pound
room is every bit as important as
basis, the price would seem high."
matching it to the amplifier driving it,
What makes the ProAc One SCs spebut too many audiophiles just assume
cial? The first impression they give is
that more speaker always gets them
one of incredible openness and spabetter sound.
ciousness. Many other speakers can also

sounded better after

Measurements

A expected from its diminutive size,
A the Response One SC is not very
sensitive. Icalculated its B-weighted sensitivity as 84.4c1B/2.83V/m, which is,
however, 2dB or so more sensitive than
the BBC LS3/5A minimonitor. Its plot
of impedance magnitude and frequency
against frequency (fig.1) reveals it to be a
relatively easy load for an amplifier to
drive, which explains why Wes Phillips
found it worked well with the singleended Cary amplifier. However, its
impedance does vary widely, meaning
that amplifiers with high source impedances will change their frequency
responses to asubjectively significant
extent. The low-frequency saddle at
65Hz in the magnitude curve indicates
the tuning frequency of the rear-mounted reflex port, which in turn implies only
moderate bass extension.
However; as can be seen from fig.2, the
reflex tuning is somewhat underdamped,
which means that the port output (the
lefthand trace) is generous. Apart from a
small peak at 800Hz, the port is free from
coloration-inducing midrange resonances. The woofer output (middle trace)
drops off rapidly below 100Hz, reaching
its minimum-motion point, as expected,
at the port tuning frequency. Its output is
relatively even through the midrange,
with aslight rise in the low treble before it
rolls off steeply. A couple of breakupStereophile, March 1998

induced peaks can be seen above 41cHz,
but these are well suppressed. The tweeter comes in above 321cHz, with aslight
energy excess in its passband.
Fig3 shows how these individual
responses add on the tweeter axis at adistance of 50". The response has the cbgsic
swayback shape that Ifirst heard with the
LS3/5A: the BBC engineers determined
that, because of the lack of true bass with
a rninimonitor, slightly boosting the
upper bass, and balancing that at the other
end of the spectrum with asimilar peak
in the top octave, gives abalance that subjectively sounds more natural than if the
speaker measured flat. Without the
upper-bass profiling, such asmall speaker
can sound thin, as with ProAc's original
Tablette from over adecade ago. The
Response One has no low bass —the low
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frequencies are 6dB down at 51Hz —but
noir how smooth its measured response
is throughout the midrange and treble.
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Fig.2 ProAc Response One SC acoustic crossover
on tweeter axis at 50", corrected for
microphone response, with the nearfield
woofer and port responses plotted below
300Hz and IkHz, respectively.
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Fig.3 ProAc Response One SC, anechoic response
on tweeter axis at 50", averaged across 30°
horizontal window and corrected for
microphone response, with complex sum of
the nearfield woofer and port responses
plotted below 300Hz.
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claim these qualities, but the One SCs
have an effortless presentation that
transports you from your listening room
to the performance space with seeming
ease. Of course, small monitors are supposed to image superbly; even so, this
quality of the ProAcs has to be counted
as special.
Two completely different discs that
have lived in my most-played pile
recently illustrate this in their completely different ways. The first,
Chesky's wonderful CD of Wagner
orchestral excerpts with Charles Gerhardt conducting the National Philharmonic Orchestra (CD161), has a
stunning "Wotan's Farewell and Magic
Fire Music" recorded in All Saints
Church, Petersham, in the UK. Here,
the ProAcs re-created the acoustic space
of arelatively large church. In absolute
terms, that space was re-created as
somewhat - maybe even quite abit smaller than was realistic, but there was
no doubt that the musical stage was far
vaster than my listening room, for

example. The individual instruments
had body and heft, and the soundstaging was both broad and deep. If you
must have a1:1 replica of the event,
then no small speaker I've heard is
going to serve. The Response One SCs
created ascale model of the event, but
it was an accurate model -and not a
skimpy one.
The level of reproductive detail
achieved by the One SC was remarkable. About 10 minutes into "Wotan's
Farewell," the sound made to represent
Wotan striking his spear on Brünnhilde's rock was almost scary in its
verisimilitude - well, if not exactly
scary, then certainly startling. Iknow
it's coming and Istill jump every time I
hear it. (After all, that's probably what
Wagner was going for.)
The other resident of my mostfavored-CD pile is Jack DeJohnette's
Oneness (ECM 1637). Oneness doesn't
pretend to U-R-There soundstaging,
nor does it sound artificial or multitracked. It does have timbral truth

and incredible dynamics; it even has
air and space surrounding individual
instruments. What it doesn't have,
technically speaking, is a3-D soundstage. "Jack IN," for instance, has
Michael Cain's piano spread from
the left to the right speaker, while
DeJohnette's drumset and Don Alias'
percussion share the right side of the
soundstage, with Jerome Harris' guitar
featured somewhat left of center. I
don't think you could get that degree
of separation in real life -the sound is
obviously made-in-the-studio. But it's
convincing on its own terms, and the
ProAc Response One SCs reproduced
all of the information while simultaneously getting out of the way of the
magical music-making taking place on
the recording.
This speaker's phenomenally clean
midrange must have been at least partially responsible. It was remarkably fast
and lacked any obvious colorations.
Some folks might prefer the earlier One
Sfor its ever-so-slightly-sweeter sound,

Measurements
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Somewhat compensating for this onaxis behavior, the lateral dispersion has a
slight off-axis energy excess at the bottom of the tweeter's passband, as can be
seen from fig.4. (This graph shows just
the response changes, which means that
the on-axis trace looks like astraight
line.) In asmall, sparsely furnished room,
the Response One SC might sound just a
little bright But in afairly large room like
WP's, the speaker sounds neutral. In the
vertical plane (fig.5), alarge suckout
develops in the crossover region for listeners who sit above the tweeter axis. As
WP found, fairly high stands work best
with the little ProAcs.
In the time domain, the Response
One's step response (fig.6) holds no surprises: both drive-units are connected
with the same positive acoustic polarity,
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5

Fig.6

ProAc Response One SC, step response on
tweeter axis at 50" (5ms time window,
30kHz bandwidth).
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ProAc

Associated Equipment
LP playback: Linn LP12 with
Naim Armageddon power supply,
Naim ARO tonearm, van den Hul
Frog phono cartridge.
CD playback: Mark Levinson
No39, Meridian 508-24.
Preamplifier: Conrad-Johnson ART.
Amplifiers: Cary CAD-300 SE!;
Krell FPB 600, ICAV-300i.
but Ithink the SC iteration is (ahem)
clearly better. The Response SC also
played somewhat lower and somewhat
louder before getting screechy. It still
wasn't aheadbanger's loudspeaker of
choice, but Ienjoyed listening to wellrecorded rock and full-orchestral recordings through it.
As to bass response, it is asmall loudspeaker, after all. Igot usable response
down into the 30-40Hz range in my
room —which meant that the tuba on

and the tweeter leads the woofer slightly in time due both to the flat baffle and
the high-order crossover. The cumulative spectral-decay plot (fig.7) is clean
overall, but with just asmall amount of
hash apparent in the mid-treble. This is
low in level, however; the speaker
should sound grain-free, with good
delineation of recorded detail.
Calculating asimilar waterfall plot
from the output of aplastic-tape accelerometer fastened to the center of the
ProAc's enclosure side wall (fig.8) reveals
that the cabinet is well braced and rigid.
The only significant mode that can be
seen lies just below 500Hz, high enough
in frequency for the resonance to be out
of subjective harm's way.
Summing up, the measurements
indicate that the tiny ProAc is awellengineered gem of aspeaker. Iam not
surprised that WP liked its sound as
much as he did.
—John Atkinson

Cables: ICimber KCAG interconnects,
ICimber Black Pearl speaker cables.
Accessories: Audio Power Industries
Power Wedge 112, Magro Stereo
Display Stand, Foundation 24" stands.
Sound treatment: ASC Tube
Traps, Studio Traps, Bass Traps;
RPG Abffusors; psychasthenic feline
floor-covering.
—Wes Phillips
A La Carte Brass & Percussion's Co-Co
and Gumbo, Satchmo 'n' Soul (CD,
Wildchild/Mapleshade 04752) sounded full-bodied and real —which is good
enough for me. But it may not be good
enough for those who want deep bass to
be aphysical experience. Those folks
should consider the Response Two,
Three, or Four, perhaps.
Where the Response One SC did
excel was in acoustic music of all stripes,
but particularly small ensembles record-

Response

One

SC

ed naturally — and in vocal music,
where it could reduce me to jelly. The
tight harmony vocals on January's
"Recording of the Month," Ry Cooder's
Buena Vista Social Club (World Circuit/
Nonesuch 79478-2). for instance, were
preternaturally real.
Made small with art
Gosh, Ihate to be an audiophile and
actually talk equipment here, but the
Response One SC was quite demanding of what Ihooked it up to. I've
already mentioned the bi-wiring angle,
but you want to keep everything upstream as good as possible. The very
accuracy Iadmired so much in this
speaker insidiously exposed any inferior source component or amplifier. For
much of my auditioning, Iused the
Mark Levinson No.39/Conrad-Johnson ART/Krell FPB 600 chain that has
been my reference system for the last
few months. It may seem silly to connect a $2000/pair loudspeaker to a
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high-power $9000 power amplifier, but
the combination was truly spectacular.
When Iexchanged the Levinson player
for aMeridian 508-24 (review forthcoming), the sonic differences were
readily apparent. I'll listen further with
other components, obviously, but the
ProAc certainly did not obscure the differences.
However, Iwas curious about using
the ProAcs in some other systems, and
in contexts more in keeping with their
list price. Ifound the Krell ICAV-300i
integrated amplifier drove the speak-

*Stability
*Rigidity
*Selection
and
*Design

Be slue to visit your local stocking dealer and browse
through our nett ,75-page catalog of audiolvideo Punt:tire.
And contact us today for acopy of our detailed newsletter
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la *la product photos and specifications.
4141-A Transport St. •Ventura, fh 93003

805/644-2185

Fax: 805/644-0434 •E-mail: brllybrltybogr.rom
See the whole picture at:

www.billybags.com

triodes and you'll up
the seduction factor.
ers beautifully. They make a grand
combo, although some listeners might
find the sound atad relentless in tonal
presentation.
Far better, at least to my ears, was the
Cary 300 SEI integrated. Iwas worried
that this single-ended tube amp's
extremely low output wouldn't drive the
speakers to satisfactory levels, but, while
there were definite constraints on loudness, Ihad no complaints listening in my
room—your mileage may vary, of
course. In fact, the Cary/ProAc combo
was magical —I went back and re-listened to every CD left unfiled in my listening room, then went to the shelves
and pulled out some more. There was a
realness to the combo that went far
beyond any item on an audio checklist. I
just sat and listened and marveled.
Iloved the ProAc Response One SC
throughout my audition, but if you can
pair it with tubes — especially triodes —
you'll up the seduction factor by an
order of magnitude.
Small wonder
I'm happy to say that the ProAc
Response One SC proved every bit as
special as Iremembered its predecessor
to be. If you own apair of that model,
the One S, the upgrade price of $500
can substantially improve on the speakers you already own. If you're looking
for a high-quality loudspeaker for
$3000/pair or less, then you should certainly listen to the Response One SC —
you too may fall under the spell of this
tiny titan. Other speakers may well play
louder and deeper, but this ProAc is
touched by magic. And if you already
have atube amp, you should listen to
the One SC whether you're in the market for speakers or not.
Stereophile, March 1998

Equipment
Larry

Report
Greenhill

Charlo Academy One loudspeaker
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first auditioned apair of Academy
One minimonitors five years ago,
but the review was aborted when
the Italian Chario company lost its US
distribution. When Ireheard the Chario
Academy Ones at the 1997 WCES, I
found their elegant cabinetwork appealing and their sound listenable and
involving. Itherefore requested apair
for review from the new US importers.
The Academy One is priced at
$1995/pair, but is the least expensive
model in the Chario line. Like another
Italian loudspeaker manufacturer, Sonus
Faber, Chario markets small, ported
two-way minimonitors encased in
beautiful cabinets of sculpted wood.
The Academy One's solid walnut
enclosure is crafted by designer Vlady
Fontana and "ebonist" Michelangelo
Fontana, whose signatures are engraved
on the brass plate that sits behind the
double set of speaker terminals (for biwiring). Internal wiring comes from
Eagle Cable, aGerman company.
The Academy One employs asoftdome tweeter, sourced from the Danish
manufacturer Scan-Speak, and aFrench
Focal woofer with aplastic (Neoflex)
cone. The crossover is aButterworthderived, even-order Linlcwitz-Riley type
with the frequency set at 1800Hz to optimize the integration between the two
drivers. Mario Murace, Chario's chief
engineer, states that the Academy One's
design has amoderately flat amplitude
response and auniform group delay, with
some energy loss in the crossover region.
The Academy One's cabinet has
rounded contours, and asmall baffle
that can generate even vertical and horizontal energy-radiation patterns. The

System and setup
My listening room is 26' long, 13'

Description: Two-way, stand-mounted, reflex loudspeaker. Drive-units:
1.2" (29mm) ferrofluid-cooled softdome tweeter, 5.1" (130mm)
Neoflex-cone woofer. Crossover frequency: 1.85kHz. Crossover slopes:
fourth-order acoustic, quasi—all-pass.
Frequency response: 50Hz-20kHz,
±2dB. Sensitivity: 81.5dB/2.83V/m.
Nominal impedance: 8 ohms. Min-

imal impedance: 6 ohms. Amplifier
requirements: 50-100W.
Dimensions: 13.6" (340mm) H by
8.2" (205mm) W by 12.6" (315mm) D.
Weight: 19.8 lbs (9kg) each.
Finish: walnut.
Serial numbers of units reviewed:
12491, 12492.
Price: 81995/pair. Matching stands
cost 8495/pair. Approximate number
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The Academy One loudspeaker—the least expensive in the Chad° line—has asolid walnut enclosure
crafted by designer Vlady Fontana and "ebonist" Michelangelo Fontana.

225"-diameter port opens to the cabinet's rear. Chario's dedicated stands for
the Academy One consist of asolid 15"
walnut post in matte-black finish with a
natural wood accent along the side, held
together with four massive bolts. The
supplied Allen wrench makes assembly
asnap. Unlike the Sumiko and Target
stands, the Chario stands cannot be
filled with sand.

wide, and 12' high, with asemi-cathedral ceiling. The back of the room
opens into a 25' by 15' kitchen
through an 8' by 4' doorway. The
Charios were set up 3' from the rear
wall (faced with framed watercolors 8'
from the floor) and approximately 30"
from the side walls (which have sliding
equipment shelves).
For most of my listening Isat 8'
away. Ialso tried my favorite listening
distance (for larger loudspeakers) of 18',
but found it less satisfactory. My chair

of US dealers: 20.
Manufacturer: Chario Loudspeakers
s.a.s., Via Fiume 13, 20059 Vimercate,
Milano, Italy. Tel: (39) 6685876082124. US distributor: Audio By
Myer, Chario Loudspeakers, 1754
Main Street, Jacksonville, FL 32206.
Tel./Fax: (904) 355-0368.
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places my cars 37" from the floor. The
Academy Ones were also auditioned in
my 15' by 10' study, which is furnished with wall-to-wall carpeting, an area
rug, and acouch.
LPs were played on aLinn Sondek/
Lingo/Ittok/Sumiko setup. Digital sources were Adcom GDA-700 and Audio
Alchemy 1)DE v3.0 HDCD (over its
I
2Sbus) I)/A processors, both driven by a
Krell MD-1 transport via a75 ohm Silver
Starlight digital coaxial cable and an
Audio Alchemy DTI jitter attenuator.
13ay-Sequerra FM Reference Classic and

Fanfare FM-1 stereo tuners pulled in
music from WQXR, our local New York
classical station. Preamplification was
provided by aKrell KBL (now discontinued) for CDs, and a Mark Levinson
ML-7A with Duntech MX-10 head
amplifier for LPs. Power amplifiers were
either aMark Levinson No331 or apair
of Krell FPB 250M monoblocks.
Interconnects were Krell Cogelco
Yellow balanced, speaker cables abiwired set of Sumiko OCOS. All amplifiers were plugged into a200A AC outlet. Reference speakers included the

Totem Model One and Model One
Signature and the Professional Monitor
Company (PMC) LB1 (review to
appear shortly).
The Academy Ones were placed on a
variety of stands, including Chario's
own 24" model ($495/pair), sand-filled
Target Model R1s ($675/pair), and
Sumiko's 30" "Franklin and Lowells"
($350/pair). The speakers were brokenin by playing music from an FM source
for 12 hours, followed by 12 hours of
the "Special Burn-In Noise Track" from
Stereophile's Test CD 3.

mains above 10 ohms over the entire
band except for regions in the lower
midrange and bass (fig.1), suggests that it
is avery easy load for an amplifier to
drive. I'm not sure, therefore, why Larry
Greenhill found it to work best with
high-powered amplifiers.
The magnitude plot in fig.1 suggests
that the rear-facing port is tuned to 50Hz,
implying reasonably good bass extension
for asmall speaker. The impedance traces

are also smooth, implying afreedom
from cabinet-resonance-induced colorations. This was confirmed by calculating waterfall plots (not shown) from the
output of aplastic-tape accelerometer fastened to the cabinet surfaces. Amode was
present just below 500Hz, but this was
very low in level.
Iused the DRA Labs MLSSA system
with acalibrated B&K microphone to
look at the individual responses of the

AMeasurennents
Ifound the Charlo Academy One to be
alittle nore sensitive than specified, at
an estimated 85.5dB/2.83V/m (Bweighted). Its impedance, which re••••••••• Pm. Ae•••••• 1»84.1eas Mee*
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Fig.1

Chario Academy One, electrical impedance
(solid) and phase (dashed) (2 ohms/
vertical div.).
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Fig.4 Chario Academy One, horizontal response family at 50", normalized to response on tweeter axis,
from back to front: differences in response 90 °-5 ° off-axis; reference response; differences in
response 5*-90° off-axis.
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back to front: response 20°-5° above-axis; reference response; response 5°-5 1
0° below-axis.
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Sound
Sweeping the Chario Academy Ones
with asinewave signal generator revealed the bass response in my living
room to be good for aminimonitor.
The speakers extended down to 35Hz,
with peak bass output between 47 and
60Hz. The speakers' ports made a
prominent chattering sound when driven hard by a50Hz signal, but only at
sustained levels far in excess of what
you'd find in most music recordings.
An earlier audition with 50Wpc
Woodside tube monoblocks had made

it very evident that the Academy Ones
need much more power, in keeping
with Chario's .recommended 50Wpc
power minimum — the speakers had
made the Woodsides clip badly on one
of my rock favorites, Dan Baird's ragged
vocals on Songs for the Hearing Impaired
(American 26999-2). But the Academy
Ones had no difficulty with the output
of either the No.331 or the Krell Full
Power Balanced 250Ms. Switching to
the 250Wpc Krells allowed the Charios
to unleash their full dynamics. Most of
my review was carried out with the FPB

250M amplifiers, which Iwould strongly recommend for this loudspeaker.
The Chario's bass response was full
and strong, as heard during the opening
of the "Main Title" selection from
James Homer's Patriot Games soundtrack (Milan 66501-2). The mix of
Maggie Boyle's soprano voice, aflute,
and the ponderous 35Hz synthesizer
notes were produced cleanly and distinctly, with solidity and grace. However, when the bass chords predominated, the speaker was unable to register
the delicate plucked-string sequence

drive-units and the port (fig2); as
expected, the latter is tuned to 50Hz,
with awell-defined bandpass characteristic. There is apeak in its output at
750Hz, but as the port fires behind the
speaker, this should not have much of a
subjective effect. The woofer is flat
within its passband, with asecond-order
rolloff above 2kHz rather than the
fourth-order specified, and little evidence of cone breakup modes. The
tweeter rolls in above 2kHz, again with
asecond-order slope, with a5dB energy
excess on-axis.
Fig.3 shows how these individual
drive-unit responses add on the tweeter
axis at adistance of 50". Interestingly,
the 1992 sample that LG auditioned
measured very similarly. The bass rolls
off sharply below the port tuning frequency, implying a tuning of rather
highish Q, which is presumably why
the upper bass sounded rich to W. The
midrange and low treble seem pretty
flat, though the mid-treble is atouch
recessed on-axis, the top octave alittle
prominent. The latter seems to contradict LG's finding that the speaker
sounded dark, though the slight lack of
mid-treble energy might make the
speaker laid-back. However, the Chario
is no worse in this respect than the
ProAc Response One SC that Wes

Phillips reviews elsewhere in this issue.
Obviously, something else is going on
with the Italian speaker.
A speaker's perceived balance depends not just on the on-axis response
(which characterizes the first-arrival
sound), but also on its off-axis behavior.
The Academy One's lateral dispersion is
shown in fig.4. (Only the differences in
response compared with the on-axis
response are shown, which means that
the latter appears to be astraight line.)
The off-axis behavior is remarkably well
controlled, proving that the drive-units
and sculpted baffle are working together
to optimize dispersion. And the slight
flare in the mid-treble (shown by the cursor position) will compensate nicely for
the lack of energy in the same region of
the on-axis response in all but very large
rooms. However, spl contour lines above
5kHz reveal that the soft-dome tweeter
is rather beamy. This too will compensate for the on-axis energy excess in the
same region, but, again, to amuch smaller extent in larger rooms. Ido note that
LG listened to the Charios in both his
large and small listening rooms.
Plotting asimilar graph in the vertical plane (fig.5) shows that sitting with

your ears even just asmall distance
above the Chario's tweeter axis results
in asevere suckout in the crossover
region and alack of top-octave energy. I
suspect that this at least partly explains
LG's auditioning findings. Tom Norton's research for Stereophile has shown
that alistener in atypical chair or sofa
sits with his or her ears between 34"
and 39" from the floor; Inote that LG's
ear height of 37" falls exactly in the center of this range. (A "director schair," by
the way, increases this to between 40"
and 45".) Unless the Chario Academy
One is placed on very tall stands —30",
say — the listener will not perceive an
optimal balance, particularly in afairly
large room like LG's.
In the time domain, the Academy
One's step response (fig.6) reveals that
the speaker's tweeter leads its woofer by
03ms or so, and that both are connected with the same positive acoustic
polarity. The associated cumulative
spectral-decay plot (fig.7) is superbly
clean, with only avery small degree of
hash present at the top of the woofer's
passband. No wonder LG found this
speaker to sound so smooth.
—John Atkinson
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Chario Academy One, step response on
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Chario
being played at the same time. Although
the Charios' overall sound was warm
and sweet, it did not possess as much
imaging and depth of field as did the
reference speakers. The Charios' soundstage was forward, up-close, with lots of
presence. Odetta's rich, deep voice on
"America the Beautiful" (from Strike a
Deep Chord: Blues for the Homeless on
Justice) sounded powerful and warm,
but the string bass, piano, and brushed
drums were less distinct.
The Chario's character emerged
most strongly on vocal music. Odetta's
stunning rendition of "America" was
smooth, warm, but diffuse through the
Academy Ones, with some overloading
on plosives. Don Henley's solo live performance of "Hotel California" on the
Eagles' When Hell Freezes Over (Geffen
GEFD-24725) was darker, chestier,
more recessed than Iwas used to, and
his acoustic guitar seemed muffled during the song's opening. The reverb
added to Maggie Boyle's voice on the
opening of the Patriot Games track was
not as evident as Iexpected.
Operatic voices, too, brought out the
speaker's strengths and weaknesses. The
Academy One excelled with Sherrill
Milnes' baritone on "Ah! Veglia, o
donna, questo Fiore" from Act II of
Verdi's Rigoletto (London 414 269-2) —
it came across as rich, glorious, and
totally involving. (My notes: "This melts
me like butted") Higher-pitched voices
didn't fare as well: On the same recording, Pavarotti's youthful tenor in the
Duke's opening solo, "Questa oquella
per me pari sona," was dynamic and
rich, but more compressed, lacking
background spatial information.
Some of the Academy One's strong
bass response was aresult of amidbass
and lower-midrange emphasis. This colored the sound of singers' voices. On
Willie Nelson's show-stopping duet
with Bonnie Rain on "Getting Over
You" (Across the Borderline, Columbia CK
52752), Raitt's voice was dark, raspy, bittersweet, and totally involving, while
Nelson's was too chesty, rich, full, and
"tubby." This extra resonance and coloration muted Sinead O'Connor's delicate soprano on another cut from the
same album, "Don't Give Up." Her
tiny, thin, threadlike voice should sound
compelling, dramatically undercutting
Nelson's rich baritone. The Academy
One mutes her voice, leaving her words
hard to discern. Even switching between the Levinson and Krell amplifiers
didn't help. Harry Connick Jr.'s rendition of "Don't Get Around Much Anymore" (from the When Harty Met Sally...
Stereophi/e, March 1998

soundtrack, Columbia CK 45319) was
too warm, full, forward, and over-resonant. The close-miked perspective was
less evident with the Academys.
What about the upper midrange and
treble? The Chario reproduced flutes,

When driven by
high-powered
solid-state amplification,
the Chario Academy One
has good dynamic range
and bass impact, and is
smooth and listenable.
bells, and cymbals with clarity, but were
lacking asense of effortless, wide-open
upper registers. The Academy One's
treble was more rolled-off and sweet on
"A Call to Arms" from the Glory soundtrack LP (Virgin 90531 1), without the
recording's transparency and sheen.
Two orchestral selections on vinyl were
missing asense of the hall: the excerpts
from Prokofiev's Romeo and Juliet
(Leinsdorf/LAPO, Sheffield Lab 8),

THE N E W

1.-1

ASSEMBLAGE L-1

Academy

One

and Shostakovich's Symphony
(Stokowski/CSO, RCA ISC-3133).

6

Conclusions

The Chario Academy One's sculpted
walnut exterior and rich finish signal
"exotic, well-crafted Italian import" to
the audiophile. The Academy One
offers astrong bass response and awarm,
smooth sound. When driven by highpowered solid-state amplification, the
Chario Academy One has good dynamic range and bass impact, and is smooth
and listenable. Ifound the Academy
One's rich, lustrous, and dynamic reproduction of operatic vocal music
extremely involving and magical. Irecommended Richard Bonynge's 1971
version of Verdi's Rigoletto for this year's
Records to Die For, for example, after playback on the Academy Ones. However,
its upper registers sound less extended
and are darker-balanced than those of
my favorite minirnonitors. It is possible
that its high frequencies will sound more
neutral in smaller rooms than mine,
though the bass might then sound even
richer. This well-engineered speaker is
worth auditioning, but tall stands (30" or
so high) will be mandatory if the speaker is not to sound too laid-back.
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Gershman GA-P 520-x loudspeaker

A

tHI-FI '97, Iwas trying to hear
an amplifier and preamplifier
that, as it turned out, were being
demonstrated with Gershman speakers. Isat down for what turned out to
be an impressive audition. Now, Imust
have walked into the Gershman room
at another HI-FI Show — Ido recall
the striking appearance of the GA-P
520-x —but, for the life of me, Ican't
remember anything about the sound.
This probably just demonstrates how
unreceptive Iwas to an unfamiliar
name and an unfamiliar design. The
more fool me.
The GA-P's design aesthetic is striking but not outlandish. Finished in alustrous, deep-red lacquer that complemented the oriental carpet and yewwood cabinetry in our listening room,
the speaker's svelte, tapered shape with
its tilted top seemed far less radical than
it had at HI-FI '97. And, as the GA-P
520-x is available in an array of custom
colors, this graceful obelisk should be
domestically acceptable regardless of
your listening-room decor.
The shape is not just for show, but is
areflection of engineering decisions.
The lower portion, up to the bend, is a
double-walled woofer enclosure consisting of asandwich of 1"- and 3/4'_
thick panels joined with an acoustically
lossy adhesive. The enclosure bears a
10" fiberglass woofer on the front, and
has a4.5"-diameter port on the back.
Gershman cements abrass ring (!) to
the woofer cone; this serves to both
lower the resonant frequency of the
driver and stiffen the cone against radial breakup modes.
The upper, tilted portion of the
enclosure bears a5.25" carbon-fiber
cone midrange near the top and a1"
silk-dome tweeter just below, both

Description: Floorstanding threeway,
reflex-loaded
loudspeaker.
Drive-units: 10", mass-loaded, fiberglass-cone woofer, 5.25" carbonfiber—cone midrange unit, and 1" silkdome tweeter. Crossover frequencies: 500Hz, 1.5kHz. Frequency range:
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Gershman Acoustics GA-P 520-x loudspeaker

22Hz-24kHz. Nominal impedance:
8 ohms. Sensitivity: 88dB/W/m. Recommended amplification: 40-400W.
Dimensions: 56" H by 15.5" W by
15.5" D. Weight: 125 lbs each.
Serial number of units reviewed:
EN 24950412.

Price: $9500/pair.
Approximate number of dealers: 12.
Manufacturer: Gershman Acoustics,
P.O. Box 81593, North York, Ontario
M2R 3X1, Canada. Tel: (905) 6695994. Fax: (416) 250-1830. Internet:
vvww.gershmanacoustics.com .
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peeking through cutouts in afibrous
pad. The inversion of these drivers with
respect to their frequency domains, and
the tilt of the enclosure are intended to
time-align the drivers' responses at the
listening position and to minimize
room reflections. Crossover frequencies
are specified at 500Hz and 1.51cHz, but
slopes are not specified.
Although the speaker weighs 125 lbs,
its weight distribution, height, and the
four spike-feet make it easy to "walk"
into position. Gershman provides brass
discs to protect hardwood floors from
the spikes, and also provides for singleand bi-wiring. The spikes, sans brass
discs, provided stable footing on my carpeted floor.

view of the downward tilt of the midand high-frequency drivers, it stood to
reason that there was an optimal distance from the midpoint between the

Properly set up, the
GA-Ps threw adeep,
wide soundstage, but
were best characterized

Bass was more than adequate with
the speakers 6' from the rear wall, and
that's where the GA-Ps ended up.
Lateral placement was less critical, as the
GA-Ps worked well with spacings of up
to 10', as long as toe-in was adjusted. (I
preferred only aslight toe-in; the speaker axes crossed 5' to 6' behind me.) Even
wider spacing is possible; in fact, the
GA-Ps managed very well on the long
wall of my room.

Sound
Properly set up, the GA-Ps threw a
deep, wide soundstage, but were best
with which they
characterized by the presence with
which they endowed the sound. Going
endowed the sound.
from the Artemis EOS Signatures (see
Stereophile, Vo120 No.10) and my
GA-Ps to my cars, and that distance Apogee Duettas, Iwas impressed with
Setup
Iinitially placed the speakers facing seemed to be between 7' and 10'. how the GA-Ps consistently brought
straight forward, about 8' apart and 3' When Isat farther away, the highs were small ensembles right into my room in a
from the short wall of my listening aimed at my lap, and too much unbal- way that I've rarely experienced. On
Oscar Peterson Meets Roy Hargrove and
room. At first, the sound was big but anced midrange hit my ears. When Isat
harsh, with poor integration of the still farther away, both midi and highs Ralph Moore (Telarc CD-83399), the
midrange with highs and lows —quite a were off-axis, and the sound was instrumental voices were not only cleardifferent presentation from what I dulled. (If you require greater listening ly defined, but as close as they could be
expected based on my Show experience. distances, the adjustable spikes permit a to "the best table in the house." In fact,
Proper placement, as it turned out, bit of tilt.) Imoved the speakers rather the GA-Ps allowed me to rediscover Ry
Cooder's Jazz, and to appreciate the
wasn't anything out of the ordinary. In than the listening seat.

by the presence

Measurements
espite its size, the Gerslunan GA-P
520-x is notably insensitive, 2.83V
D
raising just 83.5dB (B-weighted) at 1m.

Fig2 shows the acoustic crossover between the Gershman's port, woofer, and
midrange/treble section. The port output
However, its plot of impedance magni- is the bandpass centered between 20Hz
tude and phase (fig.1) reveals it to be a and 50Hz. 'There is avicious spike of
ciat 225H z.
relatively benign load, dropping below energy present in its output
8ohms only in the upper bass. The This is alittle higher in frequency than
"saddle" in the magnitude trace at 25Hz the impedance wrinkle, but suggests the
indicates the tuning of the big (425" in presence of amajor port/endosure resodiameter) reflex port on the speaker's nance. The woofer peaks in the octave
rear, which in turn implies that the GA-P above the port tuning but, rather than the
520-x should have good low-frequency crossover to the midrange unit occurring
extension. Note the wrinlde in the trace at the specified 250Hz, the big unit domjust above 200Hz — this suggests that inates the speaker's output up to 600Hz.
there is acabinet resonance of some There is only avery gentle rolloff above
kind present in this region.

that frequency —it's 6dB down compared with the midrange unit's output an
octave higher at 121cHz. Note also the big
peak in the woofer's output at 2AlcHz,
indicating the presence of amajor cone
resonance of some kind. When the
midrange unit and tweeter were disconnected, this resonance could be heard as a
strong whistle overlaying the woofer's
low-frequency output. The midrange
unit is quite flat on-ans in the low treble,
but another energy spike can be seen at
51cHz, in the crossover region between
the midrange unit and the tweeter.
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Gershman GA-P 520-x with switch in up
position, electrical impedance (solid) and
phase (dashed) (2 ohms/vertical div.).

Fig.2

Gershman GA-P 520-x acoustic crossover
on tweeter axis at 50", corrected for
microphone response, with the nearfield
woofer and port responses plotted below
300Hz and IkHz, respectively.
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Gershman GA-P 520-x, anechoic response
on tweeter axis at 50", averaged across 30°
horizontal window and corrected for
microphone response, with complex sum
of the nearfield woofer and port responses
plotted below 300Hz.
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added frisson of transparency provided
by the LP (WB 56488) as compared to
the CD (WB 3197-2). From the percussion and brass of "Face to Face That I
Shall Meet Him" to the rich polyphony
of "Nobody," every cut was presented
with anew immediacy.
This is not to say that the GA-P was
an "in-your-face" speaker. The piano
and bass on Cyrus Chestnut's "Lord,
Lord, Lord" (from Revelation, Atlantic
Jazz 82518-2) were just behind the plane
of the speakers; Chris Thomas' plucked
and slammed acoustic bass sounded particularly dynamic and natural.
Larger ensembles, which are generally more distantly placed, fared nearly
as well. My current favorite orchestral
recording, the Roy Goodman/Hanover Band set of the Schumann Symphonies (RCA 61931-2), was rich and
spacious. Inoted especially the accurate tonality and placement of the timpani: just to the right of center and well
to the rear. On these and other recordings, the GA-P was capable of startling
as well as microdynamic contrasts. The
only anomaly was that the soundstage
was no wider than the distance
between the speakers. Having noted

this, Iwhipped out the Willow soundtrack (Virgin 90939-2). The GA-Ps
delivered all the glamorous spatial and

With male voices,
the GA-P achieved an
appropriate balance
of resonance and
clarity and avoided
unnatural chestiness.
tonal effects, though still within the lateral boundaries defined by the speakers themselves.
Frequency balance was generally
neutral, and crossover frequencies were
not easily perceived. Iplayed the usual
battery of female singers (Diana Krall,
Rickie Lee Jones, Holly Cole, etc.)
through the GA-P: it integrated the fundamentals, sibilants, and breathing
sounds into believable re-creations of
these women's voices, and gave them
unequivocally central placement. There
was some occasional emphasis of sibi-
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lants, but this didn't sound unnatural; I
noted it only in comparison to the
E0Ses and Apogees.
The GA-P was even better with the
male voice, whose fundamentals are in
the range where the speaker was at its
best. The GA-P achieved an appropriate balance of resonance and clarity
and avoided unnatural chestiness despite the wide physical separation of
the bass and mid drivers, which cross
over at 250Hz.
Iremember being impressed with
the liveliness and resolution of the midbass the GA-P delivered at HI-FI '97,
and Iwas not disappointed on my home
turf. Iparticularly enjoyed the clarity
and kick of the guitars and drums on the
Vaughan Brothers' "Hillbillies from
Outer Space" (Family Style, Epic ZK
46225), and reveled in Mark Knopfier's
guitar work on Willie DeVille's Miracle
CD (A&M CD5177/DX2162). The
quality of the lower end of the spectrum
was also demonstrated by the opening
of Brahms' Cello Sonata 2(John Marks
Records JMR 5): after afew bars of
piano introduction, the entry of
Nathaniel Rosen's cello was startlingly
rich and baritonal.

While the individual drive-unit responses are interesting from adiagnostic
point of view, what is more important is
how they sum at the listening position.
This is shown in fig3, with the
Gershman's response measured on the
tweeter axis. The bass bumps alittle as
expected, with good extension apparent: -6dB at 30Hz or so. The port resonance results in a severe suckout at
225Hz, though this is very narrow and
might go undetected on amusic proparticularly as the port faces away
from the listener. I note that Kal
Rubinson did not note any lowermidrange coloration in his auditioning.
Higher in frequency, the overall balance
is flat, though it's marred by an excess of
energy in the upper midrange and some
spikes in the mid-treble, these associated with resonances (more on this later).
The tweeter is arather high 43.5"
from the floor. As shown by the plot of
the Gershman's frequency response
against listener height (fig.4), the speaker's balance changes significantly with
height, due to the wide spacing of the
woofer and midrange unit and the significant overlap between the two drivers. The response 5° below the tweeter
113
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Equally impressive were the massed
lower strings in the opening of Mahler\
Symphony 2 (EMI CDS 74796 2).
Digging further down, the GA-P could
shake the room with an almost frightening reproduction of the symphony's
orchestral, choral, and organ coda. I
could feel some vibration of the cabinet
walls with such high levels of bass and
midbass, but the subjective quality of
the sound seemed unaffected.
The GA-P was not at all picky
about its sources, and performed ably
with any of several amplifiers: biamped McCormack DNA-1 s, asingle
DNA-1, the Sonic Frontiers Power 2,
and, most interesting, the new Bow
Wazoo integrated. In fact, the Bow
was a particularly felicitous match;
several visiting audio professionals
spontaneously commented on the
impact and sheer clout delivered by
this combination. The only foible I
noticed with the GA-P was when,
from time to time, atriangle or ahighhat cymbal seemed to emanate from
the speaker itself rather than from its
proper place in the soundstage.

Associated Equipment
Analog signal source: Heybrook
TT2 turntable, Rega FtB300 tonearm,
Koetsu Black/Gold phono cartridge.
Digital signal sources: Camelot
Merlin/Dragon Pro-2/Uther DAC
with Camelot I
2S cables, Straight
Wire Maestro II interconnects;
Audio Alchemy DDS•Pro/DTI.
Pro32/DDE v3 with Audio Magic
I
2S cables, Cardas
GoldenCross
interconnects.

Preamplifiers: Klyne 6L3P, Sonic
Frontiers Line-2, Z-System RDP-1.
Power amplifiers: McCormack
DNA-1 (one or two), Sonic Frontiers
Power-2 (via Cardas Cross or Straight
Wire Virtuoso interconnects).
Loudspeakers: Artemis EOS
Signature with Base Module,
Apogee Duetta II (both via Straight
Wire Maestro speaker cables).
— Kalman Rubinson

Before proceeding, Ishould say that
my listening room has little in the way of
acoustic treatment, and, though it's filled
with furniture and carpets, the side walls
are hard and reflective. Thus, the effects I
describe may not occur in another venue.
Nonetheless, an extra bit of high-frequency energy can draw the ear/brain's
attention to the speaker's physical location. This is why, Ibelieve, the soundstage rarely extended beyond the outer
sides of the GA-Ps in my listening room.

To pursue this conjecture, Iused aZSystem RDP-1 Digital Preamp (full
review anon), which permits carefully
controlled parametric and shelf equalization of the sound stream. First temptation was to fiddle with bass EQ, but
the GA-P didn't need any! Its bass was
superbly clean and extended. Similarly,
its performance on voices told me not
to mess with the excellent midrange.
However, the effect of a0.8dB attenuation of the high frequencies from

reveals the tweeter to be connected
with inverted acoustic polarity, and the
midrange unit and woofer to have positive acoustic polarity. Moving below the
tweeter axis will not, therefore, bring
the tweeter and midrange into time
alignment, even though the midrange
and woofer do blend better at this lower
height. Unusually, there appeared to be
some crosstalk present between the
woofer and midrange/tweeter sections.
This can be seen in fig.Z which shows
the woofer's impulse response. A small
replica of the woofer pulse can be seen
0.6ms earlier. While this is unlikely to
have any subjective consequences, it
does sul.:est asuboptimal crossover layout. And note the high-frequency ring-

ing on this graph, associated with the
resonant peak in the woofer's output.
The GA-P 520-x's cumulative spectral-decay or waterfall plot (fig.8) is dominated by treble peaks associated with
resonant energy decay. Although KR did
not find these to add coloration, I'm sure
they mess up the imaging, as described
earlier. A similar plot (fig.9), calculated
from the output of asimple accelerometer fastened to the speaker's front baffle,
reveals just alow-level mode at 220Hz,
this probably associated with the internal
port resonance. Fastening the accelerometer to the speaker's other surfaces
revealed the presence of asecond resonance, at 200Hz: the frequency of the
impedance wrinlde.
—John Adcinson

Measurements
axis, which is probably closer to what
KR heard in his auditioning, has abetter
midrange/woofer match and considerably less energy present in the mid-treble, though the latter does leave the top
octave more exposed. This is presumably why KR found the use of alittle
treble cut beneficial. Peculiarly, Ididn't
find the HF switch to do anything at all.
It's possible that the speaker (which had
gone back to Gershman Acoustics before being forwarded to Santa Fe for
measurement) had been modified.
Laterally (fig.5), the 2kHz suckout in
the Gershrnan's output fills in to the
speaker's sides. (Note that, unlike fig.4,
only the changes are shown in this graph,
meaning that the central tweeter-axis
response appears to be astraight line.)
The overall horizontal dispersion is well
controlled, implying (all other things
being well behaved) that the speaker has
stable, well-defined stereo imaging.
However, KR found images to localize at
the speaker positions, and ruminated on
the possibility that this was due to an
excess of HF energy. My feeling is that it
is the resonance-induced peaks in the
mid-treble that pull the perceived images
of HF-rich soundsources to the speakers.
The Gershman is not coherent in the
time domain. The step response (fig.6)
114
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Fig.6 Gershman GA-P 520-x, step response on
tweeter axis at 50" (5ms time window,
30kHz bandwidth).
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Fig.7

Gershman GA-P 520-x, woofer impulse
response on tweeter axis at 50" (5ms time
window, 30kHz bandwidth).
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1.41kHz on up was magical. (The GA-P
has aswitch that can reduce HF, but its
effect was to remove too much, and to
emphasize the upper midrange; it
warped an otherwise good frequency
balance.) While the change in balance
duc to this small HF shelf was barely
discernible in A/B comparisons, the
change in the soundstage presentation
was substantial.
Back to the Schumann symphonies:
The opening pages of the "Spring" now
blossomed, with the antiphonal brass passages more widely placed and the width of
the hall expanded. There was no downside; smaller ensembles benefited from a
similar expansion of the room ambience,
but did not suffer any spread or smear of
instruments or their placements. Voices
seemed unaffected, but now, on the
famous Pearl Fishery duet (Teldec 73283-2),
the voices of Thomas Hampson and Jerry
Hadley were placed within amore open
and realistic ambience. This small adjustment elevated the GA-Ps from "very
good" with certain soultes to "all-around
excellent." A necessary mod? For me, yes.
Your mileage may vary.

Conclusion
With afootprint merely 15.5" square,
the Gershman GA-P 520-x seems to
combine the precision of asmall monitor with the potency of abehemoth.
When the music is intimate, these loudspeakers have the ability to bring the
music palpably closer to the listener

The Gershman GA-P

Discover how the right audio,
digital, power, and video
cabling can enhance
your home theater
experiences and
bring you closer
to the music.

520-x seems to combine
the precision of asmall
monitor with the
potency of abehemoth.
without losing depth, yet they can recreate avast soundstage when that is
appropriate. The resolution and power
of the bass are outstanding, and remarkable for aspeaker incorporating asingle
10" woofer. Particularly if you're afan of
jazz, rock, or folk groups, you need to
hear the GA-P — it puts the kick in the
kickdrum!
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Gershman GA-P 520-x, cumulative spectral-decay plot at 50" (0.15ms risetime).
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Fig.9 Gershman GA-P 520-x, cumulative spectral-decay plot of accelerometer output fastened to
cabinet baffle. (MIS driving voltage to speaker, 7.55V; measurement bandwidth, 2kHz.)
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JVC sorouc to ntroc uce
the first two oca titles
availaole on xrcd.
Listen anc co oare.
the steve miller band

the joker

JVCXR 0043 2

When you hear the name Steve Miller, the first thing that comes to
mind is The Joker. Miller's classic 1973 album features the title track,
which was his first huge #1 single, as well as "Sugar Babe" and
"Something to Believe In." During rehabilitation following acar
accident that put the artist out of commission for ayear and ahalf,
Miller began to reinvent his style. Leaving behind amore blues based
rock style to compose compact, catchy and melodic pop songs, Miller
created The Joker. It was this turning point recording that set the stage
for Miller's exquisitely crafted material that would follow in the mid
and late seventies. This historical rock recording is available for the
first time as an audiophile disc. The critically acclaimed XRCD
technology reveals nuances previously unheard and presents this
platinum-selling disc the way it was originally intended.

tina turner

private dancer

JVCXR 0044•2

It has been said that Tina Turner is "the woman who taught the world
to dance in heels." From the early days to the present, the fabulous
Tina has managed to captivate listeners with her electrifying vocals
and mesmerizing presence. Perhaps nowhere is her unique musical
personality more completely captured than on her solo breakthrough
Private Dancer. Few artists can claim to have had two distinct careers,
however, Tina Turner can claim just that as Private Dancer exposed
this compelling artist to an entirely new generation. Containing the
title track as well as "What's Love Got to Do With It," "Better Be Good
to Me" and "Let's Stay Together," Private Dancer is practically agreatest
hits collection itself. Recorded with avariety of producers, this disc
also features ablistering Jeff Beck solo on the track "Steel Claw."
Now this multi -award winning disc is brought to new life utilizing the
critically-acclaimed XRCD technology...listen and compare.
To find out more about XRCD visit our web site at: xrcd@jvcmusic.com

JVC

To order by phone with amajor credit card, call toll free 1-800-J VC-1386
JVC Music 3800 Barham Blvd., Suite 305, Los Angeles, CA 90068

Equipment

Report

Wes

Phillips

KEF RDM Two loudspeaker

S

tereophik is, in one sense, like a
family—us younguns have to
make do sometimes because the
house is straining at the seams. When I
first arrived in Santa Fe, for instance, I
was told not to come to the office for a
few days — the good news, John
Atkinson informed me, was that Ihad a
desk; the bad news was that nobody
had aclue where to put it. The dilemma was solved in Solomon-like fashion
by shoehorning my desk into the "listening room," which was already serving double-duty as audition space and
speaker-measurement lab. If manufacturers visited, we'd sweep up all the
acoustic damping from the floor and
stash it in JA's office; and if JA needed
to take measurements, I would be
asked to work at home. It was amanifestly fair solution: inconvenient for
everyone involved.
But sometimes it has its moments.
Not long ago, Iwas sitting at my desk,
covering my ears every time John sent a
toneburst through aloudspeaker, when
he turned to me and pointed at the
gray-clad speaker perched on the testing
turntable. "These KEF RDM Twos
really measure atreat. Michael Fremer
loved 'em in his review in the January
1998 issue of Stereophik Guide to Home
Theater, as did Sam Tellig in his October
'97 "Sam's Space" column — maybe
someone should take an in-depth look
at them for Stereophile."
"Umm," Iresponded, engrossed in
my e-mail.
"I said, maybe somebody should look
at them for Stereophile."
"Oh!" Icaught on. "I'll take 'em
home and give 'em alisten."
I'm glad Idid — they proved to be an
exciting, fascinating, frustrating speaker
to play with.
Cries of discovery
The RUM Twos aren't just acouple of
drivers thrown into a wooden box;
everything about them bespeaks careful
attention to detail. They're hefty for their
size, weighing in at nearly 20 lbs each.
The cabinets are made from Nextelpainted MDF and have handsomely finished, 1"-thick, beveled side panels boltStereophile, March 1998

KEF RDM Two loudspeaker

cd on. On the review samples, these
"cheeks" were finished in glossy but
understated gray; red lacquer and cherry
veneer panels are also available.
The cabinet seemed solid and free
from ringing or rattling. A crossover/
double-binding-post assembly bolts into
the rear panel, while the baffle is dominated by the 6.5" polypropylene-cone

woofer with the 1" tweeter mounted in
its throat. (The tweeter stays in place
while the woofer cone vibrates.) This
dual drive-unit is located above aflared,
3" port tube. KEF calls its concentric
driver design "Uni-Q"; its purpose is to
create an effective point source, avoiding the crossover phase anomalies and
the discontinuities in dispersion that can

Description:
Two-way,
reflexFinish: Gray Nextel with gloss gray,
loaded, magnetically shielded,
red lacquer, or cherry veneer "cheeks!'
stand-mounted loudspeaker. DriveSerial numbers of units reviewed:
units: 1" fabric-dome tweeter con001783 A/B.
centrically mounted in 6.5" polyPrice: $1200/pair. Approximate
propylene-cone woofer with a number of dealers: 350. Warranty:
rubber butyl rubber suspension.
5-year limited.
Crossover frequency: 2.1kHz. FreManufacturer: KEF Audio UK Ltd.,
quency response: 80Hz-18kHz,
Eccleston Road, Tovil, Maidstone,
±2dB (-6dB at 65Hz). Nominal
Kent ME15 6QP, England, UK. Tel:
impedance: 6 ohms. Sensitivity:
(44) 1622-67261. Fax: (44) 162290dB/2.83V/m. Maximum output:
750653. US distributor: KEF America,
112dB. Amplifier requirements:
Division of Adcom, 11 Elkins Road,
30-175W.
East Brunswick, NJ 08816. Tel: (732)
Dimensions: 13.2" H by 9.3" W by
390-1130. Fax: (732) 390-5657. Web
10" D. Weight: 18.3 lbs each.
site: www.adcom.com
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nor to
ANY speaker
I've heard
ANYWHERE
near their
price."
-TL,
The Sensible
Sound
Issue #64

1-800
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LEGACY AUDIO

Fax: (217) 544-1483
Tel: (217) 544-3178
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Springfield, IL 62702

visit our website:
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occur when drivers arc located at adistance from one another. The speaker's
horizontal dispersion will be uniform;
ditto for vertical dispersion.

Response One SC ($2100/pair, reviewed
Iwondered if the speakers needed
elsewhere in this issue) andys reference,
more burn-in, so Iplaced Wat4all: A
the B&W John Bowers Silver Signature
Week in Hawaii (Rykodisc RCD 30068)
($7500/pair), the piano sounded as area- in the Meridian 508-24, set it to Repeat,
and went on about my business) Again
From awhisper to ascream
Ifound the sound somewhat muted on
The KEF imparted
Iundersux)d immediately why MF and
top — there was more water roar and
ST had so enjoyed the RDM Two —it
less "tinkle" of individual water
anasal quality to
impressed me from the get-go with its
droplets. To anthropomorphize, the
warm and dynamic presentation of music.
waterfall sounded more like abaritone
the keyboard — it
It is also wonderfully articulate. This is a
than the tenor Iwas used to hearing.
speaker that almost seems to sit up and
Still, as aspeaker designer once said to
sounded less like
beg you to play your favorite music.
me, "Who ever listens to pink noise?"
I began my session with Jack
agrand and more
After a good long burn-in, Iset
DeJohnette's Oneness (ECM 1637). The
about auditioning the speaker once
like afortepiano.
KEF did amarvelous job of portraying
more. Reference Recordings' superb
the crisp dynamics of DeJohnette's
Bruckner Symphony 9(Skrowaczewslci/
intensely rhythmic drumming — as well
tively close-rniked piano ought: big, clear,
Minnesota, RR-18) is filled with dyas carefully articulating Don Alias'
and dynamic. But the KEF imparted a namic swings and massed brass crescenimaginative percussion. The RDM
nasal quality to the keyboard—it sounddos, all of which the RDM Two hanTwos were also meticulous in differened less like agrand and much more like a dled easily. This speaker is capable of
tiating between the two players, both
fortepiano, even down to amuted quality playing really loud — always a plus
tonally and spatially, which is apretty
in the overtone structures.
when playing Bruckner. The soundfine piece of footwork.
stage was immense, and instruments
Yet Iwas abit troubled by the sound of 1Itend to use Ityko's The Atmosphere Collection of were placed within it with precision.
CDs as socially acceptable pink noise. Ifind the sounds
Michael Cain's piano. On other, admitBut Ifound the hall sound somewhat
of rainfall, waterfalls, and babbling brooks soothing,
tedly more and much more expensive
more reverberant than Ihad with other
even for days on end, whereas even two minutes of
minimonitors such as the ProAc
pink noise really gets on my nerves.
speakers. Despite the dynamic immedi-

Measurements

A

lthough the little KEFs impedance
(fig.1) can be seen to drop to 5ohms
and below in the lower midrange and at
ultrasonic frequencies, it is, overall, an
easy load for an amplifier to drive. The
large peak just above 21cHz is due to the
crossover, the twin peaks in the bass are
due to the reflex alignment. The tuning
of the port is given by the frequency of
the "saddle" between the low-frequency
peaks: 63Hz, which implies only moderate bass extension. On the other hand,
the RDM Two will play loud with only
afew amplifier watts —I estimated its
B-weighted sensitivity as almost reaching the specified 90dB/2.83V/m, which
is well above average. For home-theater
use, its combination of benign impedance and high sensitivity means that the

34eaph. 0111 f

RDM Two will work well even with
underpowered A/V receivers.
Fig.2 reveals that the acoustic
crossover between the coaxial driveunits is set at 2kHz, with very steep
slopes, implying the use of 4th-order
filters. The top octave is boosted by
around 6dB exactly on-axis, presumably due to the acoustic loading
offered to the tweeter dome by the
woofer cone. In the bass, the maximum port output occurs between
60Hz and 70Hz, as implied by the
impedance trace, and looks a little
underdamped. The port output is free
from higher-frequency resonant problems, however.
111
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The KEF's frequency response, averaged across a30° horizontal window on
its tweeter axis at amicrophone distance of 50", is shown in fig.3. It is
impressively smooth and flat overall,
with the bass peaked up very slightly at
the port tuning frequency before dropping to —6dB at areasonably low 48Hz.
Note the sharp "knee" in the low-frequency rolloff, something that always
seems to correlate with a speaker
sounding alittle under-controlled or
"rich" in the bass. The small dip at
75kHz and the slight energy excess in
the octave above that frequency are
accentuated exactly on-axis, but these

1
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Fig.1

KEF RDM Two, electrical impedance (solid)
and phase (dashed) (2 ohms/vertical div.).
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KEF RDM Two acoustic crossover on tweeter
axis at 50", corrected for microphone
response, with the nearfield woofer and
port responses plotted below 300Hz and
1kHz, respectively.
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Fig.3

KEF RDM Two, anechoic response on
tweeter axis at 50", averaged across 30°
horizontal window and corrected for
microphone response, with complex sum of
the nearfield woofer and port responses
plotted below 300Hz.
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acy, Ifelt as though Iwere listening to
the Minnesota Orchestra at agreater
distance than when Ihad auditioned
the disc on the ProAcs or the B&Ws.
And the accentuation of the reverberant nature of Minneapolis' Orchestra
Hall was disturbing.
Itried avariety of amplifiers with the
RDM Two, wondering if the ConradJohnson ART/Krell FPB 600 combo
I've been using as my reference was
simply a poor match. This seemed
unlikely, given the quality of those components, but Ithought Ishould try the
KEF in avariety of systems. Itried the
Cary CAD-300 SEI integrated, which
had so impressed me with the ProAc
Response One SC, but it tended to
accentuate the KEF's nasality. Ialso
tried Myryad's nifty little solid-state
60W integrated, the MI 120, which
mated better than the Cary but still didn't solve the problem. The Krell KAV-

Associated Equipment

LP playback: Linn LP12 with
Naim Armageddon power supply,
Naim ARO tonearm, van den Hul
Frog phono cartridge.
CD playback: Mark Levinson
No.39, Meridian 508-24.
Preamplifier: Conrad-Johnson ART
Amplifiers: Cary CAD-300 SEI;
Krell FPB 600, Krell KAV-300i;
Myryad MI 120.

Cables: Kimber KCAG interconnects, Kimber Black Pearl speaker
cables.
Accessories: Audio Power Industries
Power Wedge 112, Magro Stereo
Display Stand, Foundation 24" stands.
Sound treatment: ASC Tube
Traps, Studio Traps, Bass Traps;
RPG Abffusors; pinguedinous pet.
—Wes Phillips

300i worked even better, but the tonal
story didn't change much. There was a
decided lack of sparkle on top, and a
"cupped-hands" coloration that tended
to change the nature of instruments and
vocals more than Icould tolerate.

On voices, this manifested itself in
two ways. First, as I noted in the
Bruckner, the perspective seemed more
distant when listening to the KEF. This
is amatter of taste: Some people like to
sit up close, while others —like me —

the speaker's sides. The coaxial driveunit's symmetrical construction results in
the speaker's dispersion being very similar in both lateral and vertical planes—
its perceived balance will not be significandy affected by its being used on its
side as acenter-channel speaker.
It might be thought that the coax-ial
drive-unit arrangement results in timecoherent performance. With its highorder crossover, however, the RDM
Two's tweeter leads its woofer slightly
in time, as can be seen from the step
response (fig.5). Both units are connected with the same positive acoustic
polarity, however. The speaker's cumulative spectral-decay plot on the tweeter axis (fig.6) is generally very clean,

implying afreedom from grain and a
smooth balance. However, the response
step in the upper midrange is associated
with adegree of resonant decay that I
suspect is actually the cause of the nasality that WP found bothersome. That
neither MF nor ST was too bothered by
this coloration, however, suggests that
this sonic character will, to some degree,
be system- or room-dependent.
Finally, Iexamined the speaker's cabinet vibrational behavior with asimple
plastic-tape accelerometer. The main
resonant mode Ifound was on the side
panel at 310Hz (fig.7). It was well down
in level, however, implying arigid, optimally braced enclosure. But the RDM
Two's cabinet did show alittle flexing
at the port tuning frequency, which
might be associated with the warmsounding low frequencies.

Measurements
effects disappear to the speaker's sides,
or above and below the tweeter axis.
It's possible that the nasality that bothered Wes Phillips is associated with the
shape of the curve in the upper
midrange and low treble, although, to
be honest, nasality is usually associated
with amuch greater "step" in the curve
in this frequency region.
The RDM Two's Uni-Q design
results in excellent dispersion. Fig.4
shows the well-controlled lateral dispersion, something always associated
with excellent imaging precision —
WP, MF, and ST were all impressed
by this aspect of the KEFs performance.
Note also that this graph confirms that
the on-axis peak and notch flatten out to

—John Atkinson
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KEF RDM Two, horizontal response family at 50", normalized to response on tweeter axis, from back to
front: differences in response 9cr-so off axis: reference response: differences in response so-9e off-axis.
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Fig.5 KEF RDM Two, step response on tweeter
axis at 50" (5ms time window, 30kHz
bandwidth).
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tend to want to sit farther back in the
hall. But strictly speaking, I'm not merely referring to distance —as in how close
or how far away from the event one
might be — but also to asense of being
emotionally removed from the event.
Additionally, there were changes in
the character of voices. For instance, on
Guy Clark's "I Don't Love You Much"
(Boats to Build, Elektra Explorer 614422), Clark's voice was somewhat deeper
— it didn't change from tenor to baritone so much as from ahead to achest
voice. Overtones weren't as pronounced, and it had more "body." Some
of this increased warmth, Isuspect, was
caused by abit of "blump" in the KEF's
bass response. The speaker's overall
character was on the warmish side, but
it also tended to favor notes in the 60Hz
range —those notes stood out more in
scales and progressions. Iimagine this
was the port's output reinforcing certain

tones, but it wasn't the only factor leading to tonal changes in music.
Makes me want to shout
As Michael Fremer found, in ahometheater system the KEF RDM Two's
warmth and lack of shrillness will give it
an advantage over speakers that reinforce
the tipped-up tonal character of many
movie soundtracks. And "an impressive
speaker at an affordable price," concluded
Sam Tellig last October, commenting on
the RDM Two's "focus... the [speaker's]
combination of overall clarity and the
ability to place soloists and their instruments precisely within the soundstage."
But as much as Ienjoyed this speaker's dynamic ease and flawless dispersion characteristics, Icould never relax
with it and simply enjoy music for its
own sake. KEF's RDM Two may have a
lot going for it, but Ijust couldn't get
past its sonic signature.

"Do you find
you speakers
annoying?
Discover the
magic of"A-1"
full-range
electrostatic
sound —The last
speaker you will
ever buy!"
a e/A2z

-Engineer
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KEF RDM Two, cumulative spectral-decay plot of accelerometer output fastened to cabinet
sidewall. (MLS driving voltage to speaker, 7.55V; measurement bandwidth, 2kHz.)
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Introducing three new HIGHLY RATED low price audio upgrades for
CD players and digital-to-analog converters from Musical Fidelity of England
"XIO-D may be the most cost
effective CD upgrade ever," raves
Sam Tellig in Stereophile October,
1996. "It takes the $500 Marantz
CD63SE and makes it sound more
like a$1,500-$2,000 CD player"
"A knock-out!" raves Alvin Gold in
Hi-Fi News & Record Review.
We thought we'd seen just about
every CD player add-on possible.
Then we discovered the "Missing
Link" X10-D, made by British
manufacturer Muscial Fidelity.
The XIO-D connects between the
CD player and preamp or receiver
to dramatically improve CD
sound. Features two 6922 vacuum
tubes in an ultra-low distortion
pure Class Aanalog output stage
and outboard power supply.

"The one to buy if you just want
more of the music...Its' abargain"
raves WHAT HI-Fl? in September,
199Z "Easy, in
means of
enhancing your system," says
Anthony Chiarella in Home Theater.
Add more excitement to your CDs
and laser discs with X-ACT, the
new digital-to-analog-converter
(DAC) from Musical Fidelity. Plug
in X-ACT and you'll immediately
notice asweeter, clearer treble,
WINNER:
—WHAT HI-FI?

"X10-D transformed the sound,
especially in those areas where
the (CD player) itself was weak,"
sums up Stereophile's Sam Tellig.
Musical Fidelity XIO-D CD player
upgrade, regular $249, now 199.95
($8.95 shipping in US)
cleaner midrange and firmer bass.
Features the advanced LC78835
18-bit, 8x oversarnpling DAC and
pure Class Aoutput stage. Easyto-use! Accepts coaxial or Toslink
digital outputs. The outboard
power supply is upgradeable.
Musical Fidelity X-ACT digital-toanalog convertor, was $399, while
supplies last only $199.95 ($8.95
shipping in US)

FACTORY-DIRECT PRICES! In the US. Musical Fidelity

Audio Advisor. Inc. 4649 Danvers Drive S.E.. Kentwood,
MI. 49512. Phone: (616) 975-6100. Fax: (616) 975-6111.
0 Copyright 1997 Audio Advisor. Inc.
Web Site: http://www.audioadvisor.com
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"7hp of my list," raves Robert
Harley in May 1997 Stereophile.
"Excellent sound quality, HDCD
decoding, and price tag have earned
it my enthusiastic recommendation." Summary: "competitive
with the Best $1,000 processors."

"Best Buy Accessory 1997"

"X - products are available exclusively through Audio Advisor—
the world's largest seller of high-end audio gear by direct mail.

of«

o41 kHz

Not only is the X-DAC the only
HDCD-compatible D/A convertor
available under $500, it's also the
best sounding in its price calss.
The X-DAC brings improvements
like better dynamics, firmer bass,
and smoother treble to standrd
CDs, HDCD-compatible CDs, laser
discs, and more! Plus X-DAC is a
cinch to use. Connect it to the
digital output of aCD player, DAT,
or laser disc player and X-DAC
automatically figures out the sampling rate, processing method, and
more! Accepts coaxial and Toslink
digital inputs. The outboard power
supply is upgradeable.
Musical Fidelity X-DAC HDCDcompatible digital-to-analog convertor, regular $595, now $499.95
($8.95 shipping in US)

Order With No Risk!
If not satisfied with an "X" product for any
reason, return within 30 days for arefund!

To Order Call 1-800-942-0220
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Equipment
Muse

Report

Kastanovich

TDL T-Line 3loudspeaker

W

hat does it take to make yo'
booty wanna groove so bad?
A heapin' helpin' of deep,
solid bass. A bass guitar purring like a
500-lb tiger. Kickdrum and toms that
could be second cousins to athunderclap. Jus' like Chuck Brown of the Soul
Searchers (Phat Trax VoL6, Rhino R2
72587) sez: "You got to give alot jus' to
get whatcha need sometimes, y'all." Tell
it, Chuck —I need my bass fat, healthy,
and happy.
Still, it takes more than just tons of
bass, bass, all over the place for dance
music to make you wanna move. The
bass has to be quick and articulate, and
has to lock in rhythmically with the rest
of the music. The frequency response
has to be decent, so that everything falls
into place. Of course, there has to be
wide dynamic range, otherwise the
music will sound flat and restrained.
Let's sec if TDL:s T-Line 3 has these
other qualities that are necessary for the
beat to bounce ...
Not just knee-deep
The T-Lflic 3uses the D'Appolito driver

configuration: two woofers (6.5") vertically sandwiching one tweeter (1"),
although the crossover is "quasi-second
order" rather than the odd-order topology specified by Joe D'Appolito. The
woofer cones are polypropylene, with
robust cast-alloy baskets. The tweeter is
ablack-anodized aluminum-alloy dome.
My very handsome review samples were
finished in real rosewood veneer.
An integral 1
/"-thick MDF plinth on
4
the bottom protrudes about 3/
4"in each
direction. Mounted to the plinth are
good-quality threaded spikes. These

Description: Reflex/transmission-line
hybrid,
two-way
floorstanding
dynamic loudspeaker. Drivers: two
6.5" (170mm) polypropylene-cone
woofers, one 1" (25mm) anodized
aluminum-dome tweeter. Crossover:
quasi-second-order high- and lowpass. Frequency range: 30Hz-20kHz.
Nominal impedance: 8 ohms. Sensitivity: 89dB/1W/lm. Recommend-
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TDL T-une 3 loudspealwf

ed maximum power: 150W.
Dimensions: 36.9" (938mm) H by
7.9" (200mm) W by 15.3" (388mm)
D. Shipping weight: 55 lbs (25kg)
each.
Finish: black ash or rosewood.
Serial number of units tested:
54245.
Price: 82000/pair. Approximate number of dealers: 50. Warranty: lifetime,

excluding some accidental damage
and normal wear and tear.
Manufacturer: TDL Electronics Ltd.,
P.O. Box 98, High Wycombe Bucks
HP10 9SH, England, UK. Tel: (44)
01628-850111. Fax: (44) 01628850130. US distributor: TDL/Melody
Audio Ltd., 1940 Blake Street, Suite
101, Denver, CO 80202. Tel: (303)
295-3100. Fax: (303) 293-9738.
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spikes have alimited range of adjustment,
however making it impossible to tilt the
speaker more than asmall amount without using something as aprop.
TM.% special touch is inside —what
they call "reflex transmission-line" construction. It's shorter than astandard
transmission-line, with a particularly
large opening near the speaker's base.
This reportedly results in bass that's
deep and resonance-free, like atransmission-line's, yet as efficient as areflex
port's. The internal boards that define
the elongated path followed by the drivers' back waves also usefully brace the
cabinet sidepanels.
Looking inside the speaker, Ifound
the crossover attached solidly to the
input terminal cup, with large, wellspaced binding posts on the outside.
There is one air-core inductor for
each of the two second-order crossover sections, and a polypropylene
capacitor in the series feed to the
tweeter. The woofers' shunt cap was a
bipolar electrolytic. This was abit of a
disappointment: In my experience, a
film (polypropylene) cap in the woofer crossover gives better sound than
an electrolytic.

general, the frequencies were very
well balanced.
Initially, the top end of the top octave
had sounded atouch rolled-off. The
thin metal grilles covering the tweeters
were held in place by the field of the
driver magnets. Ipulled these off and
the sound became both more immediate and alittle brighter. For most of my
listening Ileft them off, and the large
fabric grilles as well.
The T-Line 3sounded fairly sensitive —
I would have guessed 88dB/W/m.
With the speakers in the same places in
the room as my 804s had been, the bass
balance was quite smooth, except for a
slight boost in the 70Hz-120Hz region —
not enough to be called boomy, but
Shake your pants
noticeable. There was less of this upperMy first listening session was after just bass emphasis after Iinstalled the spikes
and adjusted the room positions, but
ashort break-in period, and before I'd
some of it remained. There was very
installed the spikes. Even without the
spikes, the low end kicked ass on
little bass overhang, however.
Fishbone's Give aMonkey aBrain and
The frequency balance worked well
He'll Swear He's the Center of the Universe for rock music like Fishbone. The upper
(Columbia CK 52764). The bass
midrange was alittle less prominent
sounded tight and agile, in addition to
than with the 804. The mids in general
being deeper and fatter than that of sounded just a bit recessed, though
the B&W 804, and the highs were a there was some more artificial overhang
touch sweeter and more rolled-off. In
noticeable in the upper mids and treble.

The wires to the drivers are soldered
directly to their terminals rather than
connected with press-on connectors.
The woofers are mounted with machine
screws that fit into anchor nuts, amuch
stronger method than simply using wood
screws. While these were just atouch
loose when the speakers arrived, they
perfectly maintained the high tension
that Igave them. The cabinet is filled
with low-density fiber batting to absorb
upper frequencies in the transmissionline and reduce unwanted resonances,
and the port openings have open-cell
foam inserts. The cabinet walls, including
the front baffle, are made of 1
/"MDF
4
veneered on both sides.

Measurements

The TIM.% B-weighted sensitivity on

the tweeter axis measured 8Z5dB/
2.83V/m. Its impedance plot (fig.1)
revealed it to be avery easy load for the
partnering amplifier, the phase angle
remaining moderate and the magnitude not dropping below 6 ohms. A
couple of light wrinldes in the traces
between 100Hz and 300Hz — very
hard to see at the size these graphs have
to be printed in the magazine —indicate possible resonant modes in this
region. Though the T-Line 3 is
described in the manufacturer's literature as some kind of transmission line,
the double-peaked magnitude trace in
the bass is typical of areflex design,
tuned to alow 35Hz.

The output of the .twin ports is the
left-hand trace in fig2, and can be seen
to cover quite abroad range: the two
octaves from 20Hz to 80Hz. But note
the peaks at 180Hz and 350Hz. As
implied by the impedance plot, there
are resonances present in the ports' output. The woofers themselves behave
just as though they were reflex loaded,
rolling out rapidly below their resonance point to reach a minimummotion point at the port-tuning frequency. Higher in frequency, the
woofers cross over to the tweeter just
below 21cHz.

When these individual responses are
summed to give an estimate of the
TDL:s output in the farfield, the result is
the trace shown in fig3. The ports don't
add much extension to the woofers, the
speaker's calculated nearfield $6dB
point (reference the level at 100Hz)
lying at 45Hz. But if you take the 11cHz
level as the reference point, the effective
5dB boost in the speaker's upper- and
mid-bass means that the -6dB frequency moves down to amore respectable
33Hz. It's no surprise that MK thought
this agreat speaker for bass freaks.
10
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ML T-Line 3, electrical impedance (solid)
and phase (dashed) (2 ohms/vertical div.).

Fig.? ML T-une 3, acoustic crossover on tweeter
axis at 50", corrected for microphone
response, with the nearfield woofer and
port responses plotted below 400Hz and
1kHz, respectively.

«xi

1003
F100,0001 iU

Fig.3 ML T-Line 3, anechoic response on
tweeter axis at 50", averaged across 30°
horizontal window and corrected for
microphone response, with the complex
sum of woofer and port responses plotted
below 150Hz.
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ne of the most important advances
in the history of audio."
• Dramatically improved dynamic accuracy at every playback level
• The new standard for low frequency imaging and soundstaging
• The highest level of sonic transparency yet achieved
"It's not aexaggeration to say that Bruce Brisson's
new Shotgun - EVO design is one of the most
important advances in the history of audio. We're
hearing alevel of performance we could previously only dream of."
Terry Menacker-President of Overture
Overture is proud to present MIT's newest — and
finest ever — Reference Series Interface products:
The MI-356' Shotgun - EVO Component

Interface

and the MH-850' Shotgun' EVO -Speaker Interface.
In the late '8os, MIT's original Shotgun Interfaces
established an enduring standard of high performance for Interface designs, one unmatched by any
other company's products to this day. Now, MIT has
revived the legendary Shotgun name for these evolutionary interfaces that set the new standard in

Ml-35o".GMH-85o Shotgun EVO‘
Component and Speaker Interfaces

audio reproduction.

Exclusive MIT Core Technologies — MIT's core Reference Series network technologies — Input Terminator Output Terminator', and CV! Coupler -—
deliver huge sound quality, soundstaging and imaging improvements which have established MIT as the industry leader in audio interface performance.
MIT's new Stable Image Technology' — The new Shotgun EVO products add MIT's exciting new Stable Image Technology (SIT -)networks to deliver unprecedented accuracy, sonic integrity, and musicality — performance which allows your speakers to generate acoherent and unified field of
sound that reveals every instrument and voice in its appropriate location, independent of playback level. As aresult, the speakers seem to disappear as sources of sound, replaced by the performers themselves.
This level of performance has always been Overture's goal for high fidelity sound reproduction, and only MIT's Stable Image Technology -,working
in perfect synergy with MIT's other advanced network technologies, is able to deliver this unmatched level of reproduction.

And aHuge Performance Upgrade for Wilson WAIT/Puppy Owners — The new MIT MH- 850 Shotgun EVO Pr replaces the original "tail" to deliver the most significant sonic upgrade to Wilson speakers that we have ever experienced! The new Shotgun EVO PTs make the Watt/Puppys sound
like Xis to us, with full-spectrum improvements in articulation, detail, and musicality — especially in the bass range. Call for an in-home demo!
Overture and MIT — Two legendary names in high fidelity, ready to help you achieve the highest level of fidelity in your system. Overture's
unmatched expertise, demonstration facility and product selection is your assurance of obtaining the ultimate performance in your system.

eOVERTU

THE WORLD'S PREMIER AUDIO/VIDEO AND HOME THEATER STORE

Wilmington, Delaware •(302) 478-6050 •(Boo) 838-1812
Conveniently located off I95, 1/2 hour from Philadelphia
and only two hours from New York City and Washington D.C.
No Sales Tax

Quick transients were not as sharply
pronounced, making the presentation
less rhythmically involving than with
the 804.
The images didn't float in mid-air
quite as freely, though the imaging was
almost as good as the 804s'. The images
were not as precisely localized, and the
stage was not quite as wide.
Virtually all of the T-Line 3's qualities improved after the spikes were
attached —they pierced the carpet and
connected the speakers directly to
the concrete-slab floor. The high and
mid frequencies cleared up, gaining
greater coherence. Images of individual instruments solidified. Other than
a slight remnant of the upper-bass
boost noted before, the bass was now
admirably smooth.
Iwas beginning to think that my
new listening room was very good
indeed. Ihad just moved, and my new
house was chosen partly for its garage:
25' long by 14' wide by 10' high. The
slab floor and block walls, both of concrete, were proving their worth in
solidifying low-bass notes. The two
dedicated AC lines didn't hurt, either.
The final speaker positions chosen

were 42" to the long wall for the left
speaker, 36" for the right, measured to
the center of the woofer. Their woofers
were 77" apart, and the midpoint was
about 20" left of the center of the long
wall. The T-Line 3s were angled so that
their inside panels were partly visible
from my listening seat.
Iput on an album that Iused to
play often when evaluating equipment, Simple Minds' Real Life (A&M
75021 5352 2). Though the music is
fantastic — it's one of Simple Minds'
best albums — I'd abandoned it
because of some harsh digititis in the
treble. (The album cover reads
"DDD.") On the TDLs, though, it
seemed to have all of the charms that I
remembered, and fewer of the drawbacks. Real Lifè also has many interesting electronic sounds. For example,
the synthesized bouncing-ball sound
on "Woman" was startlingly well
placed in space, moving smoothly
from tvaaaaay outside the right speaker position, to center, to far-left, and
even behind me! Idon't think I've
ever heard this effect sound so realistic
before. The imaging capabilities of the
T-Line 3s blew my mind.

Listening to Tears For Fears' Raoul
and the Kings ofSpain (Epic EK 67318), I
realized that there was still something
not quite right. The sound improved
when Ilistened on the tweeter axis.
This, however, is just 27" from the
ground and getting my ears on this
axis was difficult: the front spikes are
far away from the back ones, and do
not have avery large range of adjustment. In my low listening chair my
ears are 34" from the ground when sitting up straight. Icould descend to the
tweeter axis only by adjusting the
spikes for maximum backtilt and
slouching way down in my chair. Most
people won't be able to get their ears
that low, so you might try putting
something solid under the front spikes
to get enough backtilt. Or you might
buy four longer spikes to use in the
front of the loudspeakers.
There Iwas, halfway through this
review, living my mild-mannered
reviewer's life, when the mailman
dropped abomb on me. In asingle box
was the music that the T-Line 3 was
created for: Rhino's Phat Trax, Vols.1-7
(Rhino R2 71752/3/4/5/6 and R2
72587/8). Here is the best of Old

Measurements
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Fig.4 TDL T-Line 3, horizontal response family at 50", normalized to response on tweeter axis, from
back to front: differences in response 90°-5° off-axis; reference response; differences in response
50-902 off-axis.

The port resonances result in a
very ragged-looking lower-midrange
output —I'm surprised MK didn't
notice problems in this region — but
higher in frequency the peaks and dips
in the response seem well balanced.
The octave above 101d-lz is suppressed
before the tweeter takes off with
its ultrasonic, hence inaudible, dome
resonance.
This lack of on-axis energy in the
high treble, coupled with the speakerlimited dispersion in the same region
(fig.4), is presumably why MK (who
has extended HF hearing sensitivity)
found the balance rather mellow. Fig.4
also shows that the speaker's lateral

d•
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10000.0
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Figs 1DL T-Line 3, vertical response family at 50", normalized to response on tweeter axis, from back
to front: differences in response 15 0-5° above-axis; reference response; differences in response
5*-1ce below-axis.
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Fig.6 TDL T-Line 3, step response on tweeter axis
at 50" (5ms time window, 30kHz
bandwidth).
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TDL
School, and more funk music than you
can shake astick at —many of the tracks
are 12" extended dance mixes. The set
is anonstop rollercoaster of songs by
bands who were sent crying home
to mama if they didn't turn their bassguitar amps up to 11. Vols.1-5 were
remastered in 1994, with very good
sound quality. Vols.6 & 7were released
in 1997, with even better sound.
Icouldn't stop listening to these
CDs — couldn't stop dancing and feeling happy. No doubt the TDLs were
partly responsible for all the good
vibes goin"round. No doubt all the
big-afro bass players and drummers in
these bands were too. It was amatch
made in heaven.
The Krell ICAV-250p preamp and
KAV-250a power amp then took over
the amplification duties from my
homemade STAMINA. The Krell
amps proved a good match for the
TDLs. On Pita Tula- Vol.6 there was
very good articulation at all frequencies, though the character of the sound
was somewhat different from what it
had been before. Curiously, the bass
didn't sound quite as strong, the Krell
emphasizing the upper harmonics of

dispersion narrows in exactly the region
(between lkHz and 2kHz) where it has
an on-axis excess of energy. The result
in atypical room will be aneutrally balanced low-treble/presence region.
Vertically (fig.5), the listener needs to sit
on or below the axis of the upper
woofer if alow-treble suckout is not to
become audible.
The TDI:s step response reveals
that the tweeter and woofers are
connected with the same positive polarity, though some early reflections are
apparent. The cumulative spectraldecay or waterfall plot calculated
from the TDL T-Line 3's impulse
response is shown in fig.7. The decay is
very clean throughout the tweeter's
operating range, but some residual
modes can be seen at the top of the
woofers' passband.
Finally, the quasi transmission-line
construction results in awell-braced,
rigid cabinet. Fig.8 is awaterfall plot
calculated from the output of aplastictape accelerometer fastened to the center of the enclosure's side wall. Only a
few resonant modes can be seen, and
these are low in level.
—John Atkinson
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bass guitars. The bottom octave was a
bit more solid, however.

CD transport: Rotel RDD-980.
Jitter box: Sonic Frontiers
UltraJitterbug with BNC out.
DIA processor: Assemblage
DAC-2 with Parts Upgrade Kit.
Integrated amplifier: STAMINA home-built SE MOSFET monoblocks, designed by Nelson Pass.
Preamplifier: Krell ICAV-250p.
Power amplifier: Krell KAV250a.
Loudspeakers: B&W 804.
Digital cables: Sound & Video
Digiflex Gold I, Digiflex +Plus;
Illuminations DV-75.
Interconnects: Monster Cable
M850i, M1000i; TARA RSC
Prime.
Loudspeaker cable: Straight
Wire Maestro bi-wire pair.
Room treatment: ASC Alpha
Wedge panels, tapestries.
Accessories: RoomTune JustaRack, home-built AC conditioner, Soundcoat chassis-damping
panels.
-Muse Hastanovich
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You are in My System

Do you love what you feel?
The TDL T-Line 3is t/h si)(.11:er for bass
freaks on abudget — bass freaks who
don't want to mess with asubwoofer,
who want their bass to fit in nicely with
the rest of the music without being
completely overblown. The speakers are
well voiced, with an overall smoothness
appropriate for playing any type of music.
For example, the Hilliard Ensemble's a
cappella Codex Speciednik (ECM 7811821504-2) came out well, and that's about
as far from dance music as you can get.
The T-Line 3's strong dynamics and
quick, rhythmic bass had me shakin' my
stuff in very unchaste ways. If you listen
to these speakers, be prepared to get
extra exercise from all the spontaneous
dancing. They compare well to the
B&W 804 and the Thiel CS1.5, though
they aren't quite as detailed as these
other high-value speakers. They can play
very loudly without strain, easily passing
the Greenberg Memorial Loudness Test.
And if you like funk, soul, blues, disco,
rock, jazz, etc.—man, oh man!
Highly recommended.
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Ag.7 TDL 1-Line 3, cumulative spectral-decay plot at 50" (0.15ms risetime).
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(MLS driving voltage to speaker, 7.55V; measurement bandwidth, 2kHz.)
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SENNHEISER
HD600 HEADPHONES
In the headphone sweepstakes, the Sennheiser
HD600 is about as close as you come to the
Semheiser's $12,000 Orpheus— ultra-smooth, ultra
detailed sound, with extraordinary low-frequency
capability for headphones. These aren't cheap,
but once you've heard apair, you'll wonder how you listened to anything
less. Also check the
HD600s* siblings.
the Sennheiser
H0580s. Stereophile editor John
Atkinson's reference! HD600,
$349.99. H0580,
$279.99.

DCC 180-gram LPs, 522.99
2030
Jethro Tull Aqualung (524.991
2032
John Coltrane: Lush Life
2033.
Jeff. Airplane: Surrealistic Pillow
2036
Jefferson Airplane: Red Octopus
2037
Elvis Presley: Elvis is Back!
2038 . Maxine Sullivan and her All-Stars: A
Tribute to Andy Razaf
2039 Belafonte. Jump Up Calypso!
2040 Elvis: 24-Karat Hits two LPs, $34.99)
2041
Juanita Hall Sings the Blues
2042 Roy Orbison: All-Time Greatest Hits
two LPs. $34.99)
2043.
The Eagles: Hotel California
2044.
Joni Mitchell: Court and Spark
2045.
The Doors. Strange Days
2046
The Doors The Doors

john eoltrane
BLUE TRAIN

6337
1831
1445
6734
2000

Hindemith, Oistrakh
Porgy &Bess IRay Charles)
Alex North in Hollywood
Hoist The Planets IMehta/London)
Sarah McLachlan Fumbling Towards
Ecstacy/Freedom Sessions ($32 991

SHAKTI ON-LINES

WARNER IMPORT
VINYL

blue note 53428

The German division of Warner Brothers presents its Vinyl Revival series On 180-gram vinyl
and individually numbered Ll's, $2599

GRADO PLATINUM
PHONO CARTRIDGE
BLUE NOTE REISSUES
Then) most important Blue Notes on 180-gram
vinyl, from ofiginal analog masters $1699 each.
46094
46095
46137
46338
46339
46509
46516
46528
46548
81558

Dexter Gordon: Go!
John Coltrane: Blue Train
Lee Morgan: The Sidewinder
C. Adderley: Somethin" Else
Herbie Hancock: Maiden Voyage
Wayne Shorter: Speak No Evil
Art Blakey Moanin'
Hank Mobley .Soul Station
H. Silver -Song For My Father
Sonny Rollins: Volume 2

;LIVING

You've probably seen the recent rave reviews on
this stunning new cartridge from Grado, The
new series features wooden bodies, resulting in
avery musical sound with Grado's characteristic deep, tight bass. This cartridge has afuller sound
than most others at the price, and is aperfect choice
for those with solid state electronics or anyone
who wants the Grado "house sound." High rated
output of 4.5 m1/. This cartridge is in very short
supply, so please call to reserve one Retail $300.

54939
25110
25393
26020
26074
27199
27289
27333
27336
27344

88 it& Street"

COUNT BASTE tir HIS ORCHESTRA

STEREO

ELVIS !Ili.

JVC XRCD

AKARAT
G`-t HITS é

These are the best sounding CDs on the market,
period! $2599 each.
0012

CLASSIC RECORDS
LPs, $26.99
DCC REISSUE

SERIES

DCC Gold CDs, $22.99
1105
1108
1109
1110
1111
1112
1113
1114
1117
1118
1119

Phil Collins: Face Value
Prince: Purple Rain
David Sanborn: Double Vision
Quincy Jones: Back on the Block
Eric Clapton: Journeyman
Joni Mitchell: Blue
Doobie Brothers: Stampede
America: Greatest Hits
James Taylor Greatest Hits
Little Feat Waiting for Columbus 12
LPs, call for price)

Jethro Tull: Aqualung ($24.99)
John Coltrane: Lush Life
Wes Montgomery: Full House (three
bonus tracks)
Jefferson Starship: Red Octopus
Elvis Presley: Elvis is Back!
Benny Carter and Earl Hines:
Swingin' the '20s
Miles Davis All-Star Sextet/Quintet
w/ Milt Jackson
Art Pepper: Intensity
Elvis 24 Karat Hits 1529.99)
Roy Orbison: All-Time Greatest Hits
Nat King Cole: The Very Thought of You

90144
90006
90226
90313
90310
17033
84052
8691
60835
8163
8568
0472

Hi-Fi ala Española: Fennell/ERO
Prokofiev: Love for Three Oranges
Stravinsky: Firebird
Ravel/then
Balalaika Favorites
Illinois Jacquet: Illinois Jacquet
Tina Brooks: Back to the Tracks
Webster/Edison: Wanted to Do One
Together
Shirley Horn with Horns
Miles Davis: Kind of Blue ($41.99)
Cowboy Junkies: Trinity Session
Hendrix: Band of Gypsys

Classic Gold CDs, $22.99 each
8568
6126

Cowboy Junkies: Trinity Session
Borodin, Ansermet

Mighty Sam McClain: Give It Up To
Love (Stereophile ROTM)
0014
Terry Evans: Puttin' It Down
(Stereophile ROTM)
0017
John Coltrane: Black Pearls
0020
Everybody Digs Bill Evans
0021
Count Basie: 88 Basie Street
0023
Doug MacLeod: Come to Find
0026
Sam McClain: Keep on Monis'
0027
D. MacLeod: You Can't Take My Blues
0031
Ella and Joe Pass: Take love Easy
0032
Mulligan Meets Monk
0034
Tatum/Webster: Masterpieces vol. 8
0035
C. Hawkins: Good Old Broadway
0036
Bill Evans: Al Shelly's Manne Hole
0038
S. Vaughn: How Long Has This Been
Going On?
0039
Johnny Griffin: Little Giant
0042
The Band: The Band
0043
Steve Miller Band: The Joker
0044
Tina Turner Private Dancer
0046 . Miles Davis: Bags' Groove

Fantastic new product! The maker of the
Shakti Stones introduces On-Lines, for use on all
high-definition interconnects, speaker cables
and AC cords. On-Lines attenuate self-generated reflections, or ultrasonic ringing, characteristic
of cables placed between the various stages of
any audio or video system. On-Lines produce a
blacker background from which music emerges
with increased resolution and dynamic range. On'
Lines attach easily to the midpoints of cables with
integral Velcro straps Retail price, $99.99 per pair
Call also for the Shakti Stones, in stock now.

THE FINE PRINT
We're open Monday to Friday, 9to 6
central time, Saturday, 10 to 5. For a
catalog, leave your name and address
on our voice mail. There is a$5 charge
for catalogs mailed outside North
America, refundable on your first order.
In addition to those items featured
here, we carry avery large inventory of
domestic and import vinyl, and other
products from: Acoustic Disc, Analogue
Productions, Alto Edition, Audioquest,
Chesky, Clarity, Decca/London, Delos,
Deutsche Gramophone, DMP, Dorian,
Fantasy, Harmonia Mundi, King Super
Analogue, Mapleshade, John Marks
Records, MCA Heavy Vinyl, Mercury,
Mobile Fidelity, Opus 3, OJC, Pope
Music, Proprius, RCA Living Stereo,
Reference Recordings, Sheffield Lab,
Sony Legacy, SteepleChase, Telarc,
Three Blind Mice, Water Lily, Wilson.
Accessories and hardware from:
Apature, Arcici, Audient, API, Audio
Prism, Audioquest, Benz Micro, Bright
Star Audio, Creek, Elac, Ensemble, German Acoustics, Harmonix, Lightspeed,
Mango, McCormack, Mod Squad, Monster Cable, Nitty Gritty, Perfectionist
Audio, Rega, RingMat Developments,
Roomtune, Solidsteel, Sound Anchor,
Sovtek, Sumiko, Svetlana, Synergistic,
Target, Townshend, Versalab.

musicdirect

long-playing records •compact disks
audio system accessories

800 449-8333
Illinois 312 433-0200 fax 312 433-0011
http://www.amusicdirect.com
e-mail: md@amusicdirect.corn
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Report

Jonathan

Scull

Monster Cable \/12.2s loudspeaker cable

T

he phone clamored for attention.
"Hello?" Ianswered, the hairs on
the back of my neck going all spiky.
"Jonathan," soothed afamiliar voice,
"it's Wes Phillips." An exchange of
greetings, then, "You know, Monster
Cable just revamped their M-series
speaker cables ..."
Iheard the other shoe drop.
"... and John and Iwere thinking
you were just the guy ... "
My life passed before my eyes. It took
awhile.
"Uhhh...." Fast, I'm fast.
Before Icould say, "I'm toast," Head
Monster Noel Lee and Technical
Monster Demian Martin showed up
chez Ten; we spent ahectic but fruitful
afternoon talking and listening to the
system, Noel's cellphone bleeping for
attention every 15 minutes or so.
Demian Martin (ex-Entec/Spectral)
is presently Director of Engineering at
Monster, and part of anew design team
that includes Richard Marsh (Mr.
MultiCap) and Peter Madnick (ex-manbehind-the-curtain at Audio Alchemy).
Why the New Vigor at Monster? Noel
Lee: "We want to get back to our roots
and prove to the entire industry that
Monster can do it as good, if not better;
than anybody else out there. We're not
'coming back' to the High End — we
never left it!" (For an illuminating look
into the mind of the Head Monster; see
my accompanying interview.)

Monster Cable M2.2s loudspeaker cable

prietary dielectric called PEX,T1'and
MicroFiber® insulation. You can have
your cables terminated with good-quality gold-plated spades or Monster's Power
Connects. (See the sidebar interview
with Demian Martin for details.)

Associated equipment
The Monster M22s and M2.4s were
subjected to avariety of speaker systems,
including and most notably the JMIab
Utopias. They also saw action with the
Joseph Audio RM-50s and, briefly, the
Description
Avalon Radian HCs. Amplifiers includThere's not much to it. A relatively
ed the Jadis JA 200s, the Transcendent
dark, industrial-gray jacketing material
T8 monoblocks, and Forsell's The
covers athickish cable comprising both Statement. Front-ends included the
positive and negative conductors. At YBA Signature Six Chassis and the BAT
either end sits asilver-plated, rubber- VK-5i preamplifier/VK-P10 phono
ribbed, barrel-shaped enclosure within
stage. Digital: YBA CD1 Blue Laser,
which lurks the Monster Terminator Ensemble Dichronos, and the Forsell
Network,' said to optimize the cable's Air Reference package. Analog: Forsell
impedance. You can unscrew the nicely Air Force One with van den Hul
finished housing, but you won't be able
Grasshopper IV Gold, Symphonic Line
to look inside to see what makes it tick.
RG-8, Clearaudio Insider, and Wilson
The M22s is atwo-conductor cable, Benesch Analog cartridges.
the M2.4s its four-conductor bi-wire
Ze Monster has awakened!
stablemate. The literature abounds
with buzzwords: patented Time CorIfound the "voice" of the M22s consistent
rect® multiple-gauge wire networks,
over awide spectrum of equipment. The
Magnetic Flux Tube® technology, apro- following notes and observations were
Stereophile, March 1998

taken mostly with M22s between the
Utopias and the Statement, supported by
the superb BAT pre and phono stage. The
entire complement of available sources
was wired up (mosdy) with Synergistic
Designers' Reference interconnect.
Listening to my favorite Pablo LP, The
Timekeepers (2310-896), Ifocused immediately on the fast, transparent, acoustic
bass line that the Wilson Benesch
Analog phono cartridge (reviewed in
February '97) dug out of the groove so
well. The entire bass range sounded
light, quick, and illuminated —quite a
trick for acoustic bass. Drifting along listening to this great record, laptop at the
ready, Itapped out the following impressions: 'There's afast, agile, resonant, and

Description &prices: Loudspeaker
cable. 8' pair supplied with M
Spades, $425. 8' pair (M2.4s) biwire, $575. Approximate number
of dealers: 160.
Manufacturer: Monster Cable, 274
VVattis Way, South San Francisco,
CA 94080. Tel: (415) 871-6000.
Fax: (415) 871-6592. Internet:
http:\\vvyvvv.monstercable.com
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vibratory quality in the bass that's getting
the best out of the big Forsell amp."
"Agile, round, open, palpable, springy,
extended, good midrange texturing and
depth of tonal color, warmth without
smarm, speed without bleed."
Listening to Cassandra Wilson's New
Moon Daughter on LP (Blue Note
837183 1), Inoted acertain warmth —a
sunny, floodlit quality that washed over
the soundstage —just as it seemed to on
most recordings. Flipping to the CD
version of this album on the Ensemble
Dichronos, that uplifting, illuminated
quality in the midrange and treble came
through once again, but at the cost of
some slight grain.
Now, don't go totally berserk. The
grain I'm speaking about was ever-so-

slightly noticeable, and only in comparison to cables costing many times more
than the Monsters — in this case, the
Synergistic Research Designers' Reference, which come in at ahefty $3600
per 8' pair! They'd better comprehensively stomp the Monster. But, as Demian
Martin said, "We're not necessarily trying to be better than the very best that's
out there. Certainly if our cable was
found to be better than cables costing 10
times what they do, I'd have to start asking myself, Did we blow it or did somebody else?'"
That's agood point. This isn't a$600
cable survey. Ican't tell you how the
M22s stacks up against other cables in
its price range. Ican tell you what it
sounded like in our System Most

Revealing. And I'm telling you that
whatever their minor problems —
which I'll come to in amoment — these
cables acquitted themselves quite well.
Let's get back to the music. Into the
Dichrono Drive dropped Cassandra
Wilson's 1993 album, Blue Light 'til
Dawn (Blue Note CDP 781357 2). The
soundstage was once again flooded with
light. Notes: "'Hellhound On My Trail'
sounds fab! It starts with an emotional
guitar — fast, open, full of bloom, the
plaintive horn that follows rich with
harmonics and burnish. Wilson's sexy
voice 'drapes' over the accompanying
musical line. 'Black Crow' shows fine
definition in the drums and an engagingly midrangey flute, very acoustic and
smooth, lots of 3-D palp factor. But on

1-10 talks with Demian Martin of Monster Cable
Jonathan Scull: Demian, did you design
these new M-series speaker cables?
Demian Martin: When Icame to
Monster, the M22s and M2As speaker
cables were already in development, so I
came along and vetted them through. I
applied some of my ideas and modified
them before the design was finalized, but
Icouldn't take sole credit for their design.
Scull: The M2.2s is astereo speaker cable,
and the 2.4s is the bi-wire version?
Martin: Right. "2" refers to two active
conductors, ".4" refers to the bi-wire
four-conductor cable.
Scull: Tell us something about that slicklooking termination network at each end.
Martin: It's similar in nature to what
some other cables try to do, but utilizes
adifferent technology entirely. We're
doing something in adifferent realm.
Scull: And what realm would that be?
Martin: First let me explain what they're
doing, and then how we go about
accomplishing the same kind of thing.
Scull: Okay, Ijust happen to have my
flame-retardant suit on hand...
Martin: [laughs] What they do is attempt
to control the transmission of the wavefront, if you will. The primary focus is
on making sure the signal propagates
through the cable in time, coherently.
The design that Bruce Brisson at MIT
has apatent on is this time-correct winding technology. Specifically, it's atechnique for controlling the differences in
speed of propagation of high- and lowfrequency energy through the cable.
Scull: Group-delay compensation.
Martin: Right. The theory is—if you
follow the numbers through—that for
some reason high-frequency energy
propagates through aspeaker cable faster
130

the cable. We don't feel the need to resort
to passive networks for group-delay
compensation — we're not trying to
build alow-pass filter or adelay-line.
We're trying to deal with asomewhat
different phenomenon having to do
with transmission-line behavior inside
the cable. It comes down to keeping the
information coherent and making sure
it goes down aone-way path.
Scull: Earlier you mentioned wave behavior
in cables. Do us the honor, fyou wilt
Martin: Sure. As you go up in frequency, you encounter wave behavior. One
of the elements associated with this
phenomenon is the characteristic
impedance of the cable. Energy travels
Technical Monster Demian Martin
through it as adiscrete packet of energy.
than does low-frequency energy. This is At high frequencies, the energy is the
derived from Maxwell's Equations. But same at all points in the cable. But at
to my knowledge, it's impossible to actu- lower frequencies that's not the case. So
ally demonstrate this effect with any the energy at one end of the cable may
technology we have today, except by not necessarily be the same as the other
end at any given time.
actually listening with our ears.
Scull: My favorite tool... well, my second Scull: And you're about to share with us
why this happens...?
favorite tool, with apologies to Woody Allen.
Martin: [smiling] It's all tied up with the Martin: Well, the problem begins with
magnetic field vs the electrostatic field as the loudspeaker — it doesn't present a
linear impedance load. That is to say, the
developed in the cable.
speaker is not acharacteristic resistive
Scull: Okay, back to Bruce...
Martin: What he's doing is working on impedance. You understand the load
the way the wire is wound to control that impedance can have resistive, inductive,
phenomenon. But he could only go so and capacitive elements. But the only
far with winding technology, so he chose thing that actually absorbs energy is the
to use passive components at each end to resistive component.
correct the remaining errors he wanted Scull: And most speakers are anything butjlat.
to deal with. Eventually MIT treated the Martin: Exactly, and virtually every
loudspeaker at high frequencies shows a
entire cable as acoherent, low-pass filter.
constantly increasing impedance. For
Scull: And chez Monster... ?
Martin: We do some clever things with example, with electrostats you're dealcable winding that have allowed us to ing with the leakage inductance in the
address these issues within the winding of step-up transformer. With dynamic
Stereophile, March 1998

Monster
`Sankofa' her thrce-part vocals don't
quite mesh as well as they do with
Designers' Reference. The vocals are a
touch more homogenized and indistinct, alittle harder to relate to as separate sonic entities."
Idid notice an appealing smoothness
through the midrange and lower treble.
Detail retrieval was good, but not fantastic. Setting up on Dead Can Dance's
Spiritchaser (4AD 46230-2), the sunny
warmth and transparent bass opened up
what can otherwise be arather murky
soundscape. If Iwas looking for it, the
spittle in Alan Mczquida's alto sax on
track 7of The Desmond Project (Chesky
JD156) was much in evidence. (On a
good system, you'll regret not having a
towel handy.) Detail retrieval was good,

cables. In spite of the appealing, smooth,
sun-drenched soundstage, the cables
could sound alittle hard up at the very
top. Poorly engineered digital recordings were not particularly well served.

speakers it's the coiled wire inside the
tweeter that becomes an inductor of
high frequencies. In most other applications, some phenomenon like this
occurs. Of course, one option is the use
of acable with acapacitive impedance,
but that's just as bad in the other direction, where impedance drops significantly with frequency.
Scull: The waves, Demian — where are
the waves?
Martin: Well, energy arrives at the
speaker terminals and is either absorbed
by the resistive component of the speaker's impedance, or reflected back down
the cable by the reactive, nonlinear components like capacitance and inductance.
Scull: Thus the bounce...
Martin: Right—the match of the
speaker with the resistive and nonresistive components plus the characteristic
impedance of the cable determines how
much energy will be thrown back into
the cable.
Scull: I... am... shocked!
Martin: [laughs] You've got this little
wave-packet looking for someplace to
go. k's kicked back by the speaker to the
amp. It's looking for aresistor to dissipate itself into. The amp is no longer a
resistive load —it never actually was —
so the wave-packet keeps bouncing
back and forth.
Scull: Losing energy as it goes...
Martin: Right, but with an unfortunate
side effect. Take ahigh-frequency noise
pulse and pass it through the system. It's
launched into the cable and starts bouncing. Let's say it's at avery high frequency —you can't even hear it. But the cable
integrates that energy and, in the process,
lowers the frequency. See what happens?

It bounces back and forth while moving
down into the audible spectrum. So it
becomes, effectively, perceived noise!
Scull: But at Monster...
Martin: That's what we address with
our termination network. We've found
away to effectively control the impedance match — to deal with that energy —and lower the noise in the cable.
It's very linear in its performance.
Scull: But—let me hazard aguess— how
you actually achieve this wonderful eect will
not be revealed.
Martin: Of course not. We've got to
keep a
few secrets around here! [laughs]
Scull: But only afew. Do you use copper
conductors?
Martin: Pure copper, and avery-highquality insulator for the cable itself.
Scull: Tell us something about Magnetic
Flux Tube technology, which Iread about in
the brochure. Very buzzword, Demian.
Martin: [smiles] If you look at acutaway
of our cable, at the center —the core —
of each conductor there's anonmagnetic, solid plastic "filler." It's akey component in the performance of the cable. As
you move the energy packet down the
cable, the maximum concentration of
the magnetic field associated with the
accompanying electrostatic field occurs
right at the center of the wire! The magnetic field generates an opposing electrostatic field and actually causes energy
to slow down in the cable. So by eliminating the conductor at the center of the
wire, energy moves through the cable
more efficiently.
Scull: Fascinating, Mr. Spock. You mentioned acustom-made dielectric Would that be
aderivative of Teflon?
Martin: Well, Teflon is avery good
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the air and space awonder.
But while listening carefully to sibilants on the Wilson recordings, and to
the cymbals on the Chesky disc, Iconfirmed apeculiarity of the M-series

did notice an
appealing smoothness
through the midrange
and lower treble.

Cable

M2.2s

So, are the cables atad chaffy and grainy
up there above the smooth, floodlit
plane? Isay yes. You might huff that the
job of any truly high-end cable is to
bring the listener exactly what's been
recorded. Again, Isay yes. Don't beat
yourself up — pick your poison and
enjoy the music!
Iconfirmed the M22s's antipathy for
the bright and brittle stuff by listening to
Patti Smith's Gone Again (Arista 187472). Yes, it's agreat recording, but it is
somewhat grainy on top. Nevertheless,
the music made it through, and that's
saying something. Cogitating further on
these matters, Icued up the Wilson
Benesch Analog again. This time I
chose "Blue Millionaire" from Mar': page 135

material electrically. Unfortunately, if
you put Teflon straight over pure copper it will, over time, corrode it — in
some cases quite severely. That's why
you've got an additional military specification for Teflon wire: it has to have
silver-plated copper conductors. The
silver acts as abarrier against corrosion.
But we really don't need the temperature characteristics of Teflon. You
know, any consumer who exposes their
audio cables to 150° to 200°C has a
more serious problem than abit of
audio degradation!
Scull: Well, Ithink that's something of a
scoop, Teflon-wise
Martin: Idon't think anybody has
talked about the fundamental problem
between Teflon and copper before.
We've been working on adielectric
with properties very similar to Teflon:
no corrosion, afavorable interaction
with copper, low loss and dissipation
factors. It's called PEX.
Scull: Very World Gym. Is it amodified
polypropylene?
Martin: No, but they're all derivatives
of the same long-chain plastic. The
important consideration here is how
well the molecules lock into place so the
electric field won't disturb them and so
lose energy That's part of the strength
of Teflon. And that's areal challenge as
you go higher up in frequency. Monster
makes cables for DSS applications, for
example, that go out to 1.3 gigahertz! So
you can say we have afair amount of
experience in dealing with these things.
Scull: Well, Iguess you do! Demian,
thanks for the lowdown on this perfectly Monstrous cable!
Martin: [laughs] You're very welcome!
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1-10 talks with Noel Lee of Monster Cable
Jonathan Scull: Noel, tell us how
you became the Monster you are today
Noel Lee: Well, Iwas an audiophile ...
Scull: That'll do it!
Lee: [laughs] As ateenager, audio
was my passion. And Iwas a
musician.
Scull: What instrument did you
play?
Lee: Drums. Idid jazz.
Scull: Your mother must have loved
that.
Lee: Nawww, she didn't think it
was really an instrument. [laughs]
She bought all of my sisters piano
lessons. But for me, "Drums?
You're on your own." But I'm the
one who became aprofessional
musician.
Scull: You were amusician?But you
were saying that you came from atraditional Chinesefamily ...
Lee: Yeah, you know, study hard,
be an engineer, because that's a
very steady, secure profession.
That's what they wanted me to
do. Ilove mechanical things — I
did engineering because it was
something Iliked. But you know,
engineers and musicians don't mix.
[laughter]
Scull: In that case, we'll ask Demian
Martin to leave the room. [laughter] What
kind ofengineer were you, Noel?
Lee: Iworked on laser fusion at
Lawrence Livermore Laboratory.
Scull: That couldn't have been all bad.
Lee: No, it's true, it was agreat place
and Igot lots of experience. Iwas
exposed to the High End of the engineering community. But Iwas an
engineer by day, an audiophile by
night. Music was my passion. Then I
quit my engineering job to become a
professional musician.
Scull:Just like that?
Lee: Somebody told me they were
going to make me a star and I
believed them. So me, the wife, and
kids started on aworld tour that
began and ended in Hawaii. Fired in
two weeks! There Iwas, adegreed
engineer who'd given up his profession and was now unemployed in
Hawaii!
Scull: So what happened?
Lee: Being amusician, I'd gotten
good business experience ...
Scull: Boy, talk about anonsequitur...
Lee: Sure — dealing with nightclub
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Scull: Sure Bob Fulton— he must be
something ofa
fatherfigure in the cable
industry.
Lee: He was the first guy who
said that we've got to do better
with cable. And Ithought, "Man,
that was interesting, let me try
some of that stuff." But of course
Icouldn't afford it, so Ibought
some different gauges of wire
and started experimenting. My
engineering sicle was telling me
there couldn't be adifference in
the sound, my audiophile side
was telling me there was!
Scull: Lfe is parada;
Lee: Right. Ialso discovered that
transistors didn't sound as good as
tubes. Irealized that what I'd
been taught as the wire gospel
wasn't quite right. So Istarted
making my own. And Itried to
figure out how to market it.
Everybody thought it was acrazy
idea, of course.
Scull: Ofcourse
Lee: It was acrazy idea! Here I
was, aguy who'd never had a
Head Monster Noel Lee
business before, an unemployed
owners, trying to get paid, putting musician who'd quit his job and now
together the next job, working two wanted to start abusiness! Can you
days, unemployed for five... Ipaid imagine getting financing from a
bank? [laughs] It was very shoestring
my dues and learned alot.
at first.
Scull: It changed your e
Lee: Yeah, Ididn't want to go back to Scull: Let's talk about marketing in the
engineering. Iwanted to be in the High End, Noel. That's asubject Iknow
audio business — that was my first you're an expert at.
love. But nobody would hire me. I Lee: Okay. Actually, high-end people
tried to get ajob as an audio salesman, pooh-pooh marketing. It's an artistic
but when they saw the degree in environment — you're creating someengineering they usually threw me thing that's part of your soul. If you
out. Icouldn't get ajob in audio, so I appear to be commercial, everyone
thinks you've sold out. It's no longer
became arep.
High End. They think, "Aw, he's just
Scull: [gales oflaughter]
Lee: Well, Itried to be arep. That's doing it for the money."
one of the hardest jobs in the business Scull: So, you're not just doing it for
the money?
— you're always in-between. You've
got to negotiate, sell to the manufac- Lee: [smiles] Jonathan, if they're saying
turer, sell to the retailer... real hard Monster can't be good because it's
knocks. And at that time Ihad no everywhere, where does that come
money; I'd come back from Hawaii from? Does that availability lessen the
broke and was living in aflat with my engineering in any way? Am Iany less
of an audiophile because I'm good at
in-laws!
Scull: Was that when you developed your marketing? Actually, the opposite is
true! Being areasonably sized busifirst cable product?
Lee: Yeah, I'd been tweaking cables ness allows us to make products alot
at night, and after awhile Ihad what I cheaper than other people can make
thought could be asaleable product. them. We can sell them to alot more
Back then, you remember, everyone places.
was using 16-gauge wire, and Bob Scull: And now you're coming bade to the
High End.
Fulton was the only guy who —

?
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Accuphase
Adcom
Aerial
Angstrom
Artemis
ASC Tube Traps
Audio Note
Audioquest
Avalon
Bag End
Basis
Benz Micro
Black Diamond
Bright Star Audio
Cal Audio Labs
Cardas
C.A.T.
Classé
Chiro
Citation
Clearaudio
Conrad Johnson
Denon
Discovery
Energy
Faroudja

Winner — "Best Sound at the Show" — Stereophile:ç Hi-Fi '96, N.Y

Genesis
Golden Tube Audio
Grado
Graham Model 2
Kinergetics
Lamm
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Magnum Dynalab
Marantz
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Powerwedge
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Spectral Digital
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Transfiguration
Verity Audio

Wilmington, Delaware •(302) 478-6050 •(800) 838-1812
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Lee: Actually, we never eit. If you
come over to my house, I've still got
all the high-end gear. I'm still as
tweaky as Iever was, except now I
can afford to extend and invest in
resources and equipment. Ican do
whatever Iwant. So the message for
high-end manufacturers is, we should
proliferate out into the mass market
We shouldn't try to contain it. For
some reason the industry has taken
the attitude that if you're High End
and you expose yourself outside the
high-end community, you're not
High End anymore. We should take
the opposite approach — we should
expose ourselves to the guy who's
looking to buy ahigh-end car. He
knows the names ... Ferrari, Lamborghini, Maserati. If you ask him what's
the ultimate audio system he'd like to
buy, he'll say Sony and Bose. Man,
that's atragedy!
Ithink the audio industry should
graduate to the next level in distribution. We should teach multi-chain
stores how to sell High End, how to
proliferate it, how to promote it, how
to set up sound rooms, how to talk
about imaging and soundstaging. That
will lead people into high-end audio.
And I'm not even talking about
Circuit City. I'm talking about the
stores below them —not the really big
guys, but the in-between retailers ...
five- and ten-store chains that are
looking for an identity. Yet the highend community as a whole says,
"That's too commercial for us, they're
too big, Fm going to hurt the singlestore retailers." Whereas in actuality, if
it's healthy for the industry, it's going
to eventually be healthy for everybody.
Scull: So it all comes down to marketing?
Lee: Yeah, it all comes down to marketing. And I'm not just talking about
the manufacturers. I'm also talking
about the very structure of the business, like dealers who want exclusivity. That's the same as saying they
don't want to be good retailers. No,
they'd rather build their business
based on the lines they carry. But customers should come to their store
because they do good things, not just
because they carry certain brands.
Manufacturers are afraid to go outside the box, and it's the dealers who
control the manufacturers. So we've
got this little clique. We sell to the
same people.
Scull: How do you break out?
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Lee: Well, the vision has to go
beyond that. Iwould say that, many
times, Monster Cable is the first highend product that alot of people come
into contact with. You might not hear
about Krell or Mark Levinson, but
you'll hear about Monster Cable.
Scull: It's true, my first step up was
Monster. It's been downhill ever since! [general hilarity]

The audio industry
should teach
multi-chain stores
how to set up
sound rooms, how to
talk about imaging
and soundstaging,
how to sell High End.
Lee: But let me tell you the other
side of it. If you concentrate on the
High End, it doesn't pay financially. In
our overall scheme of business, we
don't make enough money on the
High End to justify its cost. It takes
me nothing to build our low-end
products.
Scull: But —
Lee: It takes me aton of time to build a
high-end product, and the returns just
aren't there. And we're not the only
player.
Scull: But —
Lee: That's why I've brought in
Demian Martin. We want to have a
presence in the High End because we
think it's important from an image
standpoint, and because we want to
advance the art to another level.
Ultimately, Iwant to make High End
more affordable.
Scull: And you want some respect!
Lee: Of course. But people don't
think we can do as well as the best,
and that's just not true. We'd like to
have it recognized that Monster
Cable has not sold out just because
we're in the Good Guys or Nobody
Beats the Wiz.
Scull: In fact, you want the entire High
End to get some respect, Y-I'm understanding
you.
Lee: Yes! If we grow as an industry,

we'll become important enough to be
written about in the buff magazines
and the business magazines.
Scull: The buff magazines? You talkin'
nudist colony, Noel?!
Lee: [laughter] Naw, I mean the
enthusiast magazines. You know,
Jonathan, in no other country in the
world do they alienate the high-end
community like they do in the US.
You want to know what's keeping
High End from growing? It's the press
that's holding the industry back.
Stereophile prospers because it's on the
extreme end.
Scull: Ahem...
Lee: [looking innocent] Yeah, Stereophile
prospers, High End prospers, because
now the greatest designers in the
world are finally being recognized in
their own country. But in general ifs
not recognized in the mainstream
press that Americans make the best
high-end equipment out there. That's
the tragedy of the High End. You go to
Japan, Europe, China, or Hong Kong,
you go to any country in the world,
and American products are held in the
highest esteem!
Scull: Well, in general, high-end designers
are not known to be world-renowned business people...
Lee: You've got to be aRenaissance
person to be in business to begin
with. You've got to be atechnician, an
engineer, you've got to know about
materials, hardware, the chemical
stuff...
Scull: Especially the chemical stuff...
[laughter]
Lee: You've got to know about all
that, but you've still got to be an
artist. So here's this Renaissance guy
with his Renaissance company. He
has to know alot of stuff, but what he
really cares about is the end result, the
music. So now we're talking about
art. But mainstream magazines draw
aline in the sand and won't look at
the "art" side because they think it
doesn't exist. You know the attitude
—just like the measurement people:
differences in sound exist only in the
minds of the people who want to
believe it. Whereas in other countries, it's the music and the history
that's appreciated. We do that here in
the States with wines, cars, fashion,
and other industries, but not with
consumer electronics.
Scull: So you think other manufacturers
shouldfollow the Monster example?
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Lee: Other high-end companies
should realize there's some validity
to this kind of thinking, instead of
just pooh-poohing what we do. You
know, maybe it's with Monster
Cable that aconsumer hears adifference in wires for the first time.
And maybe that leads to listening
for differences between preamps
and amps!
Scull: What are the numbers?
Lee: If you look at the trade magazines, you'll see they're talking
about consumer electronics as a
$65 billion industry! For them, the
High End doesn't even exist.
Scull: What are "our" numbers then?
Lee: If you add all the independent specialists in this country —
not just the High End —it's maybe
a$1 billion industry at most. If you
take the High End out of it —
manufacturers and retailers — it's
going to be awhole lot less than
that. The point is, in a$65 billion
industry, we are nothing. The High
End is in its own shell; we sell to
ourselves. But we can't see outside
the box to the big picture.
Scull: Nod, let me ask you what I'm
sure our readers are burning to know:
How did you come to name your company Monster Cable?
Lee: [laughs] Well, back when I
started, Ihad no idea that Iwas
any good at sales or marketing —
or anything, for that matter. Iwas
just an out-of-work musician
looking for ajob in audio. Then I
developed my wires; Iwas getting
more sound out of them than
with regular cable. Iheard power,
dynamics, and clarity. So Itried to
think about how Icould personify that, and Icame up with the
name Monster. Back then, "monster" meant an ugly beast.
Scull: Um-hmm...
Lee: [laughing] Ithought Monster
conveyed power, it conveyed large,
and you know, Monster Cable was
huge in comparison to zip cord.
The funny thing was, at the time,
everybody told me ...
Scull: That it was aterrible name!
Lee: [laughs] Exactly. They told me...
it wouldn't fly!
Scull: Wel4 I
guess we can say he who
laughs last... Nod, thanks for letting us
get to know the man behind the
Monster.
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Continuedfrom page 131
so well. Once again, they were ever-soianne Faithfull's A Child's Adventure slightly undifferentiated. Iliked the
(Quiex II pressing, Island 90066-1). I cables anyway.
was struck by ahugely wide, perfectly
immense soundstage, Faithfull's expres- It's alive!
In what types of systems can these cables
successfully be used? Let's say you're
Idon't think
most emphatically not the super-tweaky
type. Maybe you cut your teeth on origyou're going to find
inal Monsters and now you've got afairperfection in a$425 cable. ly decent system. Well, here's apainless
way to upgrade. They even look good.
But Ido think the
Or let's say you've got asolid-state
entry-level-to-mid-level high-end system
Monster M-series might
that sounds maybe alittle lean, but you
manage to keep it on the boil despite famijust do very well indeed
ly, friends, the exigencies of life. Say you've
been trying to find acable thaell pass alituntil someone does
tle more signal to those new speakers you
come along with aperfect just bought —something that might even
work straight out of the box — but you're
cable for under agrand.
not sure what might be asafe, easy choice.
Well, the M22s took no time at all to
break in. They might just be the answer.
sive, pickled-in-whisky voice positioned
In any case, Idon't think you're going
very precisely in space. There was afair to find perfection in a$425 cable. But I
amount of grain in evidence — as do think the Monster M-series might
recorded, it's fair to say — yet it was so just do very well indeed until someone
much apart of the fabric of the music does come along with aperfect cable for
that it didn't bother me. Ibelieve this under agrand.
points to asatisfying musical quality
Go Noel Go!
LI
with which these cables are imbued.
Wanting to sum it up with music, Ihit
the cables with the new JVC XRCD
1 1
entitled Satie (JVCC-6506-2), featuring
Mari Tsuda at the piano. Look into my
eyes... You must have this CD. The music is
straight from heaven, and the piano, of
g VIBRATION ABSORBING SYSTEM 4
course, is agood foil for testing equipmax GM«
ment. You're looking at bandwidth and
-1-„ EUROPEAN TEST WINNER
7,
linearity, power response, tonality, inte-
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gration of initial transients, and harmonic
follow-on... all the good audiophile stuff.
Start with the beautiful Petite Ouvenure à
Danser. Or let Premiere Cynuropedie fill you
with a sense of mystery, velvet, and
gloaming, the nuance between the notes
and phrases elegant beyond description.
This elegiac composition reaches out to
softly touch the listener.
You see, I'm running on about the
music, so the cables must be doing pretty well. In most respects, yes. Listening
to this disc reflected the sum total of the
Monster's many parts: excellent, fast,
deep, transparent bass; no upper-midbass bloat; midrange very well developed; upper mids smooth, not quite
revealing, and treble slightly tweaked up
in the presence region, vivid, then
shelved back atouch above, with ahint
of grain right in that little transition area
on top. Large-scale dynamics were good
to jolly good, but low-level shifts in
microdynamics weren't handled quite
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Kinergetics KBA-280 stereo power amplifier

K

inergencs Research was aname
to be reckoned with in the early
days of CD, when they produced
some of the first well-received audiophile-grade CD players. They've
branched out since then, producing
amplifiers, preamps, subwoofers, and
surround-sound processors. In fact,
they're so busy with such products that
they no longer build CD players! The
last Stereophile review of aKinergetics
CD player appeared way back in 1993.
Before that, in 1990, Dick Olsher
reviewed one of Kinergetics' early
power amplifiers, the KBA-75. The
KBA-280 is an update of that design,
still specified for class-A output-stage
operation but now sporting considerably more power. ft's also asignificant
cosmetic upgrade on the earlier amp.
With its four solid, sculpted corner
posts (each with aSorbothane foot for
vibration isolation) and lack of visible
heatsinks, it's one of the handsomest
amplifiers Iknow of—and compact
(though hardly lightweight) for apowerful class-A design.
The front panel has only a single
switch —Standby/On (if plugged in, the
amplifier is always in Standby, at aminimum) —and standby and power LEDs.
Around back, the real estate is abit more
crowded. There are balanced and unbalanced input connections, with switches
to select between them for each channel.
(My bench tests indicated that these
switches do not completely short out the
input not selected.) The five-way output
terminals are directly below the input
jacks —a little crowded for the long-suffering reviewer or dealer; but unlikely to
bother anyone else. During the review
period the output jacks showed early
signs of atendency to rotate when tightened; use with care. The three-prong
power connector, aremote On/Offjack
(triggered by 12V), and five fuse holders
occupy the opposite side of the rear
panel. Four of these externally accessible
fuses are for the power-supply rails.
(Why do amplifiers with easily removable covers — like the four-screw
Kinergetics — have external fuse holders,
while amplifiers whose fuses are mounted internally have covers secured by
Stereopinie, March 1998
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Kinergetics KBA-280 power amplifier

16,000 fasteners? Along with the meanRoederstein, power-supply bypass capaing of life, this question is pondered by
citors by RelCap, solder by Wonder. The
those who spend parts of their days man- circuit boards are glass epoxy
acled to test benches.)
Below the input/output terminals is
an exhaust vent with heatsinlcs incorpoDescription: Two-channel, THX
rated internally. But the KI3A-280 lacks
certified power amplifier with a
the heatsink area one might expect in a
class-A output stage. Power output:
class-A design. Instead, an internal fan
140VVpc into 8 ohms (21.5dBVV),
vents out this rear-panel exhaust opening.
280VVpc into 4 ohms (21.5dBVV),
The fan is relatively quiet, but can just be
437Wpc into 2 ohms (20.4dBW).
heard from the listening chair in aquiet
Rated full-power bandwidth: 1Hzroom with no music playing. While alot
300kHz. THD: 0.02%. Input impedof hot air does come out of that vent—
ance: 100k ohms unbalanced, 1k
no reviewer jokes, please! — the rest of
ohm balanced.
the amplifier's case stays remarkably cool.
Dimensions: 17.25" W by 6.75" H
While many high-end electronics
by 16.75" D. Weight: 55 lbs net.
manufacturers use high-quality parts in
Serial number of unit reviewed:
their designs, Kinergetics is the first one
KIA280G1100271.
Iknow of to actually list their suppliers
Price: $2795. Approximate numin the owner's manual. The input conber of dealers: 70.
nectors and internal wiring are by
Manufacturer: Kinergetics ReCardas, XLO, and Kimber, the toroidal
search, 4260 Charter St., Vernon, CA
transformer by Plitron of Canada, the
90058-2596. Tel: (213) 582-9349.
power capacitors by Sangamo and
Fax: (213) 582-9434.
Philips, bypass capacitors by Wima and
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KBA-280

The power supply consists of lowand high-level sections, the former for
control, the latter for output current.
Separate regulated, low-impedance supplies with separate transformers are
used for the low-level section. The
high-level section is anchored by alarge,
lkVA-rated, toroidal power transformer. Separate rectifiers and filter
capacitors (a total of 40,00011F) supply
each channel.
The output stage is designed around a
200W-rated NPN transistor rather than
the usual NPN-PNP complement.
There are 13 of these NPN devices in
each channel: one for current control,
two for current drive, and 10 for power
output. Coupling is direct, with no
capacitors in the signal path; the DC is
kept near zero by DC servo circuits.
The KBA-280 uses minimal loop negative feedback.
Kinergetics' signature design feature
has long been their patented, so-called
"ICDP" circuit, designed to reduce what
the company calls "hysteresis distortion." Kinergetics claims that all parts,
including passive ones, exhibit nonlinearities that can compromise performance. Actually, all distortion is caused

by nonlinearity of some sort or another,
and though most engineers would put
the blame on the active parts of acircuit
(which are always nonlinear in some
part of their operating range —the trick
is to stay on the linear portion), passive
devices are not entirely blameless either.
In typical amplifier designs, negative
feedback is used to minimize the distortions that cannot be eliminated from the
basic design (and no active parts, in particular, are completely free of nonlinear
distortions).
Kinergetics' explanation of how they
solve this problem sounds suitably hightech, but to me it seems as if it operates
in much the same way as local feedback.
From the owner's manual: "We then
create an electronic model of acapacitor's nonlinear distortion and put it into
the negative input of the differential
amp. The positive (real) and the negative
(created) distortion now cancel each
other —distortion removed!" (The term
"hysteresis distortion" is unique to
Kinergetics in this context. It is usually
used to describe nonlinearities in ferrous
materials such as transformer cores.)
The KBA-280 is also TIX-certified,
which means that it must meet acertain

set of standards —voltage gain, output
power, distortion, input impedance,
etc. — specified by the THX division of
Lucasfilm.

22Hz to 22kHz, 88.4dB, 10Hz-500kHz,
and 1022dB A-weighted (unbalanced;
the balanced S/N measured 1-2dB lower:
worse). The Kinergetics is noninverting
at its unbalanced inputs, with pin 2positive at its balanced input.
Fig.1 shows the KBA-280's frequency response overlaying its response for
2W into 4ohms unbalanced, the same
condition balanced, and 2W into asimulated real load, unbalanced. The
responses are consistently good (and are
the same for 1W into 8 ohms, not
shown). The 10IcHz squarewave shown
in fig2 is nearly ideal, with no ringing
and afast risetime. (The lkHz squarewave, not shown, is similarly beyond
criticism.) The crosstalk shown in fig3

is fine, with only the normal increase at
high frequencies due to capacitive coupling between channels.

System
The Kinergetics KBA-280 was auditioned in asystem consisting of the
Mark Levinson No.37 transport and
No.36S D/A converter, Jeff Rowland
Design Group Consummate preamplifier, and Energy Ventas v2.8 loudspeakers. The interconnects were TARA Labs
RSC Reference from D/A to preamp,
and Cardas Hexlink from preamp to
power amp. The digital link between
transport and D/A converter was
Kimber AGDL. Loudspeaker cables
were a bi-wire hookup of Monster
M1.5s (top end) and Monster M22s
(bass). All listening was conducted in
my listening room, approximately
18' W by 26' Lby 11' H. Aside from the
wall-to-wall carpeting, the room is
acoustically treated with amixture of
RPG Diffusors, ASC Tube Traps and
panels, and Wavelength Absorbing
Linear Structures (W.A.L.S.) and Wavelength Absorbing Panels (W.A.P.) from
System Analysis. The latter perform as

Measurements

ollowing its V
3-power, one-hour
preconditioning test, the KBA280's chassis was surprisingly cool,
except for the fan-driven heat coming
from its rear vent.
The input impedance of the KBA-280
measured 10.7k ohms unbalanced, 1062
ohms balanced. Its output impedance was
amaximum of 0.027 ohms at 20Hz and
lkHz, and 0.034 ohms at 20kHz. Its voltage gain into 8ohms measured 29dB
unbalanced and 26.5dB balanced. DC
offset was 2.8mV in the left channel,
5.8mV in the right. Signal-to-noise (at
1W into 8ohms) measured 9icrB from
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Kinergetics KBA-280, crosstalk (from top to
bottom): R-L, balanced; R-L, unbalanced;
L-R balanced; L-R unbalanced; (10dB/
vertical div.)
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Fig.1
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Kinergetics KBA-280, frequency response at
(from top to bottom at 10kHz): 1W into
8 ohms, 2W into 4 ohms (balanced), 1W
into 8 ohms, 2W into 4 ohms (unbalanced),
and 2.83V into simulated speaker load
(0.5dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.2

010

Fig.4

I

015

Kinergetics KBA-280, small-signal 10kHz
squarewave into 8 ohms.

020

Kinergetics KBA-280 (unbalanced),
THD+noise vs frequency at (from top to
bottom at 5kHz): 4W into 2 ohms; 2.83V
into simulated speaker load; 2W into
4 ohms; and 1W into 8 ohms.
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effective acoustic
trap devices.

absorption/bass-

Performance
There are as many definitions of what
constitutes aneutral-sounding amplifier
as there are audiophiles (or at least those
of us who admit that amplifiers don't all
sound alike). Ask asolid-state fan and
you'll be regaled with descriptions of
tight, powerful bass, an open top end
that seems to go on forever, and an overall neutrality that renders the warm,
fuzzy sound of tube amplifiers moot.
Scratch atube-o-phile and you'll hear all
about the three-dimensionality and
"palpability" of tube sound, and the lack
of all those solid-state "nasties."
The truth is that stereotypes die
hard — nasty-sounding solid-state gear,
at least in the specialty audio market,
hasn't been the norm for avery long
time. True, the average run of tube
gear sounds sweeter and more forgiving than the typical solid-state amp, but
that quality is, as often as not, clue to
measurable aberrations. That's not to
say there aren't anumber of fine tube
amplifiers around, but the best tube
amps and the best solid-state amps

are creeping steadily closer together
in sound.
On the solid-state side, the KBA-280
is aprime example of this trend. No, I
am not telling you that it sounds like a
typical tube amp. But if your criteria for
good sound include adetailed yet unexaggerated top end, liquid sweetness, an
immediate-sounding yet natural midrange, and solid bass, this may be your
amplifiet
Iwas impressed by the Kinergetics
from the first listen. It sounds open and
dimensional, with fine imaging, believable depth, and asolid, well-defined
bottom end. This sort of performance
is very much what audiophiles have in
mind when they think of classA-biased amplifiers, though Iwould
not be so rash as to hang the KEA280's excellent performance on that
hook alone.
During my auditioning, recording
after recording kept me focused on the
music, not the sound of the amplifier —
agood sign. Unfortunately, areviewer
has to keep one ear (okay, two) on the
product at hand; Iultimately, if reluctantly, clicked on my critic's icon' and
went to work.

The Kinergetics won't sweeten a
recording engineer's bad decisions,
but its top end is naturally detailed,
with no tendency to hype or exa l4
lerate
what's on the disc. The result can be
outstanding with quality program
material. Dead Can Dance's The
Serpent's Egq (4AD 45576-2), aslightly
bright but not overdone recording,
sounded sparkling and pristine — the
Kinergetics conveyed it with aperfect
balance of warmth and resolution.
While the top end was not rolled off in
any way, neither was there any tendency to exaggerate detail or add any
excess dryness or sizzle. Bright Star Day
(Dorian DOR-90198) ranges from
slightly bright to slightly rich, depending on the cut, but it's never less than
excellent. A soft-sounding amplifier
might shave the slight edges off some
of the tracks, acooler amp might create
a more analytic result; for me, the
Kinergetics' balance struck just the
right chord.

all of the artifacts are well below -80dB
(0.01%). Fig.7 shows the output spectrum with acombined 19+20kHz signal
— the intermodulation products resulting from an input signal consisting of an
equal combination of these two frequencies —at 164W into 4ohms. The only
artifact here above -80dB is at 1
kHz (-683dB, or about 0.04%), though there
is alot of power-supply-related noise
floor "grass," implying that the amp is
working hard with this high current output The result into 8ohms (89W) was
similar and is not shown.
The lIcHz, THD+noise percentage vs
output power curves for the KBA-280
are shown in fig.8.1he discrete clipping

levels (at 1% THD+noise) are listed in
Table 1and comfortably exceed the
amplifier's specified power. While the
KBA put out significant power into low
impedances, it tended to pop power-

1A little Gates humor for 1)05-lover John Atkinson,
who recently graduated to Windows 95.
Yeah, it makes my PCs feel alittle more like my Mac —
now there's areal computer!
—JA

Measurements
The THD+noise vs frequency result
for unbalanced operation (fig.4) is
extremely good, though the 2 ohm
curve indicates increasing distortion at
that load — not an unusual occurrence.
The THD+noise from the balanced
inputs is not shown, but is marginally
higher than the unbalanced result. The
waveform of the harmonic distortion,
shown for 5W into 2ohms, has adiscernible second-order component but
significant higher-order harmonics
(though these are at avery low level).
Fig.6 shows the KBA-280's spectral
response to a50Hz input at 187.6W output into 4ohms. This is asuperb result;

1111101*0•1•A 1.1••••11s101.3.11 11.1111.11.siemd

Fig.7

Kinergetics KBA-280, HF intermodulation
spectrum, DC-22kHz, 19+20kHz at 164W
into 4 ohms (linear frequency scale).
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Kinergetics KBA-280, 1kHz waveform at 5W
into 4 ohms, (top); distortion and noise
waveform with fundamental notched out
(bottom, not to scale).

Fig.6

veutimok\A.,,I.AlimA41
Kinergetics KBA-280, spectrum of 50Hz
sinewave, DC-1 kHz, at 187.6W into 4 ohms
(linear frequency scale).

Fig.8

Kinergetics KBA-280, distortion (%) vs
output power into (from bottom to top):
8 ohms, 4 ohms, and 2 ohms.
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The KBA-280's midrange would be
hard to improve on. Instruments had a
natural timbre, vocals that in-the-roombut-not-in-your-lap realism. The soundstage was well defined. While neither
lateral image specificity nor depth were
striking, both sounded natural. On a
wide variety of vocal recordings Irely on
for reference—from Mary Black to the
Judds to Mighty Sam McClain — the
Kinergetics' balance of virtues consistently impressed. Sibilants came across as
what they were, neither smoothed nor
overcooked. There was never ahint of
any sort of coloration that might be
attributable to the amplifier.
At the bottom end, the Kinergetics'
bass response sounded alittle less tight
and alittle less powerful than from the
very best amplifiers Ihave heard. But my
reaction here was more of agut feeling—
the feeling that Ihave heard slightly more
incisive, defined bass from other amps,
many of them much more expensive and
with more watts on tap. On its own, there
was little in the KBA-280's bass performance that Iwould complain about. Bass
extension was fine, bass detail satisfying.
The Patriot Games soundtrack (RCA
66051-2), one of my favorite tests for bass

performance, was powerful and attention-grabbing, and if Ifelt it to be a
smidgen less so than with afew other
amplifiers, well... only adirect comparison would be likely to confirm that
impression.

An area where
the Kinergetics might
have been less than
Everyman's Amp was in
its dynamic contrasts.
About the only other area where the
Kinergetics might have been less than
Everyman's Amp was in its dynamic
range —or, more specifically, its dynamic contrasts. While not sounding
"polite" by any means, it did seem alittle shy in the "jump factor" derby. Put
another way, when presented with acall
to the listener's attention, it did not
shout "Intruder Alert!" in quite the
same way that, say, aKrell would. Still,
this should not be overstated. (After all,
Ihad to get my critic card punched at

KBA-280

least once during this evaluation.) This
observation is based not on any specific
incident or any clearly definable episode
in which Ispontaneously exclaimed,
"Ah-ha, gotchar but rather on abuildup
of impressions over the long term —
another "gut reaction," if you will.
(They were on special this month.)
Comparisons
Although the Aragon 8008ST is less
expensive than the Kinergetics, the two
amplifiers are naturals to square off
against each other, not least because the
Aragon remains my long-term reference for arelatively affordable high-end
amplifier. Directly compared, it sounded more laid-back through the midrange and lower treble than the
Kinergetics. Its midbass was less rich
than the KBA-280's, and it sounded less
liquid overall. These qualities gave the
Kinergetics alarger presence and more
rounded dimensionality on vocals.
On the other hand, the Aragon was
more open on top, with agreater sense
of air and unrestricted extension. Its
imaging was alittle more tightly focused, its overall bass tighter. And while
more sparkling on top than the

supply rail fuses when doing so on the
test bench. We were nonetheless able to
run afull set of measurements.
The Kinergetics' test-bench results
are fully consistent with the results of
the listening tests: hard to criticize.
—Thomas J. Norton
Table 1

Kinergetics KBA-280
Clipping Levels
1% THD+noise (11(Hz)

Both Channels
One Otannd
Driven
Driven
Load
W/dBW
W/dBW
ohms
(L)
(R)
(L)
8
167.9 (22.3) 169.5 (22.3) 174.8 (22.4)
(line)
116V
115V
116V
4
301.9 (21.8) 302.1 (21.8) 323.2 (22.1)
(line)
115V
115V
115V
2
539.1 (21.3)
(line)
115V

The curves in fig.8 were taken using
continuous tones. However, [Stereophilers acquisition of a new piece
of measurement gear, the "Amplifier
Profiler" from Miller Audio Research,
allows us to look at an amplifier's behavior under conditions more closely
resembling what happens with music.
Fig.9 plots the KBA-280's output power
against distortion using a10-cycle 11cHz
Stereophile, March 1998

Fig.9

Kinergetics KBA-280, THD+Noise (dB) vs dynamic output power (W) into (from left to right):
8ohms, 4ohms, 2 ohms, and 1ohm (2.5dB/vertical div.).

toneburst interspersed by 400tns of
silence. Under these conditions, the
Kinergetics clips at 197.7W into 8ohms
(black trace), suggesting adynamic headroom of 03dB. Into 4ohms the amp

clipped at 360.8W (red), at 630W into 2
ohms (blue), and at 1015W into 1ohm
(green). The latter corresponds to an
output current, maintained for the 10ms
toneburst, of 31.85Al
—John Atkinson
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Kinergetics, it was also alittle more forgiving of excesses in the mid-treble. The
Kinergetics was more subtle in its rendition of detail, warmer, and more forward-sounding. The Aragon, however,
perhaps because of the latter quality in
the ICBA-280, rendered soundstage
depth abit more convincingly.
Balanced operation
Up to this point, all of my observations
of the Kinergetics' sound have reflected
its operation in the single-ended or
unbalanced mode. There is agood reason for this. In its balanced mode, the
amplifier's input impedance is 1
kohm.
This was clearly adesign choice rather
than an oversight. But what it means is
that the selection of apreamplifier to
use with the KBA-280 must be made
carefully. If its output impedance is relatively high, the amplifier's low input
impedance will demand that the preamplifier supply current, something that
many preamps are not designed to do.
Iused the Kinergetics with the Jeff
Rowland Design Group Consummate,
which has abalanced output impedance
of 300 ohms. Rowland preamps are
designed to drive amplifiers with low
input impedances.
With this caveat, the result Igot from
the Kinergetics in its balanced mode was
alittle surprising, and one of the rare
cases where I've heard more than asubtle difference (or less) between unbalanced and balanced operation. Balanced
operation with the Kinergetics tightened
up the midbass noticeably, which further
opened up the sound. Imaging was alittle tighter, soundstaging more precise. It
still wasn't quite as airy on top as the
Aragon, but it retained that sweet top
end. The bass seemed more detailed in
the balanced mode (very likely because
of the tightened midbass). While the
Aragon still had a margin over the
Kinergetics in sheer power, Iwould definitely not be inclined to decide between
these two amplifiers on the basis of their
bass differences, unless my loudspeakers
were very insensitive and needed the
Aragon's higher power reserves.
Conclusion
The Kinergetics KBA-280 joins the
Aragon 8008ST as one of my reference
high-end-but-affordable amplifiers. It
may lack the current retro chic of those
esoteric single-ended triode jobs, and
won't impress your friends with acres of
heatsinks and backbreaking weight —
but it doesn't disappoint in any way,
either in its subjective listening qualië
or test-bench competence.
Stmeophile, March 1998
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"Finally. aset of interconnects
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that gets out of the way of the g
music, and does so consistently.
regardless of its length or the
system into which it is placed."
— Harry Pearson on
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GOLD ECLIPSE III
in issue #111 of
The Absolute Sound.
Editors Choice
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does not use sacrificial/wear
components, has no joule rating or
surge current limitation, WILL
NEVER FAIL, does not divert surge
current to the ground wire, clamps
instantaneously and has the
industry's lowest let-through
voltage. It is also possibly THE
BEST LINE FILTER YOU CAN BUY.

Now consider this...no matter what
you paid for it, the odds are
OVERWHELMING that your
current surge protector does use
sacrificial/wear components
(MOV's), has ajoule/current
limitation, WILL EVENTUALLY FAIL,
and does divert surge current to
the ground wire (causing
ground hum and degenerative
equipment damage).
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G-Flex M1 vibration-damping devices

T

his installment of J-10's Footer
Follies concerns the Austrian-made
G-Flex M1 Vibrationsdâmpftwden
Kugeln. G-Flex are made aus Osterreich
and distributed worldwide by one Franz
Spitaler. To this point I've occupied
myself with cones and footers of various
shapes and materials designed to couple
components to their supports. But the
beautifully made G-Flexes are meant to
decouple acomponent from the support
on which it's placed. The diminutive but
heavy brass shell (available in four finishes) has aflat upper surface with aslight
bead around the circumference. Inverting the shell in my palm, Inoted with
pleasure its precision tooling. Inside, a
narrow shelf runs along the lower circumference, upon which one or more
cute little bronze leaf-springs are placed.
How many you use depends on the
weight of the associated device and its
weight distribution: up to 5kg, one
spring, up to 9kg, two springs; and so on.
Or you can pop the springs over the
nubby shaft on top of the footer piece
and invert it into the shell.
The literature touts, in somewhat
fractured English, "Maximal efficiency
due to computer-optimized force-displacement response." If you break the
phrase down and think about it, it does
make sense. The literature and press
reprints are all, unhappily for me, in
German. A quick call to the everenthused Klaus Bunge of Odyssey/
Symphonic Line elicited the following
graciously tendered translation of the
information given under a pair of
impressive-looking graphs. The refer-

Description: Vibration-absorbing
footers.

Finishes available: Matte black,
chrome, polished, old gold.
Price: %195/set of three. Approximate number of dealers: 35.
US distributor: Vacuum Tube Logic
Imports, 4774 Murietta St., Suite 9,
Chino, CA 91710. Tel: (909) 6275944. Fax: (909) 627-6988. Email: Imanleyvtl.com .Web site:
http://vvvvvv.vtl.com/- lmanley
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ence "Gummis" — rubber footers —are
shown to suffer from hysteresis and a
broad plateau of ineffective damping in
the critical 100Hz-1 kHz range. The
G-Flex Schwingungsdâmpfer Kugeln are
shown in asecond graph to be fairly
effective at 50Hz, and highly effective at
removing resonances at anything above
about 80Hz.

but certainly more transparent. At the
very top, the sound with the G-Flex footers could be sweet too, but always was
fast — soaring and delightful. Listening
notes: "Images have atighter presence on
the soundstage, even though Harmonix
RFS-65 develops more body. There's a
touch of floodlighting in the midrange
and above —just apleasant hint of light."
The strength of the G-Flex Mis are,
System
simply put, the articulation they endow
Once again, the footers in question were
on the component they support. Inoted
placed under the YBA CD1 Blue Laser
agreat clarity on tap while listening to
player and hooked to the Tape In hot-rod
Gunilla von Bahr and Diego Blanco
inputs of the YBA Signature 6Chassis
perform F.J. Gossec's "Tambourin"
preamp, but this time wired up with
(Music for Flute & Guitar, BIS CD-90).
TARA Labs The One interconnect —as Everything sounded tight, vibrant, free,
was the rest of the system, including the
and clear. Images were more completely
speaker cables. The Forsell Statement freed from the noise floor, more corpoamplifier was once again pressed into
real as separate entities. Wanting to add
service, as were the JMIab Utopia speakfemale vocals to the mix, Ispun Dreamers. The CD1 was mounted on the top
land (Atlantic 82946-2), featuring the
shelf of asmall ClampRack, its separate
dulcet tones of Madeleine Peyroux.
power supply on another shelf set up on
"Hey Sweet Man" is killer—so sexy I
three small AudioPoints.
got the hiccups the first time Ilistened
to it! Billie Holiday reincarnate. LisListening
tening with the Harmonix FtFS-65s in
Ispent some time listening to the sound
place, Inoted: "Peyrowr sounds achingof the YBA CD1 supported by the
ly poignant, the highs beautiful and
Harmonix RFS-65 Small Tuning Feet complex." The M 1ssounded tighter,
usually in place under the player. (I releaner, faster, more transparent — perviewed the Harmonix feet in the
haps atouch less laden with emotion,
December 1997 Stereophile.) Switching to
but very exciting and upbeat.
the G-Flex M1 footers (two springs) was
Changing the number of springs
amind-blower. First, and unexpectedly,
changes the resonant frequency of the
the bass seemed atad less in control than
component/footer system. So Itried the
with the Harmonix '65s. (Unexpectedly,
Mis with three springs per footer. It was
that is, until Ilooked at the manufacturas "decoupled"-sounding as before —
er's graphs and saw the peak at around
very fast and open —but at the same time
28Hz, followed by aquick rolloff.) But more burnished in the ¡nids and highs.
just above the slightly swollen deep bass,
Notes: "Less fist-fast-fast, more round and
beginning somewhere in the lower midi
resonant." Listening to "Tambourin"
and highe4 the entire presentation tightonce again, Inoticed an enhanced sensuened up. Iwas startled; the sound was
ality to the sound in comparison to the
tight and transparent, the speed and claritwo-spring setup. Inexplicably, while the
ty building from the lower to the upper
midrange and highs were plummier, the
mids and up into lower treble. The Mis
bass grew slightly tighter, moving the
quick-stepped the timing while maintainentire presentation more toward the Haring good color and harmonics. The sound
monix sound.
was exciting, open, and free in compariJust now I've got the two control units
son to the more suave Harmonix footof the YBA Signature 6Chassis preamers—a bit like Golden Sound DH Cones plifier up on G-Flex M 1
swith atrio
on steroids. The highs were open, quick,
of Harmonix RFS-65s under the CD1
lithe, and extended —and, it's fair to say, a Blue Laser —you'll have to drag me out
bit thinner than with Harmonix footers,
of the Ribbon Chair!
in
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EVO" Interfaces — the MI-350' Shotgun EVO "Interconnect and
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MH-850 - EVO Speaker Cable — revive the legendary Shotgun name for the new stan-

MIT

dards in audio interface design. Musically and technologically revolutionary, the new
Shotgun EVO Interfaces feature MIT's Stable Image "chnology (SIT -)to deliver sound

Parasound

quality that is simply sublime.
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Put A New Spin on CD Reproduction

Revel

Spectral's new SDR-3000 CD transport coupled directly to the SDR-2000 Pro D-A

Runco

converter via Spectralink offers apurity of sound previously not thought possible

Spectral

with compact discs.

Stewart Filmscreen

A Shotgun Wedding?

Sunfire

The new MIT MH-850 Shotgun EVO PT breathes new life into Wilson WATT/Puppies.
MIT's new, dedicated interface replaces the original "tail" to deliver unparalleled artic-

Theta

ulation, transparency and "you-are-there" imaging and soundstaging. Elevate your trea-

Totem

sured VVilsons to awhole new level of sonic performance.
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Pure Classé

VPI
Von Schweikert
Wheaton Triplanar
Zoethecus

What a combination — Classé amplification with Martin-Logan reQuest speakers,
using MIT's innovative Output Power Squared (0P 2)dedicated balanced interconnects
and speaker cables.This new thinking in high end audio system design produces effortless, seemingly limitless power coupled with finesse and refinement.
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Robert
The SL-1's design calls for
the tube in this spot
to have a plate
voltage of 175V,
and
published
6922
specifications state that the
maximum allowable plate voltage
is 130V. The tube
that Stevens now
uses as the line-input tube is made
Convergent Audio Technology SI-1
by Sovtek in Russia, and has the
Signature MkilI preamplifier
European designation of E88CC.
Since it came on the market in 1985, the
Although labeled 6922, it has — as
Convergent Audio Technology SL-1
Stevens discovered when reading the
has undergone six model changes,
instruction sheet packed with the
making the current Signature Mk.III
tubes — amaximum plate-voltage spec
the seventh official version. (There
of 220V, well within the SL-1's requirewere also several revisions between
ments. To accommodate the new tube,
model changes.) The basic circuitry
the gain was padded down. There are
has remained much the same throughno other circuit changes.
out, with minor evolutionary changes
So how does the latest CAT sound? It
and improvements in execution. The
sounds great! Not having used it with
Mk.II update, which Ireported on in
super-sensitive speakers, Ihadn't found
December 1995 (Vol.18 No.12, p.144),
the previous Mk.II version to be particuinvolved beefing up the power supply,
larly noisy. But the new one is definitely
changes in circuit-board construction,
quieter: with the volume set at what corand improving the mechanical damping.
responds to aloud listening level, Ihave
Now, for the first time, there's a to have my ear within afew inches of the
change in the tube complement: the
speaker to hear any noise at all. That's
12AU7 that had previously served as the
with the line stage. On phono, there's still
line-stage input tube (one per channel)
abit of hiss —less than before —but it's
has been replaced by a 6922. The
masked when playing music.
12AU7 and the 6922 use the same
Beyond the improvement in S/N
socket and saine number of pins, but
ratio, although possibly related to it,
there are changes in the supporting circuitry and basic filament voltage.
Associated Equipment
According to designer Ken Stevens, the
6922 is a better input tube than the
Analog source: Updated Linn
12AU7, and allows the SL-1's noise level
LP12, Ittok, AudioQuest AQto be reduced from -92dB to -112dB
700Onsx.
(unweighted). Apart from the noise figDigital source: PS Audio Lambda II
ure, the electrical specifications have
transport, Audio Alchemy DTI
stayed the same: gain is within ±0.1dB
Pro32 anti-jitter/resolution-enhanceof the Mk.II; there is no change in rise
ment device, Sonic Frontiers SFD-2
time, bandwidth, or slew rate. Still,
Mk.II and Processor 3digital procesStevens says the sonic improvement is
sors (the Processor 3 is a killer),
such that he seriously considered
Illuminati D- 60/Orchid digital links.
renaming the preamp the SL-2.
Amplifiers: Sonic Frontiers Power
Assuming that the sonic improve2, Carver Lightstar 2.0 (review to
ments are as significant as claimed, the
come).
obvious question is, Why hasn't he
Loudspeakers: Dunlavy SC-IV,
used this tube before? In fact, the 6922
Hales Design Group Revelation
has been part of the SL-1's tube comThree.
plement, but not in the line-input stage.
Stereophile, March 1998

Up

Deutsch

the new CAT is more lively yet better
behaved than in its previous incarnation.
There's a definite improvement in
dynamics, and the top is more open and
extended, without any vestige of hardness or extra brightness. The resolution
of fine detail — which was already one
of the CAT's strengths — is better
than ever.
As part of the update, my unit was
supplied with all new tubes, and, as typically happens with new tubes, there
was initially abit of top-end emphasis.
But as the tubes grew accustomed to
their new home, playing music on and
off for acouple of weeks, the sound
regained its tonal neutrality.
CAT SL-1 Signature owners who
had shelled out from $695 to $995
upgrading to the Mk.II may not
like the idea of yet another upgrade, this
one priced at $475, but I'd say
the sonic improvement is definitely
worth it. The production schedule at
Convergent Audio Technology is such
that updates are done only in the
summer, so you have abit of time to
save up for it.'
For prospective CAT owners, the news
is all good: Despite the substantial
improvement in sound quality, the SL-1
Signature MK.Ill is priced at $5950 —
the same as the Mk.II.
1:11
1Convergent Audio Technology, 85 High Tech 1
hive,
Rush, NY 14543. Tel. (716) 359-2700. Fu (716) 359-0797.

Interconnects, power cables,
and speaker cables: Mostly TARA
Labs Decade. Late in the audition
period, two sets of TARA Labs
Isolated Shield Matrix "The Two"
interconnects replaced the Decades,
bringing major benefits in intertransient silence and freedom from
EMI/RFI-induced hash.
Other accessories: Chang CLS9600 ISO power-line conditioner,
Shakti stones placed on the SFD-2
Mk.II and DTI Pro32, Original
Cable Jackets on the power cables,
and aBright Star Little Rock atop
the CD transport
-Robert Deutsch
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THE INDISPENSABLE

has just become more
For twenty years Sound By Singer has been bringing you the
best audio/video that money can buy. We unobfuscate
the zoo of technological black magic, separate the wheat of
real innovation from the chaff of voodoo engineering and
select from it those components which represent significant
advancements sonically and visually. Our expertise
iffe in selecting, integrating, selling and installing high
• end audio systems guarantees to our customers the
peace of mind you can only have when you know
ou are getting the very best sound/picture possible.
t's high end audio and video.., done right.

SOUND by SINGER
HIGH END AUDIO.. .DONE RIGHT
18 East 16th St., New York, NY 10003 (212) 924-8600
(between Union Square West & 5th Ave.)

D

COMPONENT
indispensable.

'Andrew N. Singer,
President
nd By Singer. Ltd.

,

Authorized Dealerships: ACOUSTIC ENERGY. Adcom, ADA, AMX, API Power Wedge,
Aragon by Mondial. AUDIO NOTE. AUDIO PHYSIC. Audio Quest. Audio Truth,
AYRE ACOUSTICS. BASIS, BENZ MICRO. BILLY BAGS. B&K. Cal Audio Labs, Cardas. Audio.
Chang Lightspeed. CEC. CELESTION, CLEAR AUDIO, CONRAD-JOHNSON, CONVERGENT AUDIO TECHNOLOGY. Creek
Crestron. DAY SEOUERRA, Denon. DYNAUDIO, EGGLESTON, EAR., Elite by Pioneer, Epos, FANFARE, FAROUDJA, FORSELL, Grado,
GRAHAM TONEARMS, HALES DESIGN GROUP. JM LABS UTOPIAS, KLYNE AUDIO ARTS, KRELL AUDIONIDEO, KRELL INDUSTRIES,
KRELL REFERENCE. LYRA CARTRIDGES (CLAVIS) MAGNUM DYNALAB, MARTIN-LOGAN, Monster Cable, MUSE, NBS, Parasound,
Proton. Rega. REL, RUNCO IDTV, Salamander, SME, Solid Steel, Sonance, SONIC FRONTIERS, Sound Anchors, Stewart Filmscreen. Sumiko,
Target, Theta Digital, TOWNSHEND AUDIO, TRANSFIGURATION CARTRIDGES, TRANSPARENT CABLE, Vandersteen, Velodyne. VERITY
"PARSIFAL", VPI, WELL-TEMPERED. Wire World. Yamamura Systems. ZOETHECUS.
Bold Listings available in New York City exclusively at Sound By Singer

The

Analog Shop

[audio 'DWI
CALDERA MK II
•Separate Cabinets for
Bass, Midrange and
Treble
•Conceptionally Elegant,
Extremely Low
Resonance Design
•Very Low Measured
Distortion
•Fine Furniture Grade
Cabinet, Variety of
Finishes Available

EAR

Convergent Audio Technology
NEW! SL-1 MK III

834P

•All Tube
Phono Stage

•Redesigned Line-Stage, Now the
Quietest in the World

•MM/MC
Capable

•Available With or Without
All-Tube Phono Stage

•Ultra Low
Noise/High
Gain

•Low Resonance Chassis,
Weighs 65 lbs.
•Fully Regulated Outboard
Power Supply

•Standard
Setting
Performance
& Value

Transfiguration

DA

TEMPER
•Provides the
Most Accurate
Instrumental
Timbres
•Fast, Dynamic
Transients
•Ultra Low
Distortion
•Provides All the
Information
Without Etched
Brightness
•Trade -In Policy
Makes the
Temper
Affordable

•New Designs Improve on Previous Models, Now
More Musical Than Ever
•Class A, or Class A/AB Operation
•Single Ended & Balanced Circuitry
•World Class Build Quality, 10 Year Warranty

PRODUCTS AVAILABLE:
•ATLANTIS •AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS •AUDIO MAGIC •AUDIO PHYSICS •AUDIO TECHNICA •AUDIOMECA •AUDIOQUEST
•AYRE •BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGY •BASIS •BENZ-MICRO •BRIGHTSTAR •CHANG LIGHTSPEED •CLASSÉ •CLEAR
AUDIO PHONO PRODUCES •CODA •CONRAD-JOHNSON •CONVERGENT AUDIO TECHNOLOGY •DISCOVERY CABLE
•DUNLAVY LOUDSPEAKERS AND CABLES •EAD •EAR •FANFARE •GENESIS •GRAFF •GRAHAM TONEARMS •IMMEDIA
•ICIMBER KABLE •KUZMA •LYRA •MAGNUM DYNALAB •MARANTZ CLASSIC •MEWS •MESA •MICROMEGA •MORDAUNT-SHORT •MUSE •MUSIC METRE •MUSIC REFERENCE •REGA •RPM
•SILTECH •SME •SOLIDSTEEL •SUMIKO •SYNERGISTIC RESEARCH
•TARA IABS •TARA LABS DECADE •TICE* TOWNSHEND •TRANSFIGURATION •VPI •WADIA DIGITAL •WFATON TRI-PLANAR •YBA •ZOETHECUS
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PHONE 7160742.2860
FAX 716•742•2859
Stereophile, March 1998

Aural

Robert

Robert

W

hen Itell people what Ido for
a living, inevitably the first
question is "Gee, have you ever
met... (fill in the blank)?" While meeting famous music types may sound cool,
it actually has alot of unexpected downsides. Some years ago, Igave the woman
in my life abiography of one of her favorite singers, k.d. lang. Never opened —
except by me to look at the pictures —
that book is now buried in abox somewhere in our garage. When it comes to
musicians, her credo is exactly like the
one the Pentagon has adopted concerning gays in the military: Don't ask, don't
tell. Personally, I've always enjoyed
knowing more about, say, Robert Zimmerman the person as opposed to Bob
Dylan the... well, you get the picture. If
you can stand exploring his or her
humanity, knowing the artist usually tells
you alot about the artifice.
That's not to say that Ican't see the danger in plunging into, lees say, Percy Grainger's biography, or the short, sordid life of
Charlie Parker. In those and many other
cases, Ican see how ignorance can be bliss.
How many of you have, after attending a
concert or club gig, sidled up to aplayer
you respected, only to find out that they
were bored with your enthusiasm?
There are some performers Iwish I'd
never met. After spending an afternoon
being belittled, berated, and generally
abused by pianist/cabaret singer Bobby
Short, Ican truly say that, if that insecure
and self-important (the twin evils of a
single mind) buffoon were singing Cole
Porter in my living room, I'd turn up the
Home Shopping channel to drown him
out. While finding out what these creative souls are really like has reduced the
number of musicians Irespect or even
care about, it's also ultimately made it
easier to have idols.
Although there are afew big-name
performers I'd like to spend time with —
Springsteen being the best example —
most of my musical heroes are little guys:
quirky, undefinable creatives, people who
in the normal course of my job Imight
actually have ashot at hanging with.
One rough'n'ready group of lesserknown musicians I've always respected
from afar — and always wanted to
meet —are the boys from Muscle Shoals:
Stereophile, March 1998

Baird

Barry Beckett, Roger Hawkins, David thrown into limbo. Now, two years later,
Hood, Jimmy Johnson, Eddie Hinton, Oh Boy Records, an indic famous not
Spooner Oldham, Dan Penn, and only for its Livefrom Mountain Stage series
Donnie Fritts. From the early '60s but also as the home of John Prine, has
through the mid-70s, these lily-white, released that album, now titled
mostly Alabama-bred hillbillies came Everybody's Got aSong.
to be the alchemists of apotent love potion
While it's asmall record, not destined
#9 for funky soul music Through an for the Top 200 or the endcaps at the
unlikely convergence of musical streams local Megastore, this long-delayed disc is
and personalities, they helped create some a loose, undeniably cool little session.
of the sweetest southern soul records ever The guest list is rootsy and impeccable:
made. Aredia Franklin, Etta James, Percy Prine, Willie Nelson, Lucinda Williams,
Sledge, Wilson Pickett, Arthur Alex- Tony Joe White, Waylon Jennings,
ander, Paul Simon, Bob Dylan, Rod Delbert McClinton, not to mention old
Stewart, Willie Nelson, and The Rolling Muscle Shoals pals like Penn, Oldham,
Stones all came to North Alabama to and the late and very great Eddie Hinton
stand in front of the house band and try (some of whose last recorded vocals can
to capture some of the magic
be heard on this disc). At the center are
One of the most talented songwriters Fritts's songs: 'We Had It All" (written
of the Muscle Shoals posse (who also for Ray Charles), "A Damn Good
plays amean electric piano) was Donnie
Country Song" (written for Jerry Lee
Fritts. Nicknamed "The Alabama Lean- Lewis), "Breakfas
tin Bed" (written for
ing Man" by Atlantic honcho Jerry Dusty Springfield's Dusty in Memphis
Weicle4 who got akick out of his laid- album), and "The Oldest Baby in the
back demeanoi Fritts was immortalized World," which includes the classic openin the '90s when his pal John Prine
ing lines "She's got the mind of achild
recorded alive version of asong they and abody peeking over the hill /Well
wrote together, "'The Oldest Baby in the she would if she could and she should /
World," complete with a tale about but nobody will."
"funky Donnie Fritts." Alongtime memWhen you listen, you can practically
ber of Kris Kristofferson's touring band, hear the smiles contained in this project
Fritts even made it into the movies, land- Fritts's friends, who were clearly having a
ing bit parts in 10 Sam Peckinpah flicks, good time, treat him right by giving their
including Pat Garrett and Billy the Kid, all. And although he's never going to be
Bring Me the Head ofAlfredo Garcia, and A called in to sub for Boyz II Men, Fritts's
Star is Born.
wobbly but earnest voice doesn't detract
Since those days, Fritts's personal or distract too much.
and professional lives have been buffetAlthough she's never said so, Iassume
ed by their share of highs and lows. that my mate's greatest fear in knowing
When we first met in 1995 to talk an artist's life is of exposing the gap
about an all-star record he'd just com- between the way artists look via the
pleted, he was living at aRed Roof Inn mirror of their art vs the way they look
and cranking out songs for aNashville just gazing into the bathroom mirror.
publisher. After the interview time had With Fritts, there's no difference. In
been set, my natural defenses against songs like "Ten Foot Pole," with its nearmeeting someone Iadmired kicked in. novelty-song sounding chorus of "On
Happily, from the moment Iwalked the Day you were born /They threw
into his office to meet the flu-stricken away the mold /Your mama practiced
Fritts, he proved to be asweetheart: voodoo /Your daddy was atroll," it's
genuine, gracious, actively intelligent, clear that it's his pain we're discussing.
and open to afault.
In the music business, as in life, most
In atwist typical of his life and the nice guys never even make it to the track,
music business in general, Fritts's record let alone finish last. It's gratifying to see
never did come out. The independent that one of my heroes—one who actuallabel in Massachusetts that was going to ly turned out to be both human and
release it collapsed, and the disc was humane — is finally getting abreak. 13
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Ask About Quantity

AUDIOPHILE LP'S,
CD'S, HARDWARE

ORDER
TOLL FREE

& ACCESSORIES

800782 3472
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CD
/Gehl CD
CD's: $14.99 / Gold CD'ss $27.99
SAMPLIMS 1009 /2009 Shostokovich: Symphony #5
Vol 1or 2 56" eo.
1005 /2005 Lori Lieberman Home of Whispers
1015 /2015 Russian Pops: Prokofiev, Shostakovich Vol 3Awn,: $6"/Goid: $9"
1012 /2012 Strauss: EM Heldenleben & Der Rosenklavier Waltzes
PI
1011 /2011 Tchaikovsky & Prokofiev: Romeo &Juliet /West Side Story
MUSIC 1010 /2010 Chopin: Waltzes, Nocturne; Scherzos, Ballades, Fantasies,
LP
/Geld CD
180g LP's $23.99* / Gold CD's $22.99*
2029 /1104 Not King Cole: Love Is the Thing
2036 /1110 Jefferson Storship: Red Octopus
2039 /1115 Harry Belafonte: Jump Up Calypso
NA
/1114 Art Pepper: Intensity
2037 /1111 Elvis Presley: Elvis is Back
2032 /1108 John Coltrane: Lush Life (SROM)
2033 /NA
Jefferson Airplane: Surrealistic Pillow
NA
/1113 Miles Davis All Star Sextet: Quintet with Milt Jackson
2030 /1105 Jethro Tull: Aqualung (CD=$24.99/LP=S27.99)
1cos
2040 /1117 Elvis Pres: 24 Karat Hits (CD= $29.99/21-P= $34.99) 'Double CD'e E. tr.
RA u

LPs: S17.99
CD'ss $12.99

1045
1044
1038
1041
1042

Robert Lucas /Comple tely Blue
Terry Evans & Ry Cooder /Come to the River
Terry Evans & Ry Cooder: Puffin' It Down (SROM)
Doug McLeod: You Can't Take My Blues (HDCD -$21.99)
Mighty Som McClain: Sledgehammer Soul &Downhome Blues

Vivaldi: For Diverse Instruments
CD's/LP's: 180g LP's:
Dick Hyman: Swing Is Here
512.99*
816.99*
RR & XL0: Stereo Test & Burn-In CD
•Ooyb,,
Dallas Wind Symphony: Holidays & Epiphanies
Mozart/E.Istomin: Concertos #21 & #24 (SROM)
Janacek: The Makropoutos Case/Cunning Little Vixen
Chadwick: phrodite Suite, Suite Symphonic & Elegy
LPS & GOLD CD'S: $29.99
ALUM. CD'S: $14.99/$15.99
APIJ' 034
J
unior Wells: Hoodoo Mon Blues
APLP/CD 027 Janis Ian: Breaking Silence (SROM)
Buy 4 or more: $CALL
APLP/CD2003 Jimmy D. Lane: Long Gone (LP: $24.99)
APLP 033
Amanda McBroom: Midnight Motinee (Alum. CD available)
APLP 032
Amanda McBroom: Dreaming (Avail. in Gold CD for '24" on Gecko &Alum. CD
APLP/CD 036 Sonny Boy Williamson: Keep It To Ourselves (
Le Gold &Aluminum CD available)
APLP 038
Gene Ammons: Nice and Cool
APGC0 038/9 Combines These 2New
APLP 039
Gene Ammons: The Soulful Moods I
LP's Into One Great Gold Cl)?!
APLP 035
Miles Davis: Prestige 5 LP Box Set Ltd. Ed. of only 2,50015199.99 (SROM)
ANALOGUE
3013 Art Pepper: So In Love
PRODUCTIONS 3012 Art Pepper: New York Album
3014 Art Pepper: The Intimate Pepper
REVIVAL
3016 Otis Spann: Good Morning Mr. Blues
CD'S $14.99
3017 Sonny Boy Williamson: Portrait of A Blues Mon
3015 Albert King:
Play the Blues For You (LP Only)
LP1: $17.49
WIRER NEW GOLD CD'S $15.91hwich (Limited Time Offer -Act Fast)
04432 Andy McKee Quintet: Sound Roots
03632 Jock Jeffers Big Band: New York Dances
MANY MORE
04332 Datevik: Ballads From The Black Sea
GREAT TITLES
03852 Joe Stanley Sextet: King of the Honky Tonk Sax
AVAILABLE!!
02632 Norris Turney: Big, Sweet & Blue NOW IN GOLD!
02752 Sweetman: Austin Back Alley Blues NOW IN GOLD!
56292 Clifford Jordon Quartet: Live At Ethel's NOW IN GOLD!
RR-77CD
RR-72C0
RX-1000
RR-76C0
REFERENCE RR-68C0
RECORDINGS RR-75C0
RR-74C0

SON11%11071311901.410,001,1,«IN
64413
66226
64368
64408
64426
64274
64425

Janis Jop in
Carole King: Tapestry
Fronk Sinatra: The Voice
Dave Brubeck: Time Out
Roger Waters: Amused To Death (40.00)
Duke Ellington: Black, Brown &Beige
Stevie Ra Vau hn: Couldn't Stand We...

64
57206
64403
53814
64411
64405
52944

ntona. ontana
CALL FOR
Willie Nelson: Stardust
COMPLETE
Miles Davis: Kind of Blue
LIST
Billy Holiday: Lady In Satin
Bob Dylan: Blonde On Blonde
Pink Floyd: Wish You Were Here
Robt. Johnson: Kin of the Delta Blues.

PREMMIIIIkkRECORIDS -CD: $14.99 &LP: $27.4
PREM-1919
PREM-737

Patricia Barber: Split (CD & 180g LP) men (1ST ALBUM)
Patricia Barber: Cafe Blue (CD & 1809 LP) STEREOPHILE R2D4

GOLD CD'S: $29.99
CD8001
CD8002
CD8003
CD8004

^GREAT SOUND!"

Stradivarius On Gold
Massenet: Le Cid
Gary Karr: Adagio D'Albinoni
Favorite Opera Arias

CD8005
CD8006
CD8007
CD8008

Here At Last
Breath Of Air
Mon Mamoru Quartet
Rachmoninoff

In order to offer our cuvolner% the lowest
price & best service we will meet or beat any
competitors advertised or catalog price!!

MOBILE FIDELITY

LP SALE:$29.99

25th Anniverso Celebration Numbered Ltd. Ed. 18094's WAS 534.99
'TOE l‘CST IXX
PC
IBM-6
Q: Horn section, piano, boss, drums, guitar & xylophone.
TBM-2
Now!: Bluenose bebop at its best! Piano, bass, drums & sax.
IBM-19
Morning Flight: Great standards! Piano trio + 2trombones.
IBM-63
Block Orpheus: Classic piano trio playing great standards!
IBM-25
Blues World: Blues &standards! Guitar, organ, bass, drums.
IBM-39
Green Caterpillar: Maseru Imado Trio + 2(guitar &congas).
TBM-35
You Are My Sunshine: G. Otsuka Piano Trio plays standards.
TBM-24
Blue City: Iwo Suzuki Quartet + Kazumi Watanabe (guitar).
TBM-43
Conversation: Nakamura Duo. Standards (guitar & boss).
IBM-30
Misty: Yamamoto Trio. Late night piano trio jazz at its finest!
IBM-15
Blow Upl: (so° Suzuki Quartet. Standards & originals will leave you breathless!
IBM-23
Midnight Sugar: Yamamoto Trio. An incredible mix of blues and standards. Wow!
IBM-1005 Scandonavian Suite: Big bond jazz like you have never heard before!

aucJiocluest.
,--,

y,

J/11-1-5,dr
e

Go ld CD's:$22.99*

Anadisq 200g LP's Out-of-Print! $22.99 St Up!
Call For List. Buy Before They're Gone!
687
676'
694
692
696
701
699
705
700
695
703
704
691
684

103=
Ten Years After: Cricklewood Green & Sssssh (2 LP's on 1CD)
1
Canned Heat & John Lee Hooker: Hooker 'n Heat
Zoot Sims With Kenny Drew Trio: In Copenhagen
OF
S
CAT STEVENS
Bernard Herrmann: the Mysterious Film World
Lar9est
Tcner And Tin Firr,zi
Harry Edison & Eddie Davis: In Copenhagen Selection Of
Bernard Herrmann: Great Film Classics
Out Of Print
Guns & Roses: Appetite For Destruction
/ -Speed &
2
1
Don Henley: Building The Perfect Beast
D2D LP's!!
Moody Blues: Long Distance Voyager
New &
The Velvet Underground: Md Nico
Used!!
-2 & 3CD/LP Sets
Bud Powell Trio: Bouncing With Bud
Nirvana: In Utero
& Out-of-Print
John Hiatt: Riding With The King
690
U2: The Joshua Tree
Items Additional
Steve Winwood: Steve Winwood
650
Herbie Hancock: Man-Child
Cost
Robin Trower: Brid reof Si e
hs
706

lop

Classic Records Gold CD's:

RTHCD5052
LSOCD6006
LSCD2322
VSCD4053
VSCD4043
VSCD6021
JPCD5001
LSCD2313
VSCD4035
ISPCD1993
CSCD6224
CSCD6038
MSRCD60835
CSCD6009

22.99

Jenni er Wornes: Famous Blue Raincoat (OUT-OF-PRINT 25.00 /LP- .30.00)
Harry Belafonte: At Carnegie Hall (2 CD's $37.99 /219's Also $46.99)
Shostakovich: The Age Of Gold &Symphony #7 (LP Also $26.99)
Ella Fitzgerald: Clap Hands, Her Comes Charlie (LP Also $26.99)
Ella Fitzgerald: Let No Mon Write My Epitaph (LP Also $26.99)
Billy Holiday: Songs For Distingue' Lovers (LP Also $26.99)
Art Davis: A Time Remembered (LP Also S26.99 SROM) UM:1MM
Venice: Solti (LP Also $34.49 Special Deluxe Jacket!)
Louis Armstrong: I've Got The World On A String
Chet Atkins: In Hollywood (LP Also $26.99)
De Fallo: The Three Cornered Hat
Tchoikovsky: 1812 Overature
Shirley Horn: With Horns
Stravinsky: Petrouchka

Classic Records 180. LP's: $26.99
CS8163

Miles Davis: Kind Of Blue (Specks) Deluxe 2LP Set $41.99)

SR90114 Fennell: Hi -Fi A La Espanola (Mercury Living Presence $29.99)
CR5005-12 Dusty Springfield: The Look Of Love (12' Single Cut at 33 1/3 & 45RPM $9.99)
JP0779-12 Bill Henderson: Bring In The Clowns (12' Single Cut at 33 7/3 & 45RPM $9.99)
LSC6094 Albeniz/Ravel: lberia(complete) /Rapsodie Espagnole(2 LP Set $46.99)
CS3-67899 Dead Man Walking: Soundtrack & Score (150g 3LP Box Set S41.99)
LSC2241
Tchaikovsky: 1812 Overoture /Reiner & CSO
MS6036
Beethoven: Sym. #3 /Wolter /CSO
M56113
Brahms: Sym. #4 /Wolter /CSO
CS8127
Duke Ellington: Jazz Party In Stereo
BST4074
Horace Paden: On The Spur Of The Moment (Blue Note $29.99)
BST1588
Sonny Clark: Cool Strut/in' (Blue Note $29.99)
$5184114 Ike Quebec: Soul Samba (Blue Note $29.99)

LP's: S34.99
EMI LP's: $29.99
DECCA Buy 4or more: SCALL
Buy 4 or more. SCALL
ADEC 4173 Bernard Herrmann: Music From the Great Movie Thrillers
ADEC 2243 Albeniz: Iberia /Torino: Danzas Fontosticas
ALON 6013 Debussey: Images Pour Orchestre
ASO 3345
Eiger: Coronation Ode
ASO 8534 Paganini: Violin Concerto #1
ASD 493
Bruckner: Sym. #9
ASO 608
De Folla: 3Cornered Hat
ASO 162
Orff: Carmina Burona

Many More Titles Available!! Call For Complete List.
European 180g LP's IWEA. EMI & More $24.99 to $29.99
Jimi Hendrix: Band of Gypsies
Jethro Tull: Stand Up
Fleetwood Mac: Rumours
Santana: Abroxas
Van
Morrison: Moondance
Paul Simon: Graceland
The Roaches: First LP
Carole King: Tapestry
Donald
Fagan: The Nightfly
Miles Davis: Tutu
Ricky Lee Jones: Pop Pop Block Sabbath: Black Sabbath
ELP:
Brain
Salad Surgery
John Lennon: Rock & Ro/1
(hich Hee •Demons & Wizards
Pink Floyd Pnc,
Llys $21.99 /CD's $12.99 /Gold CD's $22.99
10155
Sara K: Hobo
JD159
Women of Song
(11 [ sky
.0 147
Livingston Taylor: Bicycle
1D154
Eladi Assad: Echoes of Brazil
JD157
Best of Brazil •ocompilation
1D152
Christy Boron: IThought About You
113141
Rebecca Pidgeon: New York Girls Club
.0145
Paquito D'Rivero: Portraits of Cubo (SROM)
CD10
Chesky 10th Anniversary (2 CD's for ONLY $15.991!)

Pink Floyd: Dark Side Of The Moon
Ry Cooder: Paris Texas Soundtrack
Ricky Lee Jones: Ricky Lee Jones
Miles Davis: Sketches Of Spain
Talking Heads: Remain In The Light
Randy Newman: Little Criminals
Oscar Peterson: We Get Requests
Jimi Hendrix: Are You Experienced

WORDS

0001
0012
0004
0020
0027
0025
0029
0014
0013
0023
0017
0026
0029

The JVC XRCD Sompler. Selections from 1st 10 XRCD Titles
Mighty Sam McClain: Give It Up To Love (SROM)
Tiger Okoshi: Two Sides To Every Story (SROM)
The Bill Evans Trio: Everyone Digs Bill Evans
Doug MacLeod: You Can't Take My Blues
Joe Beard & Ronnie Earl: Blues Union
Nancy Bryan: Loy Me Down
Terry Evans: Puffin' It Down (SROM)
023 Yamamoto Trio: Midnight Sugar
Bennie Wallace: The Old Songs
0015 Jimmy Rogers: Bluebird
Doug MacLeod: Come to Find
030 Yamamoto Trio: Misty
John Coltrane: Black Pearls (SROM)
0024 Robert Lucas: Luke & the Locomotives
Mighty Sam McClain: Keep on Moan'
0021 Count Basie: 88 Basie Street
Nancy Bryan: Loy Me Down

BEST PRODUCTS!
BEST PRICE!
BEST SERVICE!
-D GUARANTEED!!

ORDER OR INFO
BY E-MAIL:

ElusDisceaol.com

ORDER
TOLL FREE:
800-782-3472

*A Sampling of the Latest & Hottest Hardware & Accessories For Fall 1997! *
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BENZ MICRO SWITZERLAND
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MOVING COIL CARTRIDGES:
RUBY
SCALL W/ Trade SCALL
REFERENCE
SCAM. W/ Trade SCALL
THE GLIDER
MC H20;1140.9; 10.4 $CALL W/ Trade SCALL
$750
MC GOLD (0.4mV)
$350 W/ Trade $225
MC SILVER (2.0mV)
8350 WI Trade $225
With Trade -SCALL
MC-20E11
$150
LUKASCHEK PP-1 PHONO STAGE
SCALL
Benz/Aemhetix Cartridge Demagnetizer$199.99
(HI •2.0nW &Medium •IOmV Output Available)
-Everyone who. Into analog is sore to
,411.1 one of the cute battery-pout-led
This is akiller cartridge ...more lifelike.
cartridge &magnetite,. fm
ro
more holographic. more Ins ols ng.... more musical.
Arohettx •I.. I res. ...C1
.M
...the Glider is way recommended." lun
J i lenee a Lamm
ydulr
lei le e1
Lonnie Brownell. Sire
Aug. Ve.lol.I9 98
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71111/LIFIgttriltiOft: Temper
From Immutable Music.
,1. , i,
'
SHAKTI
and .

rtidEe
0

,

1M.
Wit quallty ot a'coherent Nibble of ulanklie transparency, the pemenamin of the hameinw
and ',tomcat event. and the astonishing patio of tune are what set the Temper apart (rein
it sound more like lime nu, to tve.. -M Fientes'. Swpr,,und,..
19 07

STONE: st., .
4. n.
.' .S199.99/0n-Lines $99.99
ihiu hire an cost et Icon eboost in sound quality. Fucus. transparency, clarity.
as was the sense mit
pace." Jonathon Scull. Stereophile. 2196.1/01.19 #2

SUMIKO CARTRIDGES & TURNTABLES

CARTRIDGES:
Black Pearl Cartridge
$64.99
SHO Movdig Coil, FlIgh Output
SCALL Oyster Cartridge
$39.99
Blue Point Special Cartridge
SCALL nimajunis,
Blue Point Cartridge
SCALL iProJect 6Turntable
SCALL
Pearl Cartridge
$84 .
99 IPro-ject 1.2 Turntable
SCALL
'Tie tried better tables. arm, cartridges, preemps. cables, and isolation schemes.
-none ham emer gii en nie the kinds of improiernents in noise reduction. clar•
ity, and elimination of mid•tredrehle ringing that till-sr record-cleaning machines
,
hair. -If i
011 listen lo, records. mou nerd arecord-cleaning machine. Pericol." •
ÀLECORD CARE PRODUCTS Corry lirienberg. Nirreophilr. tiny '94. l'ut17 05
MODEL 1.0 - Manual application offluid.
.
woof. I..

NITTYCRITTY
4

1,...,Iline

t

,ranee

elute

ut Stunting

S's .u91i
Vinyl
oodgrain Cabinet
ITEM #-ANIT1.0
SCALL
MODEL 1.5 - Auto scrubbing. &
retain el. .vligle-oni ccaasstteefluid tra.Y
....
re.1.----:116
AI 'nodes are also anulable
Vinyl Woodgrain Cabinet
.0501400k Cob*
ITEM #-ANIT1.5
SCALL
MOOEt I5
es Ms ...mien.
MODEL 1.514 - Auto fluid application. ,o
uhlung. h rotation. Vinyl Woodgroin Cabinet
's no
fr
ITEM #-ANIT1.5FI
SCALL
MOD L MINI-PRO 1 - Wet st rubs & vacuums both aidessimultaneoudy.
Vin IWood rain Cabinet
ITEM W-ANIT1.5F1
SCALL
NI
GRITTY CD MASTER (CD Cleaner)
$39.99
DUST COVERS (DC-1 Soft Vinyl for 1.0, 2.0, 1.5, 2.5)
518.99
(vinyl for 1.5Fi, 2.5Fi, Mini-Pro 182 .... 20.99 Acrylic -all models)
$36.99
Record Cleaning Brush: Vac Sweep Kit: [4 Voc-Sweeps)
Capstan Kit: (4Capstans)

$13.99 RECORD IL CD CLEANING FLUIDS$13.99 Purifier 2
16 oz.
$15.99
$13.99 (for all LPs) 1/2 gol. -$36.99/1 gol. .... $59.99

CD Buffer 8 Laser Buffer Pads, ÚLTR
IE
.
ILU
$13.99
C Pure CD

idêédie°

4
$114.911
oz

Ultra Clarifier

$13.99

M

CLARIFIER
T t CD's, [P's
6 Laser Disc's
Wet «waded lane relined /urn.. flre lube
fllMWSt
m
-aerbrànper atier« '
8349.99
hhhrnerpihiedifnetwontImt- .
•

•geeirevieelli
ell irer
Llanner:
$34.99
Battery Eliminator: $18.99

audioquest cables 1St accessories

RCA Interconnects. Jade, Turquoise, Topaz, Ruby, Quartz. All lengths available (11M .SCALL
Speaker Cables: Type 2, 4, 6, Indigo, Crystal 8. Midnight. All lengths available (NEW!) SCALL
Emerald X4 Toneorm Coble: (NEW1) $129.99 Pro Toneorm Cable: gistri0
KAU
UhroConnect 2: (ne/cleaners) Ultra-high-purity contact cleaner No residue
529.99
Record Brush: Anti-skit Carbon Fiber
$14.99
RF Stoppers: RF 8 Digital Noise Filter (set of four).
Juniors: $31.99
Seniors: 849.99
Laser Guide: Optical Clarifier/Cleaner •Improves CD sound!"
$26.99
Sorbothone Little Feet: (Pock of 4)
$32.99 Sorbothane Big Feet: (Pock of 4)
$49.99

Purist Audio System Enhancer Disc

$134.99

The ultimate bum-in and demagnetization Disc! «Wren

Gruv-Glide II - timers

Improves s,und. removes static, improves tracking, records and styli/ass longer

$19.99

GEO-DISCrm

By Mobile
Fidelity Sound
Lab
$24.99
c.it/ridge alignment system. achieve critical alignment w/in .003 inch in moments.

RECORD SLEEVES Japanese Resealables - 40e.

INNER -40c ea $30/100
OUTER -.20c ea $15/100
S30/ 1(X)
MoFi Rice Paper - S8/10 pack 570/100

ORDER TOLL FREE:
1-800-782-3472

1022 ROLLING BARREL RD.
PENDLETON,

IN 46064

SPECIAL!!!

Your Ultimate
•

HW-191R Turntable w/ Audioquest PT-6 Arm". 8949.99
• Add Sumiko Blue Pt. Special': 81,174.99
• Add Benz-Micro Glider*: $1,549.99
NW- 191R Turntable w/ New VPI Low Moss Arm': SCALL
• Add Sumiko Blue Pt. Special*: SCALL
• Add Benz-Micro Glider' WALL
{ FREE eaperl on,"u due
Plmsse ask about our Package Pones For ALL VPI Turntable Mode/si

made

ui u.s.a.

Source!!

TURNTABLES:

HW-19 JUNIOR -A totally dead-solid acrylic platter, precision machined for direct
coupling to records, with reflex clamp and dustcover.
Fully Upgrodeable to HW-19 Mark Ill (8599) /HW-19 Mark IV (81199)

SCALL

HYS-19 MARK III -Stainless steel chassis, acrylic motor & ormboard, block acrylic
planer and spring suspension

SCALL

HW-19 MARK IV -TNT bearing & spindle assembly. 20 lb. acrylic platter.
sImentytu ifr

SCALL

ARIES -Near TNT performance in an HW-19 size! Requires only a 22* x 16" space,
TNT 3 platter & bearing.

SCALL

TNT JUNIOR Huge sound stage is balanced by asolidity only available from super
tables Now affordable to alarger audience. 21 lb. stainless steel motor assembly.
Sten:xtrhe
TNT SERIES 2.5 & 3 -The ultimate n turntable technology.

SCALL
SCALL

TONEARMS:
THE JMW MEMORIAL -VPI has designed an all-out affordable tonearm reference that is extraordinary rn its ability to extract information from an LPs grooves. Soundstage is wide 8 deep with
air 8 separation between instruments. Feeling of solidity of images & top to bottom coherency is
unmatched. 5-star rated in TAS issue 1061

«ALL

GRAHAM 1.5 BASIC -Aword-winning uni -pivot design. Fully upgradeoble

KALI.

We offer all models of Graham Toneorms and Accessories!! Coll for details.
SME Model 309 -Classic design. Best medium-priced arm on the market!
"'CALL
We offer all models of SME Tonearms, Turntables 8 Accessories!! Call for details,
AUDIOQUEST PT-6; PT-7 (Emerald X4 Cable) á PT-8 (Pro Cable) Adiustoble pivot damping, FPC internal wire, Adjustable VTA.
NEW VPI LOW-MASS -VPI's newest tonearm. Budget priced! Great performance!

SCAM
KAU

CLEANING MACHINES, «nab
..havebtund the 111V-16.5 to be a» ouPtantlinv
petfornter. The record sulfates are mkt-16ton
ally clean & are so pristine they btoA neuf
luttio Alagadne

Features: Self-contained liquid pump: Applies
liquid and scrubs record at same time: Bidirectional cleaning: pushbutton controls: "The
most deluge record cleaner on the market!"

HP/-16.5 HW-1 7F -$849.99

Semi-Automatic

Fully automatic!!
Cooling fan mcieoses
hie of motor!!

$399.99
Ltd. Time Offer!!!
ACCESSORIES:

POWER LINE CONDITIONER -Speed controller and power filter GREAT UPGRADE!! .... $399.99
'MAGIC BRICK -EMF control device $59.99 STROBE DISC -Set turntable speed
$17.99
CARTRIDGE ALIGNMENT GAUGE$14.99 PRECISION BULL'S EYE LEVEL $5.99
K.A.B. SpeeelStrobe Digital Phonograph Speed Readout:
accessory fou vinyl iunkies!

.oc

.

03°.' Honest
5.84.99:

RudioPrism
1
17.!rbs.

Per Globe Rating
(3 pack)
$74.99
Beurieg
4.5 lbs. Per Globe Rating
(3 pack)
$1111»
...and these little guys WORK!...I'm keeping
thtItn Under all my gear." -Corey Greenberg.
Stereophile. Apr. 92 Vol. 15.84
strisare L
.1111.1.CD

STOPLIGHT

I

"The Improvement was astonishing" It,, L01,1wt .Stre,ophile. Mar. VO, Vol. It, #3
$14.95 /3 OR MORE 812.95

z

ORDER BY FAX 765 778-2669
VISA
ORDER or INFO BY E-MAIL:
ElusDisc aol.com
FOR INFO: (765) 778-2715
"ALL In-Stock orders shipped in 24 hrsr

CD BLACKLIONT -Combining mechanical
dampening, conductive
carbon troces reducing
electrostatic charges &
luminescent face reducing jitter results in your
A 0011.11
music sounding more
natural, 3-D & dynamic
with significantly less
glare 8 edge. ... $39.99

"The mat works in abig way. Idid not have to strain
to hear the impnwement. Improved definition, detail. dynamics. amore analog-like soundstage. To
tell you the truth. I...begged Victor for a sial on the
spot."- Sam Mlle, Stereophile. Apr.'59, Vol. 19 #4

150+page

1
$300 U.S.A. /$5" INTL.I

CATALOG I FREIVVITH ORDER!! j
DOMESTIC SHIPPING:
UPS Ground/Priority Mail, 1-4 Items: 85 (add. items .50e ea.)
/3-Day Select: 1-3 Items $7 Iadll. Items Si ea.) /
2nd Doy Air- 1.3 Items: $13 Wit Items $1.25 ea.)

Super Deal on aGreat D/A Converter..
designed in conjunction with Krell

•

•Built In California by Soundstream Technologies add
designed in conjunction with KRHJ. Digital.
•Full sized 17" wide component with excellent build quality.
•Mgh quality panel mounted RCA jacks that won't break
loose life the cheaper board mounted type
•Two digital coax inputs and one Tosink input.
•Large 1.2 amp outboard power supply
•Prembn grade parts include polypropylene capacitors,
1% metal fib precision resistors
•Double-sided glass epoxy circuit boards.
•3 year factory warranty

Closeout Price

Below: Actual scan front back panel...and it's not asticker'

$199

SOUNDSTREAV

Original List Price

TECHNOLOGIES

designed in conjunction
with krell digital inc.
manufactured in USA

roo
Audio Technica Phono Cartridfres

1410

DTIero32 AD/3 Software Upgrade
Get it NOW! The Latest
Version Adaptive Dithering
Software for the DTI* Pro32.

$189

"

Dac-in-the-Box

89

1O9 w
'e

Call for
current
Price

kb'
w

.2•

I. St? ,

TARGET

Hafler Transelova P3000 Power Amp
rTulLOUD 'Disalay

11%6 'Poo, 1?ah,al

lasjci,

ST old 17-5T.L

».
..eicheznY

$49
• hRoo, power wool,

bei• (sim.u..e,c7"nanan9rooa ,D.im

91,1,
Elecfronn
«Tee

‘7tlavone `Nrair5rmtv

Special Price on Factory Refurbished Amps!
Hader Transnova 9505 Diablo...$995 (List $2200)
Hafier Transnova P3000
$419 (List $800)
Hailer Transana P1000
$269 (List $500)

HCM

Audio

DTI v2.0

$2 99.1:11P,Fnur

DTI•Pro

61111111111111.

MIND

$288 In, lucks PS.Threc
Affl_yilcherny

'INN" power •upp•

Alchemy HPAI
Head
¡m
rea Amp
tueUchemy

ACD-2
CD Player

$169

Counterpoint

Mr ttiel St

1-2 List $3495$

Closeout Deals on Audiomagic,
Music Metre, and Straighhvire
Cables... See our price list on
the intemet at..
http://members.aoLcom/hcmaudio
Deals on Surplus
Audio quest
Cables...See
the list

$499,
MOM Sald-IM no SUqi

Ultra Dac

,
-.1/

cTronl 'Panel Çain Contrail

3-'11.104
93inding

Counterpoint Mono

lchemy

$970

TARGET

DaciAlan

'dalanced9C.09?
and 114" 9ned

$799

.Zytichemy

Target 77-F1
Amp Stand

not only results in better sound hut also much better reliability.

'Dual 9Vono cPoann 45upply

1211
Mtxlel Solidi

$149 D
.,,D„E
.vi '/

$ 2 59

Multi-stage power supply des'gnecl to attain maximum sound &
reliability from your Audio Alchemy DDE & DTI combinations.
The digital stage is specially tuned for the DTI• Pro models which

Gmatt 'PC

Power Sutern Orw

5Shelf
Equipment Stand

MPS Master Power Supply
(

Counterpoint Power Amp

Amp

/Includes aFREE bottle of Clearbit CD Clarifier. A$13 Value!

MPS

*aucrso technica

•ML150/OCC Moles Mimed

1599

.h

IchemVXDP
0/4 converter with
12S hie input only

$

12 n7„„h Fc.ur

spote to US hut
Convener

ED!

$

14 9oth

Haw power supply

*Call for current availability and warranty

information on the above closeout
products. All items are limited in supply
and subject to prior sale. See our complete
list on the Weh...http://members201.com/kmaudio

800-222-3465 • 530-345-1341 • Fax 530-345-7269

975 East Ave, #192, Chico, CA 95926
e-mail: hcmauclio@aol.com • Internet: http://members.aol.com/hcmaudio
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Rosanne Cash

T

they do so while also showing off a
here's nothing quite so double- Beatles, Leonard Cohen, and the Los
edged as a famous surname.
Angelization (but never the Nash Vegas
slinky bellybutton. Cash moved to New
Artistic progeny are supposed to
aspects) of country. In adeserved post- York City several years ago.
have it easy —they've got connections,
feminist twist, Cash is the more famous
After an out-of-print debut that saw
name recognition, and talent as
of the two, though Crowd makes his
commercial release only in Germany,
birthrights. But the children of stars and
own records as well. Cash and Crowell
Cash emerged on Columbia Records
geniuses rarely live up to their lineage.
also teamed up in an intense, resilient,
with 1979's Right or Wrong (CK 36155).
Love him or hate him, no one thinks
and often harrowing marriage that An average, pleasant effort, it reveals a
Jakob Dylan is apatch on Dad — hell,
shaped Cash's primary lyrical motifs.
promising talent who hasn't yet located
it's still possible that he got his best qualCash is part of along line of strong either of her voices. But even at her
ities from his mother, and
most naive, Cash could
that 10 years from now
already hint at wisdom
the Wallflowers will be
and disappointment. She
mentioned in the same
sasses nicely through
breath as Julian Lennon
"Man Smart Woman
(or, if you want to be genSmarter," and teams up
erous, Hank Jr. —if that's
with Bobby Bare for
generous). When someCrowell's cute, schmaltzy
one does manage to tran"No Memories Hangin'
scend the family name,
Round" (" 'cause Iain't
the parent is usually a
yours /you ain't mine /
semi-obscure cult figure
song don't fit /the words
(Jeff and Tim Buckley), a
don't rhyme"). She also
virtual unknown (Deana
gamely tackles alittle song
Carter's dad Fred is a
called "Big River."
Nashville session ace), or
It all came together,
a completely different
both artistically and comkind of artist (Petra and
mercially, on 1981's Seven
Rachel Haden, of the
Year Ache (CK 36965), a
band that dog, are never
record with one foot in
measured against poppa
Nashville and the other in
Charlie; Tim McGraw
power-pop. Cash's first efneed not equal Tug's
fort as asongwriter was a
work in the '80 Series).
Having found herself the hard way, an older and wiser Rosanne Cash has
home mn — the title track,
survived afamous name, afamous marriage, and some infamous personal
Rosanne Cash is an
fueled by perky pedal steel
demons to become amultifaceted artist.
exception. The daughter of
and plainspoken lyrics, is a
Johnny Cash splits the difclassic, agenuine crossover
ference between her own inspired iconcountry-music women, but she was
hit that out-Ronstadted Ronstadt Cash's
oclasm and the influence of aparent
informed by Joni Mitchell and Carol
other composition, "Blue Moon With
who happens to be agiant in his field.
King as much as by Tammy Wynette
Heartache," is the first lonesome, selfCash does much of her work on the
and Wanda Jackson. Moreover, her
immolating ballad in acareer that's been
edge of Dad's country, as it were, but emotional bluntness and sexually frank
full of them. But the album's real stateshe also goes to strange, contemporary introspection predate the likes of Liz
ment lies in Cash's interpretive singing
places the Man in Black has never visitPhair, Tori Amos, and Sheryl Crow.
—not just how she does it, but what
ed (though that, too, is in keeping with
(Half-sister Carlene —the one who put songs she does it to: Haggard and
his maverick tradition).
the "c-- into country" — can maybe
Simpson's "You Don't Have Very Far to
Ironically, her father is not even the
take credit for Courtney Love.) What
Go," Tom Petty's "Hometown Blues,"
relative Rosanne Cash is most inextricaultimately sets Cash apart from the
and LeRoy Preston's "My Baby Thinks
bly linked with. That would be ex-huscountry establishment is that she's an
He's aTrain." "What Kinds Girl," meanband singer-songwriter (and former
intellectual. She's the kind of person
while, is such an apt expression of identiEmmylou Harris cohort) Rodney
who reads French poetry, enjoys Ingmar ty —"what kinds girl am Ireally, what?
Crowell. As producer and co-writer,
Bergman movies, paints disturbingly /Imight be leavin' but the door ain't
Crowd forged along, mutually fruitful,
abstract self-portraits, and always speaks
shut /I'm here for lovin' but Iain't no
and musically omnivorous artistic parther mind. Nashville allows its women
slut!" — that it's hard to believe aman
nership with Cash that touched on the
to speak their minds, but prefers that
(Steve Forbert) penned it.
Stereophile, March

1998
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ew York Magazine "BEST BET"
•HOME THEATER SPECIALISTS

\S`

•AudioNideo
tailored to your budget
•Custom design & installation...
remote control, multi-room installation
•We work with architects and designers
•Single components to matched systems
•Surround Sound: Dolby Digital. DTS
•Consulting •Troubleshooting
•Export •Trade-ins
•Authorized factory repairs
•USED EQUIPMENT SPECIALISTS
we BUY o SELL by PHONE

Dealerships:

()

•Aerial •Acurus •AKG
•Aragon •Arcam •Audio Access
•Audio Research •Audiotruth •B&W
•Belloggetti •C.A.L. •Chang Lightspeed
•Definitive Technology •E.A.R. •ESP •Fanfare
•Faroudja •Farté •Golden Tube •Grado •Infinity
•Kimber Kable •Lexicon •Lovan •Maranta
•Magnum Dynalab •McCormack •McIntosh •Meridian
•MIT •Mondial •Monster •Nakamichi •Oracle •Ortoton
•Pass •Paragon •Pioneer Elite •Platinum •Power
Wedge •ProAc •Proton •Rock Solid •Ratel •Sharpvision
•Standesign •Stewart Filmscreen •Straight Wire
•Sumiko •Suntire •Target •Threshold •Van Den Hal
•VPI •Wadia •Well Tempered •Yamaha •Zoethicus
•LUCASFILM THX HOME THEATER • CRT Projectors
and more

MUCH MORE

We do not mail-order NEW products outside our market area.
627 Broadway, Greenwich Village. New York 10012 • 212-505-1111 • Fax
Open 7 days

Mon -Fri

11-7:30 pm • Sat

212-995-5524 (Outside NYC • 1-800-833 -0071 )

10:30-7 pm • Sun 12-7pm

wwwstere0e0c

nge*9/4/89

Building
The next disc, 1982's Somewhere in the
Stars (CK 37570), was arather quick follow-up, and it shows. This tattered little
country torch record is good without
taking any real steps forward. Highlights
include aswinging take on John Hiatt's
defiant breakup song "It Hasn't
Happened Yet," plus acharming duet
with, yes, Mr. Johnny Cash on Tom T
Hall's "That's How IGot to Memphis."
R. Cash the writer contributes the sad
but hopeful "Looking for aCorner" and
the title track's dreamy, long-distance
love reverie.
Cash then took three years —plenty
of time to ponder artistic self-esteem,
commercial risk-taking, and her up and
down marriage — before unveiling
Rhythm and Romance (CK 39463). It
turned out to be ahuge hit, but at the
time she didn't know what the world
might make of her eight self-penned
songs, spiky pink haircut, and supporting cast of studio types. Waddy
Wachtel, Benmont Tench, and producer David Malley made El Lay groovin'
and Nashville bombast one and the
same, layering keyboards upon guitars
upon glossy backing vocals. Cash's
singing is at its very best — tough and
sweet, wounded and predatory, sexy
and plaintive, and the record is an
unflinching confessional masterpiece —
aslick, new-wavey song-cycle wracked
by longing, infidelity, cocaine, and reconciliation. Emotionally, it evokes both
"Hotel California" and "Shoot Out the
Lights," and it's filled with succulent,
truculent ear candy like "I Don't Know
Why You Don't Want Me," John
Hiatt's delirious "Pink Bedroom," and
Petty/Tench's "Never Be You" (first cut
by Maria McKee, pre-Lone Justice, on
the Streets ofFire soundtrack).
But the most lasting impression is left
by "Second to No One," apained, powerfully pretty ballad that veers from
uncensored anger ("I don't think you
know how bad you treat me /Ican't
live like awhore") to unvarnished need
("if Icould only learn to make you love
me /I'd make you love me like Ilove
you") to unsettling realism ("I don't
know if this could last forever /'cause I
don't know what Ican stand"). The bitterness turns to forgiveness on songs
like "Halfway House" and "Closing
Time." Rhythm and Romance also
includes the beautiful "My Old Man,"
which just might be about someone's
famous dad.
It's hard to believe amere two years
separated Rhythm and Romance from
1987's King's Record Shop (CK 40777).
Just look at the cover art — the rebelStereophile, March 1998
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lious trouble girl of 1985 has been
replaced by astately, grown-up beauty
That evolution is apparent in the music
as well — it's afun, rootsy exercise, a
showcase for Cash's voice that may have
been deliberately fashioned with hit singles in mind (Cash wrote only three

er. 1990's Interiors (CK 46079) is her
declaration of independence — from
Nashville, from the charts, from anything but her own muse. Cash's name is
on all 10 songs, and she produced as
well; the record features the usual band,
but Crowell, to whom the record is lovingly dedicated, is
hardly in evidence
(backing vocals, a
single
co-write).
You'd stay away
too if you were he
— Interiors makes
the darker moments of Cash's
previous records
feel like the Spice
Girls. It's the kind
of work that's so
exquisitely painful
the listener feels
cleansed by it; it
belongs on the
shelf with such
depresso classics as
Big Star's Third,
American Music
Learning at her daddy's knee: The family Cash in the mid-'50s. Left to
Club's Engine, and,
right: Johnny, Kathleen, Rosanne, and Vivian Liberto.
of course, Joni
Mitchell's Blue.
tunes). If so, it worked — the modern"I love you 'til Ijust can't feel," Cash
ized bluegrass of dad's "Tennessee Flat
sings on "Land of Nightmares." "We
Top Box" was #1 on the country charts,
hang on anoose /of subtle abuse." The
and John Hiatt's ballad "The Way We
music is muted, pristine, and ominous,
Make aBroken Heart" was also ubiquiwith lots of downbeat piano and whistous. The band, led by guitarist Steuart pery guitars bolstering Cash's gorgeous,
Smith and also featured on Crowell's
weary singing. She can put alifetime of
records of the late '80s, is in versatile,
daily joy and heartbreak into asimple
eloquent form, with such disparate
line like "none of it happens like we
guests as Barry Beckett, Steve Winthink it should be." "On the Surface"
wood, Bobby King, Terry Evans, and
and "Dance with the Tiger" (the latter
Mark O'Connor.
featuring an amazing, labyrinthine guiThe standout track —as fine asong as
tar solo by Steuart Smith) lament the
Cash has written —is "The Real Me": a essential unknowability of others, as
spare, contradictory ballad ("I want to well as love's seemingly insatiable
crawl inside you baby /but Idon't want appetite for fear, pain, and jealousy.
you near"). In atypical twist, Crowell
Hope, regret, pessimism, and redempcontributes asong ("I Don't Have to
tion intermingle; songs like "On the
Crawl") that sounds like Cash addressing
Inside," "What We Really Want," and
him. Benmont Tench also returns, as the
"Real Woman" soften the emotional
writer and sole instrumentalist on "Why
blow abit —at least until "Paralyzed," a
Don't You Quit Leaving Me Alone,"
brutal album-ender that finds the narraanother tune, that, with its forlorn
tor picking up the phone and listening
melody and references to Zelda Fitzin on her spouse's conversation with a
gerald, sounds like Cash's own work.
lover (though even that songs conKing's Record Shop's string of hits begat cludes, "I'll move on /I'll go higher").
Hits (CK 45054), abasic best-of that
Cash's marriage was always ahuge
includes two bonus tracks ("Black and part of her artistic persona; even at its
White" and an appropriately bittersweet shakiest, behind the fearless evocations
"I Don't Want to Spoil the Party") but of romantic truths there was always an
doesn't really do justice to Cash's
inspiring sense of commitment. The
breadth, just her chart success.
relationship was an ambiguous role
That's not something Cash would
model rendered as great art. Then it
ever have to worry about again, howev- ended. When Cash came out with The
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Building
Wheel (CK 52729) in 1993, guitarist/
producer Jon Leventhal (Shawn Colvin)
had become her primary collaborator,
and the songs were mostly about freedom and renewal —think of it as her A
Doll's House. How inspiring you find the
record depends on how inspiring you
find the subject matter. If you believe art
is suffering, then the embittered "Roses
in the Fire" and "Truth About You"
connect more squarely than "The Fire
of the Newly Alive" and "From the
Ashes." All the primal references to
moons, rivers, and, especially, fire (she
even rhymes it with "desire" on
"Change Partners"), plus asong about
God that uses the feminine pronoun,
brings the record very close to Women
Who Run with the Wolves territory. And
Leventhal's musical aesthetic is abit too
adult-alternative (guest stars include
Marc Cohn and Bruce Cockburn), lacking in adventure or even genre definition. The record's best songs are
"Seventh Ave." and the modest romantic fantasy "Sleeping in Paris," both ballads in which Cash's melody and voice
rule the roost.
Cash's Columbia deal came to an end
with Retrospective (CK 67321). Six of its 15
tracks are not readily available, including

covers of the Beatles, Elvis Costello,
World Party, Doc Pomus, and Steve
Goodman ("A Lover is Forever," plucked
from the amazing Intaiors Live video).
By 1996's 10 Song Demo (Capitol
CDP 832390 2), Cash had settled in
New York, abandoned all trappings of
country music, and begun anew life as
apainter and writer of short stories. She
also married Leventhal. The album
manages to avoid two potential problems: because of its minimalist mandate, Leventhal's treacly arranging
instincts are not in evidence, and there
aren't any "how great to be in this relationship" songs because Cash mostly
replaces the personal approach with
allegories and mood pieces. (Demo is
something of acompanion to Bodies of
Water, the book of short stories Cash
released the same year; certain stories
and songs even share imagery.) Cash
and Leventhal handle guitars, piano,
bass, keyboards, and percussion, with
two other players helping out, and it's a
joy to hear Cash's voice essentially solo
on songs like "Bells and Roses" and "If !
Were aMan."
"We threw the best parts of life away
on street talk, strangers, and drugs,"
Cash sings on "What We Really Want,"

a Library

asong from Interiors that contrasts such
philandering with the simplest possible
sentiment: "what we really want is
love." So who's to say it was such a
waste? Rhythm and Romance and Interiors
arc two essential documents of the
hundreds of things aheart will do —
stupid and wise, prideful and selfless,
hurtful and loving. Musically, they
make aperfect inverse pair: the first is a
brazenly produced popfest, while the
second is as hushed and rueful as its
subject matter. Of the other discs, Seven
Year Ache and King's Record Shop are classics that feature ecumenical song selection, Cash's most exhilarating vocals,
and asmart balance between country
traditionalism
and contemporary
adventures.
These days, Cash is not so focused on
her music career — her painting and
fiction writing continue, and in the
works are achildren's story and anonfiction account of the creative process.
But when Rosanne Cash does come
out with her next studio record, it will
surely be another unsettlingly candid
collection by an artist who deserves to
be fêted not just for her truthful, highly
provocative lyrics, but also for her
unpredictable musical choices.
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THE RIVERSIDE

IENOR SESSIONS

Despite various reissue formats over several decades, the seven original LPs
contained in THELONIOUS MONK — THE RIVERSIDE TENOR SESSIONS stood
perfectly well on their own at the time of initial release and remain among the highest
achievements of atruly golden age. Recorded and released between 1956 and 1961,
these seven Monk combo albums were critical in Monk's emergence from adecade of

r44.

ridicule and neglect to his status at the pinnacle of the jazz pantheon. In addition to
some of his best recorded piano performances and more than two dozen of his
profoundly personal compositions, these albums provide an overview of the era's
major tenor saxophonists, with contributions by Sonny Rollins, Coleman Hawkins, John
Coltrane, Johnny Griffin, Charlie Rouse and Harold Land. Max Roach, Art Blakey, Roy
Haynes and Thad Jones are among the other jazz immortals featured on the essential
Brilliant Corners, Monk's Music, Thelonious Monk and John Coltrane, Thelonious in
Action, Misterioso, 5by Monk by 5and Quartet Plus Two at the Blackhawk ... Like the
Miles Davis quintet records contained in Analogue Productions' MILES DAVIS
QUINTET: THE GREAT PRESTIGE RECORDINGS, these Monk albums are among the
pinnacle of the LP art — and they have never sounded better.
AAPJ037 -$250 (7 LPs) file.7180

CAPJ037 -$250 (7 CDs)
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ever heard, and probably one of the best
recordings you've ever heard, period."
Gene Pope III (Recording
Engineer) and Kevin Gray
(Mastering Engineer) with
Cello Palette
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Kevin and Gene

you won't hear amore honest,
natural recording than this, no matter
where you look. This is amost classy
disc, acut above the usual audiophile
fare and well worth alisten." — Michael
Fremer, Tracking Angle
.it has precisely the right balance
of clarity and ambiance, of warmth and
brilliance. It is, in fact, astunning bit of
engineering. This is awonderful disc
worthy of astrong recommendation." — Henry Fogel
"...it's chilling, pure sound wrapped around pure emotion, too
good for both the audiophile set and the majors." — Ken Kessler
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Miles Davis LP Box Set ... Now Available on CD!

Due to the success of the Miles Davis, "The Great Prestige
Recordings," LP Box Set and the high demand for aCD version.
Analogue Productions has teamed up with DCC to produce a
deluxe 24k Gold CD Box Set. DCC has the rights for these titles
and their reputation for quality is an ideal match for this limited
edition set. The five CD Box Set will include asong-by-song
essay by Bob BlumenthaL It is also filled with outstanding
photos of Miles and his bandmates.
The LP Box Set has already received Stereophile's "Recording
of the Month" in March 1997 and Was Phillips wrote, "It just
.inight be record of the year"
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ANALOGUE PRODUCTIONS
THELONIOUS MONK: The Riverside
Tenor
Sessions
APJ 037 (7 LPs). Orrin Keepnews, orig. prod.; Jack
Higgins, orig. eng. (except as noted); Chad
Kassem, reissue prod.; Kevin Gray, remastering
eng. AAA. Tr: 4:57:54
Comprising:
Brilliant Corners
Thelonious Monk, piano, celesta; Clark Terry, trumpet; Ernie Henry, alto sax; Sonny Rollins, tenor sax;
Paul Chambers, Oscar Pettiford, bass; Max Roach,
drums
Riverside RLP 12-226 (LP). Bill Grauer, co-prod. MA.
Tr: 43:10
Monk's Music
Thelonious Monk, piano; Ray Copeland, trumpet;
Gigi Gryce, alto sax; Coleman Hawkins, John
Coltrane, tenor sax; Wilbur Ware, bass; Art Blakey,
drums
Riverside RLP 12-242 (LP). AAA. Tr: 38:37
Thelonious Monk with John Coltrane
Thelonious Monk, piano; John Coltrane, Coleman
Hawkins, tenor sax; Gigi Gryce, alto sax; Ray
Copeland, trumpet; Wilbur Ware, bass; Shadow
Wilson, Art Blakey, drums
lazzland 1LP 46 (LP). AAA. Ti': 38:35
Thelonious in Action
Thelonious Monk, piano; Johnny Griffin, tenor sax;
Ernie Henry, alto sax; Ahmed Abdul-Malik, bass;
Roy Haynes, drums
Riverside RLP 1190 (LP). Ray Fowler, eng. AAA.
TT: 39:43
Misterioso
Thelonious Monk, piano; Johnny Griffin, tenor sax;
Ahmed Abdul-Malik, bass; Roy Haynes, drums
Riverside RLP 1133 (LP). Ray Fowler, eng. AAA.
Tr: 47:25
5 by Monk by 5
Thelonious Monk, piano; Thad Jones, trumpet;
Charlie Rouse, tenor sax; Sam Jones, bass; Art
Taylor, drums
Riverside RLP 1150 (LP). AAA. Tr: 44:23
At the Blackhawk
Thelonious Monk, piano; Joe Gordon, trumpet;
Charlie Rouse, Harold Land, tenor sax; John Ore,
bass; Billy Higgins, drums
Riverside RLP 1171 (LP). Ray Fowler, Reice Hamel,
engs. AAA. TT: 46:01

in' Riverside Tenor Sessions is
Analogue Productions' second
limited-edition (2500 copies)
compilation of landmark jazz recordings. Their first was 1997's superlative
The Miles Davis Quintet's Great Prestige
Recordings (APJ 035), which set ahigh
standard. This box lives up to it in
every way.
The packaging is luxurious: The box
itself is hinged (a nice touch), and features abeautiful portrait of Monk pensively staring at the world over aglass of
champagne. The spine is stamped with
silver foil. Inside the box, each disc
comes in areplica of the original record
jacket, complete with liner notes, and
the whole set is accompanied by ahandStereophile, March 1998

some booklet filled with photos of the
musicians involved, and featuring an
essay by jazz critic Bob Blumenthal.
Thelonious Monk was, of course,
one of jazz's true originals. As acomposer, he wrote some of the genre's
most memorable (and most performed)
songs: "'Round Midnight" is the most
enduring, but "Misterioso," "Epistro—
phy," "Evidence," and "Criss Cross" also
rank among his finest. Yet as a performer, Monk was greatly misunderstood. Even though his foundation was
in the Harlem stride school of pianism,
he did not have aflashy right-hand technique. He also favored rhythmic surprises, and had aprofound love of "crushed"
notes and clusters that many critics
(including fellow pianists) condemned
as simply wrong. Yet he could improvise with alogic and structure so coherent that it is frequently impossible to
classify his performances as either
"composed" or "improvised." They
must simply stand as unique.
When Orrin Keepnews signed
Monk to Riverside in 1955, he wasn't
banking on a proven commodity in
terms of record sales. In fact, Prestige
was so wary of releasing any further
recordings by Monk that they let
Keepnews buy out Monk's contract for
$10827. But Keepnews had aplan: He
conjectured that the public had found
Monk's recordings hard to grasp simply
because of their emphasis on his original
compositions.
The first two Riverside recordings
Monk released were thus trio sessions
featuring standards: Thelonious Monk
Plays Duke Ellington and The Unique

Notes
Phillips

Thelonious Monk. As Blumenthal points
out in the set's superb documentation,
there was an immediate backlash
against the label's attempt to "commercialize" Monk.
That backlash must have been shortlived; Monk's next release, Brilliant
Corners, the first session represented
here, was pure, unadulterated Monk —
and still stands as one of the finest jazz
albums ever. It features stunningly present sound —although the alto/tenor
blend achieved by Ernie Henry and
Sonny Rollins is distinctly sour. Max
Roach's drum sound is big'n'brawny,
with lots of brassy ring in the cymbals.
This disc is musically challenging—
legend has it that bassist Pettiford found
the title track, with its 22-bar (8/7/7)
structure and constantly changing
accents, so unmanageable that he
mimed playing it at one point, antagonizing Monk and ending their working
relationship. Even though the band
went through 25 takes, they never
nailed "Brilliant Corners" — the track
was salvaged in the editing stage. The
album is brilliant from start to finish, not
just in the corners, and the high point is
Monk's unaccompanied "I Surrender
Dear," recorded in asingle take.

Monk's Music featured the tenor-sax
duo of Coleman Hawkins and John
Coltrane, as well as Gigi Gryce on alto
and Ray Copland on trumpet. The disc
opens with the four horns playing a
stunningly sonorous "Abide With Me,"
which has to rate as among the most
beautiful two minutes of music ever
recorded. The session as awhole never
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quite gelled — Hawkins sounds stiff,
and even makes a couple of false
entrances, but absolutely redeems himself with his gorgeous solos on "Ruby
My Dear." The overall sound is superb,
each instrument portrayed with the
utmost clarity and timbral truth.
Only three tracks on Thelonious Monk
withJohn Coltrane feature Coltrane as the
sole tenor, despite the fact that he stayed
in the band for over six months. "Off
Minor" and "Epistrophy" feature both
Coleman Hawkins and Trane, and were

Monk's piano sounds big and very bold.
There's apervasive hum in the background, especially noticeable on side 2,
which Ididn't find objectionable — it
was obviously present in the Five Spot
that night in 1958, and is not all that
intrusive while the band is playing.
There's also aconstant undercurrent of
conversation during the music (and, at
one point, aringing telephone). This was
subdued enough for me to ignore, but
some listeners may be put off by it. This
too, to my way of thinking, is part and
parcel of the "U-R-There" illusion of
this vinyl time machine. It's what you'd
have heard had you really been there.
Misterioso was recorded at the Five
Spot the same evening as Thelonious in
Action, and so shares that disc's sonic
attributes down to the background hum.
Musically, however, it's quite different.
Action is peppier, and Griffin riffs more;
Misterioso is quirkier and more thoughtful — more Monk-like, if you will.
5by Monk by 5boasts excellent sound
anchored by deep, rich bass and starring
some of the best-recorded piano sound
Monk was ever accorded. Jones and
Rouse's close harmonies on "Ask Me
alternate takes from Monk's Music; a Now" are richly pensive and oh, so fine.
Monk solo, "Functional," rounds out This is not awell-known session, but it's
the disc. Yet Ican't think of this record arewarding date. Thanks, Chad.
as crumbs and scraps — every song on it
At the Blackhawk was a last-ditch
is astone winner. Taken together, they effort to save sessions that had been
form one of Monk's most incontestably scheduled as a Monk/Shelly Manne
brilliant offerings.
collaboration. When that combination
Coltrane's solo on "Nutty" is amar- didn't work out, the recording gear was
vel of extended improvisation: Long left in place and Harold Land and Joe
lines are interrupted by short flurries of Gordon were brought in, along with
notes, and it all makes amost singular Billy Higgins, fresh from a stint in
sort of sense. Throughout, Monk was at Omette Coleman's band. The result
the very top of his game — his playing may not be the most incisive Monk
was meticulously pointed, quirky but record in the box, but it has to be the
focused. The sound is liquid — full of most genial. "'Round Midnight"
warmth and grace — and amazingly receives aleisurely, impassioned reading
uniform, given the way the disc was that emphasizes the melody's ethereal
assembled from various sessions.
loveliness — Rouse sets the tone with
Thelonious in Action is agreat-sound- his puissant statement of the theme, and
ing, hard-driving live session, but one the rest of the group responds in kind.
with an interesting stereo mix. The
The sound highlights the horns — all
piano is spread from left speaker to three players are accorded clean, ringright, with the bass coming from the ing, intensely robust sound. As with the
right speaker (perhaps Monk had the Five Spot sessions, this live date has the
piano oriented so he faced the audi- murmur of conversation throughout —
ence). Roy Haynes and Johnny Griffin except for the later bars of "'Round
are both rather hard left, and Ahmed Midnight," where the sheer beauty of
Abdul-Malik is stationed behind them the playing seems to have silenced it.
in the middle. I've never heard anything
This boxed set is aremarkable testaquite like it. Not that it doesn't sound ment to Monk's genius. The pressings
real — despite asmall degree of "hole in are as quiet as I've ever heard — kudos
the middle," it presents astable, believ- to RTI — and the transfers are first-rate.
able soundstage. But an unusual instru- Analogue Productions has even manmental layout, to be sure.
aged to restore eight minutes of
The disc has lots of presence. Griffin's Misterioso that were dropped from
sax has a bright, hard punch, and Prestige's twofer reissue in the 70s. All
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Notes

in all, The Riverside Tenor Sessions is the
very paradigm of an informed archival
reissue. The set is also available on CD
in the same sumptuous 12" by 12" packaging — although Ihave not, as yet,
heard the digital version.
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THE BEACH BOYS: The Pet Sounds Sessions
C2 8 37662 2 (4 CDs). Brian Wilson, prod.; Mark
Linen, eng.; Joe Gastwirt, HDCD mastering. ADD.
Tr: 4:16:48

p

et Sounds was the product of Brian
Wilson's realization that the
Beatles' Rubber Soul had changed
record production forever. It wasn't
enough to produce hit singles anymore;
the new pop paradigm was the album
conceived as awhole. So, in January
1966, while the Beach Boys (sans Brian)
were on tour in Japan, Wilson began a
collaboration with lyricist/ad copywriter Tony Asher that resulted in the
Beach Boy's (and the Beach Boys') most
ambitious record to date — a record
revered by many as one of the finest pop
productions of all time.
Pet Sounds broke with the fun-in-thesun California anthems that had made

the Beach Boys so popular throughout
the world. Instead, Wilson and Asher
wrote songs dealing with faith, love, and
disillusionment — songs that Wilson
arranged in acomplex, towering, Phil
Spector-esque wall of sound. These
weren't typical three-minute singles, but
densely orchestrated epics the likes of
which no one had ever conceived.
Dizzy Gillespie said of Louis Armstrong, "No him — no me," and Paul
McCartney and George Martin have
echoed that sentiment: No Pet Sounds —
no Sgt. Pepper's.
Wilson never even considered releasing astereo version of Pet Sounds. For
one thing, no one in pop at that time
165
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was thinking primarily of stereo. Singles
were meant to be heard on the car
radio, after all. Moreover, the Spectorish wall of sound didn't translate well
into stereo. Wilson recorded onto a4track, 1
/"recorder, but since he wasn't
2
thinking in terms of stereo, he tended to
use the different tracks to maintain control over the instrumental mixdown
prior to adding the vocal tracks and
mixing up to an 8-track recorder.
(Astonishingly, "Wouldn't It Be Nice"
and "God Only Knows" were completed in long sessions with no overdubs.)
The centerpiece of The Pet Sounds
Sessions is astereo re-mix made possible
by today's technology: the original 4track instrumental master was transferred to adigital multitrack machine,
where the vocal tracks were also transferred, time-aligned, and speedsynched. Why did Capitol go to all the
trouble? As in the old chestnut, primarily because they could. Was it worth it?
I'm not sure.
Pet Sounds is, in many ways, acomplete masterpiece that wasn't harmed a
bit by existing only in mono. While I
find the stereo re-mix interesting, Ialso
find it disturbing — it's not the work I
know and treasure. That said, it sounds
awfully good. The sound is clear and
detailed, never less than sumptuous.
The harmonies are achingly pure, while
the instruments are cleanly articulated
and placed precisely within the stereo
soundfield.
Fortunately for those of us not eager
for change, The Pet Sounds Sessions
includes a remastered version of the
mono original, packaged in acute CDsized replica of the original record jacket. That's the version I'm going to
return to time and again. The HDCD
mastering makes it sound particularly
fine — right up there with DCC's vinyl
version. The sound is lovely and liquid,
with tight, punchy bass. Even the most
densely orchestrated passages boast a
clarity that lets you hear into every part
of the mix.
But as fine as that is, it still isn't the
reason I've been listening to this set
obsessively ever since Igot it. The centerpiece of The Pet Sound Sessions is twoand-a-half CDs' worth of studio work,
fold-back instructions to the musicians
from Brian Wilson, and alternate takes.
Granted, you have to be abit of afanatic to consider listening to all of this even
once, much less many times. If you
don't qualify, you probably won't want
this box. But you might be surprised.
Most interesting for those of us who
have wondered how such complex
Stereophile, March 1998

arrangements work together are the
instrumental tracks without vocals, and
the vocal tracks without instruments.
Listening to the songs broken down in
this fashion, Irealized just how detailed
amaster plan Wilson had for Pet Sounds:
he knew exactly what he needed months
in advance. When the time came, the
vocals were laid down over fully realized backgrounds. Far from demystifying the record, it has made me even
more incredulous that he pulled it off.
Wilson was obviously trying to create
something great in Pet Sounds, and the
struggle to accomplish that is fascinating. John Atkinson, who spent alot of
time in the studio as amusician, commented on this: "Brian Wilson didn't
have the vocabulary to communicate
what he was trying to do in the studio
—he was reduced to singing parts at
musicians, and sometimes banging on
the console. What's amazing is that the
musicians got it anyway."
Indeed. As track after track unfolds,
Wilson struggles to make his vision
manifest. I'd like to think he succeeded,
and that Pet Sounds is atrue reflection of
his vision. But even if it isn't, it has
proven rich enough to keep some of us
returning to it for over 30 years. That's
got to count for something.
I'm glad Capitol decided to show us
how Brian Wilson put it together.
Sonically, it's atreat. And Ishouldn't
neglect to mention the documentation
— a profusely illustrated 6" by 12"
booklet on the set is joined by a126page, 4.5" by 5.5" volume of interviews
with the musicians, engineers, and
famous fans (such as Martin and
McCartney). Well done.

CHESKY
DAVID CHESKY: Three Psalms for String Orchestra
Stephen Somary, Deutsches Filmorcheter Babelsberg
CD163 (CD). David Chesky, Johannes Tdllner, prods.;
Barry Wolifson, eng. ODD. TT: 51:50
WAGNER: Orchestral Musk
Tristan and Isolde: Love Music from Acts II 8 Ill; Die
Walküre: Ride of the Valkyries, Wotan's Farewell 8
Magic Fire Music; Siegfried Idyll; Gatterdammerung: Siegfried's Death 8, Funeral Music
Charles Gerhardt, National Philharmonic
CD161 (CD). David Chesky, Norman Chesky, Charles
Gerhardt, prods.; John Dunkerley, Tiyggvi
Tryggvason, Tony Faulkner, Mike Ross-Trevor, engs.
MD? Tr: 77:47

avid Chesky's Psalms for String
Orchestra are absolutely unlike
anything he's ever recorded
before. These somber pieces share none
of the exuberance that characterized his
earlier works, all of which bore the
stamp of his love affairs with Latin

Notes

music and jazz.
These are slow pieces. Massed string
chords slide into one anothe4 shifting
tempos over long periods of time. As
compositions, the Psalms have some of
the grave dignity of contemporary
works by such Eastern European composers as Kurtág, Karaindrou, and
Kancheli. Chesky explains that his
Psalms are meditations on death, con-
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templation, and resurrection, which
tends to weigh them down with themes
too ponderous for such graceful essays.
(It's probably wise to heed Beecham's
advice: "Always ignore what acomposer says about his music.")
Nevertheless, there is a lovely,
mournful quality to these quiet works.
The Deutsches Filmorchester performs
them with luminous intensity, and the
sound achieved by engineer Barry
Wolifson is powerful, clear, and transparent. Lovely, simply lovely.
I
just haven't been able to get enough
of Gerhardes Ring excerpts. Ifind them
irresistibly dynamic and mesmerizing.
Many people don't like their Wagner
performed in "bleeding chunks," but as
much as Ilove the power of each work
as awhole, I'm also asucker for Wagner's orchestration in smaller doses.
This set is nicely balanced, although
"Ride of the Valkyries" seems ablatant
sop to commercial considerations, given
how out of keeping it is with the subdued tone of the rest of the disc.
The sound is of demonstration quality, however, with massed string tone to
die for, bass extension that'll put any
playback system to the test, and dynamics and transients that'll have you leaping onto the chandeliers in surprise with
every playback. When Wotan slams his
spear onto the ground during his
"Farewell," it sounds so incredibly present that Ihaven't heard it yet without
starting —and I'm usually even waiting
for it. (It also scared the bejezus out of
my cat, and I've got the scars to prove it.)
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AUDI O NEXUS

PROUDLY PRESENTS...

VIRTUAL REALITY

by Von Schweikert Research, bringing to your home the true breadth,
space, and clarity of the live performance
Now Von Schweikert Research has combined years of loudspeaker design experience with revolutionary and evolutionary concepts in acoustics and electronics to create anew line of products for pure audio and audio/home theater applications. Starting with the now famous VR-4 and VR-4.5 and followed shortly thereafter by the VR-3 and VR-8, VR speakers
feature:
✓ Tweeters and midranges that operate in minimum baffle enclosures for maximum clarity and smoothness. The sound
is boxless and wide open.
✓ A woven, carbon fiber midrange main driver that minimizes colorations in the most vital part of the musical spectrum.
✓ Point-to-point, hand-wired crossover networks that harmonically blend all drivers to sound like asingle-element
speaker. The resulting sound is seamless.
✓ A new concept in loudspeaker design, the Global Axis Integrator Network, (GAIN) that optimizes the performance,
dispersion, and integration of all drivers in awide, 180 ° global axis. This dispersion pattern mimics the pickup pattern
of the recording microphone and launches the sound into your room in afashion that closely resembles the original
live performance. The result is aholographic image that really does justify the name Virtual Reality.
✓ Distributed Resonance Integration (DRI) that optimizes the performance of the two woofers in the upper end of their
response. This eliminates the resonances and muddy sound that mar the performance of so many other speakers. The
result is deep, powerful, clear bass that lets you hear the harmonic nature of each instrument.
Now VR has combined these advanced concepts with the special demands of home
theater speakers to create abrand new line of 10 A-V products. Choose from three
center channels, 3front speakers, and three surround speakers, and compliment
them, if desired, with an extraordinarily powerful and clear subwoofer to create
home theater that is, quite simply, the most stunning available.

BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGY In very short
order, their tube and solid state designs have established BAT
as leaders in high end electronics design. Now their marvelous amps and preamps are joined by the brand new VKD5, aremarkable CD player featuring fully-balanced digital and
analog sections. Its music will flow into your ears.
GOLDEN TUBE Announcing the SE-40, an amp that achieves
the impossible. 40 W/ch of pure class-A single-ended tube power
for $980! A miracle!
JM LAB Audiophile performance from small decor conscious
enclosures? Absolutely! Only JM Lab delivers the full sound of
much larger designs.
VANDERSTEEN Legendary speakers with arich tonal balance that presents music with stunning beauty. Now the longawaited Model 5engulfs you in abreathtaking musical experience. Doing home theater? The VCC- Icenter channel and
VSM-I surrounds bring true quality to surround sound.

McCORMACK AUDIO The amazing micro power and line
drives are here offering macro performance at micro prices.
Need more power? Go for the full sized DNA 0.5, DNA I, or the
new DNA 2amps!
PLATINUM As stunning to the eyes as they are to the ears,
these loudspeakers are aesthetic jewels that fit beautifully into any
setting. "...the most musical loudspeaker of its kind 1have ever
come across.", L. Johnson, AVI.
ROTEL Great sounding components at prices you can afford.
Rotel has crafted an entire line of superb audio and home theater
products. (Sorry, no mail order on Rotel.)
ENLIGHTENED AUDI DESIGN Their new line of three
home theater processors comes with Dolby AC-3, DTS, touch
screen remote, and that fabulous EAD sound, starting at the
unbelievable price of only $2,495. What adeal!

AMC •Apogee •Arcici •Audioquest •Balanced Audio Technology •BEL •Black Diamond •CAL •Cardas •Cary •Celeste
Chang Lightspeed •[AD •Eminent Technology •Epos •Fanfare •Fried •Golden Tube •Grado Headphones •Jamo
Jeff Rowland Design •JM Lab •Johda •Kimber Kahle •Magnum •Magnum-Dynalab •McCormack •Melos •Monarchy •NAD
Nitty Gritty •Platinum •Power Wedge •PSB •Rotel •SME •Target •Von Schweikert Research •Vandersteen •VPI

*Trade-ins Accepted * Consultations *
No dealer near you? Call for sales and expert advice!
http://www.quikpage.com/A/audionexus

33 Union Place, Summit, NJ 0790 I—We Ship Anywhere 908-277-0333
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CLASSIC RECORDS
ART DAVIS: A Time Remembered
Art Davis, bass; Ravi Coltrane, tenor sax; Herbie
Hancock, piano; Marvin "Smitte Smith, drums
DAD 1001 (DAD).
NEW MUSIC CONSORT: Pulse
Compositions for percussion ensemble by John
Cage, Henry Cowell, Lou Harrison, Lukas Foss,
Harvey Sollberger
DAD 1002 (DAD).
RED RODNEY: 1957
Red Rodney, trumpet; Ira Sullivan, trumpet tenor
sax; Tommy Flanagan, piano; Oscar Pettiford, bass;
PhiIly Joe Jones, Elvin Jones, drums
DAD 1003 (DAD).
RACHPAANINOFF: Symphonic Dances, Vocalise
Donald Johanos, Dallas Symphony
DAD 1004 (DAD).

namid-December visit to Santa Fe,
Mike Hobson announced the debut
of Classic Records' 24/96 digital
audio disc DAD' series of audio-only
DVD-Videos. These discs, mastered
from the original analog master tapes,
are converted to 24-bit/96kHz data
using aMuse Model Seven A/D converter and stored on ahard-drive-based
recording
system — a proprietary
$25,000 unit developed by Muse's
Kevin Halverson that can store 8gigabytes of data. It also can use 2.6GB of
removable media.
.meer.

After the digitized signal is stored on
the hard drive, post-production "authoring" creates adigital tape called aDLT,
which is used to produce aglass master
which in turn produces the stampers
that mold the DADs.
Classic refers to the discs as DADs
because, while afinalized standard for
music-only DVDs was due to be
announced at the Winter Consumer
Electronics Show, according to Classic
president Michael Hobson, ahigh-quality, DVD-Audio-based music carrier
may never materialize as acommercial
reality. Hence, the "DAD" designation
is intended to avoid confusion in the
marketplace.
The initial offerings, scheduled for
release in March, comprise four discs.
Stereophile, March 1998

Classic recorded Art Davis' A Time
Remembered in 1995 (Davis played bass
with Coltrane on and off from 1961 to
1965); Pulse is avenerable audiophile
favorite originally released on New
World Records; Red Rodney's 1957 is
an extremely rare Rudy Van Gelder
recording originally released on Signal;
and the Rachmaninoff disc, originally
recorded in 1967 for Vox/Turnabout,
has been on people's best-sound lists
for years.
Ihaven't had achance to hear these
releases in the form in which they'll be
available for retail consumption, but
Hobson and crew left me atest pressing
of asampler they'll be distributing at
WCES '98 that includes selections from
each of the initial releases. Obviously, it
isn't possible to make any sweeping
assumptions about anew recorded format from asingle example, and Idon't
claim to be able to make such apronouncement. But Iwill describe what I
heard when Ilistened to the DAD and
CD versions of the same selections.
The first track on the sampler is John
Cage's Double Musk a densely scored
work for percussion ensemble and a
killer demonstration piece: Sustained
gong notes and delicate bell strokes are
constant counterpoint to a variety of
struck tone melodies played on tuned
metallophones (including Cage's signature tuned brake drums). Normally I'd
assume that the combination of sustained low tones and quickly decaying
overtones would highlight CD's shortcomings in resolution, but the quality of
Classic's CD reissue of this New World
recording is superb. Even so, the DAD
was clearly better at following the decay
of overtones down beyond the CD's
noise floor. It also seemed to boast
greater dynamic contrast, and, much to
my surprise, far superior pitch resolu-
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tion in the lowest gong notes struck.
There was another area where the
DAD proved superior in my o. inion,
and it's an observation that is .
•
l'. cult to
describe succinctly. The easiest way to
put it is to say that the DAD made me
want to listen, while Ifound it easy to
not listen to the CD. I'm not trying to
condemn CDs as amusical — as much
as Ienjoy listening to my LPs, Ilisten to
alot of CDs as well. By choice. Without
apology. But each time Icompared the
DAD to the CD sampler, Itended to
want to listen to the DAD all the way
through; Iwanted to switch back from
the CD as quickly as possible.
Was it solely resolution? Well, a16bit word allows for 65,536 values,
whereas a24-bit word potentially has
16.8 million—that's a lot of additional
information. In matters of pace alone,
that's got to help.
It certainly seemed to help on the
Red Rodney "Stella by Starlight" that
followed the Cage composition. Philly
Joe Jones starts things off with aflourish, and from there to the end, the piece
just bounces along on his superb ride
cymbal and fills. Jones's superb timekeeping seemed jauntier on the DAD,
while Rodney's horn seemed far more
palpable and pointed. The track was
recorded by Rudy Van Gelder, so there's
not alot of depth to the soundstage in
either version; but the DAD did manifest much more of asense of the room
in which the musicians were recorded.
There was certainly no lack of soundstage depth in any version of the
Radunaninoff Symphonic Dances, but the
DAD had gobs more of it than the
CD —maybe even more of it than my
Athena LP! Here Iwant to be careful
because of the obvious differences
between the LP, CD, and DAD masters.
While Iagree that this recording has

System
The recordings mentioned in this
installation of "Quarter Notes" were
auditioned on the following system:
LP playback: Linn LP12 turntable,
Lingo power supply, Cirkus suspension, Ekos tonearm, Arkiv phono
cartridge.
CD playback: Mark Levinson No39,
Meridian 508-24.
DVD playback: Pioneer DVL-700.
Phono section: Linn Limo.
Preamplifier: Conrad-Johnson ART.

Power amplifier: Krell FPB 600.
Loudspeakers: B&W Silver Signatures.
Cables: 'Umber KCAG interconnects, ICimber Black Pearl speaker dales.
Accessories: Audio Power Industries Power Wedge 112, Magro
Stereo Display Stands.
Sound treatment ASC Tube Traps,
Studio Traps, Bass Traps; RPG
Abffusors; oligophrenetic domestic
shorthair.
—Wes Phillips
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FEATURED
DEALERS

GoodwiNs
Audio
870 Commonwealth Ave.
Boston, MA 02215
(617) 734-8800

CLASSIC SYMPTOMS OF ROOM-I
NDUCED ERRORS!

Krell •Wilson •Pass Labs •B&W
Conrad-Johnson •SOTA. Nakamichi •EAU

fi PROVEN SOLUTION IS NOW AVAILABLE...
CORRECTS FREQUENCY. PARSE AND TIME

1-800-201-HI-F1
360-698-1348
WWW NUTSABOUTHIFI COM
Thiel •Krell •Theta •Wilson X-1 Grand Slam •MIT
Conrad-Johnson •Straight Wire •Aragon •Acurus

&O.
AudioNideo •Compact Discs
17602 East 17th Street
Tustin, CA 92680
(714) 544-7903

Krell •Wilson •Audio Research •Thiel
Theta •Magnapan •Lexicon •Sonus Faber
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Scottdale sDefinitive Audio Salon
4120 N. Marshall Way
Scottsdale. AZ 85251

TOTAL ACOUSTIC CORRECTION
Everuthing else is pusi - Er

"The SigTech makes it obvious that in almost all audio systems the speakerlistening room setup is making large, musically significant alterations... Robert Greene THE ABSOLUTE SOUND Vol.18 Issue 89 Summer 1993

(602) 946-8128

Wilson •Jeff Rowland Design
Ounlavy Audio •Theta •Thiel

"The point of SigTech treatments is not to "overcorrect -so as to make all speakers
A•U•D•I•0

sound alike, or to "sterilize" the sound. but to eliminate the largest room-induced
frequency anomalies. In both of my rooms, the SigTech Correction System
accomplished this goal admirably...The SigTech Acoustic Correction System is an
elegant solution to the problem of acoustically corrosive environments.

PERFECTION

Steven Stone STEREOPHILE Vol.19 No. 12 December 1996
"The SigTech is the most important step forward in audio since the development of
full-frequency range recording and stereophonic sound. That's the story."

7401 Lyndale Ave. South
Minneapolis, MN 55423

Robert Greene THE ABSOLUTE SOUND Vol.21 Issue 109 Winter 1996

(612) 866-0083

Mark Levinson •Wilson
Audio Research •Dunlavy Audio
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L
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TIE-BORIN CORRECTION OF ROOM-INDUCED ERRORS

TimeField Acoustic Correction
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always sounded good, to me it still
sounds like agreat recording of ahighschool orchestra on agood night. But
I've got to admit that the massed string
tone on the DAD was sumptuous—
and the sense of drive and the feeling of
forward momentum were compelling
as well.
Art Davis' take on Thelonious
Monk's "Evidence" was, in many ways,
the most compelling argument for
DAD. Quite simply, there was no contest between the CD and the DAD.
Everything — dynamics, pace, timbre,
soundstaging — worked better on the
24-bit version. Put me down for the first
copy of Classic DAD-1001. The sound
of this disc alone would justify my
acquisition of aDVD player.
My hat is off to Classic for busting a
move on the digital front. While it's by
no means assured that their approach
will set the standard, the results I've
heard are the answers to my prayers for
abetter-sounding digital format. Isincerely hope that you'll get achance to
hear it, too.

JOHN MARKS RECORDS
ARTURO DELMONI & NATHANIEL ROSEN: Musk
for a Glass Bead Game
J.S. Bach: Two-Part Inventions 1, 3, 6, 7, 9, 10, 13.
Kodály: Duo for Violin 8, Cello. Giordani: Duetto II.
Martinu: Duo for Violin 8, Cello. Handel:

INS

Awe

T

his is astupendous recording of
violin and cello in agood-sized
hall —possibly the most luscious
recording of acoustic music I've heard in
several years.
The disc's title refers to Herman
Hesse's last novel; the glass bead game
represents afusion of the arts as represented by music, and the sciences as personified by mathematics. All the works
on this disc present aform of game as
well — the give and take of chamber
music for two, the passing back and
forth of theme and variation.
Rosen and Delmoni perform brilliantly. Their mastery over their instruments is never in doubt, but what is
most impressive is the passion they
bring to these works. There is not asingle unfelt note on the disc.
The sound is beautifully cleat Engineer Jerry Bruck has concentrated on
the direct sound of the instruments, but
has not neglected the ways in which the
hall supports their tones. In this proStereophile, March 1998

Buy, Sell. Trade, Consign
914-421-0069: Phone
914-328-3852: Fax
www.ttta.com

LEI

Sonic Front. SFL-2
Acurus
$Call Theta DSPre
VAC
CPA1A
Adcom GFA 545 $295
Aragon
$Call
ARC 070
$795
0240 Mk11
$1595 AJA DTI Pro
0400 Mk11
$3195 CAL
V140 Mono's $4295 Cello 8.1
BAT VK60
$2795 Classé DAC Combo
Bell 1001 MkIll
$1695 Esoteric P2

$1995
$795
$1895

EMI

gram material, with these players, it is a
strategy that has paid off in spades.
Delmoni's playing is full of body, with a
silvery gleam that offers aperfect contrast to Rosen's warm, golden burble.
The third movement of the Kodály
Duo provides some heart-stoppingly
beautiful moments, first in apizzicato
passage that places both players palpably
within Purchase College's Recital Hall,
then in the impassioned finale, where
both men pull out all the stops (ahem)
to romp joyously to the close.
Icould go on — Musicfor aGlass Bead
Game is filled with delightful musicmaking — but I'm not sure I'd get any
closer to what makes this one so special.
If you care about music and want to
hear how well science can serve art, you
need to listen to this one.

Possocoglio

Arturo Delmoni, violin; Nathaniel Rosen, cello
JMR 15 (CD). John Marks, prod.; Jerry Bruck, eng.
DDD. Tr: 62:34

Pre-owned 8 New HI-End
203 Mamaroneck Avenue
White Plains. NY 10601

REFERENCE RECORDINGS
BRUCKNER: Symphony 9
Stanislaw Skrowaczewski, Minnesota Orchestra
RR-81CD (HDCD). J. Tamblyn Henderson, Jr., prod.;
Keith O. Johnson, eng. DDD. Tr: 59:30

ollowing
common
practice,
Stanislaw Skrowaczewski performs
Bruckner's unfinished masterpiece
as is, without adding areconstructed final
movement, and makes a compelling
argument for the Ninth as afully realized
piece. In his hands, the Adagio provides
powerful and convincing closure for this
most transcendent of works.
Keith Johnson matches Skrowaczewski's powerful performance with
sound that is about as good as it gets.
The brass choruses have bite and heft,
while the strings have awarm glow that
I, for one, would have claimed was possible only on analog three years ago.
Throughout, and to a remarkable
degree, the recording achieves the
sound of areal orchestra in aspecific
auditorium. A new demonstration classic is born.
Ea

135K ST140
$325
ST202
$395
C-J Premier 12's $3995
SA250
$675
Classé CA 400
$3195
Counterpoint SA100 $495
Dynaco ST-70
$349
Futterman OTL
$Call
Hatter 9300 THX $695
9130
$275
Krell KSA-50
$1195
KSA-150
$2395
KSA 200
$2295
KSA-250
$3195
Lectron JH-50
$895
Levinson
$Call
Lightstar Ref.
$1895
MBL
$Call
McIntosh MC 75's $2395
Pass Aleph O's $4595
Perreaux RMF 2150B $595
PSE Studio 5's
$1095
Quicksilver M-60 $849
Reference Line
$Call
Sumo Andromeda It $795
VAC PA 90 C's
$3495
VTL 225 Dix w/Blue
Bottle Teslas! $2795
Pre Amps
Aragon 24K
$695
18K w/P&G's
$695
Aurum
$1195
ARC LS2B
$1495
LS3
$995
LS7
$795
SP11
$1995
Audible Illusions 3 $995
BAT VK's
$Call
Cary CAD 5500 $1095
SLP 50
$795
CAT SL1 Sig Mk11 $3495
Citation 7.0
$1595
C-J
$Call
Classé DR6
$1495
Creek P42
$349
Dennesen JC80 $1795
Hader 915 w/phono $295
Krell
$Call
Levinson 38S
$3595
Lightstar Direct
McIntosh C27
C34V
Plinius 12

$949
$595
$1095
$2395

$395
$Call
$2895
$3895
$1795

P500
$395
Genesis Del. Lens $1495
Levinson 31
$4195
Meridian 500
$1249

Micro Mega T-Drive
Mod Squad Prism
Museatex Combo
PS Audio Datalink II
Parasound DAC 1000
Sony 620 ES
Theta
Wadia

$695
$275
$995
$195
$495
$195
$Call
$Call

AHT Non-Signature $Call
ARC PH-1
$795
Basis Debut Gold $4495
Goldmund Studio
w/T3B
$1995
Linn LP-12
$Call
Magnum-Dynalab
$Call
McIntosh MR65
$895
Nakamichi 700ZXL $1095
Onkyo T-4080
$325
Tandberg 3001A
$995
Walker Procenium $Call

Aloe V

$2195

Clements F1T-7 Ref . $1795
ESB 7/06
$495
ET LFT VIII
$995
Gallo
$Call
Janis Woofer w/1A $895

Audio Quest
Diamond 1m XLR $449
Diamond 1.5 XLR $695
Topaz 1m RCA
$35
MIT Proline 3m XLR $595
NBS Master 5m XLR $3995
Nordost
Red Dawn 2m XLR $349
Ref. 2m RCA
$395
Purist
Maximus 3m XLR $395
Tice Titan
$995
Transparent Ref.
2m RCA
$1195
Super 1m XLR
$425
UHOR Telarc etc.
$Call
Valid Pta. Kit
$Call
XL° .5 6t1. bi
$195

5% MORE THAN OUR COMPETITORS?!
We won't quibble with you over 5%. That's not
what this is all about. We promise you acaring,
knowledgeable associate will take the time to help
you down your upgrade path or help you to locate
your dream piece. Weather you're looking to buy,
sell, or consign us your equipment, our stall of over
30 years combined experience will help you with
either analog or digital, tube or solid state, dynamic
or electrostatic; on the phone, in our space, or in
cyberspace. Toys From The Attic, a pleasant,
enlightening and professional experience.
And remember You're never too old to play with toys!
=

Trades and
IL Consignments
welcome.
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The Little
The Little/More Power

$249
$449

Koss Porta Pro Jr
Koss KSC/35

$39.95
$34.95

The MAX/600's
The Orpheus

$1599
$14,999

The Supreme
The Cosmic
The Home
The Maxed-Out Home
The MAX

$449
$599
$599
$999
$1333

Sennheiser 545

Stax SRM-3
Stax SRM-TiS

$1099
$1699

Sennheiser RS6
Sennheiser RS8

$159
$279
$349
$249
$349

The Static
The Little More Static

$259
$599

Etymotic ER4S

$299

Aun i

$349

Grado
Grado
Grado
Grado
Grado

$69
$95
$149
$195
$699

Stereophile Reviewers Speak
about portable headphone stuff:
About the EtymotIc ER4S:
"For recording engineers, Ithink
the ER-4Ses would be an indispensable tool---isolation plus accuracy make a difficult combination to top. For travelers, I
can't recommend anything more
highly. They help me arrive more
rested—through the reduction of
rumble---and in a great mood,
since I've amused myself on my
journey."
Wes Phillips, Vol. 18 No.7, July 1995

About the Supreme:
"With some products, to see
them is to want to possess them;
the HeadRoom Supreme falls into
that category...A remarkably wellthought-out, well-engineered
product at an excellent price.
Long-distance travel will not be
the same again. Highly recommended—give that 800 number
acall!"

John Atkinson, Vol.17 No.1, Jan. 1994

About the Traveler Bag:
"...for the one specialized task of
consolidating everything you need
for portable high-quality listening,
this bag is incredibly well-thoughtout...lt has simplified my travels—
and helped make them imponderably more enjoyable to boot.
That's better than an upgrade
to first class."
Wes Phillips, Vol.18 No.10, Oct. 1995

The Supreme has appeared twice
as an Amplification Component
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About the HeadRoom Audio Image
Processor:
"From disc to disc Ialways found the
processed signal an improvement,
even where the effect on the imaging was vanishingly slight. But the
true worth of the HeadRoom circuit
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Wes Phillips, Vol. 18 No.1, Jan. 1995

About the Sennheiser 580:
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B.
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building to retrieve
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stuff.
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Recommended Components List, Class "B"
VoL19 No.10, Oct 1996

About the Max:
"Articulate---that's the one word that
best describes Max. Oh, there are
others: fast, rich, complex---and paradoxically simple as well.. Ultimately,
however, Imust keep returning to that
least definable of qualities, but the
one that most inhabits my love for
Max: the coherent articulation of the
essence of music.. The headphone listener today does not lack for choices
when it comes to headphone amps...
I'd have to say the HeadRoom Max is
the one to beat...I want one!"
Was Phillips, Vol.20 No.2, Feb.1997
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A.

A.
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extended low frequencies.. .JA's dynamic headphone reference."

into a burning
puppies.
Todd at MIT.
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THE MAVERICKS: Trampoline
MCA MCAD-70018A (HDCD). 1998. Raul Malo,
Don Cook, prods. MD? Tf: 57:50
Performance
Sonics *****

0

nce upon atime there was a
band from South Florida that
wore cowboy garb and had a
singer of Cuban ancestry who sounded
alot like Roy Orbison. Soon the big
boys from Nashville came down and
signed this band up. Everyone was so
happy — this li'l ol' multicultural act was
going up to Tennessee to squeeze into the countrymusic mold and make lots of money.
Trouble was, the band had adifferent ending to their
fairy tale in mind. In fact, they didn't want anything to do
with anyone else's story. They wanted to tell their own
tale, one complete with lime-green zip-up pant suits, double-necked guitars, and an album full of retro '60s lounge
music. And so, to this day, when mainstream country
music fans (or those big brains at country radio) hear the
words "country band," they wrinkle up their faces and hiss,
"You don't mean the Mavericks, do you?"
If there's any creative freedom in Nashville today the
Mavericks deserve some of the credit. Almost from the
start, this quartet (Raul Malo, vocals; Robert Reynolds,
bass; Paul Deakin, drums; and guitarist Nick Kane, who
joined after the debut album) has had the kind of restless
creativity that no one genre could ever hold. While not all
of their ideas have worked, at least they've tried.
Soon after they signed with MCA, the Mavericks,
who'd already released aself-produced, self-titled disc on
their own, recorded their major label debut, From Hell to
Paradise. While full of promising material, Hell was alittle
green and unfocused.
Their sophomore disc, What aCrying Shame, found the
band changing direction. Now it was clearly the Raul
Malo show. His soaring voice, controlled vibrato, and
increasingly distinct rock/pop songwriting—often in collaboration with songwriting guns-for-hire Kostas or former NRBQ guitarist Al Anderson—were front and center, even though atwangy cover of Springsteen's "All That
Heaven Will Allow" ended up being this disc's most
memorable number.
Critically acclaimed and clearly on acollision course with
being an impossible-to-classify, "between-the-cracks" kind
of act —the band spun out (apparently with their label's
blessing) into one of the more bizarre tangents in countrymusic history. Malo, whose waistline had begun to expand,
began to assume asweaty, Elvis-as-a-heart-attack-waitingto-happen look. Meanwhile, guitarist Nick Kane was slithering into bright orange jumpsuits and wraparound shades.
Where their look went, their music was soon to follow.
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Musicfor All Occasions was the band's
heartfelt homage to the loungemusic fad. A goof, but also the
album that exposed the band to
legions of new, country musichating fans, Occasions, from its hipster liner notes by "Marty
Maroon" to its shower-from-asprinkling-can cover art was and
is avery confounding ride.
Perhaps the best thing about making a
boundary-snapping record like Music for All Occasions is
that, once the genie's out of the bottle, the world is your
oyster. No idea for afollow-up would've been too bizarre.
Which brings us to the new record, Trampoline, which is
striking and stylish on many fronts. Malo's voice and songwriting have taken yet another step up. On the salsafied
opener "Dance the Night Away," he revisits his Cuban
roots thanks to apeppy, horn-accented arrangement With
ICane's guitar leading the way, the band then hurtles down
into adramatic R&B/pop ballad "Tell Me Why." On the
third cut, "I Should Know" (co-written with Al Anderson),
the never-far-away Orbison echoes return, this time
crossed with mariachi horns set into a'50s-esque pop ditty.
And so it goes on from there. With amelody line led by
the bass (a typical Mays touch), the ballad "To Be With
You" adds strings. The violins return on "I've Got This
Feeling," whose triumphant, marchy chorus sounds like it
was copped from Neil Diamond. And then there's the
smoky, torchy "Fool #1," which Malo slinks through as if
he was born to the stuff. A sitar makes an appearance on
the funky "I Hope You Want Me Too." The instrumental
"Melbourne Mambo" is organ- and trumpet-heavy island
music. "Dolores" is flapper jazz, complete with asassy clarinet. And what record would be complete without amusing gospel number like "Say aPrayer"?
Needless to say, if you know any dyed-in-the-wool
Garth lemmings — or, better yet, anyone in the countryradio biz—playing this album for them could prove fatal.
There's not asingle fiddle, steel guitar, or banjo to be heard
here. Those without imaginations shouldn't attempt to
drive or operate heavy machinery while listening. Aheartfelt bow is due MCA/Nashville for their good taste and
sense of adventure.
While all this may sound like astylistic mish-mash, the
unifying threads are Maio's voice, his absolutely astonishing
songwriting range, and the band's easy, instinctual chemistry. The Mavericks' style is now whatever they feel. While
alot of people pay lip service to the idea of playing in many
different styles, few ever try, let alone pull it off with the
panache and soul that the Mays show on Trampoline. This
HDCD disc has enormous warmth and presence. There
simply aren't many records like it.
-Robert Baird
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genre; it lacks the adversarial tension
and formal integrity one expects from
such works.
On its own terms, howeve it's often
convincing, particularly in the first
movement, which is possibly some of
the most expressive cello music written
in recent years. Slowly, aheart-meltingly
limpid melody begins to coalesce after
what seem like afew attempted statements. The orchestral accompaniment is
equally inviting — full of intriguing
instrumental combinations, with subtle
use of gongs and bells. The air is meditative: Bryars gives the impression that
everything is unfolding over a single
chord with an air of mystery, as though
there's something going on there you
don't quite get. That may well be the
case with this opening movement,
though with some of the subsequent
ones in this continuous work, the
She's got the voice, she's got the technique—now if Olga Borodina just had something to say.
impression is that there's less than what
meets the ear, something elusive and
at the end of "Mon coeur"), but they fragile that hasn't quite crystallized.
leave the listener cold. Urbain's perky
The piece's title is suspiciously prelittle aria from Les Huguenots is matter- tentious and makes reference to
of-fact and totally devoid of the spunk Haydn's "Philosopher" and "Farewell"
OLGA BORODINA
that I'd thought was written into it — an symphonies, even though there's little
excruciating
reading.
Berlioz's that's even vaguely Haydnesque about
Arias
Marguerite is relatively untroubled — this music. Also, Bryars gave up studyOpera arias by Berlioz, Meyerbeer, Ponchielli, Purcell,
Callas, Janet Baker, and almost anyone ing philosophy to be amusician. What
Rossini, Saint-Saëns, Tchaikovsky
else on records would laugh at might all of this add up to? (Well, we
Olga Borodina, mezzo-soprano; Carlo Rizzi,
Orchestra of the Welsh National Opera
Borodina. La Cieca's aria from La won't hold it against him.)
Philips 446 663-2 (CD). 1997. Anna Barry, prod.
Gioconda is nicely sung, with awealth of
Other works included in this atmosDDD. 1T: 70:19
Performance *1/2
tone, and Tchaikovsky's Maid of pherically produced recording include
Sonics ****
Orleans comes close to being interestOne Last Bar, Then Joe Can Sing, athreeod, this is dull. In the nouveau- ing, but Lisa (from Pique Dame) is a movement work for percussion ensemmezzo sweepstakes (Bartoli, soprano role, and sounds too fierce here. ble that's full of innovative effects but is
Larmore, ICasarova, Podles),
The sound is good, and while Rizzi's perhaps best heard as ambient music
Borodino is dead last. The voice is unar- orchestra plays well, they and he seem to than something you'd want to analyze
guably afine one — rich and creamy, be as disinterested in creating excitement too closely. Same thing with By the Vaar
even throughout the range, with an as Borodina. I've never found Borodina for double bass, bass clarinet, percusexciting top and anice, opulent bottom. stimulating, but here she plumbs new sion, and strings. It all falls easily on the
The technique is fine — aseamless lega- depths of tedium. She could freeze the ear and unfolds slowly, though Vaar typto and neat, quick passagework. The
Neva in July. Duck.
-Robert Levine ifies Bryars' greatest weakness: He tends
problem? She's practically unconscious.
to spotlight aparticular instrument with
Borodina deserves some recognition
BRYARS
ahushed, harmonically static accompafor what could pass for versatility; this
niment, though all too often the melody
Farewell to Philosophy
CD presents awider range of styles and
just isn't that interesting.
One Lost Bor, Then Joe Can Sing, and
music than do the solo discs of the four 1/eh:
—David Patrick Stearns
By the kw
abovementioned singers. But there's not Julian IJoyd Webber, cello; Charlie Haden, double
bass; Nexus Percussion Ensemble; English
an aria here that Iwouldn't rather hear
Chamber Orchestra, James Judd
GRAYSTEIL
from someone else. Her Cenerentola Point Music 454 126-2 (CD). 1997. No prods. or
engs. listed. DDD. Tr: 75:08
final scene is direct and well articulated
Music from the Middle Ages and
Performance **1/2
but entirely lacking the charm of Sonics
****
Renaissance in Scotland
Bartoli, the thrills of Larmore, or the
Rob MacKillop, lutes; Wiliam Taylor, clarsachs; Andy
"face" of Kasarova. Arsace's aria from
ust because Gavin Bryars' recent
Hunter, ballad singer; Paul Rendall, tenor
Semiramide is hopelessly prosaic (I won't
music isn't as tiresomely experi- Dorian Discovery DIS-80141 (CD). 1997. Howard
Bass, prod.; Andre Defossez, eng. DDD. Tr: 59:40
even mention Horne). "Ombra mai fu"
mental as his notorious Jesus' Blood Performance ****
just happens. Purcell's Dido is well Never Failed Me Yet doesn't necessarily Sonics ****
served, but Ewa Podles, whose English mean it has become more legitimate.
diction is even worse, is more moving. His Cello Concerto, subtitled Farewell to
raysteil is the title of an epic
All three of Dalila's arias are stunningly Philosophy, is hardly awork that one
poem that tells, in colorful and
sung (with agorgeous, soft, high B-flat would set alongside the classics in this
often graphic language, of

classical

G

G
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Record
knights, women, love, lust, and bloody
battle. The popular ballad was set to
music in Scotland probably sometime
during the 15th century; its text and
music survive in two separate 17th-century sources. We can appreciate the reasons for the song's durability in this performance by renowned Scottish ballad
singer Andy Hunter, accompanied by
lutenist extraordinaire Rob MacICillop
and master harpist William Taylor. Its
sturdy melody is complemented by the
musicality of the many Scots words in
the text, which, of course, Hunter delivers in authentic dialect.
It would be hard to fault either the
instrumental performances — MacKillop and Taylor are two of the world's
finest — or the clear, rich, expressive
singing of tenor Paul Rendall. Rendall's
rendition of the "Hymn to St. Magnus"
— one of the program's three vocal
selections — gives this 13th-century
song an immediacy and presence that
fall very agreeably on modern ears.
I'm not as excited about the practice
of performing works intended for vocal
ensemble —in this case a three-part
mass by 16th-century composer Robert
Carver — on instruments alone. Not
only is the texture altered beyond recognition, but the quick decay of lute and
harp tones destroys the fluidity of line
that naturally would occur with voices.
Still, the sounds of these ancient instruments, especially the various clarsachs
(wire-strung harps), and the Gothic
harp with its distinctive "buzzing" braypins, are delightful to hear, and the
arrangements of the various instrumental selections are expertly wrought. And
wouldn't it be nice if all record labels
made the effort to produce such wellwritten and informative liner notes?
—David Vernier

HINDEMITH
Symphonic Dances, Rag Time,
Pittsburgh Symphony
Van Pascal Tortelier, BBC Philharmonic
Chandos CHAN 9530 (CD). 1997. Brian Pidgeon,
prod.; Don Haitridge, eng. DDD. Tr: 55:45
Performance ****1/2
Sonics ****

I

nmany respects, the small independent labels are doing the most interesting work these days. Chandos has
led with the neglected pieces in its
ongoing Hindemith cycle, and has
apparently chosen to save Hindemith's
"biggest hits," Mathis der Maler and
Symphonic Metamorphoses, for last.
Good. Although it must be pointed
out that Chandos has been scooped in
Stereophile, March 1998

the Hindemith-survey realm by the
recently completed series on CPO, with
Werner Andreas Albert conducting various orchestras in Australia and Germany,
the BBC Philharmonic trumps any of
the orchestras in that series, and Yan
Pascal Tortelier trounces Albert.
The first major work to follow the
Mathis der Maier symphony, Symphonic
Dana's was composed in 1937 for aballet to be choreographed by Leonide
Massine in Florence. Instead, the ballet
was scrapped and the two collaborated
on aSt. Francis ballet to different music,
which has come down to us as another
Hindemith hit, the Nobilissinta Visione
suite for orchestra. Symphonic Dana's survives as atrue four-movement symphony in classical formal design, albeit in
Hindemith's very special tonal idiom. As
such, the work is revealed in this performance as aneglected masterpiece second only, if that, to Die Harmonie der Welt.
Dating from Hindemith's youthful
iconoclastic period, Rag Time was composed in 1921 as ajazz-style fantasy on
the Fugue in C Major from Bach's WellTempered Clavier. As adevoted student of
Western musical traditions, Hindemith
revered Bach, so if he appears to be
sticking his tongue out and wiggling his
ears at J.S. in this raucous sendup, it's
safe to assume that the objects of the
parody lay among the more reactionary
elements of the musical establishment
of the time.
As alast major composition, commissioned by its namesake orchestra and
completed in 1959, Pittsburgh Symphony
is rarely played, and has been largely
written off as an anticlimax to abrilliant
career. The work's unevenness derives
from an imbalance of values. Its accompaniments and background factors are
more engaging than its themes. The
scherzo treatment —in the manner of
the Chinese march from Symphonic
Metamorphoses—of a rowdy Pennsylvania Dutch tune is simply too much
better than anything that precedes or
follows it. The coda to the work, arollicking paraphrase of Woody Guthrie's
"Pittsburgh is a Great Old Town,"
seems out of place in an otherwise
advanced, cerebral environment.
Despite all this, Pittsburgh Symphony
continues to fascinate as it frustrates
those who attempt to deal with it.
Tortelier/BBCP make the best case yet,
which —considering the excellent earlier recording by Herbert ICegel/Dresden
Philharmonic (nla) — is saying alot.
Tortelier/I3BCP are admirably suited
to Hindemith. The orchestra is
supremely well balanced and full-
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sounding, and Tortelier has both the
temperament and the imagination to
put Hindemith across as more than the
technical academic that his detractors
accuse him of being. To do so with a
tough nut such as Pittsburgh Symphony is
aheady accomplishment. The production from New Broadcasting House,
Manchester draws the listener in.
—Richard Schneider

SIBELIUS
Symphonies I&4
Sir Colin Davis, London Symphony Orchestra
RCA Victor Red Seal 68183-2 (CD). 1997. Michael
Bremner, prod.; Tony Faulkner, eng. DDD.
TT: 77:38
Performance ****
Sonics ****1/2

L

ike many Sibelius aficionados, Iwas
weaned on Sir Thomas Beecham's
recordings, replete with his assorted
grunts, exhortations, and imprecations.
Then along came Colin Davis' authoritative cycle with the Boston Symphony, and
Iassumed Iknew my Sibelius pretty thoroughly. But Davis' new series reminds me
of when Igot my first pair of glasses.
Outdoors, Iwas stunned: Icould actually
see that trees had individual leaves.
Listening to Davis' interpretations of
Symphonies 1and 4is exactly like that.
He brings out unnoticed details while
keeping the whole clearly in focus. In
addition, what he highlights is not selfindulgent or eccentric, but makes sense
and expands our understanding of the
music. For example, just listen for the
harp passages in Symphony 1and you'll
grasp how Davis goes about his conception. The Fourth, with its abrupt gear
shifts between romanticism and modernism, is more difficult to realize. But
Davis paints Sibelius' bleak, gray/black
landscape with startling clarity, then
penetrates it with golden shafts of light.
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These may not be definitive versions —
Davis' somewhat slow tempos might
raise an eyebrow or two. But the LSO
generally is in fine fettle, and solo passages are performed perfectly, particularly the clarinet opening of Symphony
1and the cello sections of 4. Given the
bloated catalog and its countless repetitions of the standard repertoire, Davis'
new traversal of Sibelius justifies itself
because he continues to think deeply
about the music and doesn't rest on his
(well-earned) laurels.
—J.P. Wearing
VIEUXTEMPS
Violin Concertos 2&3
Misha Keylin, violin; Dennis Burkh, Jankek
Philharmonic
Naxos 8.554114 (CD). 1997. laroslav Stranaysky,
prod. 8, eng. ODD. Tr: 57:22
Performance ****
Sonics ***

B

orn in 1820, Henri Vieuxtemps
was destined, like most 19thcentury violinists, to spend his
life somewhat in the shadow of the
demonic reputation of Niccolo Paganini. It was Paganini, of course, who set
the standard for all subsequent violinists.
(He paid aheavy price for it: during his
lifetime, he was accused in the press of
everything from murder and child
seduction to necromancy.) Paganini's
concertos, fiendishly virtuosic in nature,
continue to overshadow the more lyrical works of Vieuxtemps — of the latter's seven violin concertos, only numbers 4 (a favorite of Berlioz) and 5
remain in the standard repertoire.
Vieuxtemps was, however, amuch finer
orchestrator than Paganini, and critics as
diverse as Wagner and Wagner's nemesis, Eduard Hanslick, professed admiration for his compositions.
The intrepid record company Naxos
has decided to resuscitate all of
Vieuxtemps' previously obscure concertos for its CD catalog, and it is aproject well worth pursuing. The featured
violinist is the young Russian-American
virtuoso Misha Keylin, one of many
excellent artists whose careers are being
bolstered by the Clarisse B. Kampel
Foundation. This first disc in the series
includes Concerto 2 (actually the first
composed, during Vieuxtemps' teens),
as well as the much more expansive
Concerto 3. While neither work could
be considered profound, both are full of
ripe melodies and winsome turns of
phrase. Concerto 2, at 21 minutes, is
more concise than 3, whose first movement alone is over 20 minutes; but both
are certainly deserving of audience
attention.
Stereophile, March 1998
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Misha Keylin's violin playing brings
to these works all of the color, passion,
and virtuosity one could ask for. Such
compositions must be heard through
the ears of the 19th century to be
understood, and Keylin's musicianship
has the romantic flair to bring them off.
The rich, warm sound that Naxos
brings to these concertos is flattering
both to the soloist's violin tone and to
the fine accompaniment of Dennis
Burkh and the Janácek Philharmonic.
Lovers of fine violin playing are strongly encouraged to explore these excellent recordings of formerly overlooked
concertos.
-Hyperion Knight

short takes
DOWLAND: Complete Lute Works
Paul O'Dette, lute, orpharion
Harmonia Mundi HMX 2907160.64 (5 CDs). 1997.
Robina G. Young, exec. prod.; Christel lhielmann,
prod.; Brad Michel, eng. MD? TT: 5:33:00
Performance ****1/2
Sonics *****

If you haven't dipped into Paul
O'Dette's epic traversal of John
Dowland's opus, then this reasonably
priced boxed set is all the lute you'll ever
need. Some of the Elizabethan age's
most inventive and melodic music
meets a20th-century virtuoso player
("The Liszt of the Lute," according to
one newspaper) who possesses an extraordinary kinship to this music — what
could be better? Great sound? Got that
covered too! Lutes aren'tjust for Sunday
mornings anymore.
—RB

rock
RAY CHARLES
Genius &Soul:
The 50th Anniversary Celebration
Rhino R2 72859 (5 CDs). 1997. James Austin, David
Ritz, Billy Vera, prods.; various engs. AAD?
Tr: 6:26:55
Performance ****1/2
Sonics ****

p

urists hate change and love tradition. Over the past 50 years,
while trying to stay in touch with
the higher wisdom that change is one of
the few traditions worth upholding, Ray
Charles has probably shaken the belief
systems of more musical purists than
anyone else.
Ray Charles began his recording
career in the late 1940s as acrooner in
the style of Nat "King" Cole and
Charles Brown, but soon began grafting the secular themes of lust, loneli-

Rhino's new boxed set does Brother Ray right

ness, hard luck, and love to the music,
harmonies, and fevered delivery of
gospel, creating in the process what
today is called "soul" music. That
word, that feel, and that sound are
what dominate this five-CD, 102song collection, although nods to
Charles' comminglings of jazz, mainstream pop, and country are included
as well.
The body of soul music that Charles
recorded for Adantic Records in the
1950s is the cream of his opus. It was in
this period, when he teamed with producers Ahmet Ertegun and Jerry
Wexler and regularly recorded with
such luminaries as saxophonists David
"Fathead" Newman and Bennie
"Hank" Crawford, that he became the
world's first soul superstar. Ertegun and
Wexler fed him extraordinarily good
songs, clearly understanding the type of
material that Ray could shape with his
warm rasp and near-infallible arrangements. And when they couldn't come
up with anything Charles liked, he
would write a song of his own.
Although he never considered himself
much of awriter, Ray is the author of
"Hallelujah ILove Her So," "What'd I
Say (Parts 1and 2)," "I Believe To My
Soul," and co-wrote "I've Got A
Woman." Examples that still astonish,
no matter how many times you've
heard them, pack the first disc: "It
Should Have Been Me," "Drown in My
Own Tears," "Lonely Avenue," "(Night
Tune) Is the Right Time," as well as the
aforementioned tunes.
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At this point, more than anything
else, Charles' music projects joy, from
the impassioned call-and-response
vocals to the penetrating rhythms. He
brought the same intensity of emotion
to his heartwrenching ballads, many of
which nearly weep on their own.
These fusions of gospel, blues, pop,
and jazz not only moved millions of
vinyl units, they also influenced the
way record labels looked at the marketability of African-American artists
and so-called "race records." It was
clear that Charles' audience included
people of all colors.
His music also affected musicians of
every stripe — bop artists who recorded
with Ray (drummer Connie Kay of the
Modern Jazz Quartet, hard-bop guitarist Oscar Moore, tenor saxman
Stanley Turrentine) lent "legitimacy" to
his recordings and helped lead the way
to the "funky" jazz movement of the
'50s and '60s. Many of the soul singers
of the '60s owe much to Charles — the
most obvious examples are Aretha
Franklin, Stevie Wonder, and Marvin
Gaye. Charles' influence on rock can be
heard quite clearly in Elvis, Joe Cocker,
and Leon Russell.
Perhaps Charles' most audacious
moments came after he switched from
Atlantic to ABC. It was here that he
took on the decidedly white—in both
color and sound — country-music
establishment with the string-sweetened, swinging, soulful Modern Sounds in
Country and Western Music in 1962, and its
follow-up ayear later. The soaring "I
Can't Stop Loving You," from that initial foray into what was then called
Country & Western, was the best-selling song of the year. Written by Don
Gibson, it would have been maudlin in
the hands of a lesser vocal talent.
Instead, Charles' gospel-inflected voice
hunts down those memories of broken
loves in your psyche like adeft shrink,
to bring out asigh and asmile from
deep within you.
Other notable selections from those
two genre-shaking albums include an
uptempo "Bye Bye Love," the Eddy
Arnold/Cindy Walker song "You Don't
Know Me," "Take These Chains from
My Heart," and asong that bordered on
heresy in those days — his take on Hank
Williams' "Your Cheatin' Heart,"
picked out meticulously on piano and
backed with strings and achorus of saccharin voices. More country-soul followed: "Together Again" and "Crying
Time" (both written by Buck Owens)
and "Busted" (Harlan Howard) — all
here as well.
Stereophile, March 1998

Charles continued creating quality
soul/R&B after leaving Atlantic in late
1959, although the ABC recordings
began to have softer edges and warmer
tones and were more likely to have
string accompaniments. "Ruby," "Georgia On My Mind," "Unchain My
Heart," "Hit the Road, Jack," and "Baby
It's Cold Outside" (with Betty Carter)
are just afew of the many sides of his
ABC soul in this boxed set.
Time passes with each of these five
discs. By the beginning of disc 4 it's
1968, and the man who loved change is
now being victimized by it. His covers
of "Eleanor Rigby" and "Yesterday"
seem as incongruous as aMcCartney
rendition of "I've Got aWoman." More
and more, you can hear Charles struggling to find his place as his choice of
material falters and time grinds on. Sure,
he shines on "Look What They've
Done to My Song, Ma" and "In the
Heat of the Night," but his interpretative skills are in obvious decline.
The last disc is an attempt to salvage
something out of the wealth of embarrassments that have littered the '70s, '80s,
and '90s. Only afew of these tracks are
worth the effort: "The Jealous Kind,"
"Shake Your Tallfeather," "That's Where
It's At" (with Lou Rawls), and "A Song
for You." The rest, including aspate of
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collaborations with the likes of Willie
Nelson, George Jones, Chet Atkins,
Quincy Jones, Chah Khan, and —worst
of all —Hank Williams Jr., fall far short
of the standards set by the younger Ray.
Thankfully, the remastering of the
early material, especially important on
disc 1, is clean and bright while retaining
the warmth of the analog technology.
Rhino's packaging and extensive liner
notes, including some great quotes from
the man, are also first-class.
The set, as awhole, is vibrant evidence that Ray Charles stands beside any
of the musical giants of the last 100 years.
After we pass into the next century, and
people look back at this one and wonder
who helped shape it, we can point with
pride and soul to Brother Ray.
—Michael Metzger

CHUMBAWAMBA
Tubthumper
Republic/Universal UD-53099 (CD). 1997. Chumbawamba, Neil Ferguson, prods. MD? Ti: 55:10
Performance ***1/2
Sonics ****1/2

M

eet Chumbawamba, the most
engaging exemplars of agitprop-rock to have crept into
MTV heavy rotation since the fall of the
Iron Curtain. By now, everyone's heard

CHUMBAWAMBA
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every major-label disc. The sweetest
touch comes in the closet, "I'll Lead You
Home," in which he's ably assisted by
septuagenarian bluegrass icon Ralph
Stanley and the latest edition of The
Clinch Mountain Boys.
Best of all, while the production may
be atad grander than in the past — as
HDCDs go, this one sparkles —Whisper
is still Lauderdale at his songwriting best:
folk rock with atwangy glaze; an ear for
yearning, heart's-desire melodies; and
consciously dramatic arrangements.
"Sometimes" and "Take Me Down aPath
(My Heart Won't Know)" are Lauderdale
in his most characteristic groove: tunefully repetitive choruses, crafty if not particularly original verses, and an overall rootsrock-based sound whose nearest cousins
are the songs of John Hiatt, Dave Alvin,
and Marshall Crenshaw.
Hard-to-classify country rock on amajor label? Is Jim Lauderdale off his rocker?
As asongwriter who also hankers to
be aperformer, Lauderdale's been more
"Tubthumping," the anarchist collecaiming high. Rather, it seems they were
successful than most at establishing
tive's top-10 smash. It's the kind of targeting the heart of the masses.
himself, both onstage as well as walking
enticing, intoxicating pop anthem for Perhaps they've concluded that that's
to the mailbox to pick up the royalty
which video networks and commercial
where revolutions are ultimately lost checks. The only problem —outside of
radio stations were invented. Had it not and won.
-Steven Stolder
the fact that his wonderfully unclassifibeen ahit... well, one would have to
able music leaves retail and radio wonblame its suppression on clandestine fasJIM LAUDERDALE
dering what to call him — has been his
cist machinations.
voice. On Whisper, Lauderdale has
Whisper
More than adozen years into arecordreplaced the strident oversinging that
BNA 66996-2 (HDCD). 1997. Jim Lauderdale, Blake
ing career that began with aLive Aid
marred past efforts with a low-key
Chancey, prods.; Chuck Ainlay, eng.; Mark Ralston,
send-up provocatively entitled Pictures of
Tim Farmer, Tony Castle, John 'Sonny' Sundstrom,
approach that lets the quality of songs
Bill Vorndiclç asst. engs. MD? TT: 37:84
Starving Chi/drat Sell Records, these lefties
like the opener "Goodbye Song" speak
Performance ****
from Leeds have slipped through the barfor itself.
Sonics ****
ricades with aradio-friendly track that
Like everything that's good in the
owes more to the Spice Girls than to Billy
music world, this disc is made for the
hen a gifted, left-of-MusicBragg, despite its gist. The Chumbas say it's
Row songwriter like Jim
adventurous. Give RCA credit for spotabout working-class alienation, but
Lauderdale signs with a ting talent, and Lauderdale kudos for
"Tubthumping" 's ripping chorus ("I get
major label, the tug-o'war immediately taking his music into the land where
knocked down /But Iget up again / starts between how much commercialmarketing is king. And although most
You're never gonna keep me down")
ism he's going to swallow and how
marriages end in divorce, this one has an
and high-sheen production negates any
much so-called "creative freedom" he's
intriguing outside chance. Enjoy it while
deeper message
able to preserve.
it lasts.
-Robert Baird
Though "Tubthumping" is by far the
After aseries of brilliant but slowmost infectious song on this 12-song
selling discs on Atlantic, Lauderdale's
PAUL MCCARTNEY
collection, it's by no means the only
new deal is with BNA, asubsidiary of
Flaming Pie & Standing Stone
nagging track. Fond of wedding power
RCA/Nashville, who've released this
chords, reverberating brass, keyboard
debut. While not nearly as sparkling as Flaming Pie
Capitol CD (COP 7243 8 56500 2 4) 1997. Paul
washes, and state-of-the-art dance
his 1994 debut, Pretty Close to the Truth
McCartney, Jeff Lynne, prods., engs.; George
Martin, prod.; Geoff Emerick, Jon Jacob, Peter
rhythms into an insistently infectious
(Atlantic 82608-2), Whisper bodes well
Cobbin, engs. DDD. Tr: 58:02
whole, these utopian-minded masters of for this new relationship.
Performance ****1/2
their own fate are, in fact, slaves to the
Sonics ****
Given the location of Lauderdale's
beat. While they repeatedly target
new label — the Atlantic discs were
Standing Stone
mindless conformity ("What you get is
worked out of L.A. —and the fact that Lawrence Foster, London Symphony Orchestra; John
Fraser, prod.; John Kudander, eng.
what you see /It's atrickle-down theohe's always had country leanings
EMI COP 56484 2(2 CDs). 1997. DDD. TT: 75:00
ry"; "Burns arc red, bruises blue /Out
Performance
**1/2
(George Strait has cut eight of his tunes),
Sonics ****
with old, cheated by the new"), they do
it's no surprise that Whisper is more
so with abouncy bonhomie that's just a country than his past efforts, but fortuenius is often astranger to itself.
bit mindless.
nately only judiciously so. There aren't
Wordsworth epitomized the
Tubthumper is by no means amasterany slick or gooey singles here. The crew
Romantic movement in poetry
piece, but then, one gets the impression
of musicians he's brought aboard to help
with sublime verse as a young man,
that the eight members of the group
aren't the same tired group of Nashville
then crash-landed in his later years. So
(five of whom trade off vocals) weren't
studio pros who show up on literally
we shouldn't be too surprised that Paul
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McCartney, one of the great composers
of the 20th century, is nonetheless capable of astonishing banality
McCartney's talents are transcendent.
This is no pop wimp àla Elton John,
endlessly recycling the same lachrymose
melodic phrases over and over while
building a career around Hollywood
eccentricities. This is no Billy Joel, the
pretentiously overachieving voice of the
people whose constant whining is the
curse of the contemporary American
jukebox. McCartney is up there with
the gods, asongwriter whose best material is agift from the muses.
The muses, of course, leave the
phone off the hook much of the time.
They were definitely not taking calls
from McCartney during the making of
the stupefying orchestral piece Standing
Stone, accompanied by what McCartney
calls, with completely straight face, an
"epic poem."
This is not acase of age overcoming
McCartney's freshness date. Only
months ago he released his best solo
album in 20 years, the simply beautiful
and unprepossessing Flaming Pie—a success in large part because it was arelaxed,
low-tech affair made in direct opposition
to the glitzy promotion of techno-pop.
The album debuted at No2 in the
Billboard charts, the highest debut chart
position a McCartney solo album has
enjoyed since the breakup of the Beatles.
Flaming Pie is loaded with Beatlesesque elements — from the title, based
on the legend that the name Beatles
came to John Lennon in avision, to the
reunion of McCartney, Ringo Starr, and
Beatles producer George Martin. No
one can be certain if this is the first step
toward an in-the-flesh Beatles revival.
What is certain is that these results will
produce the normal bandwagon sensation that any positive news creates in the
record industry. In recent months,
Techno was dead in the water only
months after it was universally acclaimed
the next big thing. There is no more convincing proof of this fact than the lackluster response to U2's ultra-camp
"Popmare" tour. Had the band dispensed
with the latest pinwheels-and-whistles
approach to afad and emphasized its talents for composition and performance,
U2, rather than McCartney, would have
been leading the trend back to basics.
Great songwriters of the 20th century have had to wrestle with the dilemma
of satisfying themselves artistically while
at the same time meeting the often
nonartistic standards of popular taste. As
the music industry has grown into a
multinational behemoth taking its cues
Stereophite, March 1998
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quickly and recorded with aminimum
of fuss; McCartney played most of the
instruments and overdubbed his own
vocal harmonies.
"The World Tonight" is frighteningly
good. Just as McCartney's Beatles work
acquired additional meaning after it was
released, this song has taken new dimensions with repeated listenings. McCartney is gazing into acrystal ball with these
lyrics: "I can see the world tonight /look
into the future." The song is addressed to
some unstated someone: John Lennon?
The Oasis boys? Princess Di? The verse
chastizing the "flock of paparazzi," origSir Paul's skill at classical composing is exceeded
inally written in 1995, took on chilling
only by his gifts for painting.
new meaning after Diana's death. "You
were hoping that the ground would
from Hollywood and MTV, the onceswallow you," McCartney sings, then
sure requirements — that asong have an
adds, in an eerie twist on the title of one
enduring melody and state some kind of the Beatles' earliest hits, "I saw you
of sentiment that many people can
standing there."
relate to — take aback seat to producPerhaps no line sums up the complextion values and the necessity of paying ity of McCartney's position in the pop
lip service to the latest trend.
world as well as the attention-grabbing "I
At atime when the contemporary go back so far / rm in front of mer
popular musician must gird songwriting
Indeed, his influence is so pervasive that
in the thick armor of ironic detachment he could well believe —to his own astonor simply play the fool, Flaming Pie ishment —that he has lapped the field.
appeared on the pop landscape like a
The album includes areunion with
walnut-sized piece of gold emerging Beatles drummer Ringo Starr on two
from the slimy mud and gravel of the
tracks, "Really Love You" and
prospector's pan.
"Beautiful Night." Another revelation is
In his attempts to keep pace with the
McCartney's reunion with Steve Millet
shifting requirements of pop stardom
who appears on three tracks playing
since the demise of the Beatles, McCartguitar and singing. Overall, Flaming Pie is
ney himself has often played the fool. He
an album full of absolutely life-affirmdid it for the glory, of course — had he
ing songs — like "Song We Were
never written another song after leaving
Singing" and "Great Day," the kind of
the Beatles, his stature in songwriting histunes that elevate simple pleasures to
tory would be secure —but McCartney
moments of epiphany.
almost always sold himself short when
Unfortunately, there are no simple
he tried to adapt to the times.
pleasures on the groaning, overblown
The astonishing success of the
Standing Stone, the "symphonic poem"
Beatles' Anthology project accomplished McCartney wrote at the request of EMI
what much of McCartney's recent solo
Classics to celebrate the record compacareer has failed to provide — the sense
ny's centennial year. Standing Stone isn't
that he still mattered in the world of McCartney's first foray into symphonic
contemporary popular music. Flaming composition — he wrote the Liverpool
Pie is proof that, when McCartney just
Oratorio for his hometown symphony
sits down to make music for its own
orchestra's 150th anniversary Such porsake, he will always matter.
tentous occasions apparently call for preFlaming Pie is rich in the qualities that tentious tributes, and Sir Paul has been all
have made McCartney an essential eletoo happy to bluff his way through them.
ment of 20th-century music: an unerrThe 75-minute Standing Stone takes
ing ear for melodic invention and the
on the big picture in human history,
harmonic instinct to build on those
"focusing on the earth's prehistory, the
melodies, an ability to express simple
origins of man, his development
ideas with warmth and sincerity and the
through time, the magic of standing
voice to carry it all off. Flaming Pie has a stones, and eternal questions about the
lucidity of melodic expression that purpose of life." At least, that's what the
recalls the Beatles album that marked a promotional blurb would have you
crucial turning point in McCartney's
believe. In reality it's an innocuoussongwriting genius: Rubber Soul. The
sounding, interminably long-winded
tracks for Flaming Pie were written
orchestral piece that may have the listen187
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Record
er humming amelody or two but falls far
short of any transformational exchange.
George Martin's orchestration of
McC,artney's "Somedays" on Flaming Pie
says more with its 14-piece instrumentation than the oceanic scope of Standing
Stone can ever hope to match. The contrast suggests that McCartney may not
realize he can come closer to making an
important statement about life with a
modest truth whose clarity amplifies its
meaning than he can with multiple layers of bombast.
McCartney outlines his sketchy story
line, and some of the imagery he had in
mind, in the "epic poem" he wrote to
accompany Standing Stone. In the accompanying notes he admits that he often
can't figure out where the symphonic
poem and the epic poetry match up. The
disclaimer allows McCartney to diussociate himself from the crushing pretense
of Standing Stone by refining to defend it
with pseudo-academic obfuscation.
As long as McCartney remembers
why his band once covered "Roll Over
Beethoven," he is apparently in no immediate danger of believing that he is
either agreat orchestral composer or an
epic poet. That in itself is reason for
applause.
Jolui Swenson

short takes
THE FABULOUS THUNDERBIRDS:
High Water
High Street 72902-10357-2 (CD). 1997. Steve Jordan,
Danny Kortchmar, prods.; Niko Bolas, Eric
Helmuth, Tom Leinbach, engs. AAD? Tr: 54:57
Performance ***1/2
Sonics ***1/2

Jimmy Vaughan is long gone. The rest
of the band left an album or two ago.
Now the T-Birds really are just Kim
Wilson. Still, the singer/harp player
continues — this time in the company
of session guitarist Danny Kortchmar —
to make good electric blues records.
This gritty trio disc is spare (no horns),
and weighted toward a funky, bassheavy sound, with tunes like "Tortured"
as standouts. Several cuts, most notably
the title track and "Can't Have You,"
have the old T-Birds sound.
-RB
ALBERT COLLINS: Deluxe Edition
Alligator ALCD 5601 (CD). 1997. Albert Collins, Bruce
IgIauer, Dick Shurman, Casey Jones, Gwedolyn
Collins, Richard Mcleese, prods.; Fred Breitberg,
Justin Niebank, lin Tereda, engs. MD? TT: 60:59
Performance ****1/2
Sonics ****

When it comes to guitar tones, no one
will ever mistake or equal the late
"Master of the Telecaster's" icy call. Any
13-cut anthology of his work on
Stereophile, March 1998

Chicago's Alligator Records is bound to
leave something out, and this "deluxe"
edition — which does have adecent sixinsert—certainly omits
panel than
more
afew. Despite the portion
control, what's here is stinging (to use
what should be deemed "the Albert
Collins adjective") and damned wonderful. His voice ain't bad either. Texas
blues at its most electric.
-RR

jazz
GERI ALLEN &
WALLACE RONEY
GERI ALLEN: Eyes... in the Back of Your Head
Geri Allen, piano, synthesizer; Wallace Roney,
trumpet; Omette Coleman, alto sax; Cyro Baptista,
percussion
Blue Note CDP 838297 2(CD). 1997. Gen Allen, Teo
Macero, Herb Jordan, prods.; Glen Kolotkin, eng.
AAD? TT: 54:59
Performance ****
Sonics ****
WALLACE RONEY: Merge
Wallace Roney, trumpet; Geri Allen, piano; Antoine
Roney, soprano 8 tenor sax, bass clarinet; Michael
Brecker, Pharoah Sanders, tenor sax; Chick Corea,
piano, Fender Rhodes; Robert "Beebe" Irving Ill,
synths; Clarence Seay, bass; Lenny White, drums;
Steve Berrios, percussion
Warner Bros. 46649-2 (CD). 1997. Matt Pierson,
Lenny White, prods.; Wallace Roney, co-prod.; James
Farber, eng. AAD? Tr: 60:18
Performance ****
Sonics ****

C

lassie entertainment tragedy tale:
Two celebs bed down, then tie
the knot, then come to grips
with an unequal artistic yoking that
eventually destroys the romance. One
luminary is eclipsed by the other and
forced to live in the shadow of the
stronger star.
A rarer tale: Two bonafide talents
whose careers are humming right along
before their romantic rendezvous elevates their art to even greater heights as
aresult of their relationship.
The latter scenario is the success story
ofjazz pianist Geri Allen and trumpeter
Wallace Roney, who each deliver excellent new CDs recorded in the wake of
their nuptial vows.
Allen presents amagnificent display
of her multifaceted approach to jazz on
Eyes... in the Back of Your Head, her latest
and best Blue Note offering. She commands the keys with, by turns, dark
romanticism, delicate reflection, twinkling abstraction, playful dazzle, and
tumbling urgency. Her support team is
top-notch. Percussionist Cyro Baptista
sketches with subtle invention, and
trumpeter (and husband) Roney blows
with clarion intensity and pensive stark-

Reviews

ness. However, the standout tracks are
Allen's jaunty and jarring duets with
alto-sax icon Omette Coleman. She's
been performing in his acoustic quartet
over the past few years and picking up
plenty of pointers. "Vertical Flowing"
and "The Eyes Have It" capture the pair
scurrying, chasing, and musing with
pure delight.
Only two tracks feature trio interplay.
"M.O.P.E. (My Own Private Ecstasy),"
amazingly written by the pianist two
decades ago when she was in high
school, showcases Roney's passionate
trumpeting and Baptista's shimmering
percussion colors. "Dark Eyes" dances
with Allen's joyful abandon, buoyed by
husband-wife instrumental conversings.
Allen also allows herself plenty of room
for introspection in her solo pieces
(including the quietly lyrical "New Eyes
Opening," dedicated to her newborn
son Wallace Roney IV), and intimacy in
her duo jaunts (the fiery, whimsical
"Mother Wit," with Baptista, and the
mournful, eerie "Windows to the Soul,"
with Roney).
On Roney's triumphant Village, Allen
appears as one of several community
members, sharing keyboard duties with
Chick Corea, who takes charge of the
piano on the first four tracks. Roney's
CD harks back to the two-set days of
long-play records. Side A is straightahead jazz highlighted by aflaming rendition of Cole Porter's "I Love You,"
dedicated to the late Tony Williams,
and an exclamatory rush through Joe
Henderson's "Inner Urge," taken at an
imperative tempo and featuring a
breathtaking tenor-sax duel between
Michael Brecker and the vastly underrated Antoine Roney (Wallace's bru).
Side B is aWest African-influenced
five-tune suite connected by Steve
Berrios' percussive interludes. Allen
adds her rhythmic touch on these
tracks, including the leader's festive title
number (the best tune of the pack) and
the vibrant "Ebo" (by Lenny White,
who drums up a rhythmic storm
throughout the collection), which grips
with avisceral Pharoah Sanders tenorsax solo and a blazing Roney/Corea
trumpet/Fender Rhodes pas de deux.
Roney, best known for his apprenticeship with Miles Davis, further distances himself from unfair comparison
to his mentor on Village. He soars with
un-Miles-like lyrical fluidity on the two
ballads: his own lush "Eternal One" and
Corea's "Affinity."
Both Allen and Roney's major-label
CDs score high marks for their superb
sound quality.
-Dan Ouellette
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JOHN COLTRANE
The Complete 1961 Village
Vanguard Recordings
John Coltrane, tenor 8, soprano sax; Eric Dolphy, alto
sax, bass clarinet; McCoy Tyner, piano; Reggie
Workman, Jimmy Garrison, bass; Elvin Jones, Roy
Haynes, drums; Abdul Malik, oud; Gavin Bushell,
oboe, contrabassoon
Impulse! IMPD4-232 (4 CDs). 1997. Bob Thiele,
Michael Cuscuna, prods.; Rudy Van Gelder, eng.
MD? Tr: 4:29:17
Performance
Sonics ***1/2

F

or John Coltrane and friends, the
Village Vanguard sessions in
November 1961 were a watershed event. The battle for the postmodern aesthetic of jazz was on, and
battle lines were drawn; one noted
dilettante even dubbed the music antijazz. In fact, Coltrane's music, like that
of the latter Miles Davis Quintet, was at
once athoughtful evolution of triedand-true jazz principles by musicians
who, in response to the deconstructive
meltdowns of Omette Coleman and
Cecil Taylor, had more or less come up
through the ranks of the bebop and
swing tradition; for whom chord
changes, metric rhythms, and consonant
melodic material were second nature;
and who had no vested interest in
"reforming" jazz. Nevertheless, Trane
found freedom both within and without
the established structural constraints,
though technically and emotionally he
was busting at the seams, and eager to
build upon the breakthroughs of
Coleman and Taylor.
After hearing these four jam-packed
CDs, one is left with several "impressions," literal and figurative. First, the
original producers did indeed choose
the juiciest takes, released over several
LPs in amish-mash manner. Second,
while we don't wish to undervalue this
surfeit of wealth, some of the secondary
takes (such as the extended "Spiritual,"
which closes out disc 4) are like sketchpads on which the saxophonist was
experimenting with phrases and scales,
modulating up and down the ladder,
getting things out so he could take a
look at them. Third, some of the rarer
performances are powerhouses marred
by dropouts and the like. Finally, the
original 1961 release completely undervalued the impact Eric Dolphy had on
the band, and on Coltrane himself.
To this listener, Eric Dolphy is the
real revelation of The Complete 1961
Village Vanguard Recordings. On improv
after improv, Coltrane can be heard
coming to terms with Dolphy's adventurous style of phrasing. Both men were
absolute zen masters of modern harmoStereophile, March 1998

ny, though Dolphy was by nature a
more linear thinker, while Trane reveled in vertical constructs. Much of the
joy in these multiple takes involves
studying the manner in which Dolphy
inspires Coltrane to undertake more
and more comprehensive searches, culminating in the tenor innovator's justly
famous breakthrough on disc 3's
'Chain' the Trane." Elvin Jones and
Jimmy Garrison keep stoking Coltrane's furnace as he discovers new ways
to extend his phrases harmonically,
rhythmically, microtonally, and emotionally — culminating, about eight
minutes in, with the chanting intimations of "A Love Supreme" some four
years before the piece fully bloomed.
But to fully understand Coltrane's
breakthrough, you have to scrutinize
and compare his and Dolphy's solos on
early versions of'Chasin' the Trane," in
which Dolphy explores the possibilities
of alternating long harmonic elisions
with short, probing, badgering little vocal
phrases that seem to supercharge the
rhythm section. This happens to particular effect on disc 2's rendition of the tune
(with Roy Haynes sitting in on drums),
and on disc 1's tempestuous "Miels'
Mode." Meanwhile, on two very different, extremely poignant versions of
"Naima: we get to hear the horn players
harmonizing at length over the length

and breadth of this beautiful melody.
Elsewhere, both men are clearly committed to investigating the possibility of
modal structures and folk forms, to particular effect on tunes such as "Impressions"
(sort of Trane's take on the Kind of Blue
sessions) and the Ravi Shankar-inspired
"India." In the latter; Dolphy's rocking
improvisations are like sheep in wolfs
clothing, much more structurally centered than free, in the manner of an
Ellington soloist: certain key phrases are
returned to again and again, particularly a
wailing vocal turn in which Dolphy
sounds like's he's laughing and crying
through his bass clarinet
Generally, the live sound quality is
visceral and in-your-face, with much
more defined bass presence (especially
nice on the two bass vamps of "India")
than we ever experienced on the original LP releases, and areally nice sense of
venue. There's alot less compression
and significantly more air in these 20bit digital masters, allowing you to finally hear more inner cymbal textures and
rhythmic interaction.
The emotional and musical levels are
so high throughout that they make this
set much more than asimple nod to collectors and completists. This is what the
creative process ofjazz is all about, warts
and all. Scrutinizing Dolphy's and
Trane's contrasting solos on multiple
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takes of achestnut like "Impressions"
allows one to hear the gestation of acollective improvisation: from billowing
effusions of polyrhytiuns to hard-swinging, coherent grooves; from free-form
streams of consciousness and studied
virtuoso effects to full-blown spontaneous compositions. Here we can experience anew the keen sense of adventure and discovery these musical explorers used to routinely share with their
audiences during those daring, distant
days.
-Chip Stern
JOE LOVANO &
GONZALO RUBALCABA
Flying Colors
Joe Lovano, alto 8 straight tenor sax, alto clarinet
drums, gongs; Gonzalo Rubalcaba, piano
Blue Note CDP 8 56092 2 (CD). 1997. Joe Lovano,
prod.; Mark Levinson, eng. DDD. TT: 63:52
Performance ***
Sonics *** 1/2

T

here's been abuzz on the street in
anticipation of this album. Joe
Lovano is the most importantjazz
reed player to emerge in the '90s.
Gonzalo Rubalcaba is abrilliant and distinctive new voice on piano who would
have aroused major curiosity even if, as
a Cuban national, he had not been
barred from performing on US soil
until mid-1993.
Flying Colors doesn't live up to the
buzz, and the primary reason is that
Lovano and Rubalcaba chose to make
their only recording together a duo
album. Musicians might enjoy the challenge, but reed/piano duet albums are
often a less-than-wonderful idea.
Without the presence of arhythm section, Rubalcaba can't "comp" for
Lovano in any normal sense, and he
crowds him. On pieces like the title
track and "Hot House," he joins
Lovano's tenor sax in fierce treble
unisons and contrapuntal crises that
sound like two people pounding simultaneously on opposite sides of adoot
By definition, when either instrument
lays out, the other must play alone, without rhythmic accompaniment. This
music often feels vertical, without the
satisfactions of forward movement.
"Boss Town," a Lovano original, and
Omette Coleman's "Bird Food" are the
kind of forbidding, intrusive intellectual
commotions that give jazz abad name
among the Internet Generation, whose
pain threshold is low and whose lust for
adventure does not include music.
Another problematic aspect of this
album is its sound. Flying Colors is Mark
Levinson's third engineering project for
Blue Note, and it is sonically more sucStereophile, March 1998

Saxophonist Joe Lovano and pianist Gonzalo
Rubalcaba.

cessful than either Jacky Terrasson's
Reach (1995) or The Carnegie Hall Jazz
Band (1996), probably because there are
fewer instruments. But Levinson's minimalist tnilcing techniques work effectively only on the instrument over
which he hangs his microphone—in
this case, the piano. The piano's decays
are exquisite, but Lovano's saxes and
clarinet, and the drums and gongs he
occasionally plays, are just out of reach.
Still, there are some wonderful
moments on Flying Colors. On one track
Rubalcaba takes the first chorus unaccompanied, and begins with soft, speculative chords and isolated, widely spaced
notes that hang in the air (here is where
Levinson's recording methods work
best). Ever so gradually, the fragments
cohere into "How Deep is the Ocean,"
the creative act itself ahovering inquiry
that embodies the title's question. Lovano
enters this hush with great respect, placing his tenor sax's warm breath all around
the given of Rubalcaba's hard, pristine
sculpture. This album should have been
beautiful.
-Thomas Conrad
HORACE TAPSCOTT
Thoughts of Dar Es Salaam

Reviews

There's an abundance of fractured
beauty throughout the disc as Tapscott
meshes percussive runs, melodic flights,
and dissonant splashes. Stretches of discordant activity resolve, then break wide
open into more delightful scatter-shot
dazzle. So it goes throughout Thoughts of
Dar Es Salaam. The angular waltz "As a
Child" sways with pockets of musical
clash, the bright "Wiletta's Walk"
bounds with a spirited gait, and a
sprightly jaunt through Gigi Gryce's
"Social Call" bursts with Tapscott's keyboard tumbling and scampering.
Five of the nine cuts are covers, including a sumptuous mice on the ballad
"Lullaby in Black" by Thurman Greene
(who performs in Tapscott's Pan-Afrilcan
People's Arkestra), and a fast romp
through tenor-sax titan Sonny Rollins'
"Oleo." But the best tracks are Tapscott
compositions. The whimsical "Sandy &
Niles," written over 30 years ago and
inspired by his then two-year-old son and
his son's toddling friend, features the
leader pouncing on the piano, then whipping up aflurry of single-note glee. The
percussive title track, composed with East
Africa in mind, is afascinating and energetic pianistic journey undergirded by
Drummond's throbbing bass ostinato.
Thoughts of Dar Es Salaam boasts pristine sound quality, and guarantees to
boost Tapscott's stock in the greater jazz
world.
-Dan Ouellette

shod takes
John Kirby: John Kirby
and His Band: 1940
John Kirby, bass, arrangements; Billy Kyle, piano;
O'Neal Spencer, Cozy Cole, drums; Charlie
Shavers, trumpet, arrangements; Buster Bailey,
Clarinet; Russell Procope, alto saxophone
Jazz Anthology (Allegro Import) 550252 (CD). 1991.
(Musidisc, France) AAD? Tr: 34:33
Performance ****
Sonics ***1/2

Horace Tapscott, piano; Ray Drummond, bass; Billy
Hart, drums
Arabesque Jazz A10128 (CD). 1997. Ray Drummond,
Daniel Chriss, prods.; Lou Holtzman, eng. DDD.
TT: 59:40
Performance ****1/2
Sonics ****

When Ifinally heard the obscure and
elusive John Kirby Sextet, I flipped.
Kirby was amaster bassist who'd worked
with Fletcher Henderson, Lucky Milfinder, and Chick Webb, and his bass
playing has aNew Orleans kind of backflow. The arrangements he and Charlie
ne of today's most under recognized jazz artists, Los Angeles
Shavers (an underrated trumpet giant)
pianist Horace Tapscott offers a penned are witty, playful, and harmonimagnificent collection of tunes per- cally intricate, but they make it sound so,
formed at the crossroads of hard bop and
so easy. The group achieves atimbral
free jazz. While he exhibits aMonk-like
blend and range of colors that rival
splaying of the keys, Tapscott combines
Ellington's reeds and brass; clearly this is
lyrical elegance with playful abandon to
one of the great lost bands. If you want
forge asingular piano voice. On this trio
to hear an audiophile version, Don
date, his heavyweight rhythm team of Byron's dynamic interpretations of
bassist Ray Drummond and drummer
Kirby charts on Bug Musk (Nonesuch
Billy Hart support him in perfect sync.
79438) will really rock your world. -cs
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Cary Audio Design CAD-805C
Editor:
Reading "Sam's Space" this month has
put asmile on my face and joy in my
heart. In my opinion, the CAD-805C is
my best work to date in my pursuit of
single-ended triode audio-amplifier perfection. Please do not misinterpret this
statement. Iam truly humbled by the
praises Mr. Tellig is singing over the Cary
805C. Over the past eight years there
have been times when Ihave been abit
discouraged with the uphill campaign I
have pursued in regard to single-ended,
zero-feedback triode amplification. Fortunately, Ihave remained compassionate
and unruffled in the pursuit. Since the
introduction of the CAD-805, thousands
of audiophiles all over the world are
enjoying their CAD-805s.
There seems to be abelief that singleended hi-fi stereo amplifiers are as old as
Methuselah. Quite the contrary! Singleended, zero-feedback triode tube hi-fi
amplifiers are actually amodernized way
of listening to hi-fi. One needs only to
look back at the so-called "golden years"
of hi-fi. The famous brand names —
McIntosh, Fisher, Marantz, H.H. Scott,
to name afew — were all push-pull, with
varying degrees of negative, local, and
global feedback. Most operated in the
pentode mode. Then came the power
wars with solid-state transistor amplifiers. This higher, ever-higher power
mentality only increased the amount of
feedback implementation and specsmanship. The audiophile community never
even had the opportunity to listen to single-ended triode tube amplification in a
home hi-fi system.
In reality, the single-ended vacuum
tube amplifier is one of the latest things in
hi-fi. This newness should not be confused with a novelty tweak item, as
numerous Cary Audio competitors and
detractors would have people believe. If
the truth be known, avast number of
audio reviewers, stereo magazine editors,
and Cary Audio competitors prefer listening to triode single-ended amplifiers.
Iguess I've done enough "soapboxing"
with this communiqué. So if Imay conclude in the words of arespected stereo
magazine editor after listening to aCary
Audio single-ended, zero-feedback triode
Stereophile, March 1998
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amplifier: "The bloom! The imaging! The
sense of instruments and voices being
physically present in the room!"
Thank you, Sam Tellig and all the good
folks at Sterrophile, for your editorial reviewing process, and once again for the opportunity to voice my words.
Dennis J. Had
President, Cary Audio Designs

Gershman Acoustics GA-P 520-x
Editor:
On behalf of Gershman Acoustics, I
would like to extend my appreciation to
Dr. Kalman Rubinson and Mr. John
Atkinson for their comprehensive listening and test reviews. We are very excited
about the positive feedback received from
the listening tests.
Goldring Excel VX
Gershman Acoustics, as acompany, has
Editor:
always strived toward perfection, and we
What can Isay? Michael Fremer has given
value all comments pertaining to our prodthe Goldring Excel VX cartridge such an
ucts. We design and manufacture loudincredibly good review that he has renspeakers using advanced computer softdered me almost speechless. So, in atotalware and facilities at the National Research
ly shameless display of self-interest, I Center in Ottawa. A very important part
would like to quote some of the adjecof developing our designs is to pursue
tives and superlatives from Michael's
innovation in order to achieve our ultimate
review in case some of the folks didn't
goal of optimal sound. Our team of enginotice them the first time around:
neers and designers are not satisfied with a
"warm, relaxed, yet detailed sound...."
set of good graphs; we apply the measure"an outstanding job of capturing the
ments to guide us, but we are not satisfied
acoustic envelope ... "
until the sound is musical in nature. The
"its subtly warm lower midrange
few narrow-band peaks and dips that were
proved beneficial in creating a deep,
found on-axis were very minor and do not
expansive soundstage"
affect the listening experience. Our speak"The Excel's other strongest suit was
ers are designed to be listened to firing
capturing the textures of voices and
straight ahead, where the listener is sitting
instruments ... "
off-axis and the measurements are much
"one of those jaw-dropping epiphanies
smoother. In his listening tests, Dr.
audiophiles love.... "
Rubinson described the GA-P 520-x as an
"rendering of strings was reasonably
excellent all-around speaker that comsmooth yet well textured...."
bined "the precision of asmall monitor
"But if Ihad to [choose one] ... I'd
with the potency of abehemoth."
probably go for the Goldring."
The sophisticated shape of the GA-P
Thanks, Michael.
Roy Hall
520-x is by no means an accident. Based
Music Hall on the strongest architectural design
known to man, the GA-P 520-X's pyraChario Academy One
midal enclosure is built to exact standards.
Editor:
The reason behind the architecture is that
Our thanks once again for your time and
it eliminates unwanted cabinet resonance
efforts in reviewing our Chario Academy
and virtually extracts sonic refraction. The
One loudspeaker. We found both Larry
speaker is constructed out of 1" high-denGreenhill's and John Atkinson's evaluasity board, and the woofer is then further
tions to be on the money about the
enclosed in a double-walled chamber.
speaker, and welcomed their advice about
The two compartments are joined with
the correct listening position to achieve
acoustically inert glue to comprise awall
optimal performance.
1
3
/
4"thick around the woofer.
Granted, the Academy One did not fulWe are elated that Kal Rubinson found
fill all our reviewers' criteria. However, at
that using the speaker with the switch on
$1995/pair, it will satisfy most listenhas resulted in improved imaging and
ers with its gorgeous cabinetry and outoverall performance. At anumber of constanding price/performance value.
sumer electronic trade shows, it has been
Ronnie Caplan
highlighted that the GA-P 520-x has supePresident, Audio By Meyer,
rior imaging and soundstage. (This posiCharlo Loudspeakers USA
tion with the switch on is ideal for 90% of
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G-Flex vibration-damping devices
Editor:
Many thanks to Jonathan Scull and
Stereophik for the comprehensive review
of one of the G-Flex products. In offering
the G-Flex vibration-damping devices to
J-10 and K-10 for testing, Ifelt that they
were the reviewers with the oh-so-carefully-set-up system to really hear the
gains and extract the most from such
tweak components.
If readers are wondering about the flexibility and number of different uses for GFlex, it might be of interest to note here
that the idea for G-Flex originally came
from the need to keep two adjacent metalmilling machines from knocking each
other out of the 0.0001" tolerance necessary for the manufacture of jet-turbine
bearings. This is the main business of
Heinz Pitsch, the manufacturer of "Das
Balls." Heinz still uses the biggest version
of Das Balls under his machines today.
It was the idea of Franz Spitaler to apply
the idea to audio and medical use, and GFlex was born. The test graphs J-10 mentions and apicture of the largest model of
Das Balls under Heinz's milling machines
are reproduced in the G-Flex brochure
(thankfully now translated into English).
The G-Flex balls can be used with great
benefit under all components in an audio
Monster M2.2s
system, with the most noticeable differEditor:
ences to be heard under those compoWe appreciate the time, effort, and good
music Jonathan Scull put into the review of nents more sensitive to vibration distortions, such as CD players, tube compoMonster's M22s speaker cables, part of our
nents (ahem), and also most solid-state
new M-Series line. Jonathan has discovered
components. They can also be used with
and described very nicely the M22's characgood effect under power amplifiers,
ter —and incidentally, in his last paragraph,
where the vibrations from the loudspeakhe has probably accurately described its
ers can get into the (high-gain) input stage.
audience as well. The M22s were designed
G-Flex is very versatile: the user can
to preserve music's magic in reasonable sysadjust the number of springs up to the
tems for listeners who put music first.
weight of the unit being isolated, with a
That means we paid close attention to
maximum unit weight of 50kg (approxiaccuracy — that is, accurately capturing
mately 100 lbs) for the M1 model tested.
recordings — while presenting the music
Other G-Flex models are currently being
in such away that music lovers could lisdeveloped for power amplifiers with
ten happily to all their albums. We might
weights of 50-200kg, with yet another
have suggested Monster's M1000i interconnects and M1000d digital cables as a model for interconnects and speaker cables.
Brass and bronze were chosen for the base
slightly better match for Jonathan's sysmaterial of the G-Flex for reasons of isolatem, but another of our goals was to build
tion from electromagnetic interference,
aspeaker cable that could perform well in
which results in the somewhat higher cost.
many diverse systems.
Because G-Flex is atwo-way vibration
And of course, as Jonathan points out,
damping/absorbing device, it can be used
we set these standards for aspeaker cable
under speakers to absorb vibrations.
to sell for under $500/pair. Such an interHowever, care should be taken that
esting challenge certainly put our 20 years
heavy speakers do not become unstable
of experience in designing and building
when placed on asprung surface. Our
cables to the test, and we're happy he
testing has shown that adesirable area for
agrees that we've succeeded.
decoupling of vibrations is between the
Now — perfection in speaker cables for
tweeters and woofers of loudspeakers,
under $1000? We're working on it, Jonbut on many speakers this may not be
athan, we're working on it! Demian Martin
Monster Cable Produas possible or practical.

system setups.) We believe the reason that
John Atkinson did not recognize adifference in the graphs with the switch on or
off is aresult of the fact that the graphs
were not smoothed. Therefore, the differences were difficult to detect. (We suggest
asmoothing factor of 0.1 octave.)
Our crossovers are designed to have a
6dB/octave slope, which provides amore
balanced and natural sound. Steeper slopes
(such as 12dB/octave and 24dB/octave)
provide good separation between drivers
but do not result in the sound quality and
magic we provide in our products. The
consequence of higher-slope crossovers is a
higher group delay. Our objective was to
find the best balance between the
crossover technology and the best sound
results supported by listening tests.
We at Gershman Acoustics are committed to quality. All of our drivers and
crossovers are specifically matched in
order to provide accurate sound and pinpoint imaging. Our components are
selected with utmost care, which reward
us with comments [from Showgoers]
such as "best sound at the show" and
"delicious, relaxing, effortless, and wonderfully musical."
Ofra Cashman
Gershman Awitstics
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Looking at the review, we see the benefits of removing vibration: quieter background (and therefore better resolution)
and better image stability/focus and transparency. It is in keeping with our aim to
extract the most resolution and music
from our customers' audio systems that
we at VTL have undertaken the importation of the G-Flex line of vibration-damping products, and we thank you again,
Stereophile and J-10, for your consideration
and careful evaluation of this product.
Luke Manley
President, Vacuum Tube Logic
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colored, however romantic it may be. I, too,
removable arniwands, an essential ingrecan be seduced by the warm, fuzzy feeling
dient in the precise alignment system
you get with an overly full midrange or
Michael appreciates, also make substitumidbass hump, but if it's not are-creation
tion of these different wires (not to menof the real thing, it's not right.
tion phono cartridges) an easy task.
Nor am Imaking a case for a lean
We're not in the wire business and have
sound: that, too, is wrong. Accuracy is the
no ax to grind in this area. Ihave my prefname of the game here, not beguiling,
erences in the wire Iuse, and Ithink there
warm coloration. There are no free lunchare good, fundamental reasons for their
es in physics, and if you design for
use. These wire choices all have their
midrange bloom (or overly full bass, livestrengths, and the slight colorations they
ly highs, or resonance-induced hyperwide
introduce are less critical, Ithink, than the
soundstages that stretch beyond reality),
all-important element of tonearm structhen something else — accuracy — will
tural integrity and freedom from resohave to give. Happily, Ireceive many
nances. It's easy enough to make atoneGraham Model 2.0
phone calls from new customers who
arm have awarm, romantic sound: Just
Editor:
claim that they have never heard such natleave afew resonances in the design someLiving in the Boston area, Iam fortunate
ural, smooth response in their systems,
where, and the reflected energies will play
enough to have convenient access to
with no undue emphasis, and certainly no
upon each other, altering the soundfield
Symphony Hall, arguably one of the
leanness, to the sound.
and changing the character from the
world's greatest acoustic environments,
Having said all that, Iaccept the fact
phono cartridge. A pleasant midbass
and home to the Boston Symphony
that there arc those who just prefer adifhump will sound nice, but is really robOrchestra. It's an emotional experience to
ferent type of sound. To them we say
bing you of true, deep bass, as MF corlisten to some of the greatest music ever
"God Bless!" and go on about our work.
rectly points out. In designing the 2.0, I
written performed there; Ithink it's also a In offering a lower-cost tonearm, the
tried to eliminate, or at least totally minihumbling experience for audiophile and
Basic version of the 2.0 series, we use a mize, all resonances anywhere in the toneengineer alike. It should keep us from
less expensive wire that, as MF correctly
arm. In addition to using several neutral,
getting too smug about what we hear in
points out, has a different, more lush
wideband stereo systems in different locaour living-room systems.
sound at the expense of some detail and
tions to audition the results, Ialso use elecA few weeks ago Iattended aconcert
resolution. We also offer Discovery wire,
trostatic headphones to check for subtle
there and, while listening to the brass and
which is also an excellent performer. The
variations in smoothness.
percussion of Wagner's Gâtterdanitnening, I
thought, "Boy, I'll just bet that more than
afew audiophiles would call this `lean and
bright' if they heard this tonal balance in a
Since 1986
stereo system!" But it was wonderful,
has enjoyed a following
beautiful music, and of course, it sounded
both locally and
much as it was supposed to.
nationally of people
And so it is with my design philosophy.
who know and love
As I've said before: Iam attempting to
the experience that a
design for natural, smooth reproduction,
Fine Music or Home
with no bottom-heavy bass, exaggerated
Theater System can
highs, or warm, blooming (and oh, so
bring to their lives
romantic) midrange. To me, it's wrong to
Our knowledgeable
try to use the front-end as aBand-Aid to
staff appreciates and
make up for aspeaker that may have ahot
understands the magic
as well as the
tweeter or bloated bass (more common
technology necessary
than many would like to admit), or because
to help you customize
of lumpy room resonances, or any other
your need for
anomalies in the system. While such an
Fine Music and Home
approach may "adjust" the sound back in
Entertainment
the direction of normal, it does so by introducing another distortion. Better, Ithink, to
correct the problems at the source.
Krell, Thiel, Theta, Angstrom,
In Michael Fremer's well-considered
Balanced Audio Technology,
review of the 2.0 tonearm in February
Black Diamond Racing, Conrad Johnson,
(Vol21 No2, p.131), he refers to some lisEggleston, Audio Magic, Cardas,
teners preferring a "bloom in the
and much more. ..
midrange." For me, the only bloom around
•Trade-ins welcome
should be on the flowers in spring; other•Call for great selection
wise, Ibelieve music should be served up as
Fine Audio • Home Theati
of high end trade-ins and demos
it really is, without emphasis in any area.
•30 day exchange
And that's not easy, since everything we do
169 - E. Evans,
•Free shipping
in this business is acompromise. But Isee
Denver. CO 80222
no point at all in embracing sound that is
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Michael raised some hypothetical concerns about tonearm design that some
observers might have about different design
approaches. In doing so, Iam grateful to
him for trying to put to rest some of these
common misconceptions. In my experience, Iknow Michael knows how to set up
any analog system correctly and get the
most out of it. He also understands fundamental design and the strengths and weaknesses of different approaches. (He has, in
the past, had some valid comments about
my earlier toneann designs, which Itook to
heart. The arms were improved as aresult.)
In one such example of audiophile controversy, Michael states he has never found
any weakness in the removable armwand
in my toneann. This is truc because much,
much effort was made to make this union
of annwand and pivot housing act as one;
it took alot of time and research. This is no
ordinary connector holding the two parts
together: it's atrue military-specification
connector, factory-modified for use in my
application, with extraordinary mechanical
and electrical construction. k would be
impossible to have the deep bass and right
imaging Michael reports if this connector
were anything less than outstanding in this
application. (I'm told that the other customer for this connector is the Atomic

incredibly sensual sound
that takes you there

o11.

"...possibly
the best
off-axis
dispersion
I've ever
measured."
-Oregon test lab.
Feb 1991 on the new
nuanel speakers
with the APIICC
Interaural OtIlerential
Correction System

"...the ambient
field [was]
almost real
touch."
-Peter Mitchell
Stereophile May 194d
on an earlier prototype
demonstrating one
feature of the hill
APIICC system.
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are available tn oak, walnut. mahogany and

black oak. Satellites and subwoofers can be sold separately
30-day in home trial when ordered factory direct. 5yr. mfg

poor examples of toneanns available, which
used inferior bearing materials or had serious geometrical and handling problems.
We use what is, Ibelieve, the very best
matched set of bearing components available for this application. These bearings will
never wear out. In addition, aproperly engineered unipivot design will be totally stable
in use. There are several examples today of
good, stable unipivot designs; to suggest that
aunipivot is inherently unstable is incorrect
and misleading. True, pushing on the housing of aunipivot arm with your hand will
cause it to tip, but this is not how it is used.
From the dynamic standpoint, as seen by
the stylus tip during actual use, a welldesigned unipivot balancing system is as stable as the Rock of Gibraltar.
There are many other things that could
be said about toneann design and the 2.0
in particular. But for now, Ihope that Michael's review and these comments will
serve to remind us of the importance of
correct system balancing. The variations in
room acoustics, related equipment, and the
state of your sinuses will affect what you
heat One thing that doesn't change, however, is the musical truth of the live performance. I'm anxious to get back to Symphony Hall for arefresher course. Bob Graham
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"Yep, you may not have heard of anumber of the products we carry,
but when you hear them you'll know they are something special."
Rich Brkich -Consultant, Engineer, & Owner of Signature Sound
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Energy Commission. Ididn't ask what
they use it for, but I'm sure their standards
are at least as high as mine.) hie fact that
the 2.0 delivers first-octave bass and precise
imaging, as MF reports, is atestament to
the integrity of the armwanclimain-pivothousing union. In fact, during development, Iexperimented with atotally rigid
armwand/housing assembly using no connector. Iwas never able to detect my differences in perfonnance.
As to our damping approach, Iwould
add only that the ami was designed to have
avery low moment of inertia. As such, the
problems of traversing warped records is
already minimized, combined with the
fact that the arniwand has enough length
on it to minimize the geometrical warpwow (especially compared with the very,
very short arnitubes of some straightline
anus, as Michael correctly pointed out in
an earlier review), without being so long as
to introduce increased inertial difficulties.
The application of silicone damping at the
pivot is arefinement that serves to stabilize
the arm and further improve the trackability of the cartridge.
The choice of aunipivot bearing was
made at the earliest stages of my toneann
work. This was at atime when the unipivot
was not generally held in favor because of
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BC-2 75W SE Hybrid Monoblock Amps
BC-6 25W SE Hybrid Stereo Amp

"There are a number of very good solid state single ended amps
out today, but none use a hybrid design, bipolar devices and also
achieve results this good." -Rich Brkich (starting from $3,300)
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warranty. Call for brochure. Dealer inquires welcome

"High on performance and low on glitz! Clear, sweet and
dynamic are just a few of the words that 100's of satisfied customers use. Call us to find out why!" -Rich Brkich
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ASC •Audient Technology •Blue Circle •Black Diamond •Cardas •Caztech
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•Onkyo •Room-Tune •Plateau •PSB •Sumiko •Target. Tice •Totem
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Van LSpeakerworks
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Manufacturers'
dCS Elgar
Editor:
On behalf of Mike Story and everyone at dCS, Iwrite to tell you that we
are all delighted and proud that the
Elgar was both the 1997 Stereophile
"Product of the Year" and the "Digital
Source of 1997." Our thanks to the Stereophile team for making this possible. We
have been very encouraged by the response to our first consumer product.
Derek Fuller
Chairman, dCS
Ruark Excalibur
Editor:
We appreciate the coverage given our
new Ruark Excalibur model in Paul
Messenger's report from the 1997
Heathrow Ramada Show (December '97,
p.43). However, the price quoted,
$10,000/pair, is abit off. The actual price
of apair of Excaliburs is $15,000.
Michael Zeugin
Audio Influx
Steep-slope crossovers
Editor:
Imagine my delight upon reading
Markus Sauer's "Industry Update" in
January (VoI21 No.1, pp.45-47). He was

Buy It!
Sell It!
Thru The

AUDIO
TRADING
TIMES

The Natiolilvide Classifieds"
I
:ach issue typicall has over I
000 items
ibr sale from individuals and dealers
around the nation. Used equipment is
organized in an easy to find, alphabetized
format and mailed to our subscribers 2
times each month. Subscribers advertise
up to ten items for free. Non subscribers
pay just $3/item & run for five consecutive issues.. Phone ads welcomed.

Subscription Rates:
6mo/12 issues:$25 1yr/24 issues $45
Visa/MC or send check. Call for foreign ratt›
PO Box 27, Conover, VV1 54519
Ph.715-479-3103/Fax 715-479-1917
Call for brochure
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describing a German speaker whose
DSP-implemented steep-slope crossover
"means that there is practically no overlap between the working ranges of the
drivers, eliminating the main drawback
of multidriver designs." As the exclusive
licensee of the Infinite Slope` (analog)
crossover, we wholeheartedly agree! It's
no wonder that, once DSP technology
became widely available, one designer
after another has embraced our key
design concepts.
But what's that footnote at the bottom
of p.45? "An analog crossover with slopes
this steep would be as big as afridge, and
the loudspeaker would sound lousy."
Ha! Those who've seen and heard our
small, award-winning, $1299/pair RIvI7si
(HI-FI '95 "Best Sound at Show" list)
know better. In fact, the RM7si Signatures have been chosen as the mastering monitors of Chesky Records.
Digital is still evolving at arapid pace,
with little real consensus in sight. Buying digital speakers involves asignificant
investment, with the risk that the technology will be rendered obsolete in the
coming year. The highway to high-end
heaven is littered with yesterday's "stateof-the-art" digital products at fire-sale
prices. Even with the advent of DSP-

Comments

based designs that mimic our steep-slope
crossovers, there are some benefits that
are reserved exclusively for Joseph Audio
speaker owners. Audiophiles do not have
to sacrifice their cherished components.
Pure analog sources can be enjoyed without digital degradation.
Irefer interested readers to Vo120 No.9,
p.145, for an account by Stereophile's own
Senior Contributing Editor Jonathan
Scull. Mr. Scull chose our $6000/pair
RIVI5Osi as a reference speaker for his
OTL tube amp survey, and thanked its
combination of sound quality and easyto-drive impedance curve. What did he
think about the RM5Osi in cahoots with
the Graaf GM200? "It was magical."
"... that soundstage was always transparent to its deepest corners and beyond, and
absolutely as airy as any audiophile could
hope to experience and enjoy." "Highly
Recommended."
Until US patent *4771466 runs out,
anyone interested in reaping the sonic
rewards of steep-slope crossovers that
eliminate "the main drawback of multidriver designs" without giving up the rest
of their system should visit aJoseph
Audio dealer.
JeffJoserh
Joseph Audio
JosephAud@aolcom
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this is of primary importance to tonearm
and turntable performance), it has the
benefit of having different resistance
Normally, I'd stay dear of any disagreecharacteristics depending on the speed of
ments regarding other products. In this
the object being damped; ie, slow motion,
case, howevet a recent "Manufacturer's
such as when an arm is moving slowly
Comment" (Clearaudio/Souther tonearm,
across arecord, causes virtually no resisVol21 No2, p.195) includes some incorrect
tance from the damping fluid. But if a
statements that Ifeel need correcting.
sudden change of direction occurs, such
The statement that damped tonearms
as the onset of asevere warp, more resisexhibit more problems than undamped
tance is applied to keep the arm from
ones is patently wrong. As in most things,
moving too far as it nears the top (or
moderation is the key, and aproperly
bottom) of the warp. To alesser degree,
damped tonearm, either pivoted or linasimilar force may be generated during
ear-tracking, will exhibit the most control
heavily modulated passages, especially
while playing arecord. Michael Fremer's
those with lots of bass energy.
analogy in this discussion of damping is
Here is agood time to remember one
the suspension system in acat and it's
of the important laws of physics: An
agood example because it sums up the
object at rest wants to stay at rest, and an
basic concept very nicely. At one time or
object in motion wants to stay in motion.
another many of us have ridden around in
An outside force, such as acceleration or
acar with bad shock absorbers, and it's no
braking, is required to alter these condifun: the vehicle is unsteady, exhibits poor
tions. Properly applied damping assists in
control, and generally makes us seasick.
providing smooth transitions between
Pity the poor phono cartridge, with its
these motions, with no deleterious forces
stylus being slammed around at many,
"dragging" the stylus. On the other hand,
many more Gs than our 15-year-old car
an undamped arm will have little corbeing bounced along to the garage for
recting force to halt the outside — and
new shocks. ft needs all the help it can get
often undesirable — forces trying to send
to track properly; correctly applied damping
the stylus (and, hence, the tonearm) off
is one key element in achieving good
tracking and controlled reproduction of in another direction from where it
should be. This is not pseudoscience,
the record grooves.
opinion, or hyperbole: it is amatter of
Of course, damping by itself is not
engineering fact.
enough. Careful attention must also be
Another point I'd like to make here
paid to engineering fundamentals, prime
is that the letters from readers on this
of which is the correct moment of inersubject seem to be more like correstia. Proper placement of the moving elepondence between the Hatfields and
ments in atonearm, no matter how little
McCoys. C.C. Watson's letter in the
they weigh, is important to keep the
February issue (p.18) illustrates an unmoment correct, as John Atkinson accufortunate tendency of some readers: to
rately pointed out in his footnote to the
applaud "zingers" in someone's response
manufacturer's letter. Also, keep in mind
rather than relying on calm, deliberate
that there is both vertical and horizontal
discussion of issues. Are we keeping
mass to be reckoned with, which means
score here for the most direct hit on
all moving parts, not just the armwand.
In any case, once the proper amount of someone's name? It seems to me that
this attitude is not constructive or deinertia is achieved, damping the system
sirable in a hobby that promotes the
will reduce the system's remaining tenmutual enjoyment of music, one of life's
dencies to overshoot the mark during
treasures. Personally, Ihope Ileft that
changes of motion.
kind of behavior back in grade school.
Now on to specifics: The claim was
We've all disagreed with reviewers at one
made in the manufacturer's letter that siltime or another. But even when we don't
icone fluid is subject to changes in viscosthink areviewer has got it right, there
ity due to temperature and moisture, and
are ways to make your point without
therefore causes problems in tracking. As
resorting to name-calling.
apractical matter, this is simply incorrect,
Before getting out the slings and arrows,
as areading of the specification sheets for
manufacturers and readers alike should do
silicone fluid will reveal. One of the key
their homework, as Alan Rauchwerger did
features of silicone fluid is its remarkable
acouple of letters after Mr. Watson's (p21).
consistency over awide range of temperThen, at least, what they write will be the
atures (and this most certainly applies to
the narrow range of temperatures in a basis for useful infonnation, not just an
emotional defense of their equipment
typical listening environment, where any
Bob Graham
change of viscosity is nil), as well as high
Graham Engineering
rejection to water absorption. Also (and

Clearaudio/Souther/Graham

Dunelien. NJ 08812

remarkable home theater

Editor:

STORADISC'
Fine-furniture quality CD storage systems with
angled shelves & non-slip surface that holds a
single CD upright. Solid hardwoods &textured
finishes. Custom sizes and finishes also
available. Write or call: I-800-848-9811
Davidson-Whitehall Company
555 Whoteholl Street Atlanta. Geary,' 30303
(404) 524-4534 fax (404) 659-5041
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ALABAMA
Birmingham
Sound Decisions
(205) 945-9400
Stereo 8Video Design Group
(205) 970-0423

ALASKA
Anchorage
Pyramid Audio
(907) 272-9111
Shimelcs Audio
(907) 276-2525

ARIZONA

Hollywood
World Book and News
(213) 465-4352
Lakeport
Plaza 1.V.
(707) 263-4711
Los Angeles
Brentwood Communications
(310) 476-6363
Robertson Magazine 8
Bookstore
(310) 858-1804
Menlo Park
Sound Perfection
(415) 323-1000
Monrovia
Brooks Berdan Ltd
(818) 359-9131

Mesa
Hi Fi Sales
(602) 969-1338
Scottsdale
Esoteric Audio
(602) 946-8128
Tempe
Arizona Tube Audio
(602) 921-9961
Tucson
Wilson Audio Ltd
(602) 326-4662

Palo Alto
Audible Difference (The)
(415) 328-1081

CALIFORNIA

Canterbury Records
(818) 792-7184

Monterey
Home Theater Xcellence
(408) 655-8000
Monterey Stereo
(408) 649-6303
Oakland
Pro Home Systems
(510) 654-6630

Pasadena

Agoura Hills
Evolution Audio Video
(818) 879-1312
Bel Air
Ambrosia Audio
(310) 440-5522
Berkeley
dB Audio
(415) 548-8733
Music Lovers Audio
(510) 841-7166
Opel Audio
(510) 848-2545
San Francisco Stereo
(510) 586-1055
Beverly Hills
Sound Center
(310) 274-6951
Burbank
Speaker City USA
(818) 846-9921
Burlingame
Future Sound
(415) 342-1476
Carmichael
Deetes Sound Room
(916) 334-7000
Costa Mesa
Atlantic Stereo
(714) 646-8895
Culver City
Armadillo 8Company
(213) 937-7674
Audio Video City #2
(310) 838-8889
Encino
Sound Factor West
(818) 501-3548
Fremont
NV Room (The)
(510) 713-1241
Speakenvodd Technology
(510) 490-5842
Gardena
Reference Audio Systems
(310) 517-1700
Grove
Cypress Hi Fi 8Video
(408) 646-8737

GNP Audio
(818) 577-7767
Rancho Mirage
David Rutledge Audio 8. Video
(619) 776-1616
Redondo Beach
Definition Audio Video
(310) 371-0019
Riverside
SpeakerCraft
(909) 787-0400
Roseville
Dimple Records
(916) 781-2800
Sacramento
Audio FT
(916) 929-2100
Paradyme Audio/Video
(916) 971-3600
San Diego
Audio Video Excellence
(619) 689-1311
I.P.D. Distdbution Services
(619) 481-5928
Stereo Design
(619) 573-0060
Stereotech
(619) 282-9101
Stereo Unlimited
(619) 223-8151
San Francisco
San Francisco Stereo
(415) 861-1044
Ultimate Sound
(415) 781-6025
San Jose
Bay Area Audio
(408) 255-0735
Laserland Home Theater
(408) 253-3733
Santa Barbara
Mission Audio
(805) 682-7575
Santa Monica
Audio Video City
(310) 453-5355
Shelley's Stereo
(310) 451-0040

o Buy

Santa Rosa
Catania Sound
(707) 526-7555
Sawyer's News
(707) 542-1311

S
OU ndscape

(707) 578-4434
Studio City
Dave's Video, The Laser Place
(818) 760-3472
Thousand Oaks
Hi-Q Audio/Video Systems
(805) 374-2771
Torrance
Stereo Hi Fi Center
(213) 373-6796
Tustin
Digital Ear (The)
(714) 544-7903
Van Nuys
Audio Den
(818) 786-4240
Walnut Creek
Sound Distinction
(510) 944-4740
Stereo Unlimited
(510) 932-5835
Westminster
Audio Video Today
(714) 891-7575
Woodland Hills
Shelley's Stereo
(8181 716-8500
COLORADO
Boulder
fads News 8Smoke Shop
(303) 442-5900
Listen Up
(303) 444-0479
Recycled Audio
(303) 449-0153
Colorado Springs
Audio Visionaries
(719) 532-1518
Listen Up *3
(719) 633-2600
Sound Shop
(719) 636-1684
Denver
Cherry Creek Audio
(303) 758-4434
Listen Up #2
(303) 444-0479
MoonDance Audio
(303) 777-4449
Sound Hounds
(303) 722-3200
Durango
Northstar Leading The Way
(970) 259-6722
Englewood
Gold Sound
(303) 789-5310
Thornton
Soundtrack, Ultimate
Electronics
(303) 412-2525
Westminster
Westminster Newsland
(303) 428-0823
CONNECTICUT
Bristol
Sound Unlimited
(203) 584-0131
Danbury
Carston Stereo
(203) 744-6421

Stereophile

Hartford
Stereo Shop (The)
(203) 523-7250
New Haven
Take 5Audio Group
(203) 787-9127
New London
Roberts
(860) 442-5314
Simsbury
Audible Difference (The)
(203) 651-7945

HAWAII
Honolulu
Audio Direction
(808) 941-6550
Classic Audio 8Video
(808) 732-9625

IDAHO
Moscow
Stereo Shoppe
(208) 882-1719

DELAWARE

ILLINOIS

Dover
All Star Satellite Superstore
(302) 678-1390
Wilmington
High Fidelity House
(302) 478-3575

Belleville
Audio By Us
(618) 277-9500
Champaign
Champagne Audio
(217) 355-8828

Overture LK
(302) 478-6050

Chicago
Music Direct
(312) 433-0200

FLORIDA

Superior Audio Systems
(312) 226-4848

Boca Raton
Better Sound
(407) 338-8898

Coral Gables

Sound Components
(305) 665-4299
De Land
Telecon Systems
(904) 736-1722
Hollywood
Hollywood Sound
(954) 921-1408
Inverness
New Age Audio
(352) 637-2797
Jacksonville
House of Stereo
(904) 642-6677
Key West
Audio Video International
(305) 294-4018
Margate
Good Sounds
(954) 969-2550
Miami
Audio by Caruso
(305) 253-4433
Palm Harbor
Audio Video Odyssey
(813) 784-1911
Pinellas Park
Speakerworld
(813) 544-3819

GEORGIA
Alpharetta
Laser Video Limited
(770) 640-1399
Dunwoody
Audio Solutions
(404) 804-8977
Lilbum
Audio Alternative
(770) 931-0606
Marietta
Audio Atlanta
(404) 499-0145
Martinez
Stereo Shop (The)
(706) 863-9143
Norcross
Hi Fi Exchange
(770) 242-6644
Roswell
AVI Home Theatre Store
(770) 640-1120

Van L. Speakerworks
(312) 769-0773
Chicago Heights
Music in Motion
(708) 754-3770
Glenwood
Little Guys (The)
(708) 754-8844
Lisle
Holm Audio
(630) 663-1298
Morton Grove
Abt Electronics
(847) 967-8830
Orland Park
Sound and Vision
(708) 403-2500
Rockfalls
Sterling Electronics
(815) 626-4200
Rockford
Absolute Audio
(815) 395-1000

INDIANA
Angola
Premier Sound
(219) 665-7370
Bloomington
Sound Solutions
(812) 330-0390
Fort Wayne
Three Rivers Audio
(219) 745-5460
Ft. Wayne
Audio Video Lifestyles
(219) 436-4669
Indianapolis
Audio Solution of Broad Ripple
(317) 255-4342
Media Room
(317) 466-0116
Tone Studio
(317) 257-0601
Lafayette
Sound Lab
(317) 449-4211
Terre Haute
Audio Connection (The)
(812) 232-1663

Davenport
Audio Force
(319) 324-6646
Planet Audio
(319) 344-8833
Des Moines
Audio Video Logic
(515) 255-2134
Fort Dodge
Archer TV
(515) 573-5737
Iowa City
Audio Odyssey
(319) 338-9505
Hawkeye Audio
(319) 337-4878

KANSAS
Great Bend
Custom Sound and Video
(316) 793-3399
Salina
Acoustics Sounds
(913) 825-8609
Shawnee Mission
Audeport Ltd
(913) 341-2222
Wichita
Custom Sound
(316) 681-3555

KENTUCKY
Lexington
Barney Miller's
(606) 252-2216
Bluegrass Home Entertainment
(606) 253-3454

LOUISIANA
Baton Rouge
Art Colleys Audio Specialties
(504) 926-0244
Metairie
Audio Orleans
(504) 831-0050
Audio Resource
(504) 885-6988
New Orleans
Wilson Audio
(504) 866-3457

MARYLAND
Annapolis
Hi Tech Electronics
(410) 266-0818
Baltimore
Soundscape
(410) 889-1134
Burtonsville
IS Audio
(301) 989-2500
Ellicott City
Gramophone Ltd
(410) 465-5500
Kensington
Soundworks
(301) 929-8600
Laurel
Audio Video Solutions
(301) 953-7242
Lutherville
Gramophone Ltd
(410) 465-5500

IOWA

Silver Spring
Graffiti Audio-Video
(301) 589-3444

Bettendorf
Reference Audio Video
(319) 355-3200

Towson
Silver Screen 8Sound
(410) 296-0202

Dealers interested in selling Stereophile, please call (800) 446-3563. Sterrophile is also available at selected B. Dalton Booksellers, Blockbuster Video, and Tower
Records stores. US National Distributors: Ingrain Periodicals, (800) 627-6247; International Periodical Distributors, (619) 793-9435.
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MASSACHUSETTS
Arlington
Cameras Inc
(617) 648-8111
Boston
Looney Tunes Records
(617) 247-2238

Buy

Stereophile

MONTANA
Billings

Inner Sanctum
(800) 747-6193
Bozeman
Thirsty Ear Hi Fi
(406) 586-8578

Brookline
Audio Studio
(617) 277-0111
Cambridge
Audio Lab
(617) 864-1144

Great Falls
Rocky Mountain Hi Fi
(406) 761-8683

looney Tunes II
(617) 876-5624
Chicopee
Essential Hi Fi
(413) 533-4700
Needham
You Do It Electronics
(617) 449-1005
North Attleboro
Audio Concepts
Norwood
Megaplex Home Theater
Concepts
(617) 769-6400
Westport
Sound Images
(508) 636-3400

Audio Systems &Design
(402) 483-4511

MICHIGAN
Allen Park
Babbage &Sons
(313) 386-3909
Ann Arbor
Accutronics
(313) 741-4444
Dearborn
Almas Hi -Fi Stereo
(313) 584-1860
Ferndale
Imagery
(248) 544-8370
Royal Oak
Audio Dimensions
(810) 549-7320
Audio Video Alternatives
(248) 549-3100

Saginaw

Stereo Shoppe
(517) 792-2673
Traverse City
Sound Room (the)
(616) 947-4710
West Bloomfield
Soundquest Audio &Video
(248) 737-0005
Superior Sight &Sound
(810) 626-2780

MINNESOTA
Edina
Master Media
(612) 844-9829
Hopkins
Transportation Electronics
(612) 933-7357
Minneapolis
Fi Sound Electronics
(612) 339-6351

NEBRASKA
Lincoln

NEVADA
Boulder City

Home Theater Systems
(702) 294-3039
Las Vegas
Image &Sound
(702) 876-3401
Upper Ear (The)
(702) 878-8212

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Hanover
Dartmouth Bookstore
(603) 643-1233
Nashua
Ensemble
(603) 888-9777
Portsmouth

au. Audio Systems
(603) 431-2796

NEW JERSEY
Dunelien
Home Theater Shop (The)
(908) 424-8680
Franklin Park
Sound System
(908) 821-7822
Freehold
Freehold Stereo Video
(732) 866-9500
Linwood
Sounds and Images
(609) 926-1630
Middletown
Stereo Dynamics
(908) 671-1559
Ridgewood
Sounding Board (The)
(201) 445-5006
Upper Montclair
(SA Audio
(201) 744-0600
Verona
Audio Connection
(201) 239-1799
West Caldwell
Woodbridge Stereo
(201) 575-8264
Woodbridge
Woodbridge Stereo Center
(908) 636-7777

NEW MEXICO

Needle Doctor
(800) 229-0644
Rochester
Amalgamated Audio
(507) 286-1328

Albuquerque
Audio Designs
1505) 298-9185

St. Paul
Midwest Speaker
(612) 645-7174

Page One Newsstand &
Bookstore
(505) 294-2026

MISSISSIPPI

Sound Consultant
(505) 821-9626

Jackson
Advanced Systems
(601) 362-1502

McComb

McLeod's
(601) 684-7253

MISSOURI
Columbia
Sound by Johnston
(573) 449-6600
Houston
White Electronics
(417) 967-5522
St Louis
Flips Stereo Place
(314) 842-1600
Vabryc
(314) 332-6328
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Hudson's Audio Center
(505) 296-6978

Sound Ideas
(505) 292-1188
Las Cruces
FIX Installation Audio &
Security
(505) 527-1950
Santa Fe
ASound Look
(505) 983-5509
Candyman (the)
(505) 988-8933

Brooklyn
Ubiquity Distributors
(718) 875-5491
Flushing
Ultra Hi -Fi
(718) 461-4848
Upgrade A/V Center
(718) 886-1700
Freeport
New York Speaker Lab
(516) 379-6900
Ithaca
Hi-Way Hi-Fi
(607) 272-7155
Lake Grove
Audio Den
(516) 585-5600
Little Neck
Hi Fi Exchange
(718) 423-0400
Liverpool
Audio Excellence NY
(315) 451-2707
Signature Sound
(315) 622-4137
New York
Coliseum Books
(212) 757-8381
Dina Magazines
(212) 674-6595
Lyric Hi -Fi
(212) 439-1900
Magazine Store (The)
(212) 246-4766
Park Avenue Audio
(212) 685-8101
Sound by Singer
(212) 924-8600
Stereo Exchange
(212) 505-1111
Union Square Magazine Shop
(212) 246-4766
Queens
T.D. Electronics
(718) 528-4956
Rochester
Fairport Soundworks
(716) 264-0410
Sound Concept (The)
(716) 442-6050
Stereo Shop
(716) 424-1820

Mreus:,

(315) 446-7020
West Babylon
Audio Visions
(516) 661-3355
White Plains
Toys From The Attic
(914) 421-0069

NORTH CAROLINA
Cary

Advanced Audio
(919) 481-3880
Mt. Airy
Electronic Service &Sales
(910) 786-9084
Mt. Holly
Television Video Audio Svc. (tr.
(704) 827-0301

Raleigh

Audio Advice
(919) 881-2005
Waynesville
Stereo Innovations
(704) 452-3474

OHIO
Boardman
Sound Shop
(330) 629-8191
Canton
Belden Audio
(330) 493-7727
Cincinnati
Audible Elegance
(513) 793-3737

NEW YORK

Stereo Advantage
(513) 321-0083
Cleveland
Hi-Tech Hi -Fi and Video
(216) 449-4434

Binghamton
IS G. Audio Video
(607) 722-3551

Columbus
Advanced Satellite Audio Video
(614) 863-3862

Downtown Subscription
(505) 983-3085

Progressive Audio
(614) 299-0565
Dublin
Audio Encounters
(614) 766-4434
Fairborn
Audio Etcetera
(513) 429-4434
Findlay
House of Hindenach
(419) 422-0392

Lakewood

Play It Again Sam
(216) 228-7330
Mayfield Heights
Hoffman's Audio Video
(216) 461-3707
Toledo
Jamieson's
(419) 882-2571

OKLAHOMA
Tulsa
Phonograph
(918) 252-5300

OREGON
Beaverton
Art of Audio (The)
(503) 643-5754
Chelsea Audio
(503) 641-3510
Eugene
Hi Fidelity
(541) 344-9117
Ronny's Stereo
(5411 344-2454
Portland
Fred's Sound of Music
(503) 234-5341
Salem
Hear No Evil Home &Car
(503) 363-3633

Madison
Audio Video Environments
(615) 868-7710

Seattle
Bulldog News
(206) 632-6397

Memphis
Modern Music Audio &Video
(901) 682-6557

Classic Audio
(206) 706-1561

Opus 2Audio &Video
(901) 684-5461
Nashville
Nicholson's Stereo
(615) 327-4312

TEXAS
Austin
Audio by Design
(512) 458-1667
High Fidelity
(512) 454-5833
Bedford
Classic Home Audio
(817) 267-6502
Conroe
lobe Systems
(409) 441-1112
Dallas
Audio Home
(214) 247-1487
Krystal Clear Audio
(214) 520-7156
El Paso
Soundquest
(915) 779-5421
Houston
Acoustic Design
(713) 630-0707
Dynamic Audio Visual
(713) 266-4555
Lubbock
Sound Wave (The)
(806) 792-7299
McAllen
Amersat Downlink
(210) 687-5999

PENNSYLVANIA
Ardmore
Danby Radio
(610) 649-7002
Erie
Custom Audio
(814) 833-8383
Jenkintown
Stereo Trading Outlet (The)
(215) 886-1650
McMurray
Goosebumps
(412) 941-3326
Philadelphia
David Lewis Audio
(215) 725-1177
Pittsburgh
Audio Gallery (The)
(412) 521-9500
Listening Post
(412) 681-8433
Northern Audio Exchange
(412) 366-5055
Triangle Radio &Television
(412) 561-1115
Plains
Sound Doctors
(717) 823-3055
Scranton
Heart &Soul Audio
(717) 346-0222
Selinsgrove
Village ry aStereo Shop
(717) 374-9220
Shillington
Elements Audio Video
(610) 775-9325
Shippensburg
Squires Electronics
(717) 532-7373
Smithport
Smithport Electronics
(814) 887-7753
Willow Grove
Soundex
(215) 659-8815

SOUTH CAROLINA
Greenwood

Delta Electronics
(864) 229-3949

TENNESSEE
Johnson City
Soundroom (The)
(423) 928-9233

UTAH
Orem
Reference Audio Video
(801) 221-9804
Salt Lake City
Audio Design
(801) 486-5511

Hawthorne Stereo
(206) 522-9609
University Bookstore
(206) 545-4387

WEST VIRGINIA
South Charleston
Absolute Sound
(304) 768-7874

WISCONSIN
Appleton
Suess Electronics
(414) 733-6464
Cudahy
Cudahy News and Hobby
(414) 769-1500
Glendale
Sound Investments
(414) 438-1818
Madison
University Audio
(608) 284-0001
Mequon
Sound Designs
(414) 242-5599
Sheboygan
Genes Sound &Camera
(414) 458-2141
Wisconsin Rapids
Salon One
(715) 421-5910

WYOMING
Gillette
Pro Audio of Wyoming
I
307) 687-1954

PUERTO RICO
Rio Piedras Heights
Speaker Warehouse
(809) 274-0927

Audition Audio
(801) 467-5918

CANADA
VERMONT
Essex Junction
Butternut Audio
(802) 879-3900

VIRGINIA
Abingdon

Alpine Audio
(540) 628-3177
Centreville
Gifted Listener Audio
(703) 818-8000
Falls Church
High Tech Electronic Services
(703) 534-1733
Moneta
Hi Fi Farm
(540) 721-4434
Richmond
Audio Visions/Stereo Trading
Post
(804) 346-0876
Regency TV &Electronics
(804) 740-0788
Roanoke
Sound Decision
(540) 343-6993

WASHINGTON
Bellevue
Definitive Audio
(206) 524-5198
Kennewick
Quick Silver Audio
(509) 783-7047
Olympia
Desco Audio &Video
(360) 943-1393
Puyallup
Premier Audio & Home Theater
(253) 445-5414

National Distributor
DeWinton, Alberta
Ruehle Marketing
Box 24, Site One. RRI

ALBERTA
Calgary
68W Audio
1424 Fourth St SW
Loyalty Sound, Ltd
1107 Eighth St SW
Smart Audio Video
4216 12th St NE, Bay 1
Sounds of Music
220 Seventh Ave SW

Edmonton

Audio Ark
10745 124th St
Audio Plus
9934 82nd Ave
Medicine Hat
Audio Excellence
657 Second St SE

BRITISH COLUMBIA
Burnaby

Book Warehouse
4820 Kingsway #M163
Coquitlam
Austin Books
1105 Austin Ave
Courtenay
Clarion Books &Music
480 Sixth St
New Westminster
Royal Book Mart
600 Agnes St
Richmond
Book Warehouse
6340-9 No 3Rd
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Vancouver
Book Warehouse
632 W. Broadway
1150 Robson St
2388 W. Fourth Ave
674 Granville St. 4th Floor
Elite Electronics
2220 W Broadway *101
Sikora's Classical Records
432 W. Hastings St
The Soundroom
2205 W. Fourth Ave
Victoria
Sweet Thunder Records
575 Johnson St
NOVA SCOTIA
Halifax
Atlantic News
5560 Morris St
ONTARIO
Concord
Audio One
3200 Steeles Ave W
Hamilton
Village Audio -Westdale
1059 King St W. *2
Kingston
Just Hi -Fi
239 Princess St
London
London Audio
716 York St
Nepean
Euphonic% Audio 8Video
1480 Merivale Rd
Oakville
Oakville Audio
210 Lakeshore Rd E
Ottawa
Distinctive Audio
903 Carling Ave
Pembroke
Pembroke Audio Video
69 Pembroke St W
Rexdale
Audio Empire
003 Albion Rd
Richmond Hill
American Sound
9108 Yonge St
Audio Excellence
8763-A Bayview
Scarborough
Grand Electronics
19 Milliken Blvd
Thornhill
Brack Electronics North
7616 Yonge St
Toronto
Brack Electronics
69 Front St E
Great National Sound
615 Queen St W
L'Atelier Grigonan
70 Yorkville Ave
Unionville
Digital th -End
5221 Hwy 7#3
Waterloo
Soundstage
59 Regina St N
Whitby
American Sound Whitby
233 Brock St S
QUEBEC
Montreal
Opus Audio
5154 Boul. Marie
Son Or/Fillronique
9343 Lajeunesse
Quebec
C.O.RA.
131-18 Rue E
Ste-Foy
ROTAC electronique
2873 Chemin Ste-Foy
ARGENTINA
National Distributor
Buenos Aires
Ri. Martinez
Tel/Fax: (54) 1-585-1413
AUSTRALIA
National Distributor
Templestowe, Victoria
Audio Q Imports
Tel: (61) 3-01994-8413
Fax: (61) 3-9846-2407
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BALTIC STATES
Riga, Latvia
ATTrade
13th of January Street 13
Tel (3712) 211-688
BENELUX
National Distributor
Durob Audio BV
Dept. DC Publishing
Tel: 31 (0) 73 511 2555
Fax: 31 (0) 73 511 7583
De Hilisvinkel
Tel: 31 (0) 40 211 3388
Fax: 31 (0) 40 211 7734
The Hifishop
Tel: 31 (0) 13 544 3444
Fax: 31 (0) 13 612 5698
De Hifistudio
Tel: 31 (0) 591-611111
Fax: 31 (0) 591-612345
BRAZIL
Blumenau, SC
Sound Image
Fax (047) 322-0305

IRELAND
Notional Distributor
Blackrock, County Dublin
Cloney Audio
Tel: (353) 1-288-8477
Fax: (353) 1-283-4887
ITALY
National Distributor
Lucca
Sound 8Music
Tel: (39) 583-55-101
Fax: (39) 583-419-115
JAPAN
National Distributor
Tokyo
AXISS Oration
Tel: (81) 3-5410-0071
Fax: (81) 3-5410-0622
MACEDONIA
Skopje
T.P. Kodi Export-Import
Tel/Fax: (3891 91 11 83 66
MALAYSIA

BRUNEI
Jalan Gadong
Auvisual Haven
Far (011) 024-48841
COSTA RICA
Curridiabat, San Jose
Parlatek SA
Tel/Fas: (506) 225-8231
CROATIA
National Distributor
Split
Media Audio
Tel: (385) 21-343-213
Fax: (385) 21-40-376
CZECH REPUBLIC
Borivojova
Ego vos Audio Studio
Tel/Fax: 42-2-90001181
DENMARK
Norager
Hi Fi Klubben
Tel: (459) 722-4941
FINLAND
Turku
Hit Mesta Oy
Tel: (358) 2-2504-888
Fax: (358) 2-2504-808
FRANCE
Paris
Port Royal Audio
Tel: (33) 30-64-9222
GERMANY
National Distributor
GeisenheimStephanshausen
Eclectic Audio
Tel (49) 6722-8060
Fax: (49) 6722-8067
GREECE
National Distributor
Athens
N.M. Acoustics
Tel: (30) 1-292-2724
Fan: (301 1-293-3168
HONG KONG
National Distributor
YK Audio
Tel: (852) 2524-8775
Fax: (852) 2845-0746
Kowloon Branch
Tel: (852) 2392-6368
Fax: (852) 2392-6328
INDONESIA
Jakarta
MOS Electronics
Tel: 6221-692-7840
Fax: 6221-625-1133

National Distributor
Kuala Lumpur
The SoundSlage
Tel (60) 3-717-6969
Fax: (60) 3-719-4188
MARTINIQUE,
FRENCH WEST INDIES
St. Joseph
Frequency Audio Conseil
Tel: (596) 64 69 63
Fax: (5%) 57 % 39
NEW ZEALAND
National Distributor
Petone, Wellington
D.R. Britton
Tel: (64) 4-5688-066
Fax: (64) 4-5688-065
NORWAY
National Distributor
Eidsvaagneset
Audio Media
Tel/Fan: (47) 55-25-62-14
PHILIPPINES
National Distributor
Quezon City
Upscale Audio
Tel (631 2-931-37-42
Fax (63) 2-741-28-93
POLAND
Gdansk-Oliwa
Arto Audio 3
Tel/las. (48) 52-0639
Warsaw
Huh Sound Studio
Tel/Fax: (48) 2-774-8154
PORTUGAL
National Distributor
Amadora
Ajasom
Tel: (351) 1474-8709
Fax: (351) 1475-1367
RUSSIA
National Distributor
Moscow
RG Sound
Tel: (095) 256-5091
Fax: (095) 259-2742
ATTrade
Tel: (095) 291-5086
Fax: (095) 291-5871
Esoterica
Tel (095) 917-4385
Fax: (095) 917-8762
The Purple Legion
40/42 Maxim Gorky
Nabereznay
Tel: (095) 233-1442
Fax: (095) 248-3352
SAUDI ARABIA
Jeddah
HiFi House
Fax (99) 62-68-24-098

SINGAPORE
National Distributor
Stereophile Audio
Tel/Fax: (651 33-66-790
Music Box
Tel: (65) 33-42-105
Fax: (65) 33-42-106
SOUTH AFRICA
National Distributor
Alberton, Gauteng
Hi-Fi Excellence
Tel: (27) 11-907-9092
Fax: (27) 11-907-8399
SPAIN
National Distributor

Kansas City
f°0;•,;eÀc

Valencia
Sarte Audio Elite
Tel: (34) 6-351-0798
Fax: (34) 6-351-5254
SWEDEN
National Distributor
Stockholm
Hi -Fi Art
Tel (46) 8-661-6300
Fax. (46) 8-660-2207
SWITZERLAND
National Distributor
Geneva
Hi-Fi Portier
Tel: (41) 22-784-0050
Fax: (41) 22-784-2904
THAILAND
National Distributor
Music World Co.
Tel: (662) 276-5190
Fax: (662) 276-2456
TRINIDAD
Curete
Sanch Electronix
Tel (809) 663-1384
Fax: (809) 645-2205

I,
•Atlantis •

•
limer Wedge •Audio Research

•Billy Bags •L)) I
)•CAL •Chiro by Kinergetics
•Definitive Technologs •Dunlavy •(Al) •Genesis
•Grado •HK •Jolida •Krell •Magnan •Martin Logan
•Magro •McCormack •MIT •Monster Cable •NBS
•Panamas •ProAc •PSB •Rega •Sanus
•Sound Ant hors •Standesign •Sunfire
•Synergistic Research •Thiel •Van den hul cartridges
•VPI •Wilson Audio ... and more.

Audio-Video
Leo•osigic
The Midwest's Ultimate Stereo Store
3 702 Beaver Ave.
Des Moines, IA
503 10
515-255-2134
Specials on our Websile: htlp;//wwwaudio-k)gica um

TURKEY
Istanbul
RKD Munk
Tel. (90) 212-241-3411
Fax: (90) 212-231-9673
UNITED KINGDOM
National Newsstand
Distributor
COMAG Magazine Marketing
Tel: 01895 433 800
Fax: 01895 433 801
National Dealer
Distributor
Wollaton Audio
Tel 0115 928 4147
Fas 0115 925 0625
Berkshire
Audio T
Tel: 01734 585 463
Bury St Edmunds
Bury Audio
47 Churchgate St
London
Kamla Hifi
Tel 0171 323 2747
Musical Images
Tel 0171 497 1346
Sound Organisation
Tel: 0171 403 2255
Oxford
Oxford Audio Consultants
Tel: 01865 790879
Suffolk
Bury Audio
Tel 01284 724 337
VIETNAM
Ho Chi Minh City
Show Room
Tel Fax 848651868
YUGOSLAVIA
Belgrade
Vox Trade
Tel: (381) 11-222-4322
Fax: (381) 11-140-689

ogees
By Better Records we mean the VINYL kind. We sell
virtually nothing but LPs. No CD's. No Accessories, No
Equipment Just
music il you're a
vinyl guy wouldn't
you rather buy from someone who auditions the records
he sells , Who does the comparison with other pressings
in order to recommend the
best available ,
Who actually
writes the reviews in the
catalog? Someone who's
knowledgeable about LP's,
not someone just taking an order? Well. I'm that guy. At
Better Records well help you choose the best of the new
180g reissues and avoid those costly stinkers. And we
beat everybody's prices!
We discount all
the labels we sell, such as EMI. Alto and Classic Records
N $26,99; and DCC t51 $21.99. the nnest reissue label
In history We
99 also specialize
in great -undiscovered" LP's like nobody else. Why be limited to audiophile releases? From Simon and Garfunkel to Stravinsky, we find great sounding new LP's. review them.
guarantee them — all you have to do is enjoy them!
These are no
mere demo
discs. These
are LP's with
music you'll
want to listen
to again and again. Don't settle for less. Hear the music
you love with sound you never thought possible. It's not
just possible. It's easy. With Better Records. Call for your

We Beat

Everybody's

Prices.

DCC LP's

Classic $26

Free Shipping on

Orders Over

Free Catalog 800-487-8611
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Audio

Mart

ATTENTION QUAD AND SPENDOR OWNERS!
Factory-authorized sales and/or service for Quad,
Spendor, Gradient, Entec, and Acoustic Panel Systems.
New and used Quad equipment bought/sold.
ESL/ESL-63 updates, stands, and subwoofer systems
available. For fiirther details, contact Mike or Randy,
QS&D, 33 McWhirt LOop 4108, Fwdericksburg, VA 22406.
(540) 372-3711 fax (540) 372-3713.

STAX NOVA SIGNATURE AMP, $1250; AudioTedmica AT-0C9, $199. All unused. (212) 966-1355.

GENE RUBIN AUDIO, VENTURA, CALIFORNIA — Franchised dealer for Naim, Roksan,
Pink Triangle, Spendor, Music Reference, Creek, Rep,
Epos, Totem, Quad, JPW, Dyiuco, 0C-9, Goldring,
Revolver, Target, and more. Always lots of used gear.
Established way back in 1979! (805)658-8311.

MBC AUDIO: Klyne, BEL, Gradient, C.E.C.,
13ensen, Diapason, Audio Magic. Denver, CO. (303)
399-5031, MST

"SOUND YOU CAN TOUCH," featuring Audio
Research, CAL, Classé Audio, Fanfare FM, Gradojeff
Rowland, Kuzma, Magnum Dynalab, Martin-Logan,
Mirage, MIT, Power Wedge, ProAc, Target. Theta, van
den Hill, Vandersteen, JF Woodworks. Audio
Excellence, Liverpool, NY (315) 451-2707 Visa/MC/
ArnEx/ Discover.
SME 3012-R: Newest version of this superb archival
tonearm. Suitable for all recorded sources, including
LPs, 78s, 16" transcriptions, acetates, and metal. SME
Owners: Upgrade through exchange to current updated Series II Improved, Series Ill, and Series "R" models. New SME headshells, Fluid I)amper Kits, manuals,
and parts. Audio "78" Archival Supplies,® PO. Box 187
San Anselmo, CA 94979. (415) 457-7878.
AUDIOPHILE & SCHOLAR — University Audio
Shop, Madison, Wisconsin —Acurus, Aerial, Aragon,
Audio Research. Be.cK. CAL, Creek, EA», Golden
Tube, Hales, JoLida, Krell, Lexicon, Linn, MartinLogan, Micromega, NEAR, Paradigm, Purist Audio,
Rep, Runco, Spica, TARA, Thiel, Totem, Vandersteen,
Von Schweikert, '(BA. (608) 284-0001.
WE CAN HELP YOU CHOOSE excellent-sounding,
dependable audio equipment (phis video). We offer
friendly, knowledgeable advice, hands-on experience,
free delivery. We carry: Mirage, NM), Cary, Nakarnichi,
Acums,ICimber, KEF, Parasound. Kinergetics, Quad, PS,
Fried, Audible Illusions, Spendor, Target, Carver, many
more. Free catalog! Mud Brodur Stereo, 591 King St,
Charleston, SC 29403. (803) 723-7276.
HI-F1 EXCHANGE—Large selection of quality used
high-end components at huge discowas. We buy, sell, and
trade. Call for inventory list (718) 423-0400, or vbit our

ENJOY JITTER-FREE MUSIC! The UTP-1 and the
UCD-1 combine improved sound with new cosmetic
appeal. Our Basic Player and the Reference One transport have made Bound for Sounds "Components of
Merit" List. Low-jitter kits still available. G&D
Transfonru, (602) 650-1155, e-mail Transfomis@aol.com

FANFARE FM TUNER on the Internet. Visit our
web site at http://wwwfimfinewm .See the latest FM
antennas (the new APS-14), plus tips on improving FM
reception. Download our product literature. Not on
the net? Call for our Stereo Pilot newsletter at (800) 2688637, also (716) 683-5451, or fax to (716) 683-5421. Email to infaeinfiretom ,
or write to Fanfire FM, Box 455,
Belo, NY 14225-0455.
ACTIVE COMPONENTS: Made-to-order crossovers, subsonic filters, summers, and boost-amps with
optional level controls, for bi-, ni-, and quad-amp configurations. Includes power supply. For brochure:
DeCoursey Engineering Lab, 11828 Wgerson Blvd, Culler
City, CA 90230. (310) 397-9668, fax (310) 397-8498,
impchurch@aolcom
CORNER AUDIO, PORTLAND, OR. Quicksilver,
BEL, Linaeum, EAD, Audio Physic, Immedia,
Michael Yee, Lyra, WireWorld, PSE, Mesa, Tice,
Benz-Micro, Klyne, AMC, Sound Anchors, RPM,
Sumiko, Yamamura, Townshend, XL0, AudioTechnica, REL, Sanus, LAST, Weltronics, VPI, Chang
Lightspeed, CWD, Golden Sound. ASC, Nitty Gritty,
and more. Used and demos available. Trade-ins welcome. (503) 227-1943.
SIGNAL GUARD RESONANCE-ATTENUATION PLATFORM. Ihmensions, 19" by 16" by 3";
weight, 27 lbs; supports 200 lbs. Wide-band attenuation, 14Hz-55khz, $349. Shannon Dickson's review
upe
gin Stenvphile Unequaled build quality, elegant aesthetics. Call for information, dealer nearest you,
or order factory-direct to open areas. (914) 496-1067
Dealer inquiries invited.
LEVINSON No380S PREAMP, ($6495) $4500. Voice
(914) 429-6469, fax (914) 429-4339.

showrooms at 251-11 Northern Bhd, Little Nedc, NY 11363.
WE ALWAYS PAY BETTER! 1)on't let go of your
ARC, Aragon, Cello, Krell, Mark Levinson, MIT,
Spectral, Theta. Threshold, or Wadia without calling
us. Showroom in West LA. Call Supenac Producis, Inc.,
(310) 826-3686, (310) 826-4356 frx, Sennie.
AUDIO UNLIMITED OFFERS Accuphase, Acoustic
Energy, Acrotec, Aesthetix, Air Tight, Avalon Acoustics,
Audio Artistry, Audio Craft, Audio Note, Basis, BenzMicro, Chang, Coda, Ensemble, Fanfare, Graaf,
Graham, Koetsu, Kuzma, LAT; Magnum Dynalab,
Meret, Micromega, Micro-Seiki, Musical Design, Music
Metre, Muse, Odeon, Onix, Rega, Samadhi Acoustics,
Spendor, Symphonic Line, Systemdelc, Tannoy, Totem,
Transfiguration, Wheaton Triplanar, XLO, YBA,
Zoethecus, and more. Call/fax John Barnes at (303) 6913407, 2341 IV Yale Ave, Etwleiviiad, CO 80110.
INFINITY IRS BETA, ($12,900) $6000 plus shipping,
(719)632-3454.
THIEL CS1.5, ASH, 1year old, mint, $1600. (904)
398-2993.
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DATES: Private. $1.25 per word; Commercial, $4.15 per word. $166 minimum on
all commerdal ads. (A word is defined as
one or more characters with aspace, dash,
or slash on either side.) PAYMENT: All dassified ads must be prepaid with order, either
by check or credit card: MasterCard, Visa,
American Express. MAIL TO: Stereophile,
Classified Ad Department, P.O. Box 5529,
Santa Fe, NM 87502-5529. FAX: (505) 9836327. E-MAIL: classifieds@stereophile.com.
DEADLINE: Ads are due on the first working
day of the month, two months in advance of
the issue in which your ad will appear. For
example, if you want your ad to run in the
May 1998 Stereophile, you must submit it by
March 2, 1998. Please Note: Phone-in ads
are not accepted. Please fax or mail your ads
on the form provided. No refunds.

MARK LEVINSON Nos36, 37, 38, brand new in box,
$3350 each; Pioneer Elite DUL-90, never used, $1500.
John, (516) 767-8486.
BUY FACTORY-DIRECT. Now you can afford
incredible state-of-the-art audio cables. Better performance than cables 10 times the cost! Selected demos
available at extra savings. Call or write for information
and reviews. 30-day money-back guarantee. US and
Canadian orders only. Tice Audio Produas, tel. (561) 5757577, fax (561) 575-0302.
ANTENNA PERFORMANCE — New! Floorstanding indoor FM antenna with increased bandwith over
standard whip models. Elegant in appearance, with
really cherry endcaps, solidly engineered for maximum
performance. Also new: APS-9 75-ohm outdoor antenna. Better antenna, same price! APS, (860) 643-2733;
e-mail antperf@tiacnet, wwwantennaperfonnaricecom
WOULI) YOU LIKE TO IMPROVE your
system? We can help! Check out our new loudspeakers, starting at $900/pair. Cost no object? Try
our 1)M-100, $25,000. Interconnects, DACs,
complete systems. Fax/phone (603) 654-9826; e-mail
mach 1
acoustics@tellinknet; Mach 1Acoustics, 57 Stiles limn
Road, Wilton, NH 03086, USA.
HANDMADE SILVER INTERCONNECTS and
speaker cable. Pure solid-core silver wire, Teflon insulation, Cardas silver/rhodium connectors. Low-capacitance,
low-inductance
design.
Interconnects,
$150/meter pair; speaker cable, $100/running meter.
Money-back guarantee. 1)on't pay more! (770) 4578748 &fore lOpm EST
WHAT YOU DONT KNOW does hurt you! Free
paper on RFD Noise-fighting accessories ($0.50 up),
power-line conditioners ($85 up). Alternative to the
Shakti Stone, $30. Write for catalog! Virtual Mode, 1Old
Coram Rd, Shelton, CT 06484. (203) 929-0876.
MAGNAN CABLES —Experience what audiophiles
and audio reviewers have been raving about for years
(805) 484-9544, e-mailJMagnan904@aol.com,
unviv.magnamcom
AUDIO RESEARCH VT100 AMP, ($4500) $3675;
Thiel 22speakers, ($2950) $2175; Levinson No331,
($5000) $3500; Counterpoint SA-220, ($2500)
$1375; Counterpoint 5000 preamp, ($3500) $1625.
(606) 581-3763.
AUDIO RESEARCH VT60, $1495; Audio Research
SPIO, $1650; Maranta 8B, original, $1900; Linn
Axis/Akito setup, $600; NEW. P-3 preamp, $850;
EAD T-1000, $600; EAD DSP-7000, $1200; Aronov
PY-100 preamp, $1350; Maranta CD-63SE, $295;
1)unlavy SC-Ill's, oak, $2400; Infinite Slope 2a's, $700;
NEAR 10M's, $270. Tel: (973) 402-9056.
BAT VK60 TRIODE rube amp, perfect, $2695. (310)
397-0141
FULTON PREMIERE, $1500; Audio Research D125,
new Russian tubes, $2500; Classé M700 mono amps,
$3700; Audio Research LS2, $1400; Kinergetics KCD40, $900; Infinity Betas, $4700. All mint condition.
Dennis, (417) 764-3412.
AUDIO ART, EST. 1976 — Edge-of-the-art audio
components dedicated to serving music. Avalon,
Martin-Logan, Vandersteen, Cardas, Jeff Rowland,
Classé, Theta, Basis-Benz, Aerial. Richmond, VA.
Voice/fax (804) 358-5300.
CLASSÉ AUDIO CA400 power amplifier, originally
$5495, two years old, $3000; CP60 preamp, originally
$3695, one year old, $2100. Call (512) 238-8815.
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PLACETE AUDIO PRF_AMPS. The most transparent
available today. Uses only the finest Vishay® S-102
resistors in all signal paths, including the 128-step volume control. Full IR remote control. Passive or
buffered. Five line inputs plus two tape decks. Custombuilt for your system. From $2000. No-risk trial. Call
(208) 342-6141 JO, details.
PLACETE AUDIO: available now, 126-step remotecontrolled dual-mono line-level attenuators that use
only Vishay® S-102 resistors. From $1000. (208) 3426141 or Placere@aolcom .
AVALON ASCENTS, ($16,500) $7995; Essence
Amethyst 10A speakers, ($19,850) $995; Basis Debut
Gold Standard with vacuum, Graham 1.5 tonearm,
($11,695) $5595; Gryphon Reference One monos,
($31.500) $10,995; Musical Design SP-1 preamp,
($1295) $495. Or best offers. (815) 885-2085.
ROTEL 955AX Cl) player, excellent condition plus
accessories. Call Al, (607) 565-8438.
BELL MK.II AMP, ($3000) $1200. Vsics (914) 4296469, fax (914) 429-4339.
DUNLAVY SC-IV, black, $3500, without shipping.
Manin Labrerque, (514) 928-3983, fax (514) 875-9364.
McCORMACK AMPLIFIERS go from good to fantastic! Steve McCormack (their original creator) has
developed upgrades that transform the DNA series. If
you're an owner —or have been searching for an outstanding amplifier —contact SMc Audio at (760) 7320352, 9-6 PST M-1; SMcAudio@aotrom
THETA PRO BASIC 3a, mint, ($2695) $1599; Melos
SHA-Gold B, mint, ($1995) $1199; Audio Research
0400 Mk.II, mint, ($6000) $3200. (816) 340-2109 14;
(816) 628-2038 H.
ROWLAND CONSONANCE WITH REMOTE,
mint, no phono, $1650. (508) 887-3557
MICROMEGA STAGE TWO CD player, mint,
boxed and papers, $650. (8/8) 707-3757

Mart

MARK LEVINSON NO20.6 monoblock Reference
amplifiers, ($15,900) $6500; AudioTruth Clear 3' biwired speaker cables, $500; Proceed MDC 2 digital
cable, $100. Call (503) 629-8166.

Hi-H '98 —
The Home Theater & Specialty Audio Show
The Westin Los Angeles Airport Hotel
June 10-11, Trade Only
June 12-14, Open to the Public
Ifx10' exhibit booths cost $2200, 13'x18' rooms cost
$5,300 Check out additional sizes — call Ken
Nelson at (914) 476-3157, or fax (914)969-2746. See
more, hear more —equal to three months of store
visits. Enjoy over 18 hours of live music. Public
three-day tickets arc $25 in advance, $35 at the
door. Call (505) 992-6600, or fax (505)992-6677 to
order tickets.

AUDIO RESEARCH LS9 preamp, like new, remote,
$1500; Sunfirc Cinema Grand amp, 5channels, 200W
each, like new, $1600. (219) 277-9802.
TRANSPARENT MUSICLINK SUPER 6018XL,
Ins, RCAs, ($475) $225; Purist Audio Design
Maximus, balanced, 7m, ($1500) $500; AudioQuest
Emerald, RCAs, lm ($350), 6m ($1150), both for $500;
Midnight II, 6', ($245) $100; Midnight II, 12', ($395)
$200; Clear, 3', ($495) $225. Alm-, (801) 861-5989 days,
(801) 423-2176 motile
VERDIER TURNTABLE, $4500; Airtangent 2B,
$2000: Paragon Jubilee and J£.M., $3000; Quad 63,
$1200; Sci Fi Joule plus stands, $600; Ohm F, $700;
Enter SW-1, $800; Magnum Dynalab FT101, $350;
Deming TF-12, $1500; KSS 230W (YTLs, $3000; AES
Cybele, $800.Jim, (920) 845-5055.

MERIDIAN 504 TUNER, ($1300) $799; Classé
($2500) $1695; Classé DAC 1, ($4000) $2595;
Meridian 518 digital processor, ($1900) $1325;
Transparent Audio speaker cables and interconnects,
RCA, balanced, Ultra, Super Plus 35-60% below
retail!!! David, (517) 337-8362 before 10pm EST leave specific message.

1)ON'T GIVE UP ON that old Threshold amp yet!
Send it to me and rii give it the TLC it needs to give you
years of service. SA3, S500, PCX for sale. (916)721-9611.

WADIA 27 DACs, $5800; Wadia 20 transport, $2200;
Goldmund SR integrated, $2100. All mint, flawless
condition. (509) 326-0566 PST

B&W 801s SERIES III UPGRAI)E, Sound Anchor
stands, $2850; Theta Timebase Linque Conditioner and
power supply, $190; Theta Digital interconnects, $110
each; AudioQuest Quartz interconnects, balanced, Ins
and 2.5m, $105 and $155; Wonderlink digital intercon-

AUDIO RESEARCH D51B vacuum-tube amplifier,
new input tubes, 60Wpc with separate 430 fan base.
Call (610) 373-1133.

nect, 1m, $110; TARA Labs hi-wired 11SC speaker
cable, 12', $250; Syrno hi-wired LS5-SX speaker cable,
8', $395. All snint liksran
(716) 679-3166 even*

n

WARNING !!!

FINALE HIGH END AUDIO —Demo sale. Under
the rainbow you shall find your product of gold.
Accuphase, Air Tight, Aronov, BAT, Sound Lab,
Quadrature, etc. If you could not afford these products
in the past, you can now. All products come with full
manufacturers' warranties. Call (770) 606-8365, M-E
10am-6pm; Sat, 10am-4pm. EST

Be careful with mail-order dealers
who insist on cash/personal check,
or who offer alarge discount on the same basis.
1k secure—pay by credit card.
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Get This Catalog Before You Make
Your Next High-End Audio Purchase!
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Huge Selection At Low Prices. Hundreds of name-brand
high-end audio products including hard-to-find accessories,
analog and digital audio, audio cables, loudspeakers, speaker
stands, power conditioners, acoustic treatments, equipment
racks, replacement vacuum tubes, audio books, and more!
Learn What You Need To Know Before You Buy. Get complete
information—product descriptions, specifications, buying
tips, colorful images, detailed comparison charts, revealing
cut-away illustrations, profiles of the manufacturer and
designer, and much, much more!
How To Get Your FREE Copy Of The High-End Audio Catalog.
Call toll-free, 1-800-451-5445, and give us your name and
address. The call is free, and so is the catalog. This catalog
request hot-line is open 24 hours aday, 7days aweek, so
call anytime. Why not call now? Call 1-800-451-5445
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Call Now!
1-800-451-5445
,tablisritd al 1980. Audio Advisor.

.
is the worldS

,:frgest seller of high-end audio products by direct mail
Address: 4649 Danvers Drive S.E.. Kenhvood. Ml. 49512

AUDIO
ADVISOR

0norrr 616-975-6100 Fax 616-975-6111.
hllp ilwww audloadvisor coin
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USED CELLO: Reference System, ($150,000+)
$69,000; Cello Grandmasters, rosewood, never played,
$39,600; Masters, $19,500; Performance I
I amps,
$13,500; Encore 150s, $12,000; Palette Preamp. Jerry,
(800) 404-0261.
ANTHEM B-STOCK, mbl 101c, never used,
($30,030) $13,900; Genesis Mod5, brand new, $7995;
Meridian CDT 500, $1100; Purist Colossus, 10m XLR,
$960; Faroudja LI)200, demo, $6990; AmPro 2000,
200 hours, 19950ferry, (800) 404-0261.
PROAC RESPONSE 2, black, mint, $1350. (562496-3231.
BRAND-NEW VP! HW19 JR. arm, ($1000) $620;
Sota Moonbeam, Audio-Technica, $200; Audio
Alchemy I)ITB, $100; Monarchy DIP, $125;
McCormack Micro Line I3rive, $375; Melos SHA-1,
$525; 8' speaker cables—Synergistic No3, $250;
MITemiinator 2, hi-wire. $210. (908) 654-5750, EST
VAC CPA-1 MK.II phono, balanced outputs, separate
power supply, excellent condition, new tubes, ($5000)
$2400; C.E.C. TL 1, black, balanced outputs, ($5000)
$2800; Theta 1)ata Basic, balanced outputs, ($1900)
S1000. (412) 268-2313.
KRELL FPB 603, new in box, ($12,500) $9400; Von
Schweikert VR 4.5 in natural light cherry, ($6000)
$3900; Krell FPB 250M monoblocks, ($9000) $6800;
Parasound P/SP-1500 A/V preamp, new, ($1500)
$1000; Parasound C/DP-1000 CD player, new, ($500)
$350. (504) 887-4382 twain» bcfon. lOpm CST
THIEL 22 IN PERFECT condition, black with boxes
and balance of warranty, ($3200) $1800. (212)721-7746.

CARY SLA-70 MK.II, chronic, one month old,
($1600) $950. (520) 577-9640.
SONUS FABER GUARNERI HOMAGE,
,
boxes, manual, ($9500/pair) $5500/pair, Cello Audio
Palette, see-through top, Lexan cart, Master power
supply, secure crate, manual, ($25,500) $15,500; Cello
Encore 1megolun piramp with phono stage, ($10,000)
$5000; Musc Model 5 transport, new, box, remote,
($1800) $1000; Musc Model 2 DAC, Bessel coffeetion+AES/EBU+silver face options, ($2200) $1100.
All prices non-negotiable, COI) with postal money
order only. Prices do not include shipping charges. Call
Chris, (770) 355-3461, (770) 237-8418.
ACCUPHASE DP8OL CI) PLAYER, Krell SPB-64X
I)/A converter, McIntosh MR78 tuner, McIntosh MI3(multipath); Krell KSA-300S amplifier; Krell KSA-5
headphone amp; Stax SRI)-7/Mk.11 headphones;
ARC LS2B Mk.II preamp; Thiel CS3.6 speakers;
Tiffany TLC2560 power conditioner. Cables: Purist,
Balanced, Transparent, AudioQuest, (more than
$42,000) $19,000. Gary, (714) 851-8087 or brealty@
dehanetcom .
KRELL KST-100 AMPLIFIER, mint, with boxes,
S1500 with free shipping. Call Jay, (408) 264-2873
(venires, e-mail e010@connix.coni
AIR TIGHT ATM-2 amplifier, mint, $3500 firm. Call
Brett, (207) 781-2037.
SONIC FRONTIERS LINE 3 preamp, pristine,
$3300; Spectral DMC 12 preamp with warranty,
$2250. Mark, (423) 531-3470.

646-1139, Plorida87@aolcom

McINTOSH MC275 COMMEMORATIVE EDITION amplifier, brand new, factory-scaled box, $4000;
McIntosh C22 Commemorative Edition preamplifier,
$1200. (205) 880-0732, rballard@madisomvsearchcom

YAMAHA RX-V870 RECEIVER: 70mm cinema
DSP, Dolby Pro Logic, practically new, ($950) $399.
(212) 249-6082.

TWO DYNAUDIO CONTOUR 2.8 speakers, new
in box, ($6000 each) $3500 each. (954)776-5996, (954)
566-0014 (innings, paeute@wisenetcom

KRELL KSA-100S for sale, never opened from factory!
List $5500, best offer over $3900. Contact Ralph, (904)

.pRENIERE

KRELL FIIP 600, $8500; Sonic Frontiers SFCD-1,
$2200; Martin-Logan CLS IIZ, $2000; Kinergetics
SW-800, $2000; CLS/SW800 Combo, $3500. All
mint. (603) 627-0085, ethan@grolen.wm
LEVINSON NO.30.5, $9990. (604) 817-3682, epergne.
PREMIUM-GRADE PARTS! Absolutely the best
selection of audiophile-grade parts at fair prices!
InfiniCaps, Hovland, MIT MultiCaps, SCR, Black
Gate, Elisa, Nichicon, Vishay, Ciddock, Holco, Mills,
Yamamura, etc. capacitors, resistors. All types audio
connectors, chassis wires, custom cables, Alps, Noble,
Heicfird diodes, copper-foil inductors, tubes,
vibration damping sheets, isolators, Defiex panels, hospital-grade AC connectors, tools, accessories, free catalog! Michel Perry, Box 526, IIIIN7PleSS, CA 9493Z (415)
669-7181, fax (415) 669-7558.
UNITY PARMS, $2800; C.E.C. T1. 1, $2200; Timbre
balanced 7T-10AC, $1000; Symphonic Line RG7
Mk.II, $1500; BEL 2002 amp, $700. Leave nies.rage,
(352) 521-0687
PROAC RESPONSE 4s, birdseye maple, $9500;
Audible Illusions 3A with gold phono stage, S1500; jeff
Rowland Model 5, 12250; Michell Orbe, plus new
Wilson Benesch Act 2tonearm and Carbon cartridge,
($9500) a bargain at $3500! (Will separate.) Cardas
Golden Cross interconnects, 20', $1000, Acoustech
phono stage, $950. All mint. (916) 966-2858.
LEXICON CP3 THX processor, ($3000) $1060. limy,
(510) 549-2808.
WE'RE HERE AND YOU'RE NOT! So, call! Tube
audio specialists. New and NOS tubes. Alón, AMC,
Anthem, AR, Audio Research, CAL Cary, Diapason,
JMIab, MS, Townshend, WireWorld, more! Ask about
our Bass Notch Filter! Arizona Ube Audio, (602) 9219961. unouttubeaudiocona .
SILTECH FTM4G, interconnect, 4m, perfect, ($9150)
$4500. (206) 322-6846.

Hear The Best. See The Best.
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Monitor Audio

Audio Truth

Rega

B&K

Sharpvision

California Audio Labs

Sonic Frontiers

Cary Audio

Sumiko

Creek

Taddeo

Golden Tube
America's best disc, tape and
component storage system

The RACKIT r" System
(since 1984)

Krell

Tice
Transparent Audio
Vandereeen

Magnum Dynalab

Von Schweikert

Marantz

Well Tempered

Stackable, portable oak units
hold all recording formats
and audio/video components

SOUNCWORIG

Free mailorder brochure

3400 Monroe Ave. Rochester, New York

Per Madsen Design (415) 822-4883
P.O. Box 882464
San Francisco, CA 94188

116 264.0410
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WATT 3/PUPPY 1, Puppy Tails, Puppy Claws,
$5000; POW-WHOW subwoofer, model 2, $5000.
(714) 650-5398.

$1600; Accuphase 1)P75, $6500; Tice P113, $1100;
Sonic Frontiers, Meridians, 5 s Falers, Forsells,

THRESHOLD T-200 AMPLIFIER in absolutely
flawless condition with box, manual, and transferable
10-year warranty, ($4650) $2650. Mark, (617) 725-6480
or (617) 284-4154.

Velodynes, Dynaudios, Sunfircs, Pliniuses, Arcams,
Perreaux, Epos. ESP, Audiovectors, Anthems, Grados,
Creeks, AudioQuests, VP1s, AT1s, Siltechs, Fadels,
Regas, etc.... (415) 897-5616.

KRELL FPB 250M monoblocks, ($9000) $6800 new;
Von Schweikert VR-4, red cherry, new, ($3650) $2750;
VR-3, ($2250) $1350; Krell FPli 600, new, factory
sealed in box ($12,500) $9400; Parasound P/SP-1500
A/V preamp, new, ($1500) $900; C/DP-1000 CI)
player, ($500) $350; HCA-806
In amp, ($1195)
$750; HCA-2200 II amp, ($1795) $1295. (504) 8874382 evenings
9pret CST

KRELL KSL PREAMP WITH phono board, mint,
$1200; Adcom GDA-600 processor, mint. $300. (313)
942-7640.

LEVINSON NO38S PREAMP, mint, original manuals and packing. ($6500) $3800. Serious only. Lee, (281)
518-0199, leave memrge
DIGIFLEX DVI )CABLE KIT, featuring the Digiflex
Gold I, "...my first choice in adigital cable at any
price." —Corey Greenberg, Stercophi/e, Vol.16 No.7,
July 1993. And Viditlex Gold-S professional S-video
cable. Special price for both, $114.95. Also: Plus Series
analog interconnects, video projector and speaker
cables, and more. Free catalog from your Canarc
source: Sound & Vidm. (518) 822-8800.
FOR SALE: ARAGON MILII AMI', $795; Sony IC
756 tapedeck, $275; TARA Labs ItSC Master
Generation speaker cable, 5', $150. (305) 296-6056.
FOR SALE: CELLO PALETTE PREAMP with separate power supply, $4500; Cello Duet 350 power amp,
$4500. Both about 18 months old and like new. Call
Rao, (713) 772-1944 meniugs.
YANKEE AUDI() MOI)EL 72 Mk.111, full-range
ribbon speakers, mint; Counterpoint SA-9 phono
equalizer, pristine; Air Tight ATC-Z prcamp, new.
(973) 746-2794.
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DEMO AND USED MODELS
ALWAYS AVAILABLE
323 WEST MAIN STREET
ABINGDON, VIRGINIA 24210

(540) 628-31 77
'local market only
e-mail: ratliff@prefened com
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ENCORE PYRAMID 1)AC, $1495; Min= Jovian
Pillar speaker, $1295; Ikluxe RooniTimes, $55 each;
TG Audio HRS Improved power ixwd, $135; G&I)
Transforms transport. $350; VanEvers power cord, $65.
Call (615) 650-3418.
MYRYAD MI-120 integrated amp, ($900) $650; and
MC100 Cl) player, ($1200) $950; 1)ynaudio Contour
1.1 speakers, ($1600) $1200; Target 11J 24T stands,
($300) $150. All mint, boxes and manuals, $2800 for
all, plus shipping. (414) 543-6066.
M11330 WITH CVT interconnect, 2m, $325; MIT
750 hi-wire with CVT, 10', $550; Kimber ICable RTC
shotgun hi-wire, 12', $475; CAL Aria III CI) player,
$1000; Fosgate 3A surround-sound processor, $1000.
(773) 262-7330.
THETA 1)S PRO GEN.V, balanced, ($6400); matching 1)atall LD/C1) transport, ($3200); both with
Laserlinque. Flawless, very little use, both for $3900 —
a $9600 value. Audio Research liLl single-ended
to balanced converter, ($700) $350; AudioTruth Lapis
X3 balanced interconnect, lm, ($625) $300. (310)
787-1075.
ARC V70, NEW 6550s, $2100; 13L1, $350; TARA
I
krade, 0.5m, balanced, $350. Call Tiny, (202)293-8741.
AUDIO RESEARCH VT150SEs, 18 months old, factory check-out and updates just performed with new
output tubes installed, $7000. (770) 649-1619.
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CALL FOR NEW STUFF: Pass 2, $4500; Aleph 3,
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LS.15 Remote
Vacuum Tube Lme
Stage Preamp

I

VT-100
100 wpc. Vacuum
Tube Power Amp.

•Atlantis •Audio Power Wedge •Audio Research
•Billy Bags •(WI) •CAL •Chito by Kinergetics
•Definitive Technology* Dunlavy •FAD •Genesis
•Grado •HK •Iolida •Krell •Magnan •Martin Logan
•Magro •McCormack •MIT •Monster Gable •NBS
•Panama •ProAc •PSB •llega •Sanos
•Sound Ant hors •Standmign •Sunfire
•Synergistic Research eThiel •Van den hul cartridges
•VP1 •Wilson Audio ... and more.

Audio-Video
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The Mecca', Itornare Stye, a Stare
37(12 Beaver Ave.
Des Moines, IA
5n:i tu
515-255-2134
Specials on our Website: httpV/www.aurrio-14,gic or,,

Mart

THRESHOL1) S500 AMPLIFIER, latest E-series
updates, mint, $1850 OBO. (317) 580-1244.
SPENDOR 3/1 LIMITED EDITION, new, $750.
limy, (919) 489-1150.
ROWLAND MODEL 6 MONOBLOCKS, mint,
have 5units, ($27,000) 5for $11,995, 3 for $6995, 2
for $5500; Purist Proteus Rev.B speaker cable, 8', perfect, ($3240) $1550; WireWorld Silver Eclipse III
speaker cable, 8.2', never used, ($2150) $1195. Franz,
(303) 674-2770.
AMPS: ANTHEM INTEGRATE1) 1, 3months' use,
$850; Audio Research VT60, $1300; Plinius 2100i integrated, $1200; PS Audio 200 I
klIta, $1000; Sonic
Frontiers Power 1, less than 20 hours' use, $1625;
Threshold 5300 Series II, $1200; T400, $3300; VTL
Deluxe 225 triode monos, $2200. Preamps: Audio
Research LS213, $1400; LS2B Mk.II, $1600; LS3. $900;
SP9 Mk.I1 with phono, $1100; I3&K Pro 5with phono,
near mint, $175; BAT VK5, $2150; Conrad-Johnson
PV12L, $1150; Coda 0213, near mint, $850; Krell KRC2, remote, $1700; KSL, $1100; Sonic Frontiers SFL-2,
$1800; VAC CLA la, $950. A/V: Lexicon CPI, $300;
500T system controller, $900. Processors: Audio
Alchemy 1)71 Pro 32, $750; Audio Research DAC 2,
$1200; Classe 1)AC I, warranty, $2400; EAD DSP1000 Series II, $350; I)SP 1000 Series III, $600; Sonic
Frontiers SFI)-1 Mk.II, $1050; 5E1)-2 Mk.1, $1600;
Theta 1)S Pro Basic II, balanced, $950; Timbre TTI,
$1850; Wadia 1000 1)M64 with Sledgehammer, $1500.
Transports: Accuphase DP8OL, $1500; Classé CDTI,
warranty, $1500; Micromega Stage 2 player, $600;
Itesolution Audio CD-50 player, 1month's use, $1950.
Speakers: B&W Matrix 802 Series 3, $2400; 1)ynaudio
Contour 2.8, 1.5 months' use. $4000; KEF Reference
Series 107/2 with Kube, $2700; Mach I Acoustics
1)M10 Signature. $10,000. Misc.: AudioQuest Sterling,
pure silver speaker cable, 8', $825; Sterling 2, pure silver, hi-wire, 10', $2100; Clear, 4', $275; Ruby, 21n, $75
each; AudioTnith 1)ragon 2, hi-wire, 6', $2600;
1)ianiond X3, 0.5m, $270; lm, $460; Lindyguyer, lm,
$150; MIT MH-850 CVTenninator Reference, hiwire, 8'; $3800; Mi-330 Shotgun CVT, Ini, $600; Mi350 CVTcn ll i
ll ator Proline Twin, XLR, box, I
in,
$700; MITenninator 2, 15', $200; Panamax Max
1000+, $165; Purist Colossus Rev.B. XLR, In,,$480;
Colossus Rev.A, XLR, 24', $800; Itev.A digital, I
in,
$135; Synergistic Resolution Ref. Mk.II, 3m, $1150;
TARA SV2 S-video, new, lm, $25; new, 3.5m, $65;
Transparent Reference, XLR, 2m, $1900; RCA. new,
2m, $1000; new, ID', $1550; Super, XLR, 1m, $400;
Plus, XLR, Iin, $200; standard, XLR, L5m, $120; XLO
Reference, XLR, 1
in, $175; Signature digital, XLR, 2m,
$265;
Yamainura
power
conditioner,
$900;
Millennium 6000 speaker cable, 10', $970; power cord,
tin, $330 each; Millennium 5000 speaker cable, 5m,
$1100; digital, XLR, 8m, $280. Mint unless otherwise
noted. Pryor, (302)737-2606.
ASC 16 X 4TUBE TRAPS, IMO; NAD 4130 tuner,
$135; AVA Series C amplifier, $475. (319) 358-7556,
leave smusage
PASS A1.2, $7900; Aleph P remote. S2800; Aleph S.
$2600; Cary, latest 300 SE Signanites. Western tubes,
$3050; Voce 1)ivina Tenore floorstancling monitors,
($8350) $5700. (801) 226-1018.
NAKA/s4ICHI PA-7 11 STASIS, 225W amp, mint,
$850. Call (309) 828-2771, leave message.
WATT/PUPPY 5.1, purchased in December, $12,000
0130. Pager (702) 361-1014, will calf bark Ecl.
Sl'ECTRAL DM 150 AMPLIFIER, less than 4
months old, $5500; Krell FPB 600 amplifier, less than
I
old, R85(X); Wadia 27, $5200; Luxman 3045
mono tube amplifiers with Futterman mod,
$2500/pair. All equipment is mint and includes original factory boxing and manuals. (314) 434-3252.
ARAGON 4004 MK.11, $1050; Chapman 17, $1350.
All mint. Ti,,,, (701) 258-5536.
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ESOTERIC P-2 TRANSPORT, excellent condition,
with remote, box, and manual, $1500. Charlotte, NC
(704) 544-3298.
B&W 801 II, 12500; CLS-IIZ, $1750; Goldmund 9
amp, ($12,500) $4500; Rowland 8, $4600; Jadis Defy-7,
$3600; Melos 402G monos, $3800; Cary CAD805,
5,4350/pair, Levinson No333 amp, $6300; No26 with
phono, $2800; Manley Reference DAC, $3500;
HDCD version, $4500; Dzurko Jaguar speakers with
stands, ($5300) $2800; C.E.C. TL 2, new, $1850;
Genesis Lens, $1200; PS Audio Reference Link, ($4800)
$1950; Quicksilver M-60 monos, 6 months, $1050;
Transparent Reference speaker cable, 8', ($4800) $2100;
ARC D-125, $1750. Fled (909)627-3869.
TFIIEL CS5s, Stetrophile Class A recommended component (Vol.17 No.4), rosewood, $5000. (212) 794-2435.
CONRAD-JOHNSON
D/A-2B tube
DAC,
s#9601008, ($2000) $1150; Mirage MC-Si center channel, s#001303, ($500) $285; MIT Proline AES/EBU,
1 ($700) $350; Joseph Audio RM-50si, ($10,000)
$4000; optional Sapeli wood, $4200; Mad( Levinson
No.31.5, ($9000) $5800; BAT VIC-60, ($5000) $2900;
NBS Statement interconnect, 4', ($3000) $1900; Jadis
JPI-, ($6300) $2950-, 2pairs Cardas Golden Five-C, 6.5',
($1100 each) $650 each; Audio Research SP-D1 surround processor, s#25380003, ($3000) $1185; Genesis
Time Lens, s#111246, small scratch, ($1800) $1300.
COD with shipping prepaid, Ventura, CA. Brian, (805)
527-9739, fax (805) 527-9808, e-mail hellolufi@aolcom .

EASTERN AUDIO—New York's quality used
equipment specialist ARC, Audio Note, Bryston, Cary,
Chito, C-J, Fosgate, Krell, Meridian, Pioneer Elite,
Snell, Sonic Frontiers, Threshold, Tice, Totem, MIT,
XL0 ...and more. 13302 41 Road,
NY 11355.
(718) 961-8256, e-mail audiony@aolcom .
VMPS FFI SPEAKERS, brand new with piano-black
finish, $5900, tri-state area. Bill, (516) 826-3791.
SNELL C/V SPEAICERS, pick-up only (PA). (215)
567-4626.
KRELL ICRC-HR PREAMP, $3900; Cello 350 Duet
amp, $3800; Mark Levinson No332 amp, $4400;
Transparent Reference speaker cable, 8', $1900. Marty,
(718) 746-3655.
JADIS JP 80 MC MK.II, $8900. Purist cables:
Dominus speaker, 2.5m, $3000; Colossus Rev.A, RCA,
7m, $800; Colossus Rev-A, balanced, 7m, $825;
Colossus Rev.A, RCA, 1
m, $400; Colossus Rev.A digital, lm, balanced, $170. Woodside MASO monoblocks,
$2000. John, (612) 934-0430.
MBL 6010C VORVERSTARICER preamp with dual
outputs and phonostage, original Inviter, ($12,500) $7700;
Transparent Reference XL interconnect, 1.5m, ($4400)
$2400; Transparent Reference XL interconnect, lff,
($5000) $2750; RoomTune large custom amp stand with
cones (2), ($775) $475; Transparent Powerlink Plus AC
cord with 20 amp custom IEC (2), $95; Illuminati Orchid
baLinced digital cable, 1.5m, ($750) $475; Fulton Gold
speaker able, 28' zero gauge, $125. ICen, (212)691-2641.

CDs, LPs, Tapes
WANTED: QUALITY USED CLASSICAL LPs.
Randall Goldman, Box 1, Rancho Mine CA 92270.
Tel./fax (888) 872-6929.
RCA AND MERCURY SET SALE Write: Records,
104 Barrington Dr, Oak Rice IN 37830.
HIGHEST PRICES PAID for classical LPs, mono and
stereo. Will travel for large collections. Call Lawrence
°Toole, PO. Box 138, Bearsvilk NY 12409, tel./fax (914)
679-1054.
TOP DOLLAR PAIL) FOR CD & LP collections. No
collection too large! Classical, Opera, Jazz, Rock,
Alternative, audiophiles (SIVLSC/EMI-ASD), more.
150,000 titles in stock. Free brochure! Princeton Record
Evchange, 20 Trilaw St, Princeton, NJ 08542. (609) 9210881, wrineproceorn
RCA LSC SHADED DOGS, Mercury 90000, London

ffir bluebacks, Lyritt, Argo, EMI ASD, British Decca, rare

monos. Call (212) 496-1681, far (212) 496-0733. Hawiy
Gilman, 243 W 76th St, Apt. 1B, New York, NY 10023.
FOR SALE: PRE-RECORDED reel-to-reel tapes, 7"
and 10),
2", $5 eachierry Menties, 730 112th St. Sit Apt. Ft
Evemt, WA 98204. (425) 745-4%9, menzes@MSNeom.
LPs

aREEL

TAPES: Audiophile, Classical, Opera.

Write, call, fax, or e-mail for monthly list of 3500
items. hvireon Music, 9580 NW Cornell Rd, Portland,
OR 97229, USA. (503) 297-2117 firer (503) 297-2138, email iromusic@spiritonecom
JAZZ LOVERS! Europe's premier jazz labels, Black
Saint/Soul Note LPs, are now available in the US for a
limited time only. Over 100 selected tides. Send SASE
or fax Black Biscuit Records, (941) 366-6155, 1732 Cunliff
Sarasota, FL 34239.

Audio Mart Order Form
NEW 1998 RATES: Private, $1.25 per word; Commercial, $4.15 per word; $166 minimum on
all commercial ads. A word is defined as one or more characters with aspace, dash, or slash on either
side. (Telephone and fax numbers, e-mail and WWW addresses count as one word.) PAYMENT: All ads
must be prepaid with order. Visa/MC/AmEx or checks arc accepted. MAIL TO: Stennphile, Classified Ad
1>paranent, P.O. Box 5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502-5529, or FAX (505) 983-6327, or SUBMIT
ONLINE: classifieds@stereophile.com (Faxed and e-mailed ads are credit-card only.) DEADLINE: Ads
arc due on the first working day of the month, two months in advance of the issue in which your ad will
appear. For example, if you want your ad to run in the May 1998 Stemiphile you must submit it with payment by March 2, 1998. Ad material that reaches us after deadline will appear in the next available issue.
No refunds. If you have questions, call (505) 982-1411.
for

Enclosed is payment in the amount of $

words.

U Iprefer to pay by check, made payable to Stewophile.
CI Iprefer to pay by U Visa U MasterCard U American Express
My card • is

Exp. date

Signature

U General

Wanted
WANTED: MARANTZ TUBE EQUIPMENT, WE
1086 amps, BEL, AVO tube tester, Sequerra FM-1. Top
prices paid. (818) 241-3344, fix (818) 242-4433.
WANTED: OLD-STYLE (wood, foldable) RachoShadt
speaker stands. (419) 353-2501, gene@tvcrwt.otg
WANTED: VACUUM-TUBE HI-FI COMPONENTS and large speakers by Western Electric (tubes,
amps, speakers), Marantz, McIntosh, Brook, Fisher,
REL FM tuners, Fairchild, Altec, Leak, Quad,
ElectroVoice, Jensen, JBL, Tannoy, and others. Also:
Tubes: Western Electric 252A, 30011, and ICT66, KT7Z
KT88. Richard Shatisky, PO. Box 521, Belmont, MA
02178. (617) 484-5784, Jiax (617) 489-6592.

Please mn my ad in the following months:
Category heading:

RECORDS FOR SALE: Hundreds of classical tides,
including many HP listed, TAS recommended,
"hot," and otherwise highly collectible audiophile
LPs. Write or call for fire list: Fist Chair Records,
PO. Box 629 klidketwille, MD 21793, USA. Tel: (301)
845-8997

U CDs/LPs/Tapes

J Wanted

U Employment

Copy (Please type or print, attach separate sheet if necessary):

WANTEI): McINTOSH MR78 TUNER —must be
in mint condition. Mr. Radebaugh, (202) 452-2052.
WANTED: CARDAS 1.5m Golden Cross or Golden
5C interconnect in good condition. (202) 667-0012,
ja@ends.com .
WANTED: SERVICE MANUAL schematic for
Sansui Z-9000X receiver. Stew Niff 4355 S Wapak
Road, Lima, OH 45806. (419) 999-3551.
CONRAD-JOHNSON PREMIER 11A, warranty,
$2150; Cary SLP-70, mint, $420. Moving overseas.
(617) 859-8509.

Name

Company

Street
State

208

City
Zip

Tel.

Fax

WANTED: TUBE HI-FI ANI) SPEAKERS, tube
theater amps, corner speakers, horn drivers, coaxial/triaxial speakers, crossovers, tubes. Alter, ElectroVoice,
JBL, Jensen, McIntosh, Quad, Dynaco, Scott, Lowther,
Fisher, Heath, Eico, RCA, Timmy, Leak, Marantz,
Western Electric, etc. Also high-end ARC, ConradJohnson, Linn speakers, etc. Also old guitars and guitar
amplifiers. Sourry Collins, 1413 Magnolia Lane, Midwest
City, OK 73110. (405) 737-3312,/ax (405) 737-3355.
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Advertiser
Audio Plus (J&Ilab)

Advertising published in Stereophile is accepted on the premise
dut die merdundise and services
as offered arc accurately described,
and are available to customers at
the advertised price. Advertising
that does not conform to diese
standards, or that is deceptive or
misleading, is never knowingly accepted. If any Stereophile reader
encounters noncompliance with
these sundanis, please write Nelson & Associates, Inc., 62 Wendover Rd., Yonkers, NY 10705.
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2

Source Technologies

84
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Muse Electronics

88
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CSA Audio
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44

David Lewis Audio
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Music Direct

128

Tannoy

83

Alpha-Core/Goertz

74

Davidson-Whitehall

200

Now Hear This
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TARA Labs
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Thiel

46

Alpine Audio

207

Denon Electronics

12-13

Overture

125,133,139

Ambrosia Audio

184

76
64,80

62

Totem Acoustic

150

Dynaudio
Electrocompaniet

Panamax

Analog Shop

Paradigm
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Toys From the Attic

Antique Sound Lab West
ARS Electronics
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Audience
Audio Advisor

Elusive Disc

188
90
122,178,205

152-153

Energy Loudspeakers

38

Fairport Soundworks

206

Fanfare

78

Audio Alternative

190

Front Row Center

Audio Classics

196

Gershman Acoustics

Audio Connection
Audiolab

178,190

Goodwins

188

HCM

Audiolab Stereo &Video Center ....

HeadRoom

182
Audio Magic

93

Audio Nexus

168

Audio Outlet

142

184
53

Parasound
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200
192

Tubes by Design

82

Valve Amplification Company 32
Van L Speakerworks

56
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92
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Western Electric
VVireWorld

93
143
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Home Theater Shop
Innovative Audio

115
104

Premier Audio Video

154
162
180

87
206

Transparent Audio
Trema Sounds

Philips Digital Entertainment .8-9
ProAc

Hi -Fi Farm
Holm Audio

109

Per Madsen Design

146
172-173
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Parts Connection

80
171
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RAM Labs
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Reference Audio Video

194

Rotel

19

Seneca Group

88

Sig Tech

198
30
82

Wisdom Audio

72

170

Subscribe NOW!

M8CS-3

U.S. 8L CANADIAN RESIDENTS

U 1year, $35
($2.92 ¡issue)

[J 2 years, $60
($2.50/issue)

U 3 years, $75
($2.08/issue)

Call toll-free to order by credit card (800) 444-8908. or mail check, money order
(US dollars only), or credit-card number to: Stereophile, P.O. Box 469027,
Escondido. CA 92046-9027

(619) 745-2809

U Foreign subscriptions, $120/year
Call our office in England at (44) 181-289-1571, or Fax this form with credit-card
information to (44) 181-289-1571.
Name

LI Check/money order enclosed

Address

U Bill me

City
Card No.
Signature
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State

Zip
Exp.

U Visa
U MasterCard
LI American Express
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The

Final

Larry

Archibald

sis its wont, the high-end tribe
gathered this January in Las Vegas,
at the Consumer Electronics Show.
Some of our members were missing,
notably those from Asian countries, but
CES is still the biggest gathering of
the year for us all—by far. CEDIA, HIFI '98, PARA, the Ramada Show put
on by Hi-Fi News & Record Review in
London, and many of the Asian shows,
all have prominent places in the yearlong scene — but nothing comes close to
CES for getting everyone in one place
at one time.
CEMA (the Consumer Electronics Manufacturer Association), sponsors of CES,
responded in kind at the Alexis Park Resort Hotel, specialty audio's new (since
1997) home, knocking themselves out to
make the site work much better this year
than last. Signage and maps were tripled in
quantity and detail, and high-quality (to
the tune of $55,0000 coverings for the
walkways between buildings were in
place for the whole Show.
CEMA had also made great efforts at
the Convention Center, which looked
slicker and spiffier than ever before.
And, as afirst, there was official "outboarding" at Caesars Palace — an out-ofthe-way location, to be sure, but the
exhibitors were listed in the Show Guide
and couldn't be ignored. Maybe Caesars
will have room for more next year.
Hearty congratulations from all highenders are duc to CEMA: to Vice
President Robbi Lycett (who's in charge
of the whole shootin' match); to Kerry
Moyer, the specialty audio liaison and
advocate; and to Gary Shapiro and the
entire CEMA board.
Going still further, CEMA announced
the possibility of amassive investment at
the Alexis Park —the sum mentioned was
five years' mom-rental in advance — so
that 120 new rooms planned for that hotel
could be outfitted specifically for CES
purposes. Good acoustical dimensions,
higher-than-normal ceilings, unusually
good isolation between rooms so that all
rooms can be used — the works. Something ashow organizer might dream of
doing, but probably only CEMA has the
financial resources to actually attempt.
Given the probability this presents of
reducing the number of outboarders,
210

Word

on it. Overall growth in 1997 was 7.5%,
compared to export growth of 10.3%.
Does that mean that the High End is a
sub-$400-million industry? Obviously
not, with the survey covering barely 10%
of the companies in the industry. And,
while most of the remaining 270 plus
companies are quite small, quite agood
number are big. Some of these are companies that refuse to hand over numbers
to CEMA, and others are large companies
that are already reporting their high-end
sales as part of some other category.
CEMA has combined their knowledge
of who's reported and who hasn't with
The High End
other knowledge (I'm not supposed to
reveal its source, or about which memas awhole does
bers it's known) to come up with an estimate for the High End as a whole: a
awhopping
whopping $1.1 to $1.4 billion in US sales.
When Iintently queried such a major
$1.1 to $1.4 billion
extrapolation, CEMA wouldn't tell me
in US sales.
much about how they'd arrived at it. But
CEMA is publishing this number, and
they're areputable organization one of
whose primary businesses is numbers. I
heen gathering this kind of info
anecdotally for years, but the numbers I believe it.
It also blows me away. First, that
get are almost always vague, usually inflatCEMA has succeeded in coming up with
ed, inconsistent from year to year — and
any reasonably valid numbers for our
the growth percentages I'm quoted always
industry. Second, that the number's so big.
require interpretation. "Good but flat"
Third, the $1.1-1.4 billion is US sales
usually means significantly down; "a
alone—no export figures are included.
tough year, but with some real bright
Fourth, this isn't even the right number
spots" is even worse; "a great year" could
to look at to estimate total market size.
mean anything from +5% to +80%. And
We live in ahome-theater-plus-high-endoccasionally Irun into people who are
audio era, and no video sales are included
growing faster than their capital and perin any of these numbers. (Interestingly,
sonnel resources can probably manage. (I
CEMA found that the 31 companies they
typically advise caution.)
surveyed were still doing 54% of their
CEMA's survey included 31 compasales in audio-only systems, with 46%
nies, which seems like ahard-to-extrapogoing into home theater — asmaller perlate-from sample in agroup of companies
centage of home theater than Iwould
they estimate numbers more than 300.
have guessed.)
But these companies were really goodThese statistics are fabulously useful to
sized for High End, averaging almost $11
manufacturers, retailers, magazines —
million each in annual sales. The 1997
and to any financial institutions we do
total for the group was $329 million,
business with. We can see how big we
including $256 million in US sales
arc, both as an industry and in relation(domestic companies and imports comship to consumer electronics as awhole.
bined) and $73 million in exported goods
We can see that, even in atough year,
(domestic companies only). Those exwe're growing.
ports comprise 22% of the total, aslight
On just about every front, CEMA's
increase from the 21.5% recorded in
been doing agreat job of what every trade
1996 — a surprising result, given how
organization tries to do: deliver real benehard the Far East has been hit this past
fits to its members. Hear, hear!
rei
year, and the High End's normal reliance

attendees should be beating down CEMA's
doors encouraging this extraordinary commitment to high-end audio.
CEMA also came up with afirst at this
Show, something they've tried to compile
for many years but couldn't: a survey
with real numbers about the size and
growth of the specialty-audio industry.
'This is genuinely difficult to do, no matter who's doing it. High-end companies
just don't want to tell anyone how much
business they do, or what their growth
rates are.
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Technology alone does not ensure musical performance. In the
Wadia 850 we have refined our technical innovations using a
deep appreciation for music as our guide. The result is sound
so vivid and compelling, you will find yourself captivated by
the Wadia 850 - and even more, by the passion and power
of music.

Wei

a 850

CD PLAYER

Wadia
Tel

Digital

715-426-5900

624

Troy

Street,

River

http://www.waclia.com

Falls,
Fax

WI

54022

715-426-5665

A Powerful
1-2 Combination For
Your System

I

t's so hard to discuss only two AudioQuest
cables. We make such awide range, from /
inexpensive on up, from speaker cables to
interconnects for audio, video and digital. i(f
Actually, they're all inexpensive. In an appro- 0.1
1
1/
priate system they all make the most difference for the least money. Here are two
extremely sophisticated, yet highly affordable examples of what we are all about.
Type 6
AudioQuest's fine tuned technology is on display in Type 6.
—
Our classic Hyperlitz construction employs a circle of solid
• Long Grain Copper (LGC) conductors, aregular fixed geometry
which provides significant magnetic isolation
between the conductors. All conductors are solid in
order to avoid strand interaction, the single greatest
source of cable distortion. Spread Spectrum Technology
(SST) is evidenced by the use of three different sizes of
conductors. SST defocuses the sonic signature of any single
size of conductor, providing amuch greater sense of power
and transparency than ever before. The cable just plain gets out of
the way, which is all any good cable ever should do. In addition to being an ideal full range cable, Type 6is also biwire friendly.
Different preparation techniques allow it to be used as an ideal single-biwire cable for high or low crossover speakers.
TYPE 6

Topaz Audio Interconnr

Low level cables don't have to transfer the large magnetic fields that cause so many of the prob-

lems in speaker cables. Interconnect cables don't carry power, they carry information, delicate information
which would also be damaged by strand interaction or inferior materials. MATERIAL QUALITY -COPPER GRAIN STRUCTURE
r*e )
Topaz employs Double-Balanced construction. Unlike normal cables, the
FPC
OFHC
positive and negative conductors are identical. The 100% coverage
cast
shield is only connected at one end. insuring that it will not be used as
an inferior conducting path. All metal conductors are actually made of
2f.;ieN11...
pieces called "grains". Normal high-purity copper has 1.500 such grains lengthwise in a
Drawn
single foot of conductor. OFHC copper has 400 grains per foot. Topaz's exceptional FPC
copper has single grains which are 700 feet long. What you hear is far cleaner, more realistic and less fatiguing. Properly plated
connectors and the finest solder are acouple more reasons why Topaz provides such extraordinarily high performance.
These are just two of the many AudioQuest cables which will help your system deliver its best one-two combination.
TOPAZ

P.O. Box 3060 San Clemente, CA 92674 USA. Tel 714-425-1110. Fax 714-425-0101. infoûaudioquest.com
-

aucJioquest

